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This dissertation presents the development of a method for integrating two-phase flow 

into the vector formulation of the One Dimensional Turbulence model (ODT). The novel 

ODT model is an unsteady turbulent flow simulation model implemented on a one-

dimensional domain, representing flow evolution as observed along a line of sight 

through a 3D turbulent flow. Overturning motions representing individual eddies are 

implemented as instantaneous rearrangement events. They obey applicable conservation 

laws and emulate the multiplicative increase of strain and decrease of length scales 

associated with the turbulent cascade. Eddy occurrences are random, with likelihoods 

proportional to a local measure of shear kinetic energy. These events punctuate 

conventional time advancement of viscous transport. 

In the present study, the ODT configuration used to simulate turbulent channel flow is 

augmented by a representation of particles coupled to the fluid by a drag law, with one

way coupling. 

It is straightforward to implement this drag coupling using the vector wall-normal 

fluid velocity profile evolved by ODT, but motion (displacement by eddy events) and 

velocity are distinct in ODT, so this procedure violates physical requirements such as 

correct representation of the marker-particle limit. Instead, a particle-eddy interaction 

mechanism is introduced. ODT eddies are instantaneous, so this interaction is defined by 

integrating the drag law over the lifetime of the corresponding physical eddy, but 

applying the resulting particle location and velocity change at the instant of eddy 

occurrence. A subtraction procedure is used to prevent double-counting of particle-eddy 
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interaction due to subsequent viscous time advancement over the same time interval. The 

net outcome is a particle-eddy interaction that obeys correct limiting behaviors and 

transitions smoothly between these limits. This formulation introduces a free parameter 

that multiplies a scaling estimate of the eddy lifetime. 

Numerical simulations were run with turbulent friction Reynolds numbers ranging 

from 180 to 1395. Validation was achieved by comparing l)wall-normal profiles of 

particle statistics with DNS, LES, and experiments; 2) wall deposition for particles from 

the inertial range of (Stokes number) 0.3 <= Tau+ <= 55,000 to DNS, LES, and 

experiments; 3) the non-inertial, Brownian Motion, regime was demonstrated by 

comparison with experiments and DNS. 



CHAPTER 1 

RESEARCH GOALS AND APPROACH 

1.1 Objectives 

Two-phase flows are ubiquitous in nature. One needs only to watch the movement of 

rain or snow falling from the sky, plankton in the oceans, or see satellite pictures of 

sandstorms over mainland China transporting particulates across the Pacific Ocean to the 

United States' west coast to appreciate just how widespread it is. 

Particle transport in turbulent flows is of immense importance in engineering and 

scientific disciplines. In part because it is so wide spread in nature, as such, environ

mental scientists need to study and understand it for weather and pollution control. 

Examples range from volcanic dust dispersion in the atmosphere to the formation of 

clouds, and the entrainment of pharmaceuticals in air so as to be inhaled and ingested in 

the lungs rather then being digested in the stomach and therefore being subjected to the 

gastric juices which may harm or destroy some of the medicines. Engineers who design 

particle laden pneumatic process equiptment must have a thorough grasp of how 

turbulence affects particles, as well as those who would study the combustion of 

gunpowder inside of gun barrels. Particle transport with combustion includes the fluid-

dynamic considerations of two-phase flow and the complexities of the integrated 

exchanges of mass and energy. 

This work is intended to develop a numerical model, which will capture enough of the 

essential physics to predict quantitatively the individual trajectories of particles (in 

contrast to the average location) yet to be simple enough to be able to solve problems of 



practical (industrial or governmental) interest. Ideally the end results would result in a 

model which could capture the relevant phenomena in length scale varying from 

molecules to asteroids. This is acheived by capitalizing on known symmetries with extra 

pains taken to map relevant physics into a 1-D equivalent. 

1.2. Motivation 

One application of two phase turbulent flow models lies in the environmental area. 

Specifiaclly there exists a large volume of liquid hazardous waste in virtually perpetual 

storage by the Department of Energy (DOE). This has motivated the DOE to look at 

other ways to handle, perhaps dispose of, these liquid hazardous wastes. A good method 

of disposing of these wastes is thermal reaction or incineration. The US regulations on 

emissions in many cases require a 99.99% destruction of the organic hazardous material 

as demonstrated during test bums. In some cases (e.g. polychlorobiphenyls and dioxins) 

a destruction level of 99.9999% is required (Wendt, 1994) during test bums. Studies of 

liquid injection incineration systems have shown the existence of large "rogue" droplets 

which penetrate the flame zone and bum as individual droplets (Wendt, 1994). 

Mulholland et al., 1991, have shown that turbulence causes a surprisingly large spread in 

the bumout points of droplet streams introduced into a combustor. These large spreads 

occurred even with streams of identical droplets injected with identical initial conditions 

into a 100 kW turbulent combustor. 

Mulholland et al., 1991, found that models predicting mean behavior were clearly 

inadequate in predicting the spread. The large measured bumout spread was attributed 



solely to the highly turbulent nature of the flow inside the combustor. The purpose of the 

research described here was to predict quantitatively the spread in bumout points (in 

contrast to the average location). Prediction of maximum possible penetration of droplets 

in turbulent flow constitutes a step towards a procedure that helps establish a guarantee 

that each droplet is completely destroyed. 

To assist in this goal, the author (Schmidt, 2000) in collaboration with Kerstein and 

Wendt developed a two-phase flow model for the linear One Dimensional Turbulence 

Model (ODT), Kerstein, 1999. The author's work was useful in predicting the spread in 

droplet bumout, but there was much work left undone, especially in the area of model 

verification. Kerstein, et al., 2001, further developed ODT into a vector formulation 

which contains the three velocity components. The advances of Kerstein and co-workers 

in vector ODT allowed the author to build on the Schmidt, 2000, work in developing a 

two-phase flow model for the vector formulation of ODT and emphasizing verification of 

the model by comparison to DNS, measurements, and LES as available in the literature. 

1.3 Historical perspective 

Turbulence has been studied at different levels for centuries. The artist and engineer 

Leonardo da Vinci famed for the breadth of his genius, covering anatomy, architecture, 

hydraulics, hydrology, geology, meteorology, mechanics, machinery, flight, optics, etc., 

is known to have made numerous sketches studying turbulent flow. 



Some have suggested that the modem research on turbulence is traceable to Osborne 

Reynolds, 1883, when he discovered the dimensionless parameter, subsequently named 

after him, governing the onset of turbulence. 

The physics Nobel prize laureate Richard P. Feynman referred to turbulence as one of 

the last unsolved problems in physics. Many Scientist have devoted their lives to 

studying turbulence and as such the volume of work on the subject is quite extensive. 

Because particle laden turbulence is of such important practical applications there are 

also quite extensive publications on this subject. 

An in depth review at particle laden turbulence is beyond the scope of this work. 

There have been numerous reviews of the many facets of particle laden flow published in 

the literature and the reader is referred to those for the broad perspective on turbulence 

and particle laden turbulence. 

The majority of the rest of this chapter will focus on placing the present work in 

context relative to the work which motivated it. 

1.3.1 Turbulent Channel Flow 

The problem of bounded turbulence has been of special importance in engineering, 

e.g. flow around the space shuttle belly as it re-enters the earth's atmosphere. 

Channel flow is a bounded flow and is defined as flow through a rectangular duct. 

The height (called the wall-normal direction) is often represented as 2h. The length of 

the channel is often represented by L. The streamwise direction is the direction of the 

charmel length, L. By definition the channel length L must be much larger than h (L/h » 



1). The last remaining direction is called the spanwise direction and the length is often 

represented by B. By definition the channel breadth B is also much larger than h (B/h » 

1). For all cases discussed here the channel studied is far enough along in L (the 

streamwise direction) that the entrance effects of the channel are no longer important. 

The area of interest is taken to be close enough to the center of the channel in the 

spanwise direction that the walls at either of the two ends of the spanwise direction have 

no effect on the flow. This area of interest is called the fiilly developed region. This has 

implications for the expected behavior of the flow. That is the fluid flow is expected to 

be statistically independent of changes in position in either the streamwise or spanwise 

direction. The velocity components of the gas are often referred to in the literature as 

either u, v, and w or wi, uj, and 1/3 or V|, V2, and V3 respectively for the streamwise, wall-

normal, and spanwise directions, all of which are so widely used that the author will 

intersperse them at will with no expected conftision for the reader. 

The flow of interest having no statistical dependence in either the streamwise of 

spanwise direction is a one dimensional flow. (As such a one dimensional turbulence 

model should work quite well.) In addition to being one dimensional one would expect 

that such a flow was also statistically symmetric about its mid-plane. This has been 

verified a number of ways including by experiments. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the Reynolds number is an important parameter for 

fluid flow. The name is a little deceiving as the Reynolds number is not a number at all, 

but a family of dimensionless numbers which deal with fluid properties by multiplying a 

density by a length by a velocity and dividing it by a viscosity. The trick is to find the 
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characteristic length and velocity that will reflect Reynolds number similarity in the area 

of interest. 

While geometrically similar flows are expected to be dynamically and structurally 

similar if their Reynolds numbers are the same, their structures are also very nearly 

similar for all Reynolds numbers which are large enough to allow turbulent flow. This 

phenomena is know as Reynolds number similarity. 

Two often used Reynolds numbers applied to channel flow are the bulk Reynolds 

number and the friction Reynolds number: 

where h is the half height in the wall-normal direction, the kinematic viscosity, v, is the 

viscosity of the fluid divided by the fluid density, UB is the bulk velocity of the fluid, Ut 

is the friction velocity which is defined below. 

It is well known that near the wall the viscosity of the fluid is important along with the 

wall shear stress, TW These are combined in the following manner so as to get a 

characteristic length and a velocity scale which are appropriate in preserving the 

Reynolds similarity in the near wall region. The first of these is the friction velocity 

where the wall shear stress, Xw, is the shear stress at the wall, and the second is the 

viscous lengthscale 

y  
(1-1) 

(1-2) 
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(1-4) 

Of special note is how the friction Reynolds number can be rearranged, 

= A (1-5) 

so the friction Reynolds number can be interpreted as the ratio of the half height, h, to the 

viscous lengthscale, or more commonly called wall units. Wall units are used to measure 

distance in the wall-normal direction, y, as 

(1-6) 

The Reynolds number based on the characteristic viscous lengthscale rather than the 

half height is identically one. 

Re = -^!^ = -^ = l (1-7) 
v' 

This makes sense as the characteristic velocity scale was chosen to scale the viscosity 

and the wall shear stress, in the near wall region. Direct comparison of Equation 1-6 

and 1-7 brings out the fact that the form of the wall units is that of a Reynolds number. 

So wall units can be used to gauge the relative importance of turbulent to viscous 

processes (Pope, 2000, page 270). Note that at the centerline is identical to the friction 

Reynolds number. So the y'^ value of the centerline of a Re^ = 180 would be 180. At a 

Re^ = 644, y'*' at the center would be 644. Certainly turbulent processes dominate near the 

center of the channel and viscous processes are important in the near wall region where 

y^ is of order 1. The motivation for viscous scaling was in hopes of scaUng the velocities 
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such a way that turbulent flows with widely different Reynolds numbers would still scale 

approximately the same in the near wall region. This has been proven to be the case, see 

Kim, et al., 1987. Note however, the appropriate scaling for higher order statistics are 

still being investigated. 

The availability of wall units as a measurement of distance scaled by the relative wall 

shear stress and viscosity has allowed the definition of regions inside the channel. The 

viscous wall region, where molecular viscosity has a direct effect on the shear stress, is 

defined as < 50. This also defines the outer layer or core region as y'*' > 50 where there 

is fully developed turbulence or rather where the effect of viscosity is negligible. Within 

the viscous wall region is the viscous sublayer. The viscous sublayer is defined asj^ < 5. 

In the viscous sublayer the Reynolds shear stress is negligible compared to the viscous 

stress. The rest of the viscous wall region is called the buffer layer and is defined as 5 < 

< 50. In the buffer layer both molecular viscosity and Reynolds shear stress are 

important. As the Reynolds number increases the fraction of the charmel occupied by the 

viscous wall region decreases as the inverse of the friction Reynolds number. 50 wall 

units at a Re^ = 1200 takes 180/1200 of the channel half width as 50 wall units at a Re^ = 

180. Experimental observations confirm that the viscous wall region does decrease as the 

Reynolds number increases. 

1.3.2 Particle transport in turbulent flow 

The development of two-phase flow models with a turbulent gas phase is traditionally 

broken into three categories, 1-way coupling, 2-way coupling, and 4-way coupling. The 



simplest is 1-way coupling or passive particle transport. In 1-way coupling the turbulent 

contribution of the dispersed phase is negligible. The turbulent field is much more likely 

to gain kinetic energy from the gas flow rather than from the flow of the dispersed phase. 

Here, the fluid affects the particle, but the particle does not affect the fluid. This is often 

symbolized as: fluid -> particle (one arrow). 

The 2-way coupling flows are the next complicated. In this case the volume fraction 

of the dispersed phase is high enough that the mean flow of the particles can induce 

turbulent motion in the fluid. (Also as in the 1-way coupling the turbulent fluid motion 

induces motion in the particles. Hence the title, 2-way coupling.) This is symbolized as: 

fluid -> particle (two arrows). 

The most complicated of the flows is referred to as 4-way coupling. In this case, the 

volume fraction of the dispersed phase is so large, that the dispersed phase particles not 

only affect the fluid flow, but also affect each other by way of collisions or near 

collisions (wake or boundary layer interactions). This is symbolized as; fluid ^ 

particle <- -> particle (four arrows). Elghobashi (1991, 1994) shows the range in which 

the three types of coupling are of importance. 

This model utilizes the 1-way coupling or passive transport assumption. A 

Lagrangian framework for the particle is used with the key forces on the particle 

considered to be a modified Stokes drag and gravity. More on this will be discussed in 

the section on governing equations, but for now note that Sirignano (1999) states that 

good engineering analysis can be performed using only modified stokes drag and the 

gravitational force. A majority of the state-of-the-art publications in the area of two-



phase flow use the 1-way coupling assumption along with a drag force to compute the 

equation of motion of particles. 

1.3.3 Turbulence Models 

There is an axiom in physics which states that the simplest solution is usually the 

correct solution. In that vein, scientist often search for a simple, practical theory which 

will yield quantitative results for realistic problems in a relatively short time. For an 

excess of one hundred years physicists, mathematicians, and engineers have been 

searching for just that. However, a simple quantitative theory of turbulence has not been 

found for anything but the most basic flows. No one can tell the future, but the likelihood 

of such a theory seems very distant in time. In the absence of a simple qualitative theory 

of turbulence, the emphasis is on computing properties of turbulent flows on computers. 

Computers have undergone great advances in speed over the last 30 + years, and it looks 

for now that they will continue to advance at a quick pace for a few years to come. 

The non-linear terms in the Navier Stokes equation and the pressure term make 

turbulent fluid flows difficult to solve even on the fastest computers. With this in mind 

people have made varying numbers of simplifications commensurate with what their 

needs and available tools (such as computer speed) were. Different people have different 

ways to categorizing ways of modeling turbulence. A popular way is to categorize them 

into turbulent-flow simulations and turbulence models. 

A turbulent-flow simulation solves equations for the time-dependent velocity field 

which represents in some way the velocity field of a real turbulent flow for one 



realization. Two such turbulent-flow simulation methods are Direct Numerical 

Simulation (DNS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES). Both of these will be discussed 

shortly. 

There are no doubt many more turbulence models than there are turbulent-flow 

simulations. A turbulence model solves equations for some mean quantities. The short 

list of turbulence models discussed here will be Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes 

(RANS, which is the oldest of the turbulence models) and the One Dimensional 

Turbulence Model (ODT). 

Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) solves a set of equations which are often, but not 

necessarily restricted to the Navier-Stokes equations. This represents the instantaneous 

velocity as a function of position (3-D) and time. All flow quantities are derivable from 

the numerical simulation results. It is often used to gather results which is almost 

impossible to get through direct measurements at this time. The problem with obtaining 

the required measurements can be simply that the measurements are too hard to get, or 

that the multi-physics involved are so complicated that one cannot be sure the results are 

a measure of a certain phenomenon or not. Therefore DNS is a standard to which other 

turbulence models can justly be compared. In order to obtain the representation of the 

instantaneous velocity as a function of position (3-D) and time DNS must resolve all 

scales to the smallest (Kolomogorov) length scale. Pope, 2000, gives a specific example 

using homogeneous turbulence, of which this author will take the results and surrmiarize 

them here. (Details on the reasoning are in Pope, section 9.1.2, The computational cost.) 

Pope uses the turbulence Reynolds number defined as Ret = k^/ev. 



The Kolomogorov lengthscale is porportional to Ret"^ ''. Using this and the best 

known technique for solving homogeneous turbulence (the pseudo-spectral methods) 

Pope goes on to derive the computing rate in gigaflops as Tq ~ (ReL/800)^. Using other 

assumptions including about the computer used, an IBM SP2 with 40 nodes (the fastest 

supercomputer out at the time) he goes on to show that a Ret of 1,500 would take 13 days 

to run. The most demanding of his examples is a RCL of 96,000 which would take 5,000 

years. Pope assumes that the computer resources for DNS scale as Re^ more or less 

across the board including channel flow. DNS can be both a burden on the speed of the 

processor required and the memory available. Because of the Reynolds number cubed 

scaling, the DNS is restricted to low and moderate turbulence Reynolds numbers, (There 

is of course hope that this can be eventually done reasonably for even high Reynolds 

numbers thanks to advances in computers.) Of special note in relation to this work, 

Particle-laden DNS (PDNS) is even more demanding on computer resources than plain 

DNS, so it lags slightly behind DNS in applicability. 

Large Eddy Simulation (LES) utilizes a 'filtered' velocity field to obtain the flow 

simulation. Now LES is generally put into sub-categories depending on how they are 

filtered and how they are used. 

First, Very Large Eddy Simulation (VLES). In VLES there is not sufficient grid 

resolution to represent 80 % (Pope, 2000, chapter 13) of energy in a particular flow 

simulation. It sounds kind of funny to include the last part of that sentence, but in the 

next paragraph we will be discussing LES applications to channel flow and the reason 

why the particular flow is important will become apparent. The people who use VLES 
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have determined that the computer (or other) constraints demand that they cannot afford 

to resolve the grid fine enough to capture the energy containing motions, hence a 

substantial portion of the energy is in the Sub-Grid Scale (SGS), or what are sometimes 

called the residual motions. Models are required for the SGS (true for LES and VLES) 

and a VLES simulation is a priori more dependent on the SGS modeling than an LES. 

Pope, 2000, points out that it is not easy to tell when a model is LES or VLES as the 

fraction of energy in the resolved grid is seldom estimated in published literature. 

As discussed in Section L3.1, the molecular viscosity in the near wall area of channel 

flow is important. We will define an LES as capturing at least 80 % of the energy in the 

resolved grid. So in order for a LES to properly resolve a channel flow, special care must 

be used to define the wall region. 

This leads to a further sub-division of LES. The first to be discussed is Large Eddy 

Simulation with Near-Wall Resolution (LES-NWR). In LES-NWR the filter and grid are 

sufficiently resolved to capture 80 % of the energy everywhere. That means even in the 

near-wall area. 

In contrast to LES-NWR, is Large Eddy Simulation with Near-Wall Modeling (LES-

NWM). As can be gleaned from the title, the filter and grid are sufficient to resolve the 

energy to at least 80 % remote from wall, but near that wall it is not sufficient, hence 

needs a near-wall model for completeness. 

A summary can be made as follows: All LES simulations require a SGS model. In 

VLES the SGS model contains what is considered a substantial part of the energy, more 

than 20 %. In LES-NWR the SGS model contains about 20 % of the energy everywhere. 



In LES-NWM the SGS model contains about 20 % of the energy away from the wall, but 

near the wall there must be a near-wall model which represents the wall effects. It is not 

common, but it is possible for someone to use the SGS model as the near-wall model, but 

it is still implicitly using a near-wall model. Also that course of events would probably 

lead to serious computational error. 

In the same way as mentioned for PDNS, the Particle-laden LES (PLES) family is 

computationally more difficult and is usually lagging behind advances in LES. In PLES 

a model is needed to detennine the SGS motions of the particles. Now this can be 

explicit or implicit. Some published PLES (Wang and Squires, 1996, Wang, Squires, 

Chen, and McLaughlin, 1997) have not included any explicit model for particle velocity 

modification due to SGS turbulence. The authors noted the discrepancy and rightly 

pointed out that it would cause increasing error as the Stokes number decreased. 

Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) as the name implies is based on the 

Reynolds averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations. RANS is the oldest and probably the 

most widely used of the methods mentioned in this work. Once the Navier-Stokes 

equations are Reynolds averaged there appear in the equations more terms than there are 

constitutive equations. This is called the closure problem. In order to resolve the closure 

problem there have been two main ways (or categories) of resolving that closure problem. 

The proper closure for the RANS equation has many practical applications, such as the 

safe and proper design of airplane wings. As such there has been much work done on the 

proper closure and each of the two categories mentioned above also have many sub-
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categories and some methods which may not easily be pigeon holed into a particular 

place. Only a brief outline of the major closure methods are given here. 

RANS is generally broken into two categories. The first to be discussed will be 

Turbulent-viscosity models. First one must be familiar with the turbulent-viscosity 

hypothesis. See Pope, 2000, chapter 10 for much more detailed information. 

Pope describes the turbulent-viscosity hypothesis in two parts. The first part is the 

intrinsic assumption that the Reynolds stress anisotropy is determined by the mean 

velocity gradients at any point in time or space. The second part is the explicit 

assumption that one may take as a direct analogy, the relation for the viscous stress in a 

Newtonian fluid and assume that form for the relation of the anisotropy, Oy, and the mean 

velocity gradients. 

where <> means time averaged, <ui'uj'> is the Reynolds stress, Sjj is the Kronecker delta, 

Sij is the rate-of-strain tensor, VT is the turbulent viscosity, and k is the turbulent kinetic 

energy. The definition of k is one-half of the trace of the Reynolds stress tensor, 

It is interesting to note that Churchill (2002) demonstrates that for the simple 

geometry of round tubes the turbulent viscosity is shown by an exact analysis to be 

simply "the ratio of the shear stress due to the time-averaged turbulent fluctuations in the 

velocity to that due to the molecular motion and thus independent of its heuristic 

(1-8) 

(1-9) 
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diffiisional origin." Churchill goes on to say that despite the justification as a physically 

meaningful quantity, the eddy viscosity is inferior in behavior to implementing the 

Reynolds stress models. 

Turbulent-viscosity models have several sub-categories here listed in increasing 

complexity: algebraic models, turbulent-kinetic-energy models, the A: - e model. There 

are other turbulent-viscosity models, but they will not be touched on here. 

Algebraic models are the simplest turbulent-viscosity models. Two of the most well 

known algebraic models are the uniform turbulent viscosity and the mixing-length model. 

As the name of the category implies, an algebraic equation is used to get vr as a fiinction 

of position. 

The next step up in complexity are turbulent-kinetic-energy models. Using some 

assumptions and algebraic manipulation, VT is found to depend on another quantity, 

(usually) kinetic energy, k. This is often called a one-equation model because the 

transport equation for k is solved to give vj. 

In order to contrast with what will be the next and final sub-model of turbulent-

viscosity models a quick summary of the steps in the one-equation model is in order. The 

mixing length is specified, a model transport equation is solved for k, and the turbulent 

viscosity from Equation 1 -8 is computed using the appropriate assumptions and algebraic 

manipulations used in order to derive vj as a function of kinetic energy, k. With those 

steps completed, the Reynolds averaged equations are solved for the mean velocity and 

pressures as a function of position and time. 



The k -  z models can easily be explained in contrast to the turbulent-kinetic-energy 

models just described. As opposed to the one-equation model, the - e models solve two 

transport equations, one for k and one for e, the dissipation, hence they are the next step 

up in complexity from the turbulent-kinetic-energy models. The k - z models are 

probably the most popular RANS models used today. Two modeled transport equations 

are used to solve for k and E. Algebraic manipulation of k and e leads to a lengthscale, a 

timescale, and a quantity with the dimensions of vt. The advantage of the for ^ - e 

models over turbulent-kinetic-energy models is that turbulent-kinetic-energy models have 

the mixing length specified a priori. In k - z models the additional modeled transport 

equation takes the place of the previously specified mixing length becoming a more 

complete model. 

The second type of RANS models to be discussed here are the Reynolds-stress 

models. In these models (as in other related models similar to Reynolds-stress models) 

the turbulent-viscosity hypothesis is not needed. (This indicates why Reynolds-stress 

models are categorized separately from turbulent-viscosity models.) Eliminating the 

turbulent-viscosity hypothesis (which has known defects) and replacing it with modeled 

transport equations is considered a major step up in model accuracy. 

In a similar way to the k - z  models above, two transport equations are solved. One is 

a transport equation for the individual Reynolds stresses, <u'iu'j>. The other transport 

equation is for a quantity (usually e) which through algebraic manipulation can yield a 

turbulent length or time scale. 



In Reynolds-stress models, the exact transport equation for the Reynolds stress is 

used. However, there is still a closure problem. As such modeled equations must be 

used for the extra terms, such as the dissipation tensor, ejj, and the pressure rate of strain 

tensor. 

All RANS models give average quantities such as velocity as their output. So any 

Particle-laden RANS (PRANS) would by definition be starting with average particle 

velocities (Young and Leeming, 1997). This is a disadvantage if one wishes to know 

trajectories of individual particles as opposed to mean trajectories and mean particle 

statistics. The author does not mean to say that RANS models cannot be used for these 

purposes, but rather additional modeling is required for PRANS applications in order to 

'model' individual particle behavior. 

The One Dimensional Turbulence Model (ODT) is described in detail in Chapter 2, 

and physical interpretations dealing with ODT and how it affects two-phase flow 

modeling are discussed throughout Chapter 3. As such, ODT will be mentioned only 

briefly here with details put forth in the later chapters. 

The novel ODT model is an unsteady turbulent flow simulation model implemented 

on a one-dimensional domain while preserving three velocity components, representing 

flow evolution as observed along a line of sight through a 3D turbulent flow. 

Overturning motions representing individual eddies are implemented as instantaneous 

rearrangement events. They obey applicable conservation laws and emulate the 

multiplicative increase of strain and decrease of length scales associated with the 

turbulent cascade. Eddy occurrences are random, with likelihoods proportional to a local 
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measure of shear kinetic energy. These events punctuate conventional time advancement 

of viscous transport. 

To implement Particle-laden ODT, it is straightforward to implement drag coupling 

using the vector wall-normal fluid velocity profile evolved by ODT, but motion 

(displacement by eddy events) and velocity are distinct in ODT, so this procedure 

violates physical requirements such as correct representation of the marker-particle limit. 

Instead, a particle-eddy interaction mechanism is introduced. The net outcome is a 

particle-eddy interaction that obeys correct limiting behaviors and transitions smoothly 

between these limits. 

The choice of the author, in collaboration with Kerstein and Wendt, was to utilize 

ODT to try and model both Lagrangian individual particle trajectories and mean statistics 

in turbulent flows. 

The other methods mentioned above: Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Direct 

Numerical Simulation (DNS) and Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) could be 

(and in many cases have been) applied successfially to solve this problem. 

Unlike LES, ODT would resolve the scales necessary to capture the smallest eddies in 

the one dimension (transverse to the flow) which ODT keeps track of In addition LES 

needs a subgrid model to account for energy losses due to such things as viscosity. Since 

ODT keeps track of the smallest eddy scales, the standard viscous dissipation equation 

takes care of this. An additional consideration is that the LES method would need a 

subgrid model to account properly for the two-phase flow portion of the model. Because 

ODT captures the smallest scales, no additional assumptions are needed for 



implementation into ODT. As Pope, 2000, points out, when defining LES as resolving 

80 % of the energy in the grid (as opposed to VLES), the high turbulent Reynolds 

numbers are still beyond the reach of the largest main frames. (This Reynolds number 

boundary is continuously being moved higher.) Add to this restriction that fact that 

PLES requires a significant increase in computer resources, indicates that ODT is an 

acceptable alternative to LES. 

The state-of-the-art DNS modeling of turbulent flows is restricted by the maximum Re 

allowable due to the memory and speed of the fastest computers available. The memory 

requirement for DNS goes as the number of grid points needed to resolve fully the 

turbulent (Kolmogorov) scale raised to the third power. Since ODT keeps track of only 

one dimension, the required memory scales directly with the number of grid points 

needed to resolve the turbulent scale. Though progress to bring DNS to the high Re 

regime continues on all fronts, there is still much work to be done in order to use DNS for 

practical industrial applications. Since the ODT model capitalizes on the symmetry of 

the flow and utilizes innovative methods to model three-dimensional turbulent behavior 

on a one-dimensional domain, it is the model of choice for this highly turbulent flow 

configuration. 

RANS based models have also been used to predict two-phase-flow problems (Young 

and Leeming, 1997). Call and Kennedy (1993, 1994) have shown that stochastic 

separated RANS models do a poor job in capturing the behavior of evaporating droplets 

in turbulent flow. They suggest that the treatment of droplet vaporization may be 

problematic. The multi-physics involved (the coupling between the droplet evaporation, 
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the drag, and the turbulent eddies on the droplet trajectory) indicates that the 

instantaneous gas temperature profile is also of primary importance when droplets are 

undergoing vaporization since the variations in the gas phase temperature directly 

correspond to variations in the droplet temperature profile. Since ODT keeps track of the 

instantaneous velocity and temperature profiles, it has a distinct advantage, in the long 

run, over RANS which does not correlate the velocity and temperature fluctuations 

automatically. There are authors who have attempted to add models which will do such 

correlation's, but they do so by adding more models to the RANS structure. The author 

believes that working with ODT rather than RANS will be less model dependent than 

those other models. 

The existing ODT formulations did not have the option for two-phase flow 

computations already built in. Consequently a two-phase flow submodel to ODT was 

developed for this work. 

1.4 Governing equations, an overview 

In this section, equations necessary to achieve the goals of this research, as previously 

put forth, are described. 

The desire of this research is to model the two-phase flow of solid, rigid, non-rotating, 

perfect spheres in ftilly developed turbulent channel flow. All general aspects of this 

flow have been studied previously, and as such the author works on the state-of-the-art 

knowledge that has gone before. Note, by 'general' the author means, not relating to 

ODT. The author is not aware of two-phase flow ODT work previous to the author's 
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master's work, Schmidt, 2000, which was done in collaboration with Kerstein and 

Wendt. 

First the equation of motion for a single phase will be given. This will be followed 

with the general equation for particle djTiamics. Subsequently, there will be a discussion 

on Brownian motion with pertinent equations. 

1.4.1 The Navier-Stokes equation. 

/7^ = -VP + //V'v + /7g (1-10) 

The Navier-Stokes equation simply says that the mass per unit volume times the 

acceleration (which is the Left Hand Side, LHS) is equal to the pressure force on said 

element per unit volume (first term on the RHS) along with the viscous force on the 

element per unit volume plus the body forces per unit volume (the last term on the RHS). 

Note, even though g is used. Equation 1-10 is not restricted to only gravitational forces. 

Vectors are denoted by arrows beneath, p is the density of the fluid, fo. is the viscosity, P 

is the pressure, t is time, and v is the fluid velocity vector. This equation is well known 

and studied, so no more will be said of it here. In Chapter 2, the subset of this equation 

which ODT actually solves will be discussed. 

1.4.2 Particle dynamics for a perfect sphere. 

The full equation of motion for a particle suspended in a fluid (Hinze 1959) 
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where the first and only term on the LHS is the a mass times the acceleration term, or the 

change in particle inertia. The first term on the RHS is Stokes force due to viscous drag. 

The second term on the RHS is due to pressure gradient in the fluid surrounding the 

particle, caused by acceleration of the gas by the particle. The third term on the RHS is 

the force required to accelerate the apparent mass of the particle relative to the fluid (that 

is the "added mass" term, the force needed to accelerate the fluid displaced by the 

sphere). The forth term on the RHS is called the Basset history integral, this accounts for 

the force arising due to the deviation of the fluid velocity from steady state, (or one can 

view this as accounting for the increase in viscous drag due to flow unsteadiness). The 

fifth, and last term on the RHS is simply the summation of the body forces, or the 

buoyancy forces. Note that the particle velocity vector is V, the subscript p is a for 

particle property, the subscript f is for a fluid property, and Dp is the diameter of the 

particle. 

This equation has a long history, see Stock, 1992, and Equation 1-11 is known as the 

BBO equation, for Bassett-Boussinesq-Oseen equation (see Maxey and Riley, 1983, 

Stock, 1996). It is the general Lagrangian equation of motion for particles in an unsteady 

flow. 
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Note corrections to above equation (from Hinze) were made, see Maxey and Riley 

(1983) to get 

Pr,^ r.3 dV 
6 " dt ^ ' 

v-V +—Dy^v 
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Dt dt 40 " 
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^t' + -Dl(p^-p^)g (1-12) 

Some of the fine elements of the terms are still in contention, see Aunton, 1984, and 

Hunt, 1986. The terms in Equation 1-12 are in the same order as in Equation 1-11, so the 

meaning of each term has not changed. 

Luckily, many of the terms of Equation 1-12 drop out if the density of the particle is 

much greater than the density of the air, as long as the diameter of the particle stays 

below the smallest turbulent eddy scale. This Equation 1-12 can be simplified to 

Equation 3-5 (Wells and Stock, 1983). Note that Equation 3-5 can also be derived by a 

simple force balance aroxmd a particle. The drag law, Equation 3-5, may seem too simple 

when compared to Equation 1-12, but Sirignano, 1999, states that good engineering 

analysis can be performed using only modified Stokes drag and the gravitational force. A 

majority of the state-of-the-art publications in the area of two-phase flow use the 

simplified drag force to compute the motion of particles. 
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1.4.3 Brownian motion of aerosol particles. 

The botanist Robert Brown, 1828, observed pollen from many different plants in 

water all spread out in an irregular "swarming" motion. He incorrectly attributed this to 

primitive molecule of living matter. In other words, they moved irregularly in water 

because they were alive. 

This type of thinking should not be dismissed off hand as foolishness just because 

here in the 21®' century we know better. Motion is often associated with life. Note, 

Aristotle observing motion in a hair when placed in (what he thought was) still water, 

attributed that motion to life. He proclaimed that a hair when put into water became a 

worm. The motion Aristotle observed was most certainly convective currents in the 

water. As is now knovra, Einstein, 1905, the mechanics of Brovwiian motion are not due 

to life, but the molecular bombardment of molecules. Some investigators attributed 

Brownian motion to a variety of phenomena, e.g. irregular heating or electrical forces to 

name but two. A brief, but concise history of Brownian motion prior to 1905 can be 

found in Einstein, 1905. 

A satisfactory model for Brownian motion can be obtained without the specific details 

of molecular motions. Aerosol particles in air, with a small diameter, on the order of the 

mean free path of the fluid (for example sub-micron particles of styrene) will exhibit the 

random, irregular motion which defines Brownian motion. 

One way to broach the subject of Brownian motion is to consider a force balance 

around a particle in a stagnant fluid with no other forces but the Brovraian force 



represented by the mass of the particle times the acceleration due to the Brownian force, 

qq. The French physicist, Paul Langevin, 1908, is credited with this equation: 

dU 1 _, 
-f- = —U + Qb . (1-13) 
dt T 

Note that Langevin combines the macroscopic drag force, the first term on the RHS 

and the microscopic world represented as a Brownian acceleration, the second term on 

the RHS. The Brownian acceleration must by definition be a jerky, irregular 

acceleration. The maneuver of adding terms (the first) which represent the continuous 

world and the second term on the RHS which represent the discrete world is ad hoc, but 

leads to successful predictions, see Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998. 

Many others have jumped on the band wagon of Langevin and have modeled the 

microscopic world as a force term in a drag law. Brownian motion in turbulent flows is 

fundamentally different than Brownian motion in quiescent or laminar flows. Many 

researchers have attempted to model turbulent flow with Brownian motion. The author 

follows the method outlined in Ounis, Ahmadi, and McLaughlin, 1991. This is primarily 

due to the fact that the author wished to compare results with those of Ounis, et al. The 

author believes that the best comparison is made when the same method is used whenever 

possible. The details of the applied method are shown in Section 4.4. The reader is 

referred forward to that section if curious. 

1.5 Particle - wall interactions. 

As alluded to earlier in the DNS section, the real world experiments have many 

contributing factors which make verifying a model like the two-phase flow addition to 



ODT a difficult task. A short discussion on some of the main points of consideration 

when modeling particle-wall interactions is here presented. 

The main considerations for collisions are elastic vs. inelastic and particles all 

bouncing off vs. all particles sticking to the wall vs. some combination of both or all. 

There are other important considerations such as what happens if the particles are non-

spherical, (Zhang, et al., 2001); will wall collisions cause the particles to spin and hence 

create Magnus forces; the difference between free slip and no slip surfaces (van Haarlem, 

et al., 1998); re-entrainment mechanisms in turbulent flow as a function of particle size, 

(Zhang and Ahmadi, 2000) to name but a few, but these are left for future work. 

A particles which hits a surface in the real world would either bounce off or stick to 

the surface. It must do one or the other, unless the particle somehow breaks apart and 

one part sticks to the wall while the other is re-entrained into the fluid. For obvious 

reasons, particle break up (or droplet breakup) is too complicated for the scope of the 

present project. That is the verification of the ODT two-phase flow model. 

Particles which hit the wall and bounce off are most likely affected by the wall 

roughness. Many experimenters go to great pain to make the surfaces smooth in relation 

to the particle size they are interested in or to characterize the surface roughness. 

However, some experiments are done without the forethought to make sure surface 

roughness does not cause problems. For example the experiments of Kulick, Fessler, and 

Eaton, 1993, changed the wall substance from particle board to Pyrex just as the particles 

reached the measurement section. The intention of Kulick, et al. was to have total 

particle reflection from the walls. As such, the wall characteristics almost certainly 
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changed just prior to the measurements and left virtually no time to smooth out any 

transients which would naturally have followed. 

Particles which boxmce off a surface are not only affected by the roughness of the 

wall, but they also bounce off in an inelastic manner. Many surfaces however can closely 

match the behavior of flat walls with totally elastic collisions for most of the particles. 

For the present work, all collisions with a wall are either totally elastic, also called 

spectral reflection, or they by definition stick to the wall. This of course carmot hope to 

totally capture real experiments, since real experiments have much more physics than 

either of these two cases. Note however the DNS of Rouson and Eaton, 2001, and the 

LES of Wang and Squires, 1996 use spectral reflecting walls to which these results are 

compared in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. Note many others use this method, including, the LES 

of Segura, Eaton, and Oefelein, 2004. 

The present cases investigating particle deposition are simulated by particles sticking 

to the wall as soon they get within one radius of the wall. This is used by the DNS of 

McLaughlin, 1989, Chen and McLaughlin, 1995, Ounis, Ahmadi, and McLaughlin, 1991, 

and the LES of Wang and Squires, 1996, and Wang, Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin, 

1997, to which these results are compared in Chapters 6, 7, and 8. Again, many others 

use this method. 

1.6 Theoretical limits for wall deposition in turbulence. 

Because there are many practical industrial applications of particles in turbulent flows, 

there has been theoretical analysis of how real particles should behave in turbulent mass 



transfer. There is a wide range of Stokes numbers from virtually zero to an excess of 

55,000 which are important to engineers and experimenters. (Where Stokes number is 

the ratio of the particle time constant to the fluid time constant.) Many have noticed that 

in the mass transfer from turbulent flows to walls there is a cut off where Brownian 

motion becomes important (Chen and McLaughlin, 1995, Young and Leeming, 1997). 

While theoretically investigating this range some have suggested the region in Brownian 

motion where the Schmidt number becomes large should reach an asymptote slope of 

either - 2/3 or - 3/4 (See Levich, 1962, Davies, 1966, Beal, 1970, Cleaver and Yeats, 

1975, and Young and Leeming, 1997). (The Schmidt number is defined in Section 4.4 

Equation 4-34.) In an attempt to settle this difference, Shaw and Hanratty, 1977, 

performed a series of precise measurements in turbulent pipe flow with bulk Reynolds 

numbers of 16,400, 20,400, and 34,000. These Reynolds numbers were based on the 

bulk fluid velocity, the pipe diameter, and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. Shaw and 

Hanratty, 1977, give their correlation as Vd^ = 0.0889 Sc""^"'* for the range of Schmidt 

number between 700 and 37,000. They also claimed that the measurements were 

accurate enough to exclude both the - 2/3 and the - 3/4 slope asymptote. 

Because one of the points of this work is to show that ODT is able to match wall 

deposition in the Brownian motion regime, it is important to know, based on ODT 

phenomenology, whether or not the ODT model should even be expected to have the 

same or similar limits. Kerstein (see Appendix A.3) did an order of magnitude 

(dimensional) analysis (which follows common turbulence practices) and he showed that 



using ODT phenomenology the expected high Schmidt number asymptote for ODT is -

3/4. 

Researchers such as Davies, 1966, and Cleaver and Yeats, 1975, and Yoxmg and 

Leeming, 1994, have also investigated the expected behavior in the inertial deposition 

regime for vanishing Stokes number. Kerstein (see Appendix A.l) did this analysis also 

and showed that using ODT phenomenology the expected low Stokes number asymptote 

for ODT is +2. 

The present author is unaware of a published analysis on expected particle behavior 

for the inertial deposition regime for very large Stokes number. Kerstein (see Appendix 

A.2) did this analysis and showed that using ODT phenomenology the expected high 

Stokes number asymptotic slope for ODT is -2/3. Kerstein is confident that the analysis 

is also general enough to hold for steady state deposition for particles in the inertial 

regime in the real world. It is not expected to hold true only for ODT two-phase flows. 

Note the data of Farmer, 1969, is reasonably well fit to a slope of-2/3. This can be seen 

in Figure 6.38. 
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Chapter 2 

One Dimensional Turbulence Model (ODT). 

2.1 Introduction. 

Kerstein (1999) developed a one-dimensional Monte Carlo modeling technique for 

turbulent mixing of velocity and scalar fields. He derives both time developing and 

spatially developing models, but only the time developing model will be discussed here 

since that is what was used in this application. Fvirther developments (Kerstein et al., 

2001) keeps 3 velocity components on the ODT domain. This allows for pressure 

scrambling. The fields defined on the one-dimensional domain evolve by two 

mechanisms: molecular diffusion and a stochastic process representing advection. The 

ODT approach represents turbulent advection by a random sequence of "eddy" maps 

applied to a one-dimensional computational domain. Profiles of the advected velocity 

component (w) and the advected scalars evolve on this domain. Equations for the 

turbulent flow field are not solved explicitly, rather the viscous and diffusive equations 

are solved, 

dt dy^ p dx 

dt dy^ 

where 6 can be any advected scalar (e.g. temperature, species concentration, etc.) and K is 

the corresponding diffusion coefficient (from which the Schmidt number, Sc = V/K, is 

formed). Note however that the 5p/5x term in equation 2-1 is an imposed mean pressure 
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gradient, since pressure fluctuations are not explicit within ODT; their effects are implicit 

in the eddy sampling and pressure scrambling procedures which will be discussed 

shortly. 

In order for ODT to be used there must be a minimum of one homogeneous direction. 

There should be a predominantly streamwise direction. The one dimension in the One 

Dimensional Turbulence model is transverse to the mean flow. See Figure 2.1 for an 

example flow configuration. It is informative to note that the application of Equation 2-1 

under the given conditions would yield the well known laminar fluid flow solution 

without the intervention of triplet maps. The ODT model implements triplet maps or 

eddies as instantaneous rearrangements of the velocity u(y, t) field. 

2.2 Definition of the triplet map. 

The events representing advection may be interpreted as the model analogue of 

individual turbulent eddies. However, this interpretation is not essential to the analysis; it 

merely provides an intuitive basis for presenting the model. Essentially each 'eddy 

event' has three properties: a length scale, a time scale and a measure of kinetic energy. 

Kerstein postulates a relationship between these quantities that is analogous to the 

methods traditionally applied to eddies in turbulence analysis. 

The vector from of ODT has eddy events consisting of two mathematical operations. 

The first is a measure-preserving map representing the fluid motions of a turbulent eddy. 

The other is a modification of the velocity profiles in order to account for energy 

transfers between velocity components. 
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^ i { y ) ^ - ^ i ( f { y ) ) + ( : i K { y ) ,  e { y ) ^ e ( f { y ) )  (2 -3)  

The fluid at location f{y) is moved to location >> by the mapping operation. This mapping 

is the vector ODT analog of the advection operator v • del of the Naviar-Stokes equations. 

This mapping is applied to all fluid properties. The additional term CiK{y) which is 

applied to the velocity components only takes care of the ODT analogue of pressure-

induced energy redistribution among the velocity components. This would take care of 

velocity changes due to pressure gradients or body forces. 

The triplet map has a starting point jo and a length 1 which is sampled randomly from 

an eddy distribution rate. The mapping y -> y rule for a triplet map is given by: 

yo+Ziiy-yo) y„<y<yo^%^ 

y^ j^yo+Y^i-'Aiy-yo) ^2-4)  

yo+Y^+ziiy-yo) yo+%^<y<yo+^ 
y otherwise 

Where y is the y profile after the instantaneous rearrangement. 

The desired attribute of the triplet map is to provide a means of mimicking the 

increase in strain intensity, the decrease in strain length scale and the increase in mixing 

due to eddies in actual turbulent flow. This mapping rule assures that closest neighbors 

after the mapping event were no more then 3 cells apart before the mapping event. 

Hence the increased strain rate and shortening length scale is attained without undue 

introduction of discontinuities. As a matter of fact, in the limit as the discretized cell size 

becomes infinitesimally small, so that the velocity field becomes continuous, the 



resulting velocity profile u(y, i) has no discontinuities, only some discontinuous 

derivatives. This can be seen in Figure 2.2 (a). Using the continuous analog to describe 

the triplet map: the original scalar profile is reduced by a factor of three, and a copy is 

placed on both the top third and the bottom third of the eddy domain. For the middle 

third, the reduced image is inverted. Then pressure scrambling is enacted to redistribute 

energy (by way of a velocity change) between all three velocity components. The added 

benefit of the triplet map can be seen in Figure 2.2 (B) where neighboring cells (or fluid 

elements) before a triplet map can be separated by more than one half the eddy size after 

the mapping, thereby achieving the desired increase in mixing which is evidenced in real-

Hfe eddies. 

Though the choice of the mechanics of a triplet map or 'eddy event' may be arbitrary, 

this implementation of the triplet map is the simplest which obeys three key physical 

points. 1) measure preservation (the non-local analog of vanishing velocity divergence). 

2) continuity (no introduction of discontinuities by the mapping operation). 3) scale 

locality (at most order-unity changes in property gradients). The first two points are 

fimdamental properties of fluids. The third is based on the principle that length-scale 

reduction in a turbulent cascade occurs by a sequence of small steps (corresponding to 

turbulent eddies), causing down-scale energy transfer to be effectively local in 

wavenumber. 

Fluid parcels or elements are moved instantaneously during the triplet map from one y  

location to another. The momentum and passive scalar properties of each fluid particle or 

cell is preserved and remains imaffected (at first) by the instantaneous rearrangement. 
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Though this may seem counterintuitive, this method is used in Prandtl's Mixing Length 

theory for turbulent transport. Also Monin and Yaglom (1971) note that all mixing 

length theories transfer momentum as a passive scalar, neglecting pressure-induced 

momentum changes within the fluid element during exchange. However, Kerstein et al. 

2001, then allows for pressure scrambling between the three velocity components 

depending on the ODT analogy of energy available. This is represented by the c,- term in 

equation 2-3. In equation 2-3 the K term is a kernel function that is defined as 

K{y) = y-f{y) (2-5) 

Hence its value is equal to the distance the local fluid element is displaced. Therefore it 

is by definition non-zero only within the eddy interval /. The kernel integrates to zero so 

that the 'eddy event' does not change the total (y-integrated) momentum of individual 

velocity components. This is the model analogy of a physical flows tendency to use 

turbulent eddies to drive the flow toward isotropy. 

As mentioned above, each eddy event has a time, a length scale and a measure of 

kinetic energy associated with it. The eddy event kinetic energy is key in Kerstien's 

derivation of the ODT analog to pressure scrambling. The kinetic energy of an individual 

velocity component i is 

E>=^p\u]{y)dy (2-6) .  

(The density p, assumed constant, is defined here as mass per unit length.) The 

amplitudes c,- in equation 2-3 are determined for each individual eddy subject to two 

constraints. (1) the total kinetic energy 
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S-E-E. (2-7) 

remains constant, and (2)the energy removed from any individual velocity component by 

the kernel mechanism cannot exceed the energy available for extraction (see Kerstein, et 

al. 2001 for fiirther details). 

Kerstein, et al., 2001, derives the amplitudes for the pressure-scrambling between 

velocity components as such. Using the derived identities and definitions above the 

change in kinetic energy of component i due to eddy implementation is shown to be 

The requirement that there be no change in energy due to the eddy event implies 

This however implies only one constraint on the three amplitudes. An additional 

constraint arises by requiring invariance under the exchange of indices in order to satisfy 

reference frame invariance. 

As can be seen in equation 2-8, only a finite amount of energy may be removed. The 

maximum amount of energy (-AE) based on equation 2-8 is denoted the 'available kinetic 

energy' of Vi, because it indicates the maximum amount of energy which can be removed 

from Vi by this method. As pointed out by Kerstein, et al, energy transfers associated 

with an eddy motion of given size are assumed to be governed by velocity fluctuations of 

comparable size. This assumption is analogous to the commonly assumed locality in 

wavenumber space, of energy transfers in the turbulent cascade. Therefore, the available 

kinetic energy of Vi is determined by maximizing -AE giving exchange amplitudes Ci as 

A£,-0 (2-9) 
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4/ 
•v.^ + sgn(v.^)jv^^+aj 

j 

(4-10) 
V 

The solution is guaranteed to be real for 1 <= a <= 1. Kerstein et al. sets a = 2/3 which 

corresponds to the equalization of component available energies. This was motivated by 

the notion that an eddy turnover erases the memory of fluid orientation in any fixed 

reference frame. Hence there should be no bias in the post-eddy distribution of available 

energy among velocity components that reflects the initial distribution prior to the 

turnover. 

2.3 Eddy rate distribution. 

The next challenge in the ODT model is deciding how to compute the eddy rate 

distribution >,(yo, h t), where X{I) d/ dy is the frequency of events in the size range [/, /+d/] 

per unit length along the y coordinate in the range [y, y^-dj], which gives X units of 

(length^ X time)"'. It is defined such that the total event rate R(^) (the total number of 

events per second) is given by 

An event is taken to be the occurrence of a triplet map. It describes the idealization of an 

eddy on the ODT domain. By dimensional arguments. 

dydi. (2-11) 
'min ^'min 
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where xO^o, /; t )  is an eddy time scale. Kerstein et al. (2001) treats i as a local 

instantaneous time scale whose evaluation is based on the turbulent kinetic energy 

associated with each possible mapping interval, 

(2-13) 

where By are arbitrary dimensionless constants, and Qj are some measure of the energy in 

the velocity components. Based on considerations in Kerstein et al., 2001, they choose 

0/ to be the available kinetic energy of component j. Because eddy events represent 

motion in the y direction By (in equation 2-13) are chosen to be the available energy in 

component U2. With mathematical manipulation they show 

^2,K 

2.4 Small eddy suppression 

In real physical flows, the presence of viscosity dampens small scale u  fluctuations. 

This phenomenon is captured in the viscous evolution equation (Equation 2-1). 

However, no mechanism exists for preventing a small triplet mapping event from being 

driven by a large scale fluctuation. One of the very purposes of the triplet map is to 

increase the strain intensity (Section 2.2). The possibility exists of another (random) 

eddy event just after a large scale eddy, in which the smaller eddy is entirely or largely 

contained in just one of the previously defined eddies reduced images (the top third, the 

middle third, or the bottom third). Left to its own accord, this scenario would produce a 
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plethora of small scale eddies. Note that this dynamic feedback is similar to that 

discussed in section 2.4 and is one of the real strengths of ODT over previous methods 

like LEM [Kerstein (1988)] 

The small scale eddies do little to enhance advection because of their small scale. 

Kerstein (1999) has demonstrated this numerically, by allowing Aj 0 and confirming 

that the results became independent of Ay. This multiplication of small scale eddies is 

recognised as an artifact of the ODT phenomenology. (Separating eddies out as random 

events.) As an artifact of the model with little effect on the resulting u profiles, small 

scale eddies are suppressed in order to save computaional time and mimic the role of 

viscosity in eddy events. Kerstein et al. (2001) determine that the dampening effects of 

viscosity can be modeled in ODT by suppressing any eddy with a time scale much longer 

then the corresponding viscous time scale Xy. 

This is achieved by an analogy to the energy dissipation rate of a real eddy in ODT. He 

provides an analogy and not a derivation. As such there is another free parameter (of 

order unity), Z, associated with Equation 2-15. Equation 2-24 is recast as 

r 2  /  

/  

(2-15) 

y 

f lY 
~ ^2,A: *^5] '^2,J^j,K ~ ̂  

V ,2 

(2-16) 



2.5 Dynamic feedback. 

At this point the eddy rate distribution is completely defined by the local position [ >>0, 

yo+l ] and velocity distribution u(y, t). Areas of high strain rate will have a higher ?t(/; yo, 

t) therefore becoming more likely to have an eddy event (triplet map) than an identical 

area with a low strain rate. The onset of a triplet map increases the strain rate locally and 

hence increases the probability of spawning other eddies. Experiments have shown that 

this phenomenon of an eddy spawning other eddies occurs in physical flows. Kerstein 

(1999) has demonstrated in a number of flow simulations that a large triplet map will 

spawn a family of smaller triplet maps. 

This is a powerful advantage of the ODT model. Flow properties (e.g. velocity 

variations) effect the eddy rate distribution through Equation 2-8 and the successful eddy 

events affect the velocity distribution (and passive scalars). This creates a feedback by 

increasing the strain rate which allows more triplet maps to occur. The event rate is 

shown to be. 

, . C Cv f ^ r w ,• / \ 

If the quantity in the radical of equation 2-17 is negative, the eddy is deemed to be 

suppressed by viscous damping and X is taken to be zero for that eddy. In the square root 

term of equation 2-17, the quantities preceding Z involve groups that have the form of a 

Reynolds number. As such Z can be viewed as a parameter controlling the critical 

Reynolds number for eddy turnover. 
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There are three free parameters in the ODT model proper; C, a, and Z. The free 

parameter C determines the strength of the turbulence, hence C allows fine adjustments to 

the eddy rate distribution. The upshot is that C becomes a turbulence intensity knob. 

Decreasing C decreases the level of turbulent intensity, and increasing C increases the 

turbulent intensity. The transfer coefficient a determines the degree of kinetic energy 

exchange among components. For a = 0 (no exchange) the previous formulation reduces 

to a previous formulation by Wunsch and Kerstein, 2001. The viscous cutoff parameter 

Z determines the smallest eddy size for given local strain conditions. 

These three parameters along with the initial and boundary conditions of the flow and 

the physical conditions of the fluid (density, viscosity, etc.), constitute the complete 

inputs for the vector ODT model proper. 

2.6 Computing the eddy rate. 

With the eddy rate distribution, X(yo, h 0 fully defined it would be possible to form the 

event rate, 

r dydl . (2-18) 
'min ^min 

From this, one could then obtain the time between stirring events (or eddies) by inverting 

the rate, 

= . (2-19) 



However since A, is a function of starting position of the eddy, jo, the length of the eddy, 

I, and the instant in time, t, this calculation is very expensive. As an alternative Kerstein 

(1999) proposes the following equivalent method based on the probability theory of a 

Poisson process. 

At successive time increments Kt, sample the eddy parameters jVo and / from specified 

pdfs g(yo) and f(/). respectively. Compute the corresponding value of A,(yo, h 0 based on 

the current u{y, t) profile. Then apply a triplet map to [yo, yo^^ with probability 

Which is the probability that the eddy atjo with length / will occur. Provided that f and g 

are nonzero for all allowed values ofjVo and /, Kerstein (1999) showed that this procedure 

is equivalent to direct sampling of the eddy rate distribution X(yo, I', t) in the limit as At 

->0. 

Here g(yo) is chosen to be a pdf which gives a imiform probability of the entire y 

domain [0,Y], because, there is no reason to assimie there would be a preference in the 

eddy location. Similarly, f(/) is the pdf which gives the eddy length or domain. The form 

f(/) = B/ is used where B is the pdf normalization constant when / is integrated over 

all possible eddy sizes. Kerstein (1991) defines the minimum triplet map as six 

discretized cells. The maximirai allowable eddy size is taken to be any eddy which fits 

into the physical domain [0,Y]. Theoretically the largest possible eddy would start atjVo = 



0 and have a length of / = Y. Any triplet map whose domain yo I exceeds Y is 

suppressed on physical grounds. An eddy cannot pass through the chamber walls. 

2.7 Numerical implementation. 

ODT requires the running of an ensemble of individual realizations. Using the 

ergodic hypothesis, the statistical averaging of the ensemble yields the mean flow 

properties of the turbulent flow. Consequently an individual realization can be viewed as 

a numerical experiment. All such realizations have identical initial conditions, but 

because of the randomness of triplet map implementation each realization develops in 

time uniquely under a variety of different processes. These processes include, but are not 

restricted to, turbulent motion and diffusion. This is pictorially represented in Figure 2.3 

where the processes of diffusion, eddies, and statistics are given their own time lines with 

discrete tick marks representing events on that time line. A clock sweeps from left to 

right dictating the ordering of the process tasks. 

When the clock pointer reaches a tick mark on the stirring time line (as depicted in 

Figure 2.3) the program checks the possibility of an eddy event. The pdfs g and f are 

sampled by drawing one random number each. With yo and I chosen, X(yo, I', 0 can be 

computed for that particular choice of eddy, and with a At given from the turbulent 

motion time line (Atstir) the probability of that particular eddy at that particular time can 

be computed from Equation 2-11. This probability has two important uses. The fu'st 

deals with whether or not the eddy is implemented. This process is executed by selecting 



another random number. If the probability, P(yo, h t, A.i), computed from Equation 2-20 

is less than or equal to this random number then the triplet map is implemented. 

Second, the basis for using this technique (a Poison process) to determine the 

occurrence of triplet maps is valid only for a Atstir small enough so that the probability 

P(yo, /; t, AO is much less then 1. This leads to the requirement that there be many more 

attempts at eddies than actual triplet map implementations. At first glance this may seem 

wasteful. However, it is still much cheaper to evaluate P(yo, /; t, AO, with X(yo, 0 oris 

pair of >^0, / values, many times without an eddy event taking place than evaluating 

Equation 2-18 over all possible combinations ofj^o and /. 

There is however one complication since Atstir is chosen in advance of the actual 

calculations. The possibility exists of choosing a Atstir too long and thereby generating a 

multitude of large P(yo, /; t, At) values. A large P(yo, h t, At) value indicates that more 

then one stirring event should have occurred in that particular Atstir- This can be 

catastrophic since the probability argument which allows the use of P(yo, /; t. At) 

(Equation 2-20) to determine eddy events rather than the computing of costly pdf 

reconstruction (Equation 2-19) insists that the probability be small. To insure this, 

records are kept of the percentage of high P(yo, /; t. At) values. If this percentage goes 

above a certain acceptance level then Atstir must be decreased and the simulation re-run. 

Typically the time between possible eddy events is shorter than the time between 

diffusion events. However the triplet maps are not always implemented, but the diffusion 

rate occurs predictably and therefore the diffusion events have ample opportunity to 
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begin smoothing out the velocity and passive scalar profiles before the next eddy event. 

Since diffusion processes are often the most time consuming a brief discussion of the 

numerical method needed to solve Equations 2-1 and 2-2 is in order. 

These equations were discretized using the forward Euler difference method in time 

(t) and the central difference method in space (y). A stability analysis readily shows, 

{Camahan et al. (1969)} 

ce(Ay) 
A V — ( 2 - 2 1 )  

where D is either v or K from Equations 2-1 or 2-2, and a must be <= 0.5. Note there is 

no relationship with this alpha and the one used for determining the degree of kinetic 

energy exchange in equation 2-16. 

Intuitively one would suspect that going to an implicit method in time, such as 

backward Euler or the trapezoidal rule, would be beneficial since the rather stringent 

condition of a <= 0.5 would be relaxed and much larger time steps could be taken for the 

diffusion processes (which are the most time consuming calculations of the code). 

However, stability is not the dominant constraint on a, but rather a is constrained by the 

frequency of the triplet map implementations. As mentioned earlier, the Atdif should be 

chosen so that diffusion occurs often enough to start smoothing the velocity profiles 

between actual eddy implementations. Therefore the ease of programming the forward 

Euler method and the speed of computation of that method as compared to the implicit 

methods make the explicit formulation the form of choice. 



A general logic flow diagram for a basic ODT sub program (with a droplet model 

timeline included) is given in Figure 2.4. Modifications to the eddy event time line (Atstir) 

are indicated by a " * " in the diagram. The droplet model is the subject of chapter 3. 

The subprogram shown in Figure 2.4 would be executed once for each realization 

desired. 

2.8 Space-time eddy history. 

A pictorial rendering of the triplet maps, which will prove instrumental in 

understanding the development of the droplet sub model for ODT, is given in Figure 2.5. 

In this diagram the vertical spatial axis is the ODT y domain and the abscissa is time. At 

each instant in time (each vertical line) there exists a complete (instantaneous) velocity 

profile and complete profiles for all the passive scalars, none of which are shown in the 

diagram. Whenever a triplet map is implemented at a certain point in time, the domain of 

the eddy event [yo, >"0+/] is recorded by placing a darkened line segment over said 

domain. Therefore the figure gives an overview of the eddy event history. One can see 

the time evolution of eddy events. This includes the spawning of smaller eddies fi-om 

larger eddies. The pictorial in Figure 2.5 is an actual space-time history diagram fi-om the 

first member of the ensemble used to generate the data presented in this paper. 

2.9 Specific Application of ODT. 

In the time developing version of ODT, the flow develops at the rate of the bulk mean 

fluid velocity. To convert ODT time development to distance traveled downstream use 
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^ODT ~ ^^ODT ^B • 

This ODT program is a constant density flow between two infinite parallel plates. 

Figure 2.6 shows a sample mean velocity profile (smooth curve) superimposed on an 

instantaneous velocity profile and for varying Y"*^ for ODT and the DNS of Moser, ... 

at friction Rejoiolds nimiber of 590. Figure 2.7 shows Reynolds stress and budgets for 

ODT and the DNS of Moser, ... at friction Reynolds number of 590. Figure 2.8 shows u 

rms (scaled to wall variables) for varying for ODT and the DNS of Moser, ... at 

friction Reynolds number of 590. Figure 2.9 shows v rms (scaled to wall variables) for 

varying Y"*" for ODT and the DNS of Moser, ... at friction Reynolds number of 590. 

Figure 2.10 shows w rms (scaled to wall variables) for varying Y"^ for ODT and the DNS 

of Moser, ... at friction Reynolds number of 590. 

2.10 Conclusion. 

The ODT model is able to capture the relevant physics in this application. The 

meticulous derivation of ODT in translating the three-dimensional physical effects of a 

streamwise turbulent flow into a one-dimensional analogy with random rearrangements 

adequately matches those simulated by DNS. 



Triplet map' 

Figure 2.1: A sample velocity profile undergoing a triplet map "eddy". 
Note pressure scrambling was purposely left out. 
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Figure 2.2: Triplet map with pressure scrambling, (a) an analytical triplet map of a scalar with initially 
uniform gradient, (b) a discrete triplet map of a scalar with initially uniform gradient, and (c) a discrete 
eddy event on a three-component ODT velocity field where the initial values of v and w are uniformly 
zero. 
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of a pointer, "clock" choosing the next logical 
process code to execute. Here the eddy process is chosen. 
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Figure 2.5: Pictorial representing the triplet maps in space-time coordinates. 
Darkened vertical lines represent eddies. Presented here is the space-time 
history of a Rex =180 start up run for a channel flow with a 0.04 m 
separation. 
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Figure 2.6; Mean and instantaneous ODT velocity profiles. The data 
shown was randomly picked to demonstrate the difference between mean 
velocity, computed for an ensemble and an arbitrary instantaneous velocity 
profile. The mean velocity is the smooth one. 
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Figure 2.7: ODT mean velocity profile compared to DNS. DNS from Moser, et 
al. (1999). 
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Figure 2.8: Lateral profiles of Reynolds stress components in channel flow. Scaled by 

'2. 

, <"2 >; <M3 >; , <M|'W2'>- (The ODT 
<W3 > profile is identical to the ODT <U2 > profile.) ODT and DNS results are plotted 
right and left of centerline, respectively. 
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Figure 2.9: Budget of <u\ > in channel flow. Budget in wall coordinates: , 
production (upper), dissipation (lower); —, advective transport; • , viscous 
transport; • • • scrambling. ODT and DNS results are plotted right and left of 
centerline, respectively. 



CHAPTER 3 

TWO-PHASE FLOW ADDITION TO THE ODT MODEL 

3.1 Introduction 

An area of ongoing research is particle trajectories in turbulent flows. The 

development and validation of a two-phase flow submodel for vector ODT would prove 

advantageous for the advancement of one-dimensional (inexpensive) modeling. As a 

submodel to ODT, the particle-drag law must be compatible with the ODT framework. 

The y-component is identified with the spatial coordinate in the ODT formulation, the x-

component is identified with the streamwise spatial coordinate, and the z-component is 

identified with the spanwise coordinate. In this derivation, the flow will affect the 

particle trajectory, but the particle will not affect the fluid flow (one way coupling). As 

mentioned earlier, only fully developed chaimel flow is used in this work. 

The ODT formulation used here represents the time evolution of a profile within a 

turbulent flow. Therefore evolution in the x or z direction is an interpretation of the 

model rather than explicit within the model. For a flow whose statistical properties do 

not vary in x and z (which includes all flows considered here), there is generally no need 

to introduce such an interpretation. 

However, when particles are introduced, the streamwise, x, evolution must be 

considered in order to represent the 'trajectory crossing effect,' as discussed in Chapter 1. 

That is the transversal of a particle through a turbulent eddy faster then the turnover time 

of those eddies (Sirignano, 1999). This may occur when a body force, e.g. gravity, 

causes the particles to move much faster then the flow. In this regime, the turbulenct 
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flow fluctuation time history as seen by a particle primarily reflects the flow spatial 

structure along the particle trajectory (which is here assumed to be predominately 

streamwise) rather than flow time evolution. 

Several of the applications considered here do not include gravity, nevertheless the 

effect is incorporated in a simple manner in order to broaden the applicability of the 

model. 

This is done by introducing, for each particle, a time coordinate tp whose increments 

A/P are related to flow simulation time increments A/QDT according to 

Where UB is the time averaged bulk flow velocity and U(?P) is the particle streamwise 

velocity at particle time tp. In effect, Equation 3-1 interprets ODT time evolution as 

generating a flow x-y snapshot based on X = UB /QDT- A/P is defined to reflect streamwise 

advancement of the particle through this flow at velocity U(/p). 

This physical picture is qualitatively valid for U(/p) of order ubbar or greater. Where 

U(/p) is much less than UB bar, e.g. near walls, it overestimates A?p and thus under 

represents flow fluctuation effects on the particle trajectory. There does not appear to be 

a way of representing the trajectory-crossing effect within the present framework that is 

entirely free of artifacts. For the flows considered here. Equation 3-1 does not appear to 

introduce significant anomalies because particles are very close to walls during only a 

fraction of their time histories. 



3.2 Drag law implementation in ODT 

As discussed in detail in chapter 1, one way coupling is achieved by following 

motions of the particle as dictated by the particle drag law with the fluid velocity being an 

input into the drag law. The fluid motion equations are solved as if the particles are not 

there and the gas velocities are used as an input into solving the particle drag law. 

One may implement this drag coupling directly, using the vector wall-normal fluid 

velocity profile evolved by ODT, but lateral motion of fluid parcels (displacement by 

eddy events) and velocity of fluid parcels are distinct in ODT, so this procedure violates 

physical requirements such as correct representation of the marker-particle or tracer 

particle limit. It should be noted here, that the process of simply allowing the particles to 

follow the ODT generated velocity profiles does have some advantages as will be 

explained later in the section called Model V (V for velocity-driven particle y motion). 

The procedure that correctly represents the particle tracer limit will be referred to as 

Model E (E for eddy-driven particle motion). The following discussion deals primarily 

with Model E. The section called Model V will discuss differences between Model E and 

Model V. 

Model E combines a particle-eddy-interaction method and relaxational evolution 

between interactions. 

The modeling approach for Model E will at first be exemplified by the special case of 

a tracer particle (zero inertia) traversing the ODT space-time domain. Because vector 

ODT constrains the motion of a fluid parcel to be zero everywhere except during an 

instantaneous triplet map or 'eddy event,' the tracer particles should also idealize the 
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transverse gas velocity v to be zero everywhere except at the triplet maps. Then the 

tracer particle will have a zero y velocity (V = 0) everywhere in the ODT space-time 

although the nominal ODT lateral gas velocity v(y, t) is undergoing continuous time 

evolution. That is the motion of the ODT fluid parcel is zero everywhere (except during 

triplet maps) despite the parcel having a non-zero v velocity. In ODT, when y fluid 

motion occurs, it is an instantaneous jump induced by a triplet map or 'eddy event', 

hence a tracer particle must jump also. (See Figure 3.1 tracer path 2.) The goal of this 

chapter is to modify this picture to include particle inertia greater than zero. A method 

which transitions smoothly between the tracer particle limit and the limit of infinitely 

large inertia particles is developed. 

The interaction between a particle and an eddy event is here defined as both the 

particle and the triplet map occupying the same space-time. Figure 3.1 shows a space-

time history diagram similar to that introduced in Chapter 2, Figure 2.5, in which the 

triplet maps are represented as darkened vertical lines on the space-time domain. In 

Figure 3.1 we see an imagined representative detail of the eddy event history diagram 

(Figure 2.5). Only a magnified portion is chosen to simplify the chart so that particle 

trajectories can be seen in detail. Tracer particle patli (1) traverses the eddy event history 

diagram without encountering any triplet maps. The challenge, then, is to develop a 

particle-drag interaction scheme for particle-eddy interactions consistent with the ODT 

phenomenology. When tracer particle path (2) intersects a triplet map it undergoes a 

position and velocity adjustment. The specifics of this adjustment are to be discussed in 

section 3.6 and following. 



A particle with finite inertia would experience the net effects of its own inertia, the 

gravitational force, the drag force, Brownian motion force, and other body forces. Any 

combination of these could induce curvature of the particle path. The burden of this 

chapter is to derive the equations of motion to predict the particle trajectory in continuous 

time and to devise a model to correctly handle particle interactions with the instantaneous 

eddy events. 

To derive the equation of motion of a particle of mass mp, a force balance may be 

performed on the particle, which in vector form can be written as 

f ^ p  —  =  y \ F ,  .  (3-2)  
' d t ^ '  

where denotes a vector quantity, and the sum, i, is over all the forces acting on the 

particle. (Alternatively, one can start with the particle equation of motion and remove the 

higher order terms, see chapter 1.) For this application, the only forces on the particle are 

gravity and the drag force. Hence Equations 3.2 and 3.3 give the equation of motion of 

the particle in vector form. 

d V  . 3;r D , _  -= f"p8 + ^ '-(v-V) (3-3) 
' dt ' C. 

— = V . (3-4) 
dt 

These equations are correct only for linear (Stokes) drag force. Nonlinear drag laws do 

not decompose exactly into x and y components. In other words, the component 
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expressions are coupled to each other, but can still be implemented in ODT (for example 

Equation 3-5). Non-linearity of the drag force is significant for a Reynolds number near 

or greater then one. Note, Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998, suggest using non-linear 

corrections for slip Reynolds numbers greater than 0.1. This may require an empirical 

drag law. The empirical nonlinear drag law correction factor/is used in this work. When 

f is set equal to one, it is Stokes law when not set equal to one it is the non-linear drag 

law of Rowe, 1961. 

^ -^  + {v-F)  L  (3-5)  
dt m ^ ' T „ p p 

where the aerodynamic response time, Xp, the nonlinear correction factor, /, and the 

particle Reynolds number (sometimes called the slip Reynolds number) are given by: 

p C D ^  
' (3-6) 

, I Stokes law 
^ 11 + 0.15Re°®*' non-linear ^ ^ 

p r \V - V  \  
Re= '  ^ . (3-8) 

Derivation of Model V is necessarily complicated by its attention to detail. This must 

be done to adequately capture the relevant physics of particle-eddy interactions to ensure 

a smooth transition between the two limits. In order to assist the reader, the derivation is 

broken into several levels of complexity. First will come a discussion of the 
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decomposing of the equation of motion (Equation 3-4) into y, x, and z components for 

"conventional" fluid flow. Conventional fluid flow would be that ODT fluid flow which 

does not involve reshuffling by triplet maps. (See Chapter 2, section 2.2 for a discussion 

on triplet maps.) This is followed in the later part of the chapter by a discussion of 

implementation of the equation of motion for fluid flow which undergoes triplet map 

rearrangements. Next a summary of the two-phase flow model is presented. Finally 

sections on two-phase flow model extensions and numerical implementation strategies 

are presented. For each component, levels of complexity are developed from simplest to 

most difficult, with the more complicated levels building on the concepts of the previous 

levels. Liberal use of diagrams and equations illustrates the points made in the various 

sections. 

3.3 Y component of the particle-drag law 

First is a detailed look at the>' component. With the particle y-velocity denoted V and 

the fluid ^'-velocity by v, the particle-drag law in they direction is 

dV (V-v) 
—  —  ̂ +  ( 3 - 9 )  
dt 

where tp and f are as defined above. Equation 3-9 shows that the burden of the particle-

drag law is to relax the velocity of the particle to the velocity of the fluid parcel which 

surrounds it with a particle time constant Xp corrected by a factor f which is a fiinction of 

the Reynolds number. 
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When f = 1, the first term on the right hand side Equation 3-9 reduces to the well known 

Stokes drag force on a particle. • Additional forces may be added to the RHS as the 

situation demands. This particle-drag law fits well into the framework of ODT's time 

developing formulation (see Chapter 2). 

Recall that a fluid parcel may have a non-zero y velocity in vector ODT, but the fluid 

parcel is constrained to a particular y position unless it is reshuffled in a triplet map. 

Hence the fluid parcel y motion velocity, v , is set equal to zero in Equation 3-9 for 

conventional fluid flow. In the ODT idealized flow, v = 0 outside of eddy events. Hence 

the equation of motion (3-8) in continuous time is 

 ̂= I- + A„, . (3-10) 
dt 

Two important opposite limits must be considered in the two-phase flow submodel. 

One is a particle with low inertia (small Xp) and the other is a particle with high inertia 

(large ip). Emphasis here is on small inertia. The large inertia particles remain mostly 

unaffected by the forces of drag or gravity. 

In the limit of vanishing inertia, a particle would act in an identical manner as a fluid 

tracer particle. This can be seen by letting Xp -> 0 in Equation 3-9 or 3-10. That is, it 

would conform instantaneously in velocity and position to its host fluid parcel. A fluid 

tracer particle in the idealized turbulent flow of ODT must not undergo translation in the 

y direction unless it interacts with a triplet map. Equation 3-10 reproduces this desired 

behavior when the particle is not interacting with an eddy event. 
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3.4 X component of the drag law 

By direct analogy, the particle-drag law (Equation 3-5) can be decomposed in the x 

direction with U denoting the x velocity of the particle and u denoting the x velocity of 

the fluid element containing the particle. 

, (3-1.) 
dt 

where Tp and f are as defined in Equations 3-5 and 3-6. Here, Fgx is the force of gravity 

in the x direction. However, the model is readily adapted to situations in which there is a 

streamwise body-force component. In an identical manner to that noted previously, with 

f = 1, the right hand side of Equation 3-11 reduces to the well known Stokes drag force 

on a particle. 

Taking the limit of Equation 3-11 for vanishing inertia (xp -> 0) requires that U = w. 

Tracer particles always match the local velocity of the fluid. Looking at the other 

extreme, the limit of Equation 3-11 as Tp tends to infinity, is U = UQ. That is, the infinite 

inertia particle x velocity is unaffected by the particle drag. 

Since the ODT x direction develops in time with the mean u velocity of the fluid, 

denoted, UB, there is a complication when computing the particle trajectory in the x 

direction. The particle proceeds with its own x velocity this is generally different from 

the gas u velocity. The particle is subject to time-varying u velocity both because u 

evolves in time and because particle motion in the y direction induces time variation of u 

in the particle reference frame. Due to finite inertia, U generally differs from u at the 
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particle location, and both these quantities differ from UB. Thus, there is typically a 

difference between the speed at which the particle traverses the x direction and that at 

which the bulk mean velocity UB traverses the x direction. This inconsistency can best 

be fixed by computing the time, A/p it would take that particle surrounded by that fluid 

parcel to traverse the distance which the mean bulk flow traverses in a given time A/QDT-

A? =[Ls^hD]_ C3_n 

^ ^(0 ' 

This equation becomes complicated because U is a function of /p due to the equation of 

motion. The introduction of t-p defines a particle time coordinate for integrating the drag 

law. Now the continuous time process, as modified to give the correct particle time, 

gives the means to faithfully represent the particles streamwise trajectory evolution. 

Alternatives to this relationship are put forth in Section 3.16. 

3.5 Z component of the drag law 

The z component is similar to the x component but has none of the complications of 

the mismatched speed in the x-direction as discussed in the end of section 3.3. 

The particle drag law (Equation 3-4) can be decomposed in the z direction with W 

denoting the z velocity of the particle and w denoting the z velocity of the fluid. 

dW -( W- w)f 
'— + Aa. , (3-12) 

dt 
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Taking the limit of Equation 3-12 for vanishing inertia (xp -> 0) requires that W = w. 

Tracer particles always match the local velocity of the fluid. Looking at the other 

extreme, the limit of Equation 3-12 as Xp tends to infinity, is W = WQ. That is, the infinite 

inertia particle w velocity is unaffected by the particle drag. 

3.6 Particle-eddy interactions in ODT 

The discussion and the particle equation of motion up until this point reflect 

conventional approaches to drag law implementation, subject to two major caveats: (1) 

only the u and w component of gas velocity are nonzero, and (2) interpretation of time 

evolution in ODT as streamwise spatial evolution required the introduction of a particle 

time coordinate, /p, distinct from the fluid time coordinate. Particle interaction with a 

triplet map requires a novel approach, albeit in the spirit of existing particle-eddy 

ineraction models. As defined in Section 3.1, this interaction occurs when the particle 

and triplet map occupy the same space-time. The particle drag law as written is not 

applicable to ODT particle-eddy interactions because triplet maps are instantaneous in 

time yet the particle-drag law requires an interaction time to cause a change in the 

particle velocity or position. 

Before discussing in detail possible solutions to this type of particle-eddy interaction 

(when they occupy the same space-time), there is yet another problem which arises due to 

the ODT formulation of eddies as instantaneous in time. 

To understand this, first recall that in Figure 3.1 the particle path was that of a tracer 

particle and as such had no y velocity, reflecting the corresponding feature of ODT gas-



phase evolution. However, particles with finite (nonzero) inertia will generally have a 

finite, nonzero, y velocity. Figure 3.2 depicts an eddy event history diagram consisting of 

four particle trajectories with varying initially velocities (V). Particle trajectory 1 has no 

initial y velocity component. After the particle interacts with eddy A, it obtains a positive 

y velocity and a positive y displacement, as explained shortly. Trajectories 2, 3, and 4 

have decreasing (in magnitude) negative y velocity components. Trajectory curvatures 

show the relaxation toward horizontal motion due to drag-law implementation with v=0 

(with gravity omitted in this example). Trajectory 4, corresponds to the limiting case of 

infinite y velocity (or finite initial V, a zero initial U, and infinite inertia). The particle-

eddy interaction with eddy B gives the particle a negative y displacement and increases 

the negative y velocity of the particle. In the scenario set forth in Figure 3.2 particle 

trajectories 1 and 2 each intersect an eddy event. At the intersection points the particle 

positions and velocities are changed instantaneously. (This process will be discussed in 

detail in the following section.) However the larger (in magnitude) the y velocity 

becomes, the less likely a particle is to intersect an eddy event. In the limit (Figure 3.2, 

path 4) as the y velocity component becomes infinite, (or particle inertia becomes infinite, 

with U = zero initially) the probability of an eddy interaction becomes zero because both 

the triplet maps and the particle trajectory are vertical lines. This phenomenon is an 

artifact of the ODT formulation since particles with vertical trajectories should interact 

with eddies. There needs to be a way for particles to interact with eddies even if the 

particles do not intersect the triplet map. This can be achieved by introducing a notional 

eddy lifetime, allowing and eddy to be represented as a box (not just a line) in the eddy 
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event history diagram. Interactions of the type in which a particle enters the space time 

box associated with an eddy event through either of the two horizontal edges are referred 

to as type-C interactions because the particle is acted upon by the eddy event 

continuously in time as long as the particle is inside the box. 

Type-C interactions are not developed further in this model application because the 

flows considered here rarely generate nearly vertical trajectories. However, the concept 

of type-C interactions is explained in detail in Section 3.15, entitled Model Extensions, 

type-C interactions. The particle-eddy interactions implemented here, illustrated in 

Figure 3.2, will be called type-I interactions. 

For the flows considered here, type-C interactions, if implemented, would be expected 

to have a quantitative impact on particle motion comparable to type-I interaction effects. 

They are nevertheless omitted, although possible effect of their inclusion are considered. 

The two types of interactions are intended to capture the same physics, although the 

model structure requires different mathematical representations of the particle eddy 

encounters in different coordinate directions. Consistent with the empirical modeling 

approach adopted here, effects of type-C interactions are presumed to be adequately 

captured (subject to fiiture verification) through the adjustment of an eddy lifetime 

parameter in the type-I interaction. Section 3.9. 

A zeroth order approximation of the type-I interaction might be to simply adjust the y 

position of the particle (Y) by an amount equal to the mapping-induced displacement of 

the fluid element containing the particle just prior to the eddy event. {A detailed 

description of triplet maps and their instantaneous jumps is given in section 2.2.} Even 
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though this approximation will yield the desired solution for one special limiting case 

(zero inertia limit, illustrated in Figure 3.1), it fails for all other cases, and therefore must 

be generalized. 

3.7 Particle-eddy interaction model 

The logical solution to the difficulty of applying the particle drag law to particle-eddy 

interactions (due to the instantaneous nature of the triplet map) is to assign an interaction 

time to the particle-eddy interaction. For now, we will denote the interaction time 

coordinate as T, and the duration of the interaction as Ti. The latter quantity is specified 

in Section 3.10. The interaction time coordinate is an eddy interaction coordinate that is 

introduced so that the particle drag law can have an effect on the particle without time 

advancing the flow solution. Particle evolution during this interaction is governed by the 

y, X, and z components of the particle drag law (Equations 3-9, 3-11, and 3-12) recast as 

follows: 

:7r = -^ + (3-13) 
dT 

(3-14) 
dT 

dW -( W- w)f 
^ = - — + ̂ 0. (3-15) 
dT 

where T is the interaction time coordinate, vg (defined later) is the fluid y component 

velocity induced by the triplet map, u and w are velocity components of the fluid cell 
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which contains the particle center at the onset of the particle-eddy interaction, and all 

other terms are as previously defined. In this formulation, vg is defined (Section 3.10) so 

that tracer particles behave correctly, that is, they mimic the motion of the fluid cell 

which surrounds them. 

In Equations 3-14 and 15, gas velocities u and w at time T are evaluated at location 

Y(T=0). U(T) and W(T) are computed to find T]. (as defined later, this is the first time at 

which the particle exits the space-time interaction box which represents the three 

dimensional eddy in ODT.) After the interaction the particles are unchanged in the x and 

z directions. That is the particle still has the same values of U(0) and W(0) and position 

X and Z. 

3.8 Effect of interaction time integration in the particle time domain 

A problem arises when comparing the integration done in interaction time over a time 

period T\ (Equation 3-13) and the conventional particle-time integration of the drag law 

(Equation 3-10, both duplicated here for clarity) subsequent to the particle-eddy 

i n t e r a c t i o n ,  o v e r  a  c o m p a r a b l e  t i m e  i n t e r v a l  \ t =  T \  a n d  A T =  T ] .  

HV f 
= _ ( F ) i + (3-10) 

at T ^ 

d V  ( V - v A  ^ = -- + (3-13) 
dT 

Comparison of Equations 3-13 and 3-9 indicates that the equations contain similar terms 

and therefore the resultant actions of integrating them over the same time period are in 
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fact double counting acceleration effects, once during the interaction time integration 

from r = 0 to r = 71 and once during the particle time integration from the birth time of 

eddy occurrence to a time increment 71. 

For example, consider a large inertia particle interacting with an eddy event. In the 

large inertia limit, a particle should be unaffected by an eddy event. However, double 

counting would produce random shifts in the particle velocity and position. As can be 

seen in Figure 3.3 A, an infinitely large inertia particle during the interaction time would 

move a certain y distance. If this interaction time result were collapsed back into particle 

time the effect of the instantaneous eddy event would be to cause an instantaneous y 

displacement in particle time of the infinitely large inertia particle. This however is 

incongruent with known physical behavior. Hence double counting of particle motion 

during interaction time and particle time needs to be eliminated. 

To overcome this problem, which occurs when a particle encounters an eddy event, 

the particle trajectories with and without the effect of the eddy are computed. This is 

achieved by integrating (first to get velocity and then again to get position) both 

Equations 3-13 and 3-10 concurrently over the period 71, and determining the difference 

in the ending position, 

(3-16) 

Similarly, the difference in the ending V velocities 

AF = V'(T,)-f^"(T,) , (3-17) 
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is also computed. These computations define the perturbations felt by the particle due to 

the eddy, where the superscript i (for interaction) denotes the results based on Equation 3-

13 and the superscript n (for no interaction) denotes using Equation 3-10. 

This procedure is pictorially represented in Figure 3.4 (A). The perturbation distance, 

Avp, (demarcated with a "f" in Figure 3.4) and the perturbation velocity, AV, are then 

added to the particle's original position and velocity (respectively) at the instant it first 

encounters the triplet map. On this basis, the particle location and V resulting from 

particle-eddy interaction are 

y'p=yp^^yp (3-i8) 

V ' ^ V  +  A V ,  (3-19) 

where and Vp are the values at the instant the particle encounters the eddy (prior to the 

interaction). With double counting thus eliminated, evolution in particle time resumes. 

The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 3.4 (B) as they would appear in Figure 

2.5, a space-time history diagram. 

In Figure 3.4 (A), the trajectory with the eddy interaction is based on interaction time 

integration. It is convenient to define the shaded region as an eddy interaction box, 

whose vertical span is the y range of the eddy and whose horizontal span is the time 

duration T\ of the interaction. 

A non-zero fluid velocity imposed by the eddy event (Equation 3-19) may act in the 

same direction as the particle's initial trajectoiy or in an opposing direction. The 

resultant particle path will either be bent upwards or downwards from the trajectory the 

particle would have taken if it did not interact with the eddy. For an example see Figure 
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3.5. Here it is convenient to define the horizontal range of the interaction box a [0, tc], 

where the eddy lifetime tc is defined in section 3.9. A (the dotted line) is the path with no 

eddy interaction. All other trajectories (B, C, D) include an imposed VE velocity 

associated with the eddy event. The particle-drag law, Equation 3-13, determines the 

path from the moment the particle first encounters the eddy (7= 0) to the end of the eddy 

lifetime {T = tc). For path B, VE is negative. For this particular case, the particle leaves 

the eddy interaction box through the bottom horizontal edge before time T = tc has 

elapsed. For comparison. Path C has a positive VE, the particle trajectory curves upward 

and exits the eddy interaction box through the back vertical surface. This path exits 

precisely at T = tc. A larger positive VE component is used in the calculation of path D. 

Note that there is an extremum (minimum) in the trajectory (as well as case C) and path 

D leaves the eddy interaction box through the top horizontal edge before the eddy 

lifetime tc has elapsed. Care must be taken when computing particle-eddy interactions 

that these interactions stop when a particle trajectory leaves the interaction box for the 

first time, because vE is applicable only within the space-time region occupied by the 

eddy. 

Evaluation of the interaction time T\ is complicated, so we begin by considering only 

particles which interact with the eddy for the entire eddy lifetime. This will give insight 

into the behavior of particles while they interact with eddies without the added concern of 

computing the interaction time. This motivates the qualitative illustration of interaction 

regimes shown in Figure 3.6. 



Figure 3.6 (A) shows the trajectory of a particle tracer as it enters an eddy interaction 

box (from the left of the box) to after it leaves (from the right of the box) in interaction 

time. Figure 3.6 (B) presents the equivalent diagram as it appears in particle space-time 

coordinates, just as it would if the trajectory were rendered in Figure 2.5. The particle is 

displaced in the y direction the same distance as the fluid parcel containing the center of 

the particle is displaced in the j direction by the triplet map. Figure 3.6 (C) represents the 

trajectory of a particle with medium inertia (neither low nor high) in interaction time. 

Figure 3.6 (D) gives the same trajectory in particle space-time coordinates. One can 

readily see that the particle is displaced upwards by the eddy event but only a fraction of 

the distance the fluid cell travels. Note that particle displacement and the velocity vector 

in Figure 3.5 (D) are adjusted instantaneously in the manner defined by Equations 3-16 

and 3-17 respectively. For completeness Figure 3.6 (E) shows the trajectory of a particle 

with infinitely large inertia in interaction time. The corresponding trajectory in particle 

space-time coordinates is shown in Figure 3.6 (F). As expected after the double-counting 

corrections the particle-eddy interaction has no effect on the particle trajectory of a large 

inertia particle. 

3.9 Eddy lifetime 

As will be shown in this Section, determination of the particle-eddy interaction time, 

T\, requires a definition of the lifetime tc of an ODT eddy. The eddy lifetime is also used 

to determine VE. 
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The ODT local instantaneous time scale, T(yo, t) is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

In this context -c(yo, h 0 is the inverse of an event frequency rather than an event duration. 

It is reasonable and consistent with conventional phenomenology, to assume that the 

eddy lifetime is proportional to T(yo, I', t). Accordingly, the eddy lifetime is taken to be 

where a free parameter p has been introduced. 

3.10 Fluid velocity for particle-eddy interaction 

In Equation 3-13, ve represents the fluid velocity seen by the particle during particle-

eddy interaction. The definition chosen for VE is 

where h is the y displacement, by the triplet map, of fluid at the particle location 

immediately prior to the particle-eddy interaction. 

This definition is chosen because it yields the correct tracer-particle limit of Equation 

3-13. In this limit, V(T) in Equation 3-13 is equal to VE for 0 < = T < = T|, and the 

interaction time T| is equal to tc in this limit (because tracer particles cannot exit the 

spatial range of the interaction box). Therefore integration of Equation 3-13 gives iSŷ  = 

Ve tc. In the tracer-particle limit, the eddy-induced particle displacement A^p is required 

' (3-20) 

(3-21) 
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to be the same as the eddy-induced displacement h of the fluid element containing its 

center. Equation 3-21 satisfies this requirement. 

As discussed in Chapter 2, in the analytical formulation of the triplet map three images 

of the original fluid interval are formed. So from the analytical formulation of the triplet 

map, there are three distinct fluid displacements h corresponding to the three images 

generated by the triplet map. 

For the fluid, the three displacements correspond to subdivision of a given fluid 

element into thirds, with application of a different displacement to each third. Unlike 

fluid elements, individual particles cannot be subdivided, so use of equation 3-21 requires 

a determination of which one of the three h values associated with a fluid element applies 

to a given particle within the fluid element. 

From the viewpoint of numerical implementation, there are two distinct ways to make 

this determination. One is to use the discrete implementation of the triplet map, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, in which the eddy interval is partitioned into finite fluid cells that 

are permuted in a manner that approximates the triplet-map continuum definition. This 

approach assigns a unique displacement to each fluid cell, and thus to any particles it 

contains. 

A disadvantage of this discrete approach is that the first and last cells of the eddy 

interval are not displaced by the permutation, giving /? = 0 for these cells. Accordingly, 

VE = 0, so for particles in these cells. Equation 3-10 and 3-13 become identical, and A>^P , 

given by Equation 3-16, is equal to zero. This neglect of small displacements near eddy 

endpoints has disproportionate impact near walls, where these small displacements can be 



the dominant mechanism of low-inertia particle deposition. This artifact can be mitigated 

by increasing the spatial resolution, but a more cost-effective solution is to determine h in 

a way different from the discrete method just mentioned. 

Namely, consider the permutation method in the high-resolution limit, such that all 

flow properties, including particle number density, are essentially uniform at the mesh 

resolution scale. Then any localized collection of particles is equally distributed among 

fluid cells corresponding to the three respective triplet-map images. Therefore, on a 

statistical basis, a given particle can be assigned to any of the three images with equal 

probabilities, one of the three h values assigned to the particle location by the triplet map, 

based on the exact continuum definition. 

This random selection procedure was used in the computations reported here. The 

permutation (or discrete) method was also tested, and was found, as expected, to require 

higher spatial resolution to obtain mesh-independent results for particles with small 

Stokes numbers (low inertia). As the inertia decreases, the particle behaves more and 

more as a tracer particle would, and at this limit, we expect the difference between the 

permutation method and the random selection procedure to be most pronounced. Note 

that the random procedure is applied only to determination of h in Equation 3-21; the 

discrete triplet map is applied to the fluid properties due to useful conservation properties 

of the discrete fluid permutation. 

With VE thus defined. Equation 3-13 governing the particle-eddy interaction is fiilly 

defined, though the time duration T\ of the interaction is as yet undetermined. 
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Decreasing P in Equation 3-20 causes the particle trajectory to deviate more from its 

original path due to the particle-eddy interaction. Increasing p causes less of a 

disturbance. This may seem counterintuitive, but a shorter tc makes vh larger which in 

turn creates a larger driving force for the drag law. 

3.11 Duration of the particle-eddy interaction 

An eddy exists in a defined space (three-dimensional) for a defined lifetime. Particle-

eddy interactions would occur while the particle occupies the same space-time (x, y, z, t) 

as the eddy. It is the goal of this part of the two-phase flow submodel to discuss in detail 

the analysis required to assure that the particle-eddy interaction ceases the first time the 

particle leaves the ODT space time (x, y, z, t) which the eddy is idealized to occupy in 

this model. 

3.11.1 Particle-eddy interactions in the y direction 

For clarity in discussion, Figure 3.6 purposefiilly omitted instances in which the 

particle exited the eddy interaction box through one of the horizontal edges. Here we 

revisit type-I interactions with particles which do exit by the top or bottom of the space-

interaction time interaction box. 

As long as the particle exits the interaction box and remains outside of the interaction 

box for the duration of the eddy lifetime, no added complications occur in determining 

the eddy interaction time T\. Any number of root finding techniques can be implemented 

to determine the correct interaction time to a given accuracy. 
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However, not all particle trajectories will remain out side of the eddy interaction box 

once they have exited. Figure 3.8 shows a trajectory in which the particle path (as 

calculated for the complete lifetime of the eddy) shows an extremum occurring outside of 

the eddy interaction box and the particle re-enters the box. In cases like these checking 

particle y location only at the end point 4 of the particle path would give the false 

impression that the particle first leaves the box by the back side at time T = tc, when 

actually the particle first leaves the box on the bottom at time T= T\. Here the particle-

eddy  in te rac t ion  shou ld  cease  dXT=T\ .  

3.11.2 Particle-eddy interactions in the x direction 

No adjustments are made to the x position, Xp, or the x velocity, U, of the particle due 

to a particle-eddy interaction. The nature of the time developing ODT model does not 

lend itself readily to sudden jumps in the x coordinate which is related to the ODT flow 

evolution time by Equation 2-22. In any case, there is no need to change Xp or U due to 

particle-eddy interactions. Changes in and V are needed to assure that particle 

response to eddies is consistent with the required tracer-particle limiting behavior. ODT 

eddies do not cause jumps in x or z, so particle-time evolution is a sufficient 

representation of particle evolution in these directions. 

However, in the analysis of the particle-eddy interactions it is important to determine 

whether and when the particle leaves the eddy ODT space-time in the x dimension in 

order to correctly determine the duration of the interaction. 
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The lifetime of the eddy in the x direction is identical to the lifetime tc for an eddy as 

viewed in the y direction. (There is no reason why the lifetime should change for the 

different directions.) 

The y direction has a characteristic length, /, representing the eddy size in the ODT 

formulation. However, the x direction does not have any special length scale associated 

with it. The logical choice then would be to use the distance of order / in the x direction. 

Since there is no connection between / and the x direction, there is no predetermined 

r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  p a r t i c l e ,  X p ,  a n d  t h e  e d d y  i n t e r v a l  /  o n  t h e  x  

coordinate. The formulation used to define the eddy in the x direction is given in 

Equation 3-22, in which jCo is defined as the x position of the particle, Xp, at the moment 

the particle-eddy interaction begins: 

+  K m-  T  -  1 / 2 - ^ e ^ ^ o  + ^  • (3 -22)  

This relation defines the range of x values, Xc, contained within the eddy, where Wcddy will 

be defined shortly. 

Even though the parameter, /, is based on solid reasoning there is no compelling 

reason to believe that it actually corresponds to the eddy length. Therefore it would be 

possible to introduce another particle model free parameter called 5. The length of the 

particle-eddy interaction box would be given by Equation 3-23. 

^ I + S I . (3-23) 
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The use of 5 as a free parameter is not implemented in the model. It is desirable to keep 

empiricism down to a minimum, that is, to restrict the number of two-phase flow model 

free parameters to one, namely p. There is a sound physical argument to implement the 

model with 5 = 'A. This allows the total length of the eddy interaction box in the x 

direction to be identical to the total length of the eddy interaction box in the y direction, 

consistent with the isotropy (hence coordinate invariance) of the small scales of 

turbulence (though no the large scales). 

Particle-eddy interactions are more complicated in the x direction because the fluid 

parcels typically have a u velocity. This can clearly be seen for the particular case 

depicted in Figure 2.1, where these particular fluid parcels all have a positive u velocity. 

One would naturally expect that the eddy in that figure would have a net positive u 

velocity since all of its elements have a positive u velocity. A logical definition for the 

average u velocity of an eddy event is the average of the u velocities of the individual 

cells in the domain of the triplet map, [ ̂ o, yo^l ], at the time, tco, of the eddy event. 

The effect of a non-zero x component eddy velocity (ucddy) on the particle-eddy 

interaction time can be seen in Figure 3.9. This figure is a different rendering of the 

space-interaction time eddy interaction box already introduced in Figure 3.5. Figure 3.9 

has the x direction associated with the ordinate (rather than the y direction). The height, /, 

of the interaction box is as defined in Equation 3-22. It is centered vertically at the 

/ 
(3-24) 
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particle x location the moment the particle eddy interaction begins. In all other ways, the 

new eddy interaction box is the same as the previously defined interaction box. In Figure 

3.8 diagram A, the eddy u velocity is zero, the eddy does not move in the x direction in 

time, and this particular particle trajectory is contained in the eddy for the duration of the 

eddy lifetime, tc. In diagram B, the eddy has a negative velocity, hence the eddy moves 

down as the particle curves up. This causes the particle to leave the eddy interaction box 

at time equal to Ti, before the eddy lifetime expires at time tc, which it would not do if the 

eddy were not moving (diagram A). Therefore the correct end point for the particle eddy 

interaction is at a time T\ <1^. 

The proper ending time Ti for the eddy-particle interaction is the first time the particle 

leaves the eddy in either the x or the y direction, or the eddy lifetime , whichever comes 

first. The space-time eddy interaction box has been very useful in understanding the 

interaction time based on one spatial dimension (for example >») and one time dimension 

(interaction time). The duration of the particle-eddy space-time overlap is governed by 

three spatial dimensions and time. The flipping between x and y on the ordinate tends to 

be confusing so that the intuitive understanding of the diagrams can easily be lost. Hence 

the introduction of a new diagram. 

3.11.3 Spatial {x and j) particle-eddy interaction box 

A more intuitive two-dimensional pictorial has two of the spatial dimensions on the 

same graph. This is equivalent to seeing a snapshot of the eddy and the particle at an 

instant in time. Subsequent times can be viewed in a series of snapshots. The new 
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pictorial for the particle-eddy interaction box in two spatial dimensions (x and 3^) is given 

in Figure 3.9 (B), with the x direction used as the abscissa. Consequently the length (x 

dimension) is equal to the height (y dimension) of the spatial eddy interaction box (not 

drawn to scale). Figure 3.9 (A) depicts the particle trajectory in x-y space just prior to a 

particle-eddy event. Figure 3.9 (B) depicts the instant in time when the particle intersects 

the triplet map. The newly defined "spatial eddy interaction box" is demarcated as a box, 

that horizontally extends a distance 112 in each direction from the particle x location, Xo, at 

the instant of the type-I interaction. (This is consistent with Equation 3-22.) The box 

extends vertically with a starting point and length as defined by the eddy parameters: 

y o ^ y e ^ y o ^ ^  •  ( 3 -25)  

The y position of the particle in relation to the spatial eddy interaction box is the actual 

y^ of the particle. The box itself has its own u velocity, Ucddy, which may be positive, 

negative, or zero. The relative motion of the particle and the eddy, U - Weddy , can cause a 

drastic shortening of the interaction time for the x dimension only. In order to better 

understand these variations in (x, y, z, t) space, three particular test cases will be explored 

using the new pictorial. The three test cases shall consist of a particle with finite inertia 

and modest U velocity interacting with three different eddies. All the eddies will have 

the same eddy interaction box initially, but the mean eddy velocities will vary as follows: 

Wcddy » U, Wcddy = U, and «cddy « U. All three cases will therefore share the same initial 

conditions, as shown in Figure 3.9 A and B. In diagram A, the particle trajectory just 

prior to the type-I interaction is shown. Diagram B shows the moment the type I 
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interaction begins, corresponding to r= 0. Also, Xo is defined as the particle x position at 

this instant. This corresponds to the horizontal center of the eddy as defined in Equation 

3-22. The Ucddy depicted by an arrow is as yet undefined. (It can be positive, negative or 

zero.) In the first case (wcddy » U) the mean velocity of the eddy will carry the eddy 

much faster in the x direction than the particle can travel, (because the particle has finite 

inertia) so the eddy leaves the particle behind. This can be visualized in time by viewing 

Figure 3.9 in the sequence diagram A, B, and then C. For diagram C, a characteristic 

time increment, /ch, was chosen such that Ucddy travels a distance just a little bit more than 

112. Implicit in the discussion of all three cases is the assumption that the eddy lifetime 

is greater then /ch- There is little effect of the eddy on the particle trajectory in case C (its 

U velocity is increased slightly) because of the short interaction time. 

In the second case (weddy = U) the particle and eddy travel in unison. This can be 

visualized in time by viewing Figure 3.9 in the sequence diagram A, B, and then D. The 

characteristic time is significantly longer then either of the other two cases, since /ch is 

defined as the amount of time for the eddy to travel 112 plus a little more. Note that we 

are still assuming that the eddy lifetime, is greater than the characteristic time shown in 

D. However the mean eddy velocity in this case is much smaller than the mean eddy 

velocity for either of the other two cases, hence the time is much longer. Analysis of 

Figure 3.9 (D) shows the particle-eddy interaction has had time to significantly change 

the particle trajectory. In this case, the eddy and particle travel together to the right a 

distance slightly larger than 1/2, and the particle's U velocity is increased slightly. 
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In the third case (wcddy « U) the particle leaves the eddy behind. This can be 

visualized in time by viewing Figure 3.9 in the sequence diagram A, B, and then E. The 

characteristic time is the same as case 1 since Wcddy for case 1 is equal to the negative of 

Wcddy for case 3. Analysis of Figure 3.9 (E) shows the same trend as the particle-eddy 

interaction depicted in diagram C, that is the interaction time was too short to change 

significantly the particle trajectory. In diagram E, the eddy passes to the left of the 

particle and the particle velocity, U, is decreased slightly. In order to handle all 

combinations of U and Wcddy correctly, the model must keep track of the relative positions 

of the particle and the eddy and must end the type-I interaction at the first instant the 

particle leaves the eddy. 

The particle trajectory, under the influence of the eddy, has the possibility of leaving 

the eddy and then re-entering the eddy in either the x, y, or z direction. This event is not 

easily depicted in this particular rendering of the spatial eddy interaction box since both 

the particle and the eddy move in time but the representation is at a given instant in time. 

This problem is solved by a simple coordinate transform. A switch from the fixed 

reference frame to the moving reference frame of the eddy provides a simple and 

informative pictorial of the particle trajectory as compared to the stationary spatial 

interaction box. To achieve this new reference frame only transformations are needed in 

the X and z direction. 

= T (3-26) 
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With U* and X* denoting the resulting transformed particle velocity and position 

respectively, the resulting drag law equation is: 

^  ( V' -u  +  v^ )  +4 ,  (3 -27)  
dT ^ 

The horizontal dimension of the spatial eddy interaction box in the moving reference 

frame is defined in Equation 3-28. The vertical dimension is unchanged in this 

transformed reference frame and is still given by Equation 3-25, 

- l < x l < x ^ + l  . (3-28) 

Figure 3.10 shows two particle trajectories in the reference frame of the eddy. In these 

particular examples there are extrema in both the x* and y directions. In these 

representations the particle trajectory is traced in x*-y space from the time of birth of the 

eddy until the lifetime of the eddy, tc, elapses. As can be seen in Figure 3.10 (A), during 

that time period ((c) the particle exits and reenters the eddy twice. The first time it leaves 

the vertical (right) face of the box. The second time it exits the bottom surface. Lastly 

the particle leaves the spatial interaction box for the last time by the left vertical surface. 

The particle equation of motion (based on the particle-drag laws Equations 3-13 and 3-

27) evaluated in the x* and y direction allow for a maximum of one extremum in each 

direction. Hence Figure 3.10 (A) is a worst case scenario which exits the interaction box 

three times. Figure 3.10 (B) also has two extrema, but only exits the interaction box once 

and that is well after both extrema are achieved. Not all particles will exit the spatial 

interaction box before the lifetime of the eddy expires. As explained in the beginning of 
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Section 3.11 the actual particle interaction time, T\, is taken to be the first time the 

particle leaves the spatial interaction box or the eddy lifetime, whichever is sooner. 

This value of Ti is plugged into Equations 3-16 and 3-17 to obtain the perturbations 

caused by the particle eddy interaction. The particle position, y^, and velocity, V, are 

adjusted instantaneously and the particle is allowed to proceed under the particle-drag 

law (Equations 3-9, 3-10, and 3-12) in particle time until the particle encounters another 

eddy. There are no adjustments made to the x position, Xp; the x velocity, U; the z 

position, Zp; or the z velocity W of the particle due to the particle-eddy interaction. 

3.11.4 Particle-eddy interactions in the z direction 

ODT eddies can also have non-zero w velocities. Since the driving force of the 

channel flow is the mean pressure gradient, which only operates in the x direction, the 

average w velocity of an eddy would in general be small. The average w velocity is 

defined as 

Despite the fact that the magnitude of Wcddy is expected to be small a complimentary 

analysis was done in the z direction as was done for the x direction. 

The range of z, Zc contained within the eddy is 

(3-29) 

(3-30) 
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Analysis in the z direction follows directly by analogy from the previous analysis in 

the X direction, as such it will not be repeated here. The z analog of Equation 3-26 is 

At this point the equations needed for computing the first time a particle exits a particle-

^ = - - { +^c, (3-31) 
dT ^ 

eddy interaction box in x, y, z, or time are complete. So the correct duration of the 

particle eddy interaction can now be computed and used in the drag law. 

3.12 Considerations for the initial value of the interaction velocity, Vo 

A problem comes up when trying to pick a suitable VQ for the particle-eddy 

interaction. Since interaction time exists only during particle-eddy interactions, what is a 

suitable initial velocity of the particle in interaction time? The decision was made to use 

the final particle V velocity from the last time that the particular particle was involved in 

a particle-eddy interaction. That way Vo matches the end V velocity of that same particle 

the instant it ended the last particle-eddy interaction. This provides continuity of 

interaction time V velocities, compensating for the unphysical decay of V toward zero 

during particle-time evolution. 

In all simulated realizations, the initial Vo value was set equal to the v velocity of the 

fluid element containing it when it was introduced into the simulation. Subsequent to 

that the procedure explained above was applied. 
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3.13 Conclusion and summary 

The two phase flow submodel for ODT is now complete. It reflects the key particle-

drag interactions for regimes in which the fluid motion affects the particle but the particle 

does not effect the fluid flow. This model does so in a manner which captures the 

relevant physics in terms of the ODT phenomenology. 

This derivation started with the basics and worked up to the final two-phase flow 

submodel for ODT. There were many places in which the reader could have lost track of 

which equations were actually used in the submodel and which were used to derive the 

model or to illustrate a point. The model equations are summarized here to help clarify 

the two-phase flow model. 

A particle is bom into the ODT domain with an initial position (Xp and jp) and velocity 

(U and V). The particle moves in "particle time" during which it follows the equations of 

motion defined by the particle-drag laws in x, y, and z components given in Equations 3-

10, 3-11, and 3-12 modified to reflect the introduction of the particle time, /p, with Xp,/, 

and Re defined in Equations 3-6, 3-7, and 3.8: 

H V  f  
^ = - ( K ) i + ^, , (3-10*) 
dt„ r„ p p 

dW -( IV- w)f ^ = — — > (3-12*) 
d'p ^p 
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with the particle time, A^p , computed by Equation 3-11. Interaction time is not adjusted 

for the difference in particle and gas velocities since it is a fictitious time. 

The particle follows the appropriate drag law (linear or non-linear) until it occupies 

the same space-time as a triplet map, at which time it undergoes a type-1 interaction. 

Type-I interactions are realized by the integrating the particle drag law components 

(Equations 3-13 and 3-27) in interaction time, T, for a duration in interaction time not 

exceeding 4 as defined in Equation 3-20. There is no adjustment of U for the particle-

eddy interaction. The x component of the particle-drag law has been transformed to the 

constant velocity, Ucddy, coordinate system of the moving eddy as defined in Equation 3-

26. The transformed coordinate is indicated by a *. 

with Ucddy defined by Equation 3-24 and Wcddy by Equation 3-29. The initial conditions 

Yo, Xo, Zo, Uo*, and Wo* are given by the particle position and velocity at the moment the 

particle intersects the eddy event. The gas velocities u and w are taken to be the linear 

interpolation of the two closest grid point to the particle center. The values of u and w 

(3-19) 

^ = - - ( (3-27) 
dT ^ 

dW* f , \ 
^ +-<t, (3-31) 

dT Tp '  
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are considered constant during the integration. This allows a closed form solution to the 

drag law. The initial condition VQ of the particle velocity, V is taken from the end of the 

last interaction time as discussed in Section 3.12. The form of the interaction time 

equation of motion shows that the particle may exit and re-enter the eddy interaction box 

in either the x*,y, or z* direction. The box is defined in the y direction by Equation 3-25, 

in the x* direction by Equation 3-23, and in the z direction by Equation 3-30. Hence, 

m e r e l y  e v a l u a t i n g  t h e  e q u a t i o n  o f  m o t i o n  a t  t h e  e n d  o f  i n t e r a c t i o n  t i m e  ( l e t t i n g  T \  =  t c )  

and verifying the particle is still in the eddy interaction box is not sufficient to assure that 

the particle-eddy interaction ceases the moment the particle first leaves the eddy 

interaction box. To overcome this added complication, one merely needs to evaluate the 

extrema in Xp, y^, and Zp. If both extrema reside in the eddy interaction box, and the 

position of the particle evaluated zXT= also resides in the eddy interaction box then the 

particle assuredly has remained inside the eddy interaction box for the entire time If 

any one of these evaluations indicates that the particle is outside of the eddy interaction 

box then a search of the x*, y, z*, t space is necessary in order to find the first time in 

which the particle leaves the eddy. Care must be taken to ensure that T\ is the first time 

at which the particle leaves the box, or if it does not leave the box, that T\ is set to tc. 

The instantaneous change in the particle velocity. Ay, and position, AV can then be 

calculated from Equations 3-16 and 3-17. These changes are then added to the particle's 

position and velocity at the instant of the eddy encounter, yjo and Vto- The particle is 

then allowed to continue advancing in particle time with the new values ofjp and V. 
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3.14 Alternative representations of particle-eddy interactions 

There exist other possibilities for the design of a particle-eddy interaction model 

which include time, in other words procedures other than introducing interaction time, 

computing the particle trajectory, then projecting the change back to the initial time. The 

most worthy of consideration is simply to allow the triplet map induced velocity profile 

(v) to act upon the particle for an amount of real time equivalent to the amount of 

interaction time T which is the eddy lifetime tc. This has the effect of reproducing the 

particle trajectories of Figure 3.6 (A), (C), and (E) with the interaction time axis 

(abscissa) replaced with real time. This is indeed a simplification in model design and 

implementation, so some justification needs to be made for choosing the more 

complicated model. Three arguments present themselves. The first and weakest 

argument is the heuristic argument that since the eddy events are instantaneous in time, 

so their effects (particle velocity/position changes) should be instantaneous also. The 

reason this argument is weak is that the instantaneous triplet maps are an artifact of the 

ODT model and are only an idealization of the physical reality in which eddies have a 

finite lifetime. This argument by itself cannot justify choosing the more complicated 

model. 

The second argument relies on the physical principle that a particle with low enough 

inertia will exactly mimic a fluid tracer parcel. As is depicted (for example) in Figure 

3.6 (B, D, and F) the fluid parcel has a discontinuous jump in the y axis (the ordinate) so 

a particle would need to have a discontinuous jump in order to mimic the fluid particle. 

Here the counter argument can be made that this discontinuous jump is also an artifact of 
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the ODT model and that using the simpler model, the particle path does not deviate from 

the fluid parcel for a very long time. After that "short" time period, the particle and the 

fluid parcel which contained its center are reunited. So the simpler model still reasonably 

mimics a tracer particle and deserves consideration. 

This leads to the final argument. In order to follow the logic, the following 

representative scenario is proposed, see Figure 3.7. A tracer particle is traveling along 

with its fluid parcel (denoted fluid parcel A). It encounters an eddy event denoted 1. 

Assuming the simple model, Figure 3.7 (A) results in: the particle's adjustment to the 

eddy interaction occurs over a time period /ci, while the fluid parcel A undergoes the 

discontinuous jump h. Before the particle has time to rejoin the fluid parcel A another 

eddy event (denoted 2) occurs and fluid parcel A is displaced farther away on the y axis. 

However, since the particle does not occupy the same space time as the eddy event called 

2, the particle is unaffected by 2. At this point any correlation between the fluid parcel A 

and the tracer particle is lost. The simpler model does not reproduce the small inertia 

limit for this scenario. Even though this is only a plausible scenario and does not have to 

occur, the dynamic feedback property of ODT makes this scenario likely. Only the 

implemented (more complicated) particle-eddy interaction model {see Figure 3.7 (B)} 

correctly matches the fluid parcel A with its tracer particle. 

It is interesting to note that for the other extreme, a particle of infinitely high inertia, 

both the simple and implemented particle-eddy interaction models give the correct result; 

see Figure 3.7 (C). In both formulations, the eddy has no effect on the particle. 
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Even though it is impossible to precisely capture the particle-eddy interactions for the 

entire inertia range in a one-dimensional model, it is our goal to be as accurate as 

possible. The implemented model fits exactly for the two extremes and therefore should 

do a reasonable job fitting the values in between. Because the implemented model 

redirects the particles instantaneously when a particle-eddy interaction occurs, this type 

of particle-eddy interaction is referred to as a type-I interaction, where I is for 

Instantaneous effect. 

3.15 Model E extension - type-C interactions 

As explained in Section 3.6, the idealization of eddy events as instantaneous in time 

causes a model artifact. The larger (in magnitude) the y velocity becomes, the less likely 

a particle is to intersect an eddy event. In the limit as the y velocity component becomes 

infinite, the probability of an eddy interaction becomes zero because both the triplet maps 

and the particle trajectories are vertical lines. Since particles with large y velocities 

should interact with eddies in some way, the concept was put forward to allow the eddies 

to exist for a set length of time, the adjusted eddy lifetime tc. The essence of this would 

be to "pretend" that the ODT instantaneous eddies existed for a finite time. This would 

be represented as a box (not just a line) in the eddy event history diagram. Interactions of 

the type in which a particle enters the space time box associated with an eddy event 

through either of the two horizontal edges are referred to as type-C interactions because 

the particle is acted upon in a continuous manner by the eddy event as long as the particle 

is inside the box. The present application did not require the added complication of type-
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C interactions. However, a brief outline of the conceptual design of type-C interactions is 

in order. 

In contrast to type-I interactions, there are no instantaneous jumps from a type-C 

interaction. Type-C interactions can only occur in the y direction, hence, the pictorial 

with the most insight is the y space-time diagram. In this case the eddy is allowed exist 

in real time for the duration of the eddy lifetime tc- (See Figure 3.12) 

Any particle which enters an eddy by the left vertical surface interacts with the eddy 

event in a type-I fashion and is not allowed to interact with the same eddy in a type-C 

fashion even if the particle leaves the eddy interaction box and comes back into the box 

by one of the horizontal surfaces. This is because the type-I interaction already takes into 

account the entire lifetime of the eddy. Conversely a particle which first enters an eddy 

interaction box from one of the horizontal surfaces may not undergo a type-I interaction 

with that eddy, but may interact with that eddy in a type-C manner as long as it is in the 

interaction box and may interact with that same eddy as many times as it re-enters the 

box. As soon as the particle exits the box by either one of the horizontal or the right 

vertical side the particle-eddy interaction ceases. Because of the random nature of the 

ODT triplet maps, virtually any conceivable combination of eddies may occur in a 

turbulent flow simulation. Once eddies are allowed to exist in time for the eddy lifetime, 

tc, it is quite probable that a particle trajectory may intersect in a type-C fashion with two 

or more eddies at the same time. While undergoing a type-C interaction a particle may 

interact with a different eddy in a type-I fashion. There is no possibility that two type-I 
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interactions can occur simultaneously because of the ODT formulation implements triplet 

maps only one at a time. 

One scenario is presented in Figure 3.12. Here a particle intersects a large eddy event 

denoted 1. The particle continues to interact in a type-C fashion as long as the particle is 

inside of the eddy interaction box. While in the box, it also enters the interaction box of 

the eddy denoted 2. The particle feels both eddies # 1 and # 2 in a type-C manner until 

the particle leaves the interaction box of eddy number 2. The particle continues feeling 

eddy # 1 only, until it also enters eddy number 3. At this point, it feels both # 1 and # 3. 

While still in eddy number 3, the particle leaves the interaction box of eddy number one. 

After this, the particle continues in a type-C interaction with eddy # 3 only, until the 

particle leaves the last interaction box. 

Figure 3.13 gives a space-time history diagram with two possible particle paths in the 

same eddy sequence. In Figure 3.13 (A) the particle undergoes a type-I interaction with 

eddy number 1. This is demarcated on the abscissa with a tick mark and is labeled II (for 

type-I interaction with eddy #1). Then the particle undergoes a type-I interaction with 

eddy #2, labeled 12. Finally it undergoes a type-C interaction with eddy #3. This is 

demarcated with " { " and the time interval on the abscissa is marked with a C3 (for a 

Continuous interaction with eddy #3). Even though the particle crosses the eddy #1 

interaction box two more times it does not interact with the eddy since it first experienced 

a type-I interaction. Figure 3.13 (B) depicts a different particle which enters eddy #1 

from the top and undergoes a type-C interaction for a time interval labeled Cl-1 (for 

Continuous interaction with eddy #1 - T' occurrence). It then experiences a type-I 
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interaction with eddy #2. It changes course and re-enters eddy #1 and again experiences 

a type-C interaction labeled CI-2. It then undergoes a type-C interaction with eddy #3 

(not marked on the abscissa) and gets turned around once more where it re-enters eddy 

#rs interaction box a third and final time. The particle then experiences a type-C 

interaction labeled CI-3. 

Implementation of type-C interactions in ODT requires keeping track of the positions 

of all eddies from the time each eddy is bom until that individual eddy's lifetime has 

expired. Any particle entering any of these y positions during the corresponding eddy's 

lifetime would interact continuously with that eddy as long as it had not undergone a 

type-I interaction with that same eddy previously. The result of allowing eddies to exist 

in the time domain is that for the duration of tc the y domain of the eddy [vo, J'o+d is 

allowed to have a nonzero gas phase velocity v. Recall that in the ODT formulation 

turbulent flows are idealized as fluid cells not moving vertically except during triplet 

maps, and the instantaneous triplet maps implement the eddy caused phenomena. The 

addition of the nonzero v velocities would affect the particle time evolution as defined by 

the particle-drag law. (Also see Section 3-16 Model V) Equation 3-10* would now have 

a gas phase component only in the y interval [yo, and from the instant of the triplet 

map until the ODT time increment tc elapsed: 

dt. >--1 ^ . (3-10-^*) 



Here the summation over j includes only the eddy events whose interaction boxes occupy 

the same space-time as the particle trajectory. There exists latitude in the specific 

mechanics of the type-C implementation, but the eddies would have either a positive or 

negative v velocity (this could be chosen randomly). As such, the summation in Equation 

3-10** would have to be a vector sum over all overlapping eddy events. Hence the 

effects of eddies could cancel each other out. There is also latitude in the definition of 

the correct gas velocity of the eddy. Some type of weighted average displacement of all 

the cells in the triplet map could be used as the distance, that with the eddy lifetime, tc, 

would then define the gas phase velocity of that particular eddy. 

Type-C interactions do not violate the marker particle limit because in order to have a 

type-C interaction a particle must enter an eddy event interaction box from either of the 

two horizontal surfaces. A tracer particle can not do this of its own volition. However, if 

a tracer particle is instantaneously brought into an existing eddy as in Figure 3.14 it could 

undergo a type-C interaction. Figure 3.14 uses the same eddy event history as Figure 

3.12, but a tracer particle path is added to demonstrate how a tracer particle would behave 

under these circumstances. Note, when the marker particle hits the eddy designated '3' it 

is brought under the influence of the eddy marked '1' until that eddy's lifetime expires. 

The tracer particle undergoing a type-C interaction, is shown to be traversing a non-

horizontal path. 

To avoid this type-C interaction and preserve the marker particle limit, one must not 

allow particles which move during an instantaneous eddy event, that is a type-I 

interaction, to experience new type-C interactions with eddy events that occurred prior to 
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the time of the type-I interaction. Expressed in another way, particles that undergo type-I 

interactions move instantaneously from one y position to a different y position with out 

traversing the points in between the two positions. Hence a particle which because of a 

type-I interaction is 'bom into' a type-C eddy event does not actually enter the eddy 

interaction box by one of the horizontal edges. Since the particle did not enter the 

interaction box by an edge the particle does not feel the effect of that eddy event (see 

Figure 3.15). The velocity v from the type-C interaction from eddy event number 1 does 

not get added to the summation term in the right hand side of Equation 3-10** for the 

tracer particle. 

However, a particle continues to 'feel' an eddy event (type-C interaction) though the 

particle interacts in a instantaneous manner (type-I interaction) with a new eddy later. 

Figure 3.15 shows a particle with finite inertia entering the horizontal (bottom) edge of 

eddy event 1. After that it undergoes a type-C interaction (a non-zero v term in Equation 

3-10**) until the eddy lifetime ends. The type-I interaction with eddy event 2 does not 

stop the type-C interaction, as can be seen qualitatively in Figure 3.15. 

If a particle were to leave an eddy event because of a type-I interaction it would stop 

feeling that eddy event (type-C interaction) as soon as it was outside the eddy event box. 

3.16 Alternative relations between particle time and ODT time 

When U(RP) » UB, the present relationship. Equation 3-1, reflects the fact that the 

particle moves a distance x downstream in a much shorter time than the flow. Therefore 

the time A/QDT required for ODT to generate the number of eddy events the particle 
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encounters while traveling this distance is much longer than the time /p for the particle to 

travel this distance. 

When U » UB does not hold, the situation is less clear because the statement that the 

flow moves at a speed UB is an idealization of ODT. In reality the flow u velocity varies 

with time and y location. There are various approximate models in the literature for this 

regime. The particle time, A/P, should not be drastically different from A/QDT if the 

statistics of U and u are not very different. The simplest reasonable requirement is that 

the two quantities should be as nearly equal as a simple model representation will allow. 

A simple way to improve the present model would be to assume 

A/rtr^T-^B^^ODT 
max W.- 'J)  

max 
V 

(3-32) 

Other forms with the same properties are 

^^r\r\T 

V 

(3-33) 

and 

A/:=- A/ OPT 

1 +  

(3-34) 

3.16.1 Alternative physical interpretation for particle time 

Consider the time history of the gas v velocity felt by a particle if the particle moves 

with a streamwise speed U (linear trajectory) and the gas velocity field is given by 
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v(;c,?) = sin[;rA:(x-M?)Jsin(;r6;?) . (3-35) 

Here v corresponds to streamwise advection of fluctuations of wavelength L = 21k at a 

fixed speed u (first factor) and a superimposed time dependence (second factor). 

What is the frequency Q at which the particle feels zero v velocity? Substitution of 

the particle trajectory x = U/ into Equation 3-35 gives 

v(x,/) = sin[;r^/({7-M)Jsin(;r<y/) . (3-36) 

Zeros occur whenever kt{}J-u) or co? is an exact integer. Assume for simplicity that these 

two types of zeros never occur at the same instant (except when / = 0). Then the 

frequency of zero v velocity along the particle trajectory is 

^ = Q) + k\U-u\ . (3-37) 

How does this relate to particle versus ODT time? In order to capture the trajectory-

crossing effect (the |U-M| contribution to Q) the ODT simulation is interpreted as 

generating a flow snapshot in x and y based on x = UB /GOT- However, this generates 

what looks to the particle as a frozen flow rather than allowing both x and t variation as in 

Equation 3-35. 

Consider the number N of v = 0 occurrences encountered by a particle moving through 

the given velocity field, Equation 3-35, at speed U. Express N in two ways, as N = 

Q A?ODT, where Q. is given by Equation 3-37, and as the number of v = 0 occurrences that 

would occur in an ODT representation of the given velocity field. The ODT 

representation is a simulation over a time period Atooi chosen so that A: Ax = N, where Ax 

= UB A/ODT and the simulation is assumed to generate zeros separated by spatial intervals 
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L/2 = Mk, consistent with Equation 3-35. Thus the ODT representation reflects the 

spatial structure of Equation 3-35 but not its time evolution, just as channel-flow ODT, 

interpreted spatially based on = UB /ODT, generates (approximately) the spatial structure 

but not the time evolution of turbulent channel flow. 

The goal is to assign the relation between Atooi and Atp so that the correct frequency 

Q of V = 0 occurrences is obtained despite the limited ODT representation of the flow. 

Therefore we substitute the physically correct frequency, Equation 3-37, into the relation 

N = QA/P = /:AX = A:UB A/QDT, giving 

Leo is a characteristic fluctuation velocity, which is taken to be of order Ug, Leo = 

2cUB for some constant c. (This scaling appears to be correct for channel flow, though 

the issue is not fiilly settled.) This gives 

which reduces to Equation 3-1 for |U - u\ » UB because |U - u\ reduces to U in this limit. 

In the marker-particle limit, |U - w| = 0 and in effect, the ODT simulation reduces to the 

( c o ^ k \ U .  (3-38) 

Using k = 2/L, this gives 

(3-39) 

, (3-40) 
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gas phase simulation for which A^P and A/QDT should be the same. This imposes the 

requirement that c must equal 1, giving the final result 

1 A/ = 
"  ^  V - u  

1 + 

\ ̂ ^ODT • 

This equation differs from Equation 3-1 in that it depends on the slip velocity rather 

than on just the particle velocity U. This distinction vanishes in the limit for which 

Equation 3-1 is valid. The appearance of the slip velocity rather than U follows from the 

derivation, and moreover, yields the desired exact equivalence of A/P and A/QDT in the 

marker particle limit. For consistency with the marker-particle limit, u in the relation |U -

u\ must be defined at each instant as the ODT fluid u velocity that is used in drag-law 

implementation at that instant. 

Although the inference that c = 1 implies Lco/2 = UB, the latter relation should not be 

viewed as a physical statement about the flow under consideration. Idealizations such as 

Equation 3-35 serve only to identify the plausible functional relationship of Equation 3-

40, whose utility is confirmed by the exact conformance of Equation 3-41 to both the 

marker-particle limit and the large-U limit. The exactness in both limits, with no free 

parameters or substantial additional complexity, is a significant improvement over 

Equation 3-1, when Equation 3-1 fails. 

3.17 Velocity Model 

Because vector ODT contains a gas v velocity there is the opportunity for greatly 

simplifying the ODT two-phase flow model discussed in detail in the early parts of 
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Chapter 3. That would in essence be to let the particles travel freely in ODT space-time, 

omitting type-I and type-C interactions. 

This has the beauty of being very simple to implement. Particles would be free to 

travel across fluid cells according to the drag law. Note however, this does mean 

surrendering the vanishing inertia limit. That is to say, a tracer particle would most likely 

not follow the fluid cell it is in. As fluid cells only move in the y direction during triplet 

maps, a tracer particle would likely move out of a particular fluid cell because the fluid 

velocity v is often non-zero. 

The particle would be free to follow Equations 3-1, 3-4, 3-6, 3-7, 3-8, 3-9, 3-11, and 

3-12 directly. There would be no need for any of the further complications involved in 

interaction time. 
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Eddies 

Particle patlis 

Particle Time 

Figure 3.1; Tracer particle paths. Particle paths 1 and 2, are represented as 
horizontal lines with arrowheads. Eddy events (triplet maps) are represented 
as darkened piecewise vertical lines. Areas of the plot without triplet maps are 
referred to as continuous time or just time. Path 1 has no eddy interactions. 
Path 2 interacts with two eddies. 
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Time 

Figure 3.2: Trajectories, with eddy interactions, for particles with nonzero inertia. 
Particles with initial y velocity may traverse the ODT space-time domain without 
interacting with an eddy. 
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Figure 3.3; Double counting effects on very large inertia particles. Particle motion during 
particle-eddy interaction. (A) collapses to an instantaneous jump on the particle time coordinate. 
Subsequent particle motion replicates the particle displacement during particle-eddy interaction. If 
double counting is not eliminated particles undergo non-physical motions. 
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Figure 3.4: The procedure for implementing particle-eddy interactions which 
avoids double counting. Find Ayp and AV then add them to the original 
position and velocity. The resultant position and velocity are shown in B. 

B 

Interaction Time 

Figure 3.5: Particle-eddy interactions may cause the path to exit the interaction box through 
one of the horizontal edges before the eddy lifetime has expired, in which case < t,. 
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Figure 3.6: The trajectories of particles with varying inertia (low to high) are shown in 
interaction time during particle-eddy interactions (A), (C), and (E). The paths in 
particle time are shown for comparison, paths (B), (D), and (F) respectively. Because 
tracer particles follow the fluid exactly, there is an inconsistency in the V of figure (B) 
and the particle path. 
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Figure 3.7: Particle paths can exit the interaction box and reenter 
the box due to particle eddy interactions. The particle-eddy 
interaction should cease when the path exits the box for the first 
time at Ti. 

0 T t 1 « 
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Figure 3.8: Effect of non-zero x component eddy velocity on the particle-eddy interaction 
time. In figure A, the eddy velocity (Ueddy) is zero, and the particle trajectory is contained 
in the eddy for the duration of the eddy lifetime. In figure B, the eddy has a negative 
velocity hence the eddy moves down as the particle curves up. This causes the particle to 
leave the eddy interaction box before 4 at time T\. 
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Figure 3.9: Time series qualitatively demonstrating the various effects of eddy 
velocities on particle trajectories. Diagrams A and B show the initial conditions and 
are common to all trajectories. Ueddy » Up is shown in C, Ueddy = Up is shown in D, 
and Ueddy « Up is shown in E. 
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Figure 3.10: Particle trajectories in the moving reference frame of the eddy. 
The ending time of the particle-eddy interaction is the first moment it leaves 
the spatial interaction box. 
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Figure 3.11: Diagram A shows the trajectory of a tracer particle for a particle-eddy 
interaction using the simple model. B shows the implemented model for a tracer 
particle. Diagram C shows the path for a particle with very large inertia. Diagram C 
is the same for either the simple or the implemented model. In this example, there is 
no continuous time v velocity. 
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Figure 3.12; Multiple type-C interactions may occur at the same time. Here 
the particle interacts in a type-C fashion first with eddy number 1, then with 
both eddies 1 and 2, then with eddy 1 only, the with eddy 1 and 3, and finally 
with eddy number 3 only. 
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TIME TIME 

Figure 3.13: Possible type-I and type-C interactions for two different initial 
velocities. In (A) the particle re-enters eddy #1 twice, but there is no additional 
interaction. In (B) the particle interacts with eddy #1 three distinct times labeled 
Cl-l,Cl-2,andCl-3. 
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Figure 3.14: A tracer particle path in an environment of type-I and type-C 
interactions. Here the particle interacts in only type-I fashion until an eddy event (3) 
brings it into the influence of eddy 1. Here it experiences a type-C interaction for the 
duration of the eddy lifetime. 
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Figure 3.15; A corrected tracer particle path in an environment of type-I and type-C 
interactions. Here the particle interacts in only type-I fashion even though an eddy 
event (3) brings it into the influence of eddy 1. A particle with finite inertia 
continually undergoes a type-C interaction while in the eddy event 1 box, despite the 
type-I interaction with an eddy event (2). 
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CHAPTER 4 

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 

4.1 Introduction 

Now that the theoretical foundation for the ODT two-phase flow addition is 

completed, it behooves us to discuss what was actually implemented into the program. 

That is to say, how the structure presented in the first three chapters were implemented 

into the code. This will be followed by a hodgepodge of subjects necessary to reproduce 

the results, this includes such diverse things as grid convergence and random number 

generators. 

This chapter is very broad in scope. The essence of this chapter is to put forward 

implementation and execution issues, which arise during the process of programming and 

executing the numerical experiments. 

Section 4.2 will discuss how continuous particle time was implemented in the code. 

Section 4.3 will discuss how interaction time was implemented in the code. Section 4.4 

discusses how Brownian motion (represented as a body force) is implemented in the 

code. Section 4.5 discusses the need to ensure that the results of the numerical 

experiments are grid independent. Section 4.6 discusses briefly the random number 

generator chosen for the numerical experiments. Section 4.7 gives the fluid conditions 

needed to reproduce all seven of the channel flows used. Section 4.8 gives the particle 

properties for all 47 distinct particles used in this work. Section 4.9 shows how steady 

state statistics were ensured. Section 4.10 gives the formulas for computing the 

deposition velocity. 
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4.2 Numerical implementation in continuous particle time 

At this point the two-phase flow model is complete and a discussion of assumptions, 

simplifications, and numerical implementation techniques is in order. 

Integration of the 6 particle-drag laws (x, y ,  and z  components for particle time and 

interaction time) is a key issue in efficient numerical implementation of the two-phase 

flow submodel. As discussed in detail in Section 2.7, the design of ODT is such that the 

greater the turbulence intensity the shorter the eddy time step, A/stir, and hence a shorter 

diffusion time step, A/dif, is required to start smoothing the velocity profiles between 

implemented eddies. For highly turbulent flows, the values of eddy time-step and the 

diffusion time-step are constrained to be small. 

Letting the particle time step, A/p, be approximately equal to the diffusion time step, 

allows the assumption that the coefficients in the particle-drag laws, tp and/ are constant 

or nearly constant over the time period of integration of Equations 3-10*, 3-11*, and 3-

12*. 

Assuming a small enough time interval such that the coefficients of Equation 3-10* 

(Xp and /) are considered constant, integrating yields first the velocity, V, and then 

integrating that gives the position yp. The boundary conditions are as discussed in 

Sections 3.7 and 3.12: /p = 0, V = Vo and^p =70. 

nJ 

V 
p j  

Gv 

\ ' f 
K P J 

exp 
/ 

(4-1) 
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J'p = + f  t  Jr— 
mj " / 

V ^ O r 

J 
Gv -exp r. (4-2) 

As discussed earlier, in continuous particle time there is no fluid y  velocity component, 

so, a fluid tracer particle (zero inertia) must not undergo translation in the y direction. 

This can be verified easily by taking the limit as the particle inertia tends to zero of either 

Equation 4-1 or 4-2 in the absence of any body forces in the direction. 

lim 

->0 
J, (4-3) 

lim 
V =0 (4-4) 

The infinite inertia limit of Equation 4-1 shows that the particle continues to proceed 

unaffected by the particle drag law in the absence of body forces in the y direction. 

lim y = y.. 
->.00 

(4-5) 

The continuous time particle trajectory in the x  direction is achieved by integrating 

Equation 3-11* twice with the standard initial conditions (at tp = 0; j:p = Xo, and U = Uo). 

Again, assuming a small enough time interval such that the coefficients (w, /, and Xp) of 

Equation 3-11* are considered constant. 
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U - u - exp (4-6) 

( r ^ 
u + ̂ A. 

\ 
f 

"-Gx t.+^ 
J f 

IJo-u-^A,  1 - exp / • (4-7) 

As expected in the vanishing inertia limit, without body forces in the x direction, the 

particle matches the fluid parcel which contains it. 

lim 

lim 

U (4-8) 

Xp t . (4-9) 

In the limit of infinite inertia, with the absence of body forces. Equation 4-6 gives the 

expected result that the velocity is unaffected by the particle drag. 

lim 
V (4-10) 

The continuous time particle trajectory in the z direction is achieved by integrating 

Equation 3-12* twice with the standard initial conditions (at tp = 0; Zp = Zo, and W = WQ). 

Again, assuming a small enough time interval such that the coefficients {u,f, and Xp) of 
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Equation 3-12* are considered constant, 

W = w + —£-Fr~ + 
pJ 

W - W - -
V p J  

( 
w + — A  ̂ f V - w  

f  \  J  J 
P / 

0 

exp 

/ 
1-exp / 

(4-11)  

• (4-12)  

As expected in the vanishing inertia limit, without body forces in the z direction, the 

particle matches the fluid parcel which surrounds it, 

lim 
W  = w  (4-13) 

lim 
/ • (4-14) 

In the limit of infinite inertia, with the absence of body forces. Equation 3-42 gives the 

expected result that the velocity is unaffected by the particle drag. 

lim 
W = W.. (4-15) 

The analytical solutions (Equations 4-1, 4-2, 4-6, 4-7, 4-11, and 4-12) had the added 

assumption that the particle does not leave the fluid parcel it is in during the particle time 

interval (0, /p). (Conversely one could look at this as the definition of /p, that is /p is 

defined as the shorter of either time a particle takes to leave the fluid cell which contains 

it or A^p whichever is shorter. This definition however is not implemented, and /p is 
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assigned the value of A/p.) This is an assumption since during continuous particle time 

the particles are allowed to move from one cell to another. This is a good assumption 

only for short time periods or tracer particles. 

We now have a closed form solution for the particle velocity L)(/p) for short times. 

With this the particle time can be computed using Equation 3-1 assuming the Re is 

constant and the particle does not leave the particular fluid cell it is in. This is only an 

approximation but gives the best estimate for the actual time the particle sees during the 

ODT streamwise evolution (at the mean u velocity of the fluid). An alternate method to 

compute the time the particle actually experiences while the ODT time develops would 

be to actually iterate on the whole variable coefficient Equation (4-7) until convergence. 

This however would be very costly in time. 

To compute the change in time, A/p, which the particle experiences as the ODT time 

domain develops, A/QDT, the ODT time is multiplied by the mean u velocity of the fluid, 

UB, to get the distance traveled. This resulting distance, given in Equation 4-16, is 

assigned to the distance in which the particle travels in Equation 4-7.  

(4-16)  

The resulting transcendental equation is 
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Equation 4-17 could be solved, using any root finding technique, for the time the 

particle would take to traverse the distance Axp while experiencing drag. However, since 

the equation is only approximate, the exponential term in Equation 4-17 is expanded in a 

series with A/p and only the terms up to are kept, giving 

/ \ 

f  

HOT+ ^ L. ( A/^+Ar^=0 . (4-18) 
^ p 

All Higher Order Terms (HOT) are thrown out since A/p is small, and the resulting 

equation is solved using the standard equation to find the roots of a constant coefficient 

quadratic equation. 

This is an opportune point to introduce a new difficulty. There exists a difficulty 

because of the way ODT proper is implemented, that is x must increase in time, but 

particles are not constrained to positive U velocities, or for that matter they are not 

constrained to positive Xp increments. 

Since Axp from Equation 4-16 is always a non-zero positive number (under all cases 

considered reasonable) and a particle may have a negative U velocity and the gas phase u 

velocity may also be negative there becomes apparent that there is an artifact of the time 

developing ODT implementation. One may try using Equation 4-18 to determine the 

time needed for a particle traveling in the negative x direction to turn around and travel a 

positive distance in the x direction. This without any assurance that there is a driving 

force in the positive x direction. That is there may be no body forces, and the gas 
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velocity u might be either zero or negative also. (Note in the channel flows as examined 

here u will a positive number most of the time. However, especially near the walls, u 

may be zero or negative.) 

What this means is that the subsequent A/p could be artificially long (or even infinitely 

long) due to the aforementioned ODT artifact. 

To overcome this short fall, a 'virtual' ODT fluid flow state is reflected in the negative 

X direction. That is to say that particles are forced to proceed forward in the ODT x 

direction even if they are traveling in the negative particle x direction. This is easily 

implemented by solving Equation 4-18 yet again with Axp set equal to - Axp. 

Now the particle time increment used in the calculations is taken to be the smallest in 

magnitude, real root of the quadratic equation (solved twice, once with - Axp) given in 

Equation 4-18. If there are no positive real roots, then the particle time increment is just 

set equal to the ODT time increment. 

The ending particle position and velocity for the current step are taken as the initial 

conditions for the next step. Once the best estimate of the A?p for the particle is obtained, 

application of the continuous time particle-drag law is straightforward. This time 

increment is used to calculate actual variations in the particle position {Xp, yp, and Zp) and 

particle velocity (U, V, and W). 

For Model V, the above is enough to implement the drag law. However, Model E has 

interaction time and needs some more explanation. 
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4.3 Numerical implementation in interaction time, Eddy Model 

The next challenge is implementing the particle-drag laws for interaction time for 

Eddy Model (Model E). (The Velocity Model does not have interaction time hence 

Section 4.2 is sufficient to implement the particle drag laws.) In a manner similar to the 

particle time, it is assumed that during the interaction time interval, T\\ the eddy imposed 

ve velocity is constant (true in the limit for tracer particles) and the coefficients ip and / 

are constants, resulting in the ability to analytically integrate Equation 3-13. Integrating 

yields first the / velocity (Equation 4-19) and then integrating again gives the position >>rp 

(Equation 4-20) as a fiinction of T. The particle's velocity and position at the instant of 

the particular particle-eddy interaction are taken as the boundary conditions; at r= 0, Vj 

= Vjo and yjp = (as discussed in Sections 3.7 and 3.12). Interaction time integration 

nJ 
Vro-^E mJ Gv 

^ { f T exp T 
I y 

(4-19) 

yTp = yTo+ 

gives 

^ z T f 
V£+-f^Cv 

\ J ) 
T V£+-f^Cv 

\ J ) f[ 
1-exp _X T . (4-20) 

As discussed in Chapter 3, Vto is the particle V velocity just after the most recently 

completed eddy interaction involving that particle. The very first eddy interaction uses 

the initial V velocity of the particle when it is bom into the ODT simulation. 

Note that a tracer particle behaves as it should (Equations 4-21 and 4-22). 
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lim 

lim 

-> 0 

(4-21) 

yrp =yro + ̂ E T (4-22) 

Also, an infinitely large inertia particle is unaffected by the particle-eddy interaction 

(Equation 4-23). 

lim 

->Go 
V, =K (4-23) 

In the X* direction, we also make the assumptions that during the interaction time 

interval, Ti". the fluid imposed u velocity is a constant equal to the u value of the cell 

initially containing the particle, (true in the limit for tracer particles) and the coefficients 

Tp and / are constants, resulting in the ability to analytically integrate Equation 3-27. 

Integrating yields first the x* velocity (Equation 4-24) and then integrating again gives 

the position X* (Equation 4-25) as a function of T. The particle velocity and position at 

the instant of the particular particle-eddy interaction are taken as the boundary conditions: 

at r= 0, U* = U*o and X* = Xo. Interaction time integration gives 

U* =u -

X* = X.. + 
V 

n j  
e x p T  

T + -P-
fy 

1-exp 

(4-24) 

^(4-25) 
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The infinitesimally small and infinitely large limits of particle inertia without body forces 

behave properly: 

lim U* = u-u 
Tp ^ 0 

Hm 

(4-26) 

,  ^ 0  (4-27) 

lim U* =U„ (4-28) 

In a similar manner, the z* direction Equation 3-27 can be integrated to give Equation 

4-29 and then integrated again to give 4-30. 

IV' -w+w o earn' r Or 

pJ y 
exp—^ T (4-29) 

Z* = Z,+ 
V  

r„ 

/ 
IV' -w+w —-A^ 

o eddy j- Gz 
1 - exp 

y 
>.(4-30) 

where the initial conditions are the original z position and velocity (W) transformed into 

the "• coordinate. As can be shown directly, the infinitesimally small and infinitely large 

limits of particle inertia without body forces behave properly. 

With the interaction time particle position X*, j>rp and Z* known analytically, 

determining the correct particle-eddy interaction time T\, is quite easy. First, set 

Equation 4-19 to zero and solve for the time, if any, at which the y extrema, Tey, exists. 
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Because of the form of Equation 4-19 there can be at most one extremum. Second, 

checking to see if this time, T^y, is less than the eddy lifetime If the extremum occurs 

during the eddy lifetime then the particle position yjp, is evaluated using Equation 4-20. 

If this value is between and yo + I then there is no danger of the particle exiting the 

interaction box and reentering as depicted in Figure 3.7. In this case where the extremum 

is not outside the interaction box, T\ is set equal to If the particle exits the interaction 

box, for example, from the bottom, jjpCT'cy) is less than>'o, then in Equation 4-20 yrp is set 

equal to yo and this is solved by a root finding technique to determine the time 7"iy at 

which the particle first leaves in the y direction. For a particle which exits the top 

surface, is set equal to yo + /, and the first exit time is determined in the same fashion 

as above, after which T\ is set to 7|y. 

The next step in finding the correct particle-eddy interaction time is analogous to the 

procedure in determining T]y. To determine whether and when the particle leaves the 

interaction box in the x* direction. Equation 4-24 is set to zero and the time of the 

occurrence of an extremum (if any) is calculated. If Tex is less than T\ then X*{Tcx) is 

evaluated using Equation 4-25. If X* is inside the range [-/, + / ] then the particle does 

not leave the interaction box in the x direction. There is no danger of the particle exiting 

the interaction box in the x* direction and returning as shown in Figure 3.10. 

However, if a particle leaves the interaction box by one of the vertical sides (say the 

right), X* in Equation 4-25 is set equal to /, {if the particle exits on the left hand side of 

the box, X* is set equal to - /}. Equation 4-25 is then solved for the time Tu at which the 

particle exits the interaction box. The interaction time T\ is then set to T\x. If the extrema 
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of the particle trajectory exited the interaction box by either the y or x* directions before 

the eddy lifetime expired, then T\ is set to the correct interaction time at this point. 

However, if neither the y nor x* direction extrema exited the interaction box before the 

eddy lifetime expired, then^Tp and X* are evaluated at ic. If>>rp('c) and X*( u) are inside 

the interaction box, then the correct value of Ti is t^. If the particle trajectory endpoint 

{X'''( tc), yipitc), Z*( ?c)} falls outside the interaction box, then one or more of Equations 

4-30, 4-25 and 4-20 has to be solved in an analogous manner to the technique explained 

above for finding the first time that the particle exits the eddy. This is the correct value 

for T\. 

This completes the assumptions (constant coefficients, etc.), and the numerical 

implementation techniques necessary to fiilly implement the two-phase flow submodel in 

an analogous manner used by the author to produce the numerical data which are 

presented in this work. 

4.4 Numerical implementation of the Brownian force 

The Brownian force discussed in Chapter 1 is modeled here as an additional body 

force term in the drag law. Specifically Equation 3-2 would have the additional force 

summed on the RHS of the equation. Following the method outlined in Ounis, Ahmadi, 

and McLaughlin, 1991, the Brownian body force is given the following form: 

(4-31) 
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with 

(4-32) 

(4-34) 
D CkT 

a'=^ (4-35) 

5 = - (4-36) 

Q = l + -
a 

1.257 + 0.4exp^-l.l-
a 

(4-37) 

where k = 1.38X10'^^ J/K is the Boltzmann constant, a is the particle radius, Sc is the 

Schmidt number, S is the ratio of particle density to gas density, Q is the Cunningham 

slip factor, and Gj are three zero-mean independent Gaussian random numbers of unit 

variance (which are numerically generated). Three Gaussian random numbers, one for 

each direction, are generated and the Brownian force for that time step is then computed. 

The temperature, T in Equation 4-34, is taken to be 298 Kelvin and the mean free path of 

air, X in Equation 4-37, is taken to be 0.07 microns as used by Ounis, Ahmadi, and 

McLaughlin, 1991, in their simulations. This is because we attempted to duplicate the 

Ounis et al. data as closely as possible. We used a similar bulk Reynolds number, but a 

slightly higher friction Reynolds number then Ounis et al. 
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In continuous particle time, the additional Brownian body force is added as an 

acceleration to the RHS of Equations 3-10, 3-11, and 3-12, repeated here for clarity. 

d V  f  
= -  ( R )  I  + ,  (3-10)  

</' r, 

dU -( U- u)f 
— , (3-11) 
dt 

dW -i W- w)f 
V = . (3-12) 
dt 

So the acceleration terms in the equations above, AGI , become a summation of all body 

forces (divided by mass to give accelerations). 

A;,=Z— (4-38) 

for example if the only body forces were gravity (with an acceleration in the x direction 

given as GX) and the Brownian force (with a force in the x direction given as FB*), then 

4:.=?,+— (4-39) 

where the Brownian acceleration, ABI , is given by 

f—V-7 (4-40) 
v' ^Sc(r;) 

At this point, the Brownian motion is completely defined for the particles in 

continuous particle time. 



But what about interaction time? Brownian motion occurs in a random manner 

similar to noise. If we were to include Brownian motion in interaction time we would be 

required to subtract out the same Brownian motion during an equivalent particle time. 

Otherwise we would be double counting the Brownian motion. The reason is analogous 

to the discussion of double counting in Chapter 3. 

Since interaction time calculations must subtract out Brownian motion and since 

Brownian motion is like random noise, the assumption is that it will on average cancel 

itself out. So there is no reason to include Brownian motion in interaction time. 

In this regime the Brownian motion is very much like gas-phase diffusion. The 

expectations are that the particles with sub-micron diameters should behave in an 

analogous way to gas diffusion problems. 

4.5 Numerical implementation: grid convergence 

Particles with varying Stokes numbers have different requirements for the grid 

resolution needed for the fluid flow. As such, a number of simulations were run with 

increasing grid resolution to ensure that the results were grid independent. Selected 

results of these runs are presented in Section 5.13 to demonstrate that grid convergence 

was achieved for the published data. Also of note is that the method used to generate the 

triplet maps also puts different demands on the grid resolution. This is because for the 

discrete triplet map method the mesh size of the fluid flow field needs to be small so that 

discrete method gives results independent of the number of grid points. However, as the 

particle gets smaller and smaller the demand for a smaller mesh size also increases. So as 



particle Stokes numbers get smaller the number of grid points needed for the discrete 

method to capture the correct physics grows. The number of grid points needed for the 

continuous form of the triplet map should also grow as the Stokes number decreases, 

however there should be a Stokes number at which the continuous method requires less 

grid points (or nodes) then the discrete method to converge on the grid independent 

solution. 

4.6 Numerical implementation: random number generators 

ODT is a Monte Carlo method for simulating turbulent flows (Section 2.1). As such it 

requires many pseudorandom numbers during a simulation. As the Reynolds number of 

the simulation increases, so does the demand for these random numbers. In addition the 

continuous form of the triplet map requires a pseudorandom number for each time a 

particle interacts with an eddy event (Section 3.10). And as discussed in Section 4.4 to 

implement the Brownian motion as a body force, three pseudorandom numbers (with a 

Gaussian distribution) need to be generated for each particle for each particle time step. 

Pseudorandom numbers are not truly random, but appear to be random. There are 

many instances where a supplied random number generator has failed because it is not 

random enough or the period is not long enough for a complicated problem (F. James, 

1990). Also many random number generators on microcomputers are seriously flawed 

(L'Ecuyer, 1988). 

Since it is the desire of the author for this two-phase flow model to be portable, the 

pseudorandom number generator of L'Ecuyer, 1988, is used. It has the desired properties 
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of 1) a good distribution, 2) a long period, 3) repeatability, 4) portability, and 5) 

efficiency. 

This method provides uniform pseudo-random numbers between 0 and 1. To generate 

the zero-mean Gaussian Random numbers with unit variance the program published in 

Numerical Recipes, The Art of Scientific Computing, 1986 page 202, was used to take 

the uniform random numbers generated above and transform them to a Gaussian 

distribution with the required attributes. 

4.7 Fluid flow configurations used 

For sub micron deposition the flow configuration as given by Ounis, Ahmadi, and 

McLaughlin (1991) was used except that the Reynolds numbers were different. The 

Reynolds numbers were varied only by increasing the pressure drop across the channel. 

In this work, friction Reynolds numbers of 180, 200, 644, and 1400 were simulated. 

Table 4.1, entitled, "Flow properties for sub-micron deposition simulations" gives 

details about the flows simulated. This includes Friction Reynolds number, Re^, and a 

bulk Reynolds number, Resuik, based on the average bulk velocity and channel width. 

("-42) y 

For the inertial deposition and the velocity statistics the flow configuration of Kulick, 

Fessler, and Eaton (1993) experiments was used. In addition, the pressure drop (only) 

across the channel was varied in order to show Reynolds number dependence and to 
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compare with other's work (Rouson and Eaton, 2001, Wang and Squires, 1996, Wang et 

al, 1997). Friction Reynolds numbers of 180, 640, and 1200 were simulated. Table 4.2 

entitled, "Flow properties for inertial deposition and velocity statistics simulations" gives 

details about the simulated flows. 

Table 4.1 Flow properties for sub-micron deposition simulations. 

RCT, Channel width Kinematic viscosity u. -dp/dx RCBulk 
(m) (m^/s) (m/s) (kg/m^/s^) 

180 0.10135 0.000015 0.05328 0.06274 2185 
200 0.10135 0.000015 0.05890 0.7666 2408 
644 0.10135 0.000015 0.1906 0.8031 9533 
1400 0.10135 0.000015 0.4129 3.768 23180 

Table 4.2 Flow properties for inertial deposition and velocity statistics simulations. 

Re-c Channel width Kinematic viscosity u. -dp/dx RCBulk 
(m) (m^/s) (m/s) (kg/m^/s^) 

180 0.04 0.00001556 0.1400 1.156 5190 
640 0.04 0.00001556 0.4940 14.38 24200 
1200 0.04 0.00001556 0.9301 51.00 49700 

4.8 Particle properties 

Two forms of the particle time constant are in common use. For example 

McLaughlin, 1989, uses the form given in Equation 4-43 and Ounis, Ahmadi, and 

McLaughlin, 1991 and 1993, use the form given in Equation 4-33. 

(4-33) 

r;-—(<•*) (4-43) 



Since the Cunningham sHp factor, Cc, goes to one as the diameter of the particle gets 

larger the only difference between the two formulas at large diameter is that addition of 1 

to the density ratio S in equation 4-43. For the sub-micron and inertial deposition 

simulations this work kept 5" = 713 as was also used in McLaughlin, 1989, and Ounis, et 

al, 1993. The error is small between the two, only 0.07 percent, so the author used 

whichever formula was used by the authors of the data being compared to, for said 

simulations. 

For the sub-micron deposition particles, the values of particle diameter, Schmidt 

number and Stokes number are given in table 4.3 entitled "Particle properties for sub-

micron deposition." 

Table 4.3 Particle properties for sub -micron deposition. 

Particle Schmidt Stokes number, Xp"^* T 

diameter number, ODT simulation DNS** 
(microns) Sc H II oo

 
o

 

Re, = 200 Rex = 644 Re^ Rex = 125 
= 1400 

0.01 243 1.17x10-'' 1.43x10-'' 1.50x10"' 7.02x10"' 5.64x10"^ 
0.03 2080 3.15x10-'' 3.85x10-" 4.03x10"' 1.89x10"^ 1.52x10"" 
0.05 5470 5.95x10-' 7.27x10-" 7.61x10"' 3.57x10"^ 2.87x10"" 
0.10 19200 1.51x10-' 1.84x10"' 1.93x10"^ 9.06x10"^ 7.28x10"" 

* using Equation 4-33 ** Ounis, Ahmadi, & McLaughlin, 1993 

The simulations used to gather particle velocity statistics used the same particle 

specifications as Rouson and Eaton, 2001, namely Lycopodium spores, glass beads, and 

copper shot. In addition, the physical particle properties as given in Kulick, Fessler, and 

Eaton, 1993, at the same friction Reynolds number, 640 were also run. The values of 
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particle diameter, Stokes number, and density are given in table 4.4 entitled "Particle 

properties for velocity statistics." 

Table 4.4 Particle properties for velocity statistics. 
Lycopodium spores Re, = 180 Re, = 640 
Diameter (microns) 28 28 

-f- 10 31 
Density (kgW) 2887 700 

Glass beads 0>
 II 00
 

o
 

Re, = 640 

Diameter (microns) 50 50 
+ 

to 120 350 
Density (kg/m^) 10230 2500 

Copper shot (V H II 00
 

o
 

Re, = 640 
Diameter (microns) 70 70 
+ 

-Ct, 790 2400 
Density (kg/m^) 36013 8800 

Table 4.5 Particle properties for inertial deposition. 
Stokes number * Diameter (microns) 

+ 
XD Re, = 180 Re, = 640 
.3 2.741 
.5 3.539 
1 17.65 5.005 
2 24.97 7.078 
3 30.58 8.668 
4 35.32 
5 39.48 
6 43.25 12.26 
10 55.81 15.83 
20 78.97 22.38 
30 96.66 27.41 
50 124.9 35.39 
100 176.6 50.05 
200 249.7 70.78 
750 484.6 137.1 

1500 683.9 193.8 
* using Equation 4-43 
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The simulations used to gather the deposition velocity, Vd^, for the inertial deposition 

at first used the same particles as McLaughlin, 1989, namely particles with a Stokes 

number (Equation 4-43) of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. These were run in a Re = 180 channel flow. 

These were used to set the free parameter Beta. After this, a series of simulations were 

done with a varying flow Reynolds number (180, 640, and 1200) and a much larger range 

of Stokes number (from 0.3 to 3000). The values of particle diameter as a fiinction of 

Stokes number and friction Reynolds number are given in Table 4.5, "Particle properties 

for inertial deposition." Blanks were left for the diameters if no simulation was run for 

that particular combination of Stokes number and Reynolds number. 

Table 4.6 Particle properties for deposition at Re^ = 1200. 

Stokes number* 

+ Tp 

Diameter 

(microns) 

0.734 2.277 

1.47 3.220 

4.40 5.577 

22.0 12.47 

73.4 22.77 

147 32.20 

734 72.00 

2200 124.7 
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4.9 Method to ensure steady state statistics 

When the interest of the author was to get steady state statistics, such as for particle U, 

U', V, W, and population, the following procedure was used. First the particles were 

introduced into a statistically steady state ODT fluid flow, with an initial velocity (U,V, 

and W) identical to the velocity of the fluid (u,v, and w). Note, for almost all the runs, 

there was a particle placed in every interior cell of a respective run. For example, a run 

with 1292 grid points would have a particle placed initially into all 1290 interior nodes. 

Second, the particles were then allotted a sufficient time to ensure they had forgotten 

their initial conditions. Table 4.7 gives the time allotted between when a particle was 

introduced and when steady state data was first taken. 

Third, at fixed intervals of ODT time (for example 0.02 seconds) every particle was 

examined and a record kept of which y position (cell) it was in and values of the particle 

velocity were gathered. Due to symmetry in the channel, particle positions and velocities 

were gathered from the wall to the channel center plane. 

Lastly, upon completion of a run, the velocity statistics were then computed from this 

gathered data. The population was computed by taking the number of particles which 

were recorded in a cell during a run and dividing by the number of times data was taken. 

Particles in these simulations are considered points and can occupy the same space as 

any other particle. However, the particles have a radius for purposes of wall interactions. 

That is when a particle gets within one radius of a wall it must either bounce off or stick, 

depending on the situation. 
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For simulations gathering particle velocity statistics all particles bounce off the wall in 

a spectral sense. (That it is a totally elastic collision.) For simulations gathering 

deposition statistics all particles stick to the wall once they get within one radius of it. 

Once a particle sticks to a wall, it is taken out of the computations, and it ceases to exist. 

Since particles cannot exist within one radius of the wall (either they bounce away, or 

they stick to it) the cell which contains within its boundaries the distance of one particle 

radius from the wall cannot by definition have a representative number of particles in it. 

(All cells whose boundaries are closer to the wall then one particle radius, by definition, 

cannot contain any particles.) To deal with this phenomenon, population in each cell is 

normalized by dividing by the ratio of the distance available to have particles to the total 

distance of the cell. 

; • number .. population. (4 - 44) 
number of times data was gathered 

(4-45) 
number. / population. 

/^y ( available length in cell i^ 
^ cell length ^ 

where numberj is the total number of particles in cell / during a run, and the available 

length in cell i is the cell length minus the length of the cell not available to a particle 

because it is within one particle radius of a wall. 

Additional concerns exist when the objective of the numerical experiments was to get 

deposition statistics. During runs that are gathering velocity statistics, particles that hit 

the wall bounce off elastically and hence the mass is conserved. However, when 
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gathering deposition statistics, the wall acts as a sink, and particle mass is continuously 

being lost. 

In a manner similar to that noted above to obtain steady state statistics for the particle 

velocity, there exists a need to ensure that deposition statistics are also free of any initial 

transients. An example of the cause of a transient would be for a large inertia particle, 

say with a Stokes number of 200 or more, to be flung against the wall due to its initial 

condition, not due to the turbulent interaction. 

Since a particle is introduced (or bom) into the fluid flow with the identical velocity as 

the fluid cell it is bom into, the combination of a particle's initial V and inertia may be 

large enough to cause it to hit a channel wall, without any eddy interaction whatsoever, 

and in a short enough time that the drag law is incapable of damping the particle motion. 

So to ensure the results obtained in the numerical experiments are free of all transients, 

data was taken for a time period long enough to see any transients and to exclude the 

transients from the results. Section 5.14 presents an example of how this was done. 

Table 4.7 Time allotted before steady state. 
Particle type Allotted time 

(seconds) 
Copper 5 
Glass 5 
Lycopodium 3 
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4.10 Definition of the deposition velocity 

In order to compare the results from the ODT simulations to the experiments and 

simulations in the literature the so called deposition velocity, is introduced. It is not 

a velocity at all, but rather a deposition rate constant which has units of distance per time, 

the same units as a velocity. Because of this it was called a deposition velocity, but has 

nothing to do with the velocity of the particle at the time of impact. Some may confuse 

the deposition velocity with the wall normal velocity of a particle at impact, but there is 

no correlation whatsoever. The definition of the deposition velocity is 

N  
(4-46) 

c 

where c is the mass of the particles per unit volume in the channel, and N is the mass 

flux. All simulations done in this work are done with monodisperse particles so that 

c = m^n (4-47) 

N ^ m ^ j  ( 4 - 4 8 )  

where « is the number of particles per unit volume, y is the number flux of particles that 

deposit on the channel walls, and Wp is the mass of a single particle. 

It is useful to define the dimensionless deposition velocity in wall units. Combining 

the above equations and making the result non-dimensional yields 

= (4-49) 

All deposition velocities, in this work are computed using Equation 4-49. 
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4.11 Choice of the time used for gathering statistics 

As first discussed in Section 3.1, there are two time scales used in the ODT two-phase 

flow Models E and V. The first is the flow simulation time called ODT time, /QDT- The 

second is the particle time, /p. Each particle in the simulation has its own time 

coordinate. 

Since there are two times available many of the statistics can be gathered in both ODT 

time and particle time. All statistics referred to in this document have been gathered in 

ODT time unless it is specifically mentioned to the contrary. The particle time statistics 

will be shown in Section 5.15 only. There it will be demonstrated that the choice of 

utilizing ODT time for the statistics produces no ill effects. 

Inertial deposition runs were made comparing deposition velocities for selected Stokes 

numbers ranging from as low as 0.3 to 1500 for selected Reynolds number flows. 

Sub-micron (Brownian motion regime) runs were made comparing deposition 

velocities gathered in both ODT time and particle time. There are special considerations 

needed for this comparison. As discussed in Section 4.4 the Brownian motion regime is 

modeled as a force term which is added to the drag law. This force term is scaled to 

produce particle velocities which have the same effect on the particle as the Brownian 

motion would have averaged over that time scale. This allows the calculations to be run 

at a particle time increment, Atp, much higher then would be needed to capture the actual 

particle motion due to the actual particle velocities seen in the Brownian motion regime. 

Examination of Equation 4-31 shows that the Brownian force is inversely proportional to 

the square root of the time step over which it acts. Hence, for a much larger time step. 
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the Brownian force would have a much lower value. This lower valued Brownian force 

would produce significantly smaller particle velocity change upon integration of the drag 

law. 

Since the particle velocities (as determined form the fictitious Brownian forces given 

in Equation 4-31) are by design artificially low to give a reasonable representation of 

what the Brownian motion would do to a particle in a given large time increment, to 

compare ODT time with particle time deposition velocities it is necessary to take the 

particle time steps small enough to get approximately the correct particle velocities. 

Velocities of the correct order, then compare them to ODT time. 

A comparison between statistics gathered in ODT time and particle time where the 

particle time steps are allowed to be of the same order as the ODT time step would 

produce erroneous results since the particle velocity, U(/p), used to determine the 

relationship between particle time and ODT time (Equation 3-1) are made up or fictitious. 

Results from this comparison are in Section 5.15. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS I: EDDY MODEL, THE EFFECT OF BETA 

5.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Section 3.9, a free parameter called Beta was introduced into the ODT 

two phase flow Eddy Model (also called Model E). The intended effect of Beta was to 

fine tune the eddy lifetime. The eddy lifetime represents one eddy turnover time, in 

terms of ODT phenomenology, it is interpreted by The Eddy Model to be the amount of 

interaction time any particular fluid parcel takes to travel from where it was just before an 

eddy event to where it is just after an eddy event. In ODT time an eddy event is 

instantaneous, in interaction time it has the assumed lifetime tc as defined in Equation 3-

20. As can be seen, is directly proportional to Beta. So increasing Beta in essence 

makes the eddy lifetime in interaction time longer. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the Stokes number is defined as the ratio of a particle time 

scale divided by a fluid time scale. 

St = ̂  . (5-1) 

where the time scales, T , are any appropriate time scale of the particle or fluid. Since 

adjusting Beta changes the time scale of fluid, the stokes number of the particles should 

also be changed. 

If the ODT Eddy Model is internally consistent, changing the value of Beta should 

cause any given particle to change its behavior in a manner which reflects a changing 

Stokes number. 
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Particles with vanishing Stokes numbers should behave as fluid particles. Particles 

with decreasing diameters (and constant density) have decreasing Stokes numbers. The 

sub-micron diameter particles considered in this work are considered to be in the 

Brownian motion regime. As such the inertia of these particles should be so small that 

they follow the fluid. A particle which follows the fluid exactly is called a tracer particle. 

A true tracer particle would be indistinguishable from the fluid, and as such there would 

be no effect of Beta on a tracer particle. Since Beta merely adjusts the amount of 

interaction time a fluid parcel takes to get from where it started to where it will end up, 

and a tracer particle follows the fluid exactly, then the tracer particle is independent of 

Beta. 

To put it another way, since eddy events are instantaneous in continuous time, with a 

net effect of moving (instantaneously) a fluid parcel form one point to another, a tracer 

particle would by definition have to instantaneously move with that fluid parcel in 

continuous time. This would be independent of the value of Beta used in computing the 

particle trajectory during interaction time. 

Due to this property of a tracer particle, a simple test to verify that the sub-micron 

diameter particles in this work are acting like tracer particles in the ODT two-phase flow 

Eddy Model would be to take a particle of fixed diameter and force it to be a true tracer 

particle. That is, to follow identically the fluid parcel which contains it. (The 

implementation of how one determines where the fluid parcel ends up is discussed in 

Section 3.10.) 



When a particle (which has Brownian motion) that is acting like a tracer particle, 

interacts with a eddy event, it will instantaneously move from one point on the triplet 

map to another point on the triplet map without changing any of the other properties, that 

is any of its three velocities (U, V, W) or its position in the other dimensions (Xp or Zp). 

The only effect is to change the j position, ̂ p. 

So the simplest test to verify if a particle with inertia was acting in the same manner as 

a tracer particle is to run them both, with the same properties, but make sure the tracer 

particle moves instantaneously with the fluid parcel which contains it during an eddy 

event. Once this is done and the deposition results are confirmed to be close enough, 

then that particle with the inertia! terms included in the drag law has been proved to 

behave as a tracer particle in ODT. Since inertia (hence Stokes number) decreases with 

diameter (when density is held constant) then once a particle is shown to behave as a 

tracer particle, all particles with smaller diameters are also shown to be behaving as tracer 

particles in the manner that ODT Eddy Model would prescribe. 

First we will investigate the effects of changing Beta, over a range of up to four orders 

of magnitude, for particles with varying inertia, representing copper shot, glass beads, 

and lycopodium spores. We will look at how Beta affects these steady state statistics at a 

friction Re of 180; the time averaged streamwise velocity, U; the time averaged 

streamwise fluctuating velocity, U'; the time averaged wall normal fluctuating velocity, 

V; the time averaged spanwise fluctuating velocity, W'; and the time averaged 

population; as a function of the one dimension in ODT referred to as Y. All variables are 

wall normalized for ease of comparison. 
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Second, these same statistics are generated for a friction Re = 644. These are 

compared to those statistics gathered at Re = 180. 

Third, we will investigate the effects of changing Beta for particles with varying 

Stokes number (inertia) representing deposition of these particles on walls in channel 

flow. The so called deposition velocity non-dimensionalized by wall variables, Va^, was 

gathered for selected particle Stokes numbers. 

Fourth, the same analysis as in the third (previous) step is done over a much wider 

range of Stokes number and Beta. Of special note is that this is done with the discrete 

method of implementing triplet maps. 

Fifth, an investigation into the effect of Beta on particles in the sub-micron diameter 

range was done to verify they are independent of Beta. 

Sixth, an investigation of the effect of Beta using the discrete triplet map method 

similar to the first section above is done. Note only copper and glass are investigated at 

the Re = 180. 

Seventh, an investigation of the effect of Beta using the discrete triplet map method 

similar to the second section above is done. Note only results for glass are shown for the 

Re = 644. 

Discussion of results in this chapter are restricted to questions relating to the effects of 

Beta and do they conform to expectations, e.g. increasing Beta equivalent to reducing the 

Stokes number. Questions about does the model fit physical expectations are put off until 

Chapter 6. 
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5.2 Effects of varying Beta on copper particle velocity statistics for Re = 180 and 644 

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the expected result of varying Beta 

would be to shift the Stokes number if a particle's aerodynamic time constant were held 

fixed. That would be to hold the particle's diameter and density constant along with not 

changing any of the fluid properties including friction Re. 

Three different types of particles were investigated. The first representing copper shot 

has very large inertia. The second representing glass beads has an inertia between copper 

shot and lycopodium spores. The third representing lycopodium spores has the lowest 

inertia studied for these statistics. The particle properties were chosen to closely match 

the DNS work of Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson 1997 and the experiments of Kulick, 

Fessler, and Eaton, 1993. 

Data was taken at steady state. The data is organized in the figures as follows: First 

the Re = 180 data. Second is Re = 644. Within these categories, data is organized by 

inertia. That is first copper, then glass, then lycopodium. Within this category of inertia, 

results are given as U, U', V, and W'. 

The effect on the time averaged streamwise velocity, U^, can be seen in Figure 5.1 for 

copper particles at Re = 180. And Figure 5.13 for copper particles at Re = 644. The 

effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is the of copper 

approaches the of the fluid (see Figure 2.7) as the value of Beta increases (toward 

100). Also as the value of Beta tends to 0.01 the variation of over the channel width 

decreases. 
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For comparison, if one looks at the value of for Beta = 0.3 for glass at Re = 180 

(Figure 5.5) and for lycopodium at Re = 180 (Figure 5.9) one can see that as the Stokes 

number decreases the of the particle follows more closely with the of the fluid. 

The same conclusion is observed when looking a the values of for copper at Re = 644 

with Beta = 0.3 (Figure 5.13), for glass at Re = 644 (Figure 5.17), and for lycopodium at 

Re = 644 (Figure 5.21). So when comparing the behavior of copper as it is affected by 

Beta, as Beta becomes larger, the copper particles start behaving in a manner which is 

consistent with particles of smaller Stokes numbers at a given value (say 0.3) of Beta. 

The effect on the time averaged streamwise rms velocity, U', can be seen in Figure 5.2 

for copper particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.14 for copper particles at Re = 644. The 

effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is the wall normalized U' 

of copper develops a decrease in its value as it approaches the wall as the value of Beta 

increases (toward 100). As the value of Beta tends to 0.01 the variation of U' over the 

channel width decreases 

To compare the effect of varying Stokes number on the profile of U look at the value 

of U' for Beta = 0.3 of copper and compare it to the U' for glass at Re = 180 (Figure 5.6) 

and for lycopodium at Re = 180 (Figure 5.10). The same trends can be seen in U' for 

copper at Re = 644 with Beta = 0.3 (Figure 5.14), for glass at Re = 644 (Figure 5.18), and 

for lycopodium at Re = 644 (Figure 5.22). So when comparing the behavior of copper as 

it is effected by Beta, as Beta becomes larger, the copper particles start behaving in a 

manner which is consistent with particles of smaller Stokes numbers at a given value of 

Beta, say 0.3. 
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The effect on the time averaged wall normal rms velocity in particle time, V, can be 

seen in Figure 5.3 for copper particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.15 for copper particles at 

Re = 644. The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is that the 

wall normalized V rms of copper increases in its value as the value of Beta decreases 

(toward 0.01). This is consistent with the discussion at the end of Section 3.10 of the 

expected effect of Beta on the wall normal velocity. As the value of Beta tends to 0.01 

the variation of V rms over the channel width increases. 

For comparison, if one looks at the value of V rms for Beta = 0.3 of copper and 

compares it to the V rms for glass at Re = 180 (Figure 5.7) and for lycopodium at Re = 

180 (Figure 5.11) one can see the effect of diminishing Stokes number on the V rms of 

the particle. The same trends are observed when looking a the values of V rms for copper 

at Re = 644 with Beta = 0.3 (Figure 5.15), for glass at Re = 644 (Figure 5.19), and for 

lycopodium at Re = 644 (Figure 5.23). So when comparing the behavior of copper, as it 

is affected by Beta, as Beta becomes larger, the copper particle profiles start behaving in 

a manner which is consistent with particles of smaller Stokes numbers at a given value of 

Beta, say 0.3. 

The effect on the time averaged normalized spanwise rms velocity, W, can be seen in 

Figure 5.4 for copper particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.16 for copper particles at Re = 

644. The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is that the 

variation of the wall normalized W of copper decreases as the value of Beta decreases 

(toward 0.01). The value of W very close to the wall undergoes a maximum near the 



value of Beta = 0.3. In the core region, the minimum value of W occurs as Beta 

decreases (Beta = 0.01 in this case). 

For comparison, if one looks at the value of W for a Beta = 0.3 of copper and 

compares it to the V for glass at Re = 180 (Figure 5.8) and for lycopodium at Re = 180 

(Figure 5.12) one can see the effect of diminishing Stokes number on the W of the 

particle. The same conclusion is observed when looking at the values of W for copper at 

Re = 644 with Beta = 0.3 (Figure 5.16), for glass at Re = 644 (Figure 5.20), and for 

lycopodium at Re = 644 (Figure 5.24). So when comparing the behavior of copper as it 

is affected by Beta, as Beta becomes larger, the copper particles start behaving in a 

manner which is consistent with particles of smaller Stokes numbers at a given value of 

Beta (say 0.3). 

5.3 Effects of varying Beta on glass particle velocity statistics for Re = 180 and 644 

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the expected result of varying Beta 

would be to shift the Stokes number if a particle's aerodynamic time constant were held 

fixed, i.e. if the particle's diameter and density were held constant without changing any 

of the fluid properties. 

Glass bead simulations have an inertia between Cu shot (discussed in Section 5.2) and 

lycopodium spores (discussed in Section 5.4). Being between the inertia of the other two, 

the observations for glass should show a trend toward higher inertia (that of copper) as 

the value of Beta is decreased, and the observations should show a trend toward lower 

inertia (that of lycopodium) as the value of Beta is increased. 



The effect on the time averaged streamwise velocity, U^, can be seen in Figure 5.5 for 

glass particles at Re = 180, and Figure 5.17 for glass particles at Re = 644. The effect of 

Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is the of glass approaches the 

of the fluid as the value of Beta increases (toward 100). Also as the value of Beta 

tends to 0.01 the variation of over the channel width decreases. Also the value of 

near the center decreases as Beta decreases. 

For comparison, if one looks at the value of for Beta = 0.3 for glass at Re = 180 

(Figure 5.5) and for lycopodium at Re = 180 (Figure 5.9) one can see that as the Stokes 

number decreases the of the particle follows more closely with the of the fluid. 

The same conclusion is observed when looking a the values of at a Re = 644 with 

Beta = 0.3 for glass at Re = 644 (Figure 5.17), and for lycopodium at Re = 644 (Figure 

5.21). So when comparing the behavior of glass as it is affected by Beta, as Beta 

becomes larger, the glass particles start behaving in a manner which is consistent with 

particles of smaller Stokes numbers at a given value of Beta. 

As the value of Beta is decreased, the profiles of Figure 5.5 take on qualities of the 

copper particles as shown in Figure 5.1 for a fixed Beta. 

The effect on the time averaged streamwise rms velocity, U', can be seen in Figure 5.6 

for glass particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.18 for glass particles at Re = 644. The effect 

of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is the wall normalized U' of 

glass develops a decrease in its value as it approaches the wall as the value of Beta 

increases (toward 100). As the value of Beta tends to 0.01 the variation of U' over the 

channel width decreases. 
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As discussed in Section 5.2, the effect of decreasing Stokes number can be seen by 

viewing the value of U' for Beta = 0.3 of glass and compare it to the U' for lycopodium 

at Re = 180 (Figure 5.10). The same conclusion is observed when looking a the values of 

U' for glass at Re = 644 with Beta = 0.3 (Figure 5.18) and for lycopodium at Re = 644 

(Figure 5.22). So, as Beta becomes larger, the glass particles start behaving in a manner 

which is consistent with particles of smaller Stokes numbers at a given value of Beta, say 

0.3. 

As the value of Beta is decreased, the profiles of Figure 5.6 take on qualities of the 

copper particles as shown in Figure 5.2 for a fixed Beta, say Beta = 0.3. The same is true 

for a Re = 644, Figure 5.18 compared to 5.14. 

The effect on the time averaged wall normal rms velocity in continuous particle time, 

V, can be seen in Figure 5.7 for glass particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.15 for glass 

particles at Re = 644. The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. 

That is that the wall normalized V rms of glass increases in its value as the value of Beta 

decreases (toward 0.01). This is consistent with the discussion at the end of Section 3.10 

of the expected effect of Beta on the wall normal velocity. As the value of Beta tends to 

0.01 the variation of V rms over the charmel width increases. 

So as Beta becomes larger, the glass particles start behaving in a manner which is 

consistent with particles of smaller Stokes numbers at a given value of Beta. 

As the value of Beta is decreased, the V rms profiles of glass take on the same trends 

as can be seen in copper (Figure 5.3 for Re = 180 and Figure 5. 15 for Re = 644). 
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The effect on the time averaged normalized spanwise rms velocity, W, can be seen in 

Figure 5.8 for glass particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.20 for glass particles at Re = 644. 

The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is that the variation 

of the wall normalized W of glass decreases in its value in the core area as the value of 

Beta decreases (toward 0.01). The value of W very close to the wall undergoes a 

maximum near the Value of Beta = 0.1. In the core region, the minimum value of W 

occurs as Beta decreases (Beta = 0.01 in this case). 

So when comparing the behavior of glass as it is effected by Beta, as Beta becomes 

larger, the glass particles start behaving in a manner which is consistent with particles of 

smaller Stokes numbers at a given value of Beta. 

A comparison of glass with copper (Figure 5.4 for Re of 180, and Figure 5.16 for Re 

of 644) shows that as Beta gets smaller, the glass profiles resemble copper profiles at a 

constant Beta (or larger). 

5.4 Effects of varying Beta on lycopodium particle velocity statistics for Re = 180 and 

644 

As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the expected result of varying Beta 

would be to shift the Stokes number if a particle's aerodynamic time constant were held 

fixed, i.e. if the particle's diameter and density were held constant without changing any 

of the fluid properties. 

Lycopodium spore simulations have the lowest inertia used here to study particle 

statistics. Lower than copper shot (discussed in Section 5.2) and glass beads (discussed 
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in Section 5.3). Having the lowest inertia, we would expect that decreasing the value of 

Beta would cause the lycopodium spores to behave more like glass beads and perhaps 

copper shot. 

The effect on the time averaged streamwise velocity, U^, can be seen in Figure 5.9 for 

lycopodium particles at Re = 180. And Figure 5.21 for lycopodium particles at Re = 644. 

The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is that the U+ of 

lycopodia stays very near the U+ of the fluid for most values of Beta. Only when the 

value of Beta becomes small does the lycopodium profiles start any significant 

deviation from the fluid U^. 

For comparison, if one looks at the value of U+ for Beta = 0.3 for lycopodium at Re = 

180 (Figure 5.9) and for glass at Re = 180 (Figure 5.5) one can see similarities in the 

lowest Beta value for lycopodium (Beta = 0.01) and the Beta = 0.3 value of glass. This is 

less apparent when comparing the same trends in the profiles at Re = 644 (Figures 5.13 

and 5.21), but still there is a tendency of the lycopodium particle U values to exceed that 

of the fluid in the near wall region. 

The effect of varying Beta on the time averaged streamwise rms velocity, U', can be 

seen in Figure 5.10 for lycopodium particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.22 for lycopodium 

particles at Re = 644. The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. 

That is, the wall normalized U' of lycopodium maximum shifts closer to the wall and 

increases in value as the value of Beta decreases (toward 0.01). 
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Compare the value of U' for Beta = 0.01 of lycopodium and the U' for glass at Re = 

180 (Figure 5.6) and copper at Re = 180 (Figure 5.2). The profile of Figure 5.10 takes on 

qualities of the glass and copper particles for a fixed Beta. 

The effect on the time averaged wall normal rms velocity in particle time, V, can be 

seen in Figure 5.11 for lycopodium particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.23 for lycopodium 

particles at Re = 644. The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. 

That is that the wall normalized V rms of lycopodium increases in its value as the value 

of Beta decreases (toward 0.01). This is consistent with the discussion at the end of 

Section 3.10 of the expected effect of Beta on the particle wall normal velocity. As the 

value of Beta tends to 0.01 the variation of V rms over the channel width increases. 

As the value of Beta is decreased, the V rms profiles of lycopodium take on the same 

trends as can be seen in glass (Figure 5.7 for Re = 180 and Figure 5.19 for Re = 644) and 

copper (Figure 5.3 for Re = 180 and Figure 5.15 for Re = 644). 

The effect on the time averaged normalized spanwise rms velocity, W, can be seen in 

Figure 5.12 for lycopodium particles at Re = 180 and Figure 5.24 for lycopodium 

particles at Re = 644. The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. 

That is that the value of W of lycopodium decreases in the core area as the value of Beta 

decreases (toward 0.01). The value of W very close to the wall increases near the wall 

as Beta decreases. 

So as Beta becomes smaller, the lycopodium particles start behaving in a manner 

which is consistent with particles of larger Stokes numbers at a given value of Beta. 



A comparison of lycopodium with glass (Figure 5.8 for Re of 180, and Figure 5.20 

for Re of 644) copper (Figure 5.4 for Re of 180, and Figure 5.16 for Re of 644) shows 

that as Beta gets smaller, the lycopodium profiles resemble glass and copper profiles at a 

constant Beta. 

5.5 Effects of varying Beta on particle population statistics for Re = 180 and 644 

The effect of varying Beta on the time averaged (steady state) copper population can 

be seen in Figure 5.25 for a Re = 180 and Figure 5.28 for copper particles at Re = 644. 

The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is that the population 

maximum shifts from near the wall toward the center of the channel as Beta is decreased. 

Also, as Beta is decreased, the value of the population near the wall undergoes a 

minimum near the value of Beta = 10. 

When comparing the population profiles of copper at Re = 180 at a value of Beta = 

100 and 10, they have some characteristics of glass Re = 180 with Beta = 3. There are 

some similarities to larger Beta values to particles with smaller Stokes numbers, e.g. 

glass. 

The effect of varying Beta on the time averaged (steady state) glass population can be 

seen in Figure 5.26 for a Re = 180 and Figure 5.29 for glass particles at Re = 644. The 

effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is that the population 

maximum shifts toward the center of the channel as Beta is decreased. Also, as Beta is 

decreased, the value of the population near the wall tend to flatten out. 
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When comparing the population profiles of glass at Re = 180 at a value of Beta = 100, 

with the characteristics of lycopodium Re = 180 Figure 5.27 Beta = 10, there are some 

similarities to larger Beta values to particles with smaller Stokes numbers. 

The effect of varying Beta on the time averaged (steady state) lycopodium population 

can be seen in Figure 5.27 for a Re = 180 and Figure 5.30 for lycopodium particles at Re 

= 644. The effect of Beta variations shows the same trend at both Re. That is that the 

population's local maximum shifts from near the center of the channel toward the wall as 

Beta is increased. Also, as Beta is decreased, the value of the population near the wall 

undergoes a maximum near Beta = 0.3. 

No significant change was observed as Beta went from a value of 0.45 to 0.01 to 

indicate it was taking on the characteristics of glass say at Beta = 0.3. However the 

general shapes of the two populations though not the same, are not that different either. 

5.6 Effects of varying Beta on deposition velocity for Re = 180 

As can be seen in Figure 5.31, the wall normalized deposition velocity, Vd^, increases 

as the value of Beta is decreased. This is consistent with the expected effect of Beta on 

particle wall-normal motion. That is as Beta is decreased on average, the particle wall 

normal velocity will increase which will produce greater excursions in the Y direction, 

which will cause more particles to hit the wall. 

For comparison, a much wider range of Stokes number (Tau^) and Beta are shown in 

Figure 5.32. In this figure all calculations were done with a non-linear drag law, and the 
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discrete method was used to implement triplet maps. These results show the exact same 

trend, that is, as Beta is decreased, the value of the deposition velocity, Vj increases. 

5.7 Effects of varying Beta on deposition velocity of sub-micron particles for Re = 

200. 

As discussed in Section 5.1, to determine that a particle is behaving as a tracer 

particle, a simple numerical experiment in which an identical particle with the same 

diameter is run, but the particle is forced to follow the fluid parcel that surrounds it. This 

in essence is turns off the inertial resistance to motion during particle-eddy interactions. 

The comparison of the two runs, one with inertia as defined by the drag law and one 

which is forced to be a tracer particle, determines if the particle with inertia is behaving 

as a tracer particle. 

Once a particle with a given inertia (or Stokes number) is shown to behave as a tracer 

particle (that is its inertia is negligible ) then all particles with Stokes numbers lower then 

that can be considered proved to also have negligible inertia. 

Figure 5.33 shows that a particle with diameter equal to 0.1 micron does indeed 

behave as a tracer particle. Hence, all particles with diameters smaller then 0.1 micron 

behave as tracer particles. This means that any variation in Beta would not produce any 

variation in the deposition velocities shown in Figure 5.33. This is further explained in 

Section 5.1. 
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5.8 Comparison of effects of Beta variations on copper particle velocity statistics for 

discrete vs. continuous method for triplet maps at Re = 180 

A careful comparison of Figure 5.34 discrete and 5.1 continuous for the mean 

streamwise velocity response to Beta variations shows similar trends. 

Streamwise rms velocity comparison between discrete (Figure 5.35) and continuous 

(Figure 5.2) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 

A comparison of wall-normal rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.36) and 

continuous (Figure 5.3) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 

A comparison of spanwise rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.37) and continuous 

(Figure 5.4) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 

5.9 Comparison of effects of Beta variations on glass particle velocity statistics for 

discrete vs. continuous method for triplet maps for Re = 180 

A comparison of glass streamwise velocity between discrete (Figure 5.39) and 

continuous (Figure 5.5) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 

A comparison of glass streamwise rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.40) and 

continuous (Figure 5.6) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. Note, the discrete values 

very near the wall do not drop as much as the continuous values. 

A comparison of wall-normal rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.41) and 

continuous (Figure 5.7) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 
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A comparison of spanwise rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.42) and continuous 

(Figure 5.8) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. Note, the discrete values veiy near 

the wall do not drop as much as the continuous values. 

5.10 Comparison of effects of Beta variations on glass particle velocity statistics for 

discrete vs. continuous method for triplet maps at Re = 644 

A comparison of glass streamwise velocity between discrete (Figure 5.44) and 

continuous (Figure 5.17) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 

A comparison of glass streamwise rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.45) and 

continuous (Figure 5.18) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 

A comparison of wall-normal rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.46) and 

continuous (Figure 5.19) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. 

A comparison of spanwise rms velocity between discrete (Figure 5.47) and continuous 

(Figure 5.20) shows similar trends as Beta is varied. Note, the discrete values very near 

the wall do not drop as much as the continuous values. 

5.11 Comparison of effects of Beta variations on particle population statistics for 

discrete vs. continuous method for triplet maps 

When comparing the Re = 180 copper particle population using the discrete form of 

the triplet map Figure 5.38 and the continuous form 5.25 we see similar trends as a 

function of Beta in the core area. However, as Beta approaches either extreme, 100 or 

0.01 in the discrete form, there is a build-up of copper particles near the wall, which is 
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non-existent in the continuous form. Note that in Figure 5.25, Beta = 100 there may be a 

hint that a build up is developing, but we cannot be sure it is not noise. 

When comparing the Re = 180 glass particle population using the discrete form of the 

triplet map Figure 5.43 and the continuous form 5.26 we see similar trends as a function 

of Beta in the core area. However in the discrete form, there is a greater build up of glass 

particles near the wall, which is not as pronounced in the continuous form. 

When comparing the Re = 644 glass particle population using the discrete form of the 

triplet map Figure 5.48 and the continuous form 5.29 we see similar trends as a function 

of Beta in the core area. However in the discrete form, there is a greater build up of glass 

particles near the wall, which is non existent in the continuous form (it is rather flat near 

the wall). 

5.12 Conclusions on Beta variations 

1) For particle velocity statistics all indications are that the ODT two-phase flow 

Eddy Model is internally consistent for both the continuous and the discrete form of the 

triplet map. That is as Beta increases, particles with a given Stokes number behave more 

like particles of a lower Stokes number at a constant (intermediate) value of Beta. 

Conversely as Beta is decreased, particles with a given Stokes number behave more like 

particles of a higher Stokes number at a constant (intermediate) value of Beta. 

2) For particle population statistics there is an indication that particles behave in the 

appropriate manner, but this is not as conclusive as say the particle velocity statistics are. 
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3) For deposition velocity, Vd, the results are conclusive in The Eddy Model that a 

decrease in Beta produces an increase in deposition. This is consistent with expectations 

as put forth in Section 3.10. 

4) For sub-micron deposition, the deposition velocity, was proved to be 

independent of the choice of Beta. This is expected for particles where Brownian motion 

is the primary mechanism of particle deposition. 

5) The discrete model produces similar velocity statistics as compared to the 

continuous model, but the discrete model population shows a higher particle build-up at 

the wall then the continuous model. 

5.13 Grid convergence 

As touched upon briefly in Section 4.5 the number of grid points or nodes required to 

suitably resolve the fluid phase for a particular particle depends on the Stokes number of 

that particle. The smaller the Stokes number the more grid points needed. It also 

depends on the method used to implement the triplet map for the particles. 

A number of numerical experiments were performed to verify the results were not grid 

sensitive. A subset of these experiments are provided to demonstrate this. 

5.13.1 Stokes number dependence 

Figure 5.49 shows a grid sensitivity test for the sub-micron deposition (numerical) 

experiments. One notices that the grid sensitivity does not appear to depend on diameter 

(Stokes number is proportional to diameter). This is expected because all the sub-micron 
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particles were proved (see Section 5.7) to behave as tracer particles and therefore the grid 

sensitivity should be relatively independent of the inertia. It does show however that the 

very small diameter (and therefore Stokes number) of the particles does demand a rather 

high number of grid points to achieve grid insensitive results. 

Of special note here is that the numerical experiments shown in Figure 5.49 were done 

at a friction Reynolds number equal to 200, but with a fictitious Brownian force. The 

fictitious force was 37% lower then what it should have been. This is however still the 

same order of magnitude and as such one would expect there to be little difference in the 

resulting deposition velocity measured. The numerical experiments shown in Figure 5.49 

were all done with the continuous triplet map method using The Eddy Model for Beta = 

0.3. 

To verify this, selected experiments shown in Figure 5.49 were repeated with the 

correct Brownian force. Results were confirmed to be close, and only corrected 

experiments are shown in the results chapter following. No fictitious Brownian force 

results are given in Chapter 6 or elsewhere. 

To verify that the fictitious Brownian force gives results similar to the correct 

Brownian force Figure 5.50 shows a comparison of the fictitious and the correct 

Brownian force. The results for the fictitious and the correct Brownian force are 

demonstrated to be very close. This is no doubt because the forces differed by only 37%. 

Figure 5.51 shows a grid sensitivity test for the inertial deposition range. One notices 

that the grid sensitivity does indeed increase as the Stokes number is decreased. The data 
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shows that as the Stokes number, Tau decreases to the value of one, the number of grid 

points necessary to give grid independence increases by a factor of 3. 

The numerical experiments shown in Figure 5.51 were all done with the continuous 

triplet map method using The Eddy Model using a Beta = 0.3. They were also done with 

a friction Reynolds number of 180. Similar numerical experiments were done over a 

wider range of Stokes numbers and for Rex equal to both 640 and 1200 to reasonably 

ensure the results presented in future chapters are indeed grid independent. 

To ensure that the velocity statistics were grid independent numerical experiments 

were run with 1292 and 2584 grid points (or nodes). These were run for copper shot, 

glass beads, and Lycopodium spores. These were run for both friction Reynolds number 

of 180 and 640. The velocity statistics of U, U rms, V rms, W rms, and population as a 

function of the wall normal direction were examined. All results were shown to be grid 

independent except V rms for Lycopoduim at Ret = 180 as shown in Figure 5.52. There 

is a decrease in the 2584 node V rms value as compared to the 1292 node V rms value 

near the center of the core area. 

5.13.2 Discrete vs. continuous triplet maps 

As touched upon briefly in Section 4.5 the number of grid points or nodes required to 

suitably resolve the fluid phase for a particular particle differs with the method used to 

implement the triplet map for said particle. More grid points should be needed for the 

discrete method as the Stokes number decreases to get grid insensitive results. 



Figure 5.53 shows the continuous method for generating particle triplet maps is 

converging faster to the grid insensitive result than the discrete method is at a Stokes 

number (Tau of one. These numerical experiments were all run at a friction Reynolds 

number of 180. 

5.14 Ensuring steady state deposition results 

As touched upon in Section 4.9 there are transients which exist in the deposition data 

that must be excluded from the steady state results put forth in this work. Particles are 

bom into the ODT simulation with the identical velocity of the fluid cell which contains 

it. The particles are then allowed to relax, by way of the drag law, to a steady state 

condition. 

Figure 5.54 shows how increasing Stokes number affects the time needed to ensure 

that all transients are excluded from the results. These numerical experiments were all 

mn at a friction Reynolds number of 1200. The data was broken into time increments of 

0.03789 seconds. 

One can see in Figure 5.54, that for Tau"^ = 200 the first time data point is 

approximately 40 % higher then the rest of the time data. The first data point for Tau^ = 

1000 is about 480 % higher, and the first data point for Tau^ = 3000 is about 1,800 % 

higher. In addition one can also see that the second points for Stokes number of 200 and 

1000 have no apparent transients in them. The second data point for Tau^ = 3000 is 

about 170 % higher so it was also excluded in the computations. 
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All deposition data were examined for transients, and any apparent transients were 

excluded from the results. 

5.15 Comparing deposition results in ODT time and particle time 

As touched upon in Section 4.10 there are two distinct times in The Eddy Model and 

the Velocity Model (also called Model V). One being ODT time and the other being 

particle time. ODT time develops as the fluid turbulence develops and the particle time 

develops as the individual particle traverses the ODT domain. 

A comparison of the inertial deposition velocities analyzed using ODT time and 

particle time for selected Stokes numbers. The error was largest (2 %) for the lowest 

Stokes number of 0.3. The error tended to decrease as the Stokes number got larger. The 

analysis was done in identical runs utilizing Beta = 0.3 and the continuous form of the 

triplet map. 

A comparison of the Brownian motion deposition velocities analyzed using ODT time 

and particle time for a particle diameter of 0.1 micron. The analysis was done in identical 

runs utilizing Beta = 0.3 and the continuous form of the triplet map. The Re^ = 180 with 

the A/p set two orders of magnitude smaller then the normal A/p. The error between the 

two runs was 19 %. This is not a large percentage considering that the Brownian motion 

force is an order of magnitude estimate. 
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Figure 5.1: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, UT, for very large inertia particles simulating Cu shot is shown for 
Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of also decreases over the width of the channel. 
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Figure 5.2; Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for 
Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of U rms also decreases over the width of the channel. 
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Figure 5.3: Dependence of the continuous-time rms wall normal velocity of copper 
particles on the free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-
normalized V rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of V rms increases over the width of the channel and gets larger in value. 
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Figure 5.4; Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized spanwise 
rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for Beta 
variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the variation 
of W rms over the width of the channel decreases. 
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Figure 5.5: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, U"^, for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of LT also decreases over the width of the channel. 
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Figure 5.6; Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
value of U rms becomes monotonic. 
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Figure 5.7: Dependence of the continuous-time rms wall normal velocity of glass 
particles on the free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-
normalized V rms velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of V rms increases over the width of the channel and gets larger in value. 
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Figure 5.8: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized W rms 
velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta variations 
over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the variation of W rms 
over the width of the channel decreases. The value of W rms near the wall undergoes a 
maximum near the value of Beta = 0.1. 
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Figure 5.9: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles on the 
free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, U^, for low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores is shown 
for Beta variations over three orders of magnitude. Only the smallest value of Beta 
shows any significant deviation from the fluid. 
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Figure 5.10: Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles on the 
free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores is shown 
for Beta variations over three orders of magnitude. Only the smallest value of Beta 
shows any significant deviation. 
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Figure 5.11: Dependence of the rms wall normal velocity of lycopodium particles on the 
free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized V 
rms velocity for low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores is shown for Beta 
variations over three orders of magnitude. The V rms value increases as Beta decreases 
and the variation of V rms increases over the channel width. 
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Figure 5.12: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of lycopodia particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized W rms 
velocity for low inertia particles, simulating lycopodium spores, is shown for Beta 
variations over three orders of magnitude. Only the smallest value of Beta shows any 
significant deviation. 
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Figure 5.13: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, U^, for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for 
Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of also decreases over the width of the channel. It tends to flatten out. 
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Figure 5.14: Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for 
Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of U rms also decreases over the width of the channel. 
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Figure 5.15: Dependence of the continuous-time rms wall normal velocity of copper 
particles on the free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-
normalized V rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
value of V rms increases and so does the variation across the channel. 
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Figure 5.16: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized W rms 
velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for Beta variations 
over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the variation of W rms 
over the width of the channel goes down and the average value of W rms decreases. 
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Figure 5.17; Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, LT, for medium inertia particles simulating glass beads is shown for 
Beta variations over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of also decreases over the width of the channel. 
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Figure 5.18: Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re - 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
value of U rms becomes monotonic. 
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Figure 5.19: Dependence of the continuous-time rms wall normal velocity of glass 
particles on the free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-
normalized V rms velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of V rms increases over the width of the channel and gets larger in value. 
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Figure 5.20: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized W rms 
velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta variations 
over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the variation of W rms 
over the width of the channel decreases. Also, as Beta gets smaller, the a maximum 
value shifts from near the wall toward the center. 
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Figure 5.21: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles on the 
free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, U^, for low inertia particles, simulating lycopodium spores, is 
shown for Beta variations over two orders of magnitude. Only the smallest value of Beta 
shows any significant deviation from the fluid. 
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Figure 5.22: Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles on the 
free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores is shown 
for Beta variations over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta decreases the 
peak value of U rms increases and so does the variation of W rms over the width of the 
channel. 
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Figure 5.23: Dependence of the rms wall normal velocity of lycopodium particles on the 
free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized V 
rms velocity for low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores is shown for Beta 
variations over three orders of magnitude. The V rms value increases as Beta decreases. 
Also the variation across the channel increases as Beta decreases. 
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Figure 5.24: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of lycopodium particles on the 
free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized W 
rms velocity for low inertia particles, simulating lycopodium spores, is shown for Beta 
variations over three orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta decreases so does the 
variation of W rms over the width of the charmel. 
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Figure 5.25: Dependence of the population of copper particles on the free parameter Beta 
in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for very large inertia 
particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. 
As the value of Beta gets smaller the population near the wall undergoes a minimum near 
the value of Beta = 1. 
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Figure 5.26: Dependence of the population of glass particles on the free parameter Beta 
in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for medium inertia 
particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta variations over four orders of 
magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the minimum population shifts from near 
the wall toward the center of the channel. 
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Figure 5.27: Dependence of the population of lycopodium particles on the free parameter 
Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for low inertia 
particles is shown for Beta variations over three orders of magnitude. As the value of 
Beta gets larger the population near the wall is reduced. 
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Figure 5.28: Dependence of the population of copper particles on the free parameter Beta 
in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for very large inertia 
particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. 
As the value of Beta gets smaller the population near the wall undergoes a minimum near 
the value of Beta =10. 
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Figure 5.29: Dependence of the population of glass particles on the free parameter Beta 
in a channel flow with friction Re - 644. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for medium inertia 
particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta variations over two orders of 
magnitude. As the value of Beta gets larger the population near the wall decreases. 
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Figure 5.30: Dependence of the population of lycopodium particles on the free parameter 
Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for low inertia 
particles is shown for Beta variations over three orders of magnitude. As the value of 
Beta gets larger the population near the wall undergoes a minimum. 
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Figure 5.31: Dependence of deposition velocity on the free parameter Beta in a channel 
flow with friction Re = 180 for varying Stokes number. The wall-normalized deposition 
velocity for varying inertia is shown for Beta variations between 0.45 and 0.3. These 
particles undergo drag from Stokes Law only. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
deposition increases. 
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Figure 5.32; Dependence of deposition velocity on Beta in a channel flow with friction 
Re = 180 for varying Stokes number for non-linear drag law and discrete model. The 
wall-normalized deposition velocity for varying inertia is shown for Beta variations 
between 40. and 0.1. As the value of Beta gets smaller the deposition increases. 
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Figure 5.33: Sub-micron deposition dependence on the free parameter Beta in a channel 
flow with friction Re = 200. The wall-normalized deposition velocity for varying sub-
micron diameters is shown. A tracer particle which is independent of Beta is also shown. 
Since the tracer particle and the Beta = 0.3 particle give nearly the same deposition 
velocity the particles are behaving independent of Beta. 
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Figure 5.34: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, U^, for very large inertia particles simulating Cu shot is shown for 
Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of also decreases over the width of the channel. Discrete method 
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Figure 5.35: Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for 
Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of U rms also decreases over the width of the channel. The discrete from of the 
triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.36: Dependence of the continuous-time rms wall normal velocity of copper 
particles on the free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-
normalized V rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of V rms increases over the width of the channel and gets larger in value. The 
discrete from of the triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.37: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of copper particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized spanwise 
rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for Beta 
variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the variation 
of W rms over the width of the channel and the value of W rms undergoes a maximum 
near the value of Beta = 1. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in these 
calculations. 
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Figure 5.38: Dependence of the population of copper particles on the free parameter Beta 
in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for very large inertia 
particles, simulating Cu shot, is shown for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. 
As the value of Beta gets smaller the population near the wall undergoes a minimum near 
the value of Beta = I. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.39: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a charmel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, U^, for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of U"^ also decreases over the width of the channel. The discrete from of the 
triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.40: Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
value of U rms becomes monotonic. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in 
these calculations. 
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Figure 5.41: Dependence of the continuous-time rms wall normal velocity of glass 
particles on the free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-
normalized V rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is 
shown for Beta variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets 
smaller the variation of V rms increases over the width of the channel and gets larger in 
value. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.42: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The wall-normalized W rms 
velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta 
variations over four orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the variation 
of W rms over the width of the channel decreases. The value of W rms near the wall 
undergoes a maximum near the value of Beta =10. The discrete from of the triplet map 
was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.43: Dependence of the population of glass particles on the free parameter Beta 
in a channel flow with friction Re = 180. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for medium inertia 
particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta variations over four orders of 
magnitude. There is a minimum in the population near the wall at about Beta = 1.0. The 
discrete from of the triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.44: Dependence of the mean streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise velocity, U"^, for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
variation of LT also decreases over the width of the channel. The discrete from of the 
triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.45: Dependence of the rms streamwise velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized 
streamwise rms velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown 
for Beta variations over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the 
value of U rms becomes monotonic. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in 
these calculations. 
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Figure 5.46: Dependence of the continuous-time rms wall-normal velocity of glass 
particles on the free parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-
normalized V rms velocity for very large inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is 
shown for Beta variations over three orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets 
smaller the variation of V rms increases over the width of the channel and gets larger in 
value. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.47: Dependence of the spanwise rms velocity of glass particles on the free 
parameter Beta in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The wall-normalized W rms 
velocity for medium inertia particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta variations 
over two orders of magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the variation of W rms 
over the width of the channel decreases. The a maximum value shifts from near the wall 
toward the center. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in these calculations. 
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Figure 5.48: Dependence of the population of glass particles on the free parameter Beta 
in a channel flow with friction Re = 644. The number of particles in a given cell is 
normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. The population for medium inertia 
particles, simulating glass beads, is shown for Beta variations over two orders of 
magnitude. As the value of Beta gets smaller the population near the wall undergoes a 
minimum near the value of Beta = 1. The discrete from of the triplet map was used in 
these calculations. 
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Figure 5.49: Sub-micron deposition grid sensitivity. These are results for a flow with 
a Re-c = 200 using a fictitious Brownian force. However the fictitious Brownian force 
is of the same order of magnitude as the correct force. 
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Figure 5.50: Comparison of the fictitious Brownian force to the correct force. These 
are the sub-micron deposition results for a flow with a Re^ = 200 using the fictitious 
Brownian force and the correct Brownian force. The fictitious Brownian force is 37 % 
lower then the correct force. 
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Figure 5.51; Inertial deposition grid sensitivity. These are results for a flow with a 
Re, = 180. 
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Figure 5.52: Grid sensitivity of wall normal rms velocity fluctuations for 
Lycopodium. These are results for a flow with a Rcx = 180. 
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Figure 5.53: Grid sensitivity of the discrete vs. the continuous triplet map methods. 
These are results for a flow with a RCT = 180. 
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Figure 5.54: Vd"^ vs. time for varying Stokes number. These are results for a flow 
with a Re^ = 1200 and Stokes number = 200, 1000, and 3000. 
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CHAPTER 6 

RESULTS II: THE EDDY MODEL WITH BETA FIXED AT 0.3 

6.1 Introduction 

The value of the new free parameter, called Beta, needs to be set to a fixed value. 

Several methods exist to fix the value of Beta, some of them clearly not wise choices. As 

can be seen in Chapter 5, the population across the channel is not always monotonic in 

Beta. To use the population to set beta would lead to confusion. Section 6.2 deals with 

assigning a fixed value to Beta. 

Once Beta was fixed, simulations were run to compare to the literature. The 

comparisons with results starts with obtaining velocity and population statistics across the 

channel. These are shown in Sections 6.3 for Re^ = 180 and Section 6.4 for Ret = 640. 

A series of runs were made to demonstrate the ODT performance in the inertial 

deposition range with varying Reynolds numbers. This is compared to measurements 

and DNS in Section 6.5 and to LES in Section 6.6. 

The way in which the Eddy Model (Model E) two-phase flow addition to ODT 

handles Brownian motion was investigated by a series of simulations with sub-micron 

diameters at varying Reynolds numbers. Section 6.7 compares to the ODT results with 

the correlation of Shaw and Hanratty, 1977, and theoretical model from Chapter 1. 

The two-phase flow addition to ODT has within it an ODT analog to 3-D particle 

motion. A qualitative comparison of the ODT results to DNS and experiments is shown 

in Section 6.8. 



Section 6.9 rounds off the discussion of Eddy Model by summarizing the conclusions 

put forth in this chapter. 

6.2 Fixing the value of Beta 

The free parameter Beta needs to be fixed to a constant number. The goal was to get 

this value to one significant figure. The best of the choices available was to fix it based 

on the deposition velocity (which is single valued) in the Stokes-number range of the 

results reported by McLaughlin, 1989, since the comparison is an apples to apples 

comparison. That is both this work and McLaughlin use only Stokes drag in the drag 

law; no gravity or Brownian motion; and a linear drag law. 

As was shown in Section 5.6, Figures 5.37 and 5.38, the deposition velocity, Vd is 

monotonic in Beta for a fixed Stokes number, Tau Beta was varied to find the best fit 

to the McLaughlin data with Beta set to one significant digit. A series of Betas were tried 

over the McLaughlin Tau ^ range of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and the best fit was found to be Beta = 

0.3. See Figure 6.1 for the final results. 

6.3 Mean and rms velocities and populations at a friction Reynolds number of 180 

A series of runs were made to compare to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton, 2001. As 

such the author used the same gravitation constant as they did, along with the same 

particle diameters (see Table 4.4). They did runs simulating 70 micron copper shot, 50 

micron glass beads, and 28 micron lycopodium spores. Within each of these particle 

categories the velocity statistics for the mean streamwise velocity, U, the rms streamwise 
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velocity, U', the wall normal rms velocity, V, and the spanwise rms velocity, W, were 

obtained as a function of wall-normal location y. 

The steady state mean population was also obtained as a function of y for the ODT 

simulations. There was no steady state population published in Rouson and Eaton, 2001, 

but there was a spatially averaged population published in the Standford Report by 

Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson, 1997. The authors made a point to say that the particle 

populations had not yet reached steady state, especially for the copper particles. The 

populations published were spatially averaged, at the end of their respective runs, in the 

streamwise and spanwise directions to give population as a function of the wall normal 

coordinate, y. 

The steady state ODT population data presented was gather using the method 

described in Section 4.9. As can be seen in Figure 6.14, the DNS data has obvious near 

wall discrepancies. To ensure a balanced comparison, the DNS data was scaled in the 

following manner. Starting at the second DNS data point closest to the wall and 

continuing all the way to the channel center the area under the DNS population curve was 

first computed. A corresponding area under the ODT population curve was computed. 

(This was done starting from an ODT data point as close to the same second DNS data 

point y position as possible and integrating to the channel center.) A scaling factor was 

computed by taking the ODT area and dividing by the DNS area. The DNS data was 

then re-plotted by taking the Rouson data and multiplying by the scaling factor. This 

ensures that the area under the curve of the DNS data (excluding the first data point) is 
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almost the same as the corresponding area under the curve of the ODT data. This process 

is identified by the words "DNS scaled" as written on the figures. 

In an attempt to better match the DNS spatially averaged population curves, the author 

attempted to do an ensemble of runs to try and mimic the spatially averaged DNS 

population data. This is a comparison between ODT and DNS transient ensembles. 

Wang and Squires, 1996, published an LES of the same case (U, U', V, and W). 

Their results are included for comparison. 

Since the ODT two-phase flow is a one-way coupling model, the fluid velocity 

provides the drive to move the particles and change their velocity via the drag law. As 

such it is useful to contrast how the ODT particle velocity statistics compare to the ODT 

fluid statistics as compared to how the DNS particle and fluid velocity statistics compare 

to each other. 

6.3.1 Mean and rms velocities for copper 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of copper compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 6.2. The ODT is about as good a match to the DNS as the LES is. The 

ODT simulation over-predicts the U value in the near wall region, and matches the DNS 

rather well in the core region. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of copper particles compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 6.3. The ODT under-predicts the U rms as compared to the 

DNS and the LES across the entire channel. The center region is the best fit. In the core 
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region, the ODT particle U' is lower then the ODT fluid U', a similar trend is seen when 

comparing the DNS particle and fluid U' in the core region. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of copper compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 6.4. The ODT over-predicts the V rms as compared to the DNS. The 

ODT predictions are reasonable compared to the LES in the core region. When 

comparing the ODT particle V to the ODT fluid V close to the wall, the particle V is 

larger then the fluid V for a small distance, after which the particle V tends to be much 

lower then the fluid V. The same trend is seen when comparing the DNS particle and 

fluid V close to the wall, but the transition occurs a little farther away from the wall. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of copper compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 6.5. The ODT over-predicts the W rms as compared to the DNS. The 

ODT predictions are reasonable compared to the LES in the core region. When 

comparing the ODT particle W' to the ODT fluid W' it is seen as rather flat. The same 

can be said when comparing the DNS particle and fluid W'. 

6.3.2 Mean and rms velocities for glass 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 6.6. The ODT is about as good a match to the DNS as the LES 

is. The ODT simulation over-predicts the U value in the near wall region, and slightly 

under-predicts it at the center. The ODT particle U is consistently larger than the ODT 

fluid U. The two become essentially equal in the core area. Even though the DNS 

follows a similar trend since the particle U also starts higher then the fluid U and ends 
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higher in the core, the DNS particle U dips below the DNS fluid U in the area just as the 

particles go into the core area. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 6.7. The ODT over-predicts the U rms as compared to the DNS 

and the LES very near the channel wall and again at the center of the channel. The ODT 

predictions are monotonically decreasing from the wall to the center. However, both the 

DNS and LES show a maximum in U rms near where the core area begins. When 

comparing the ODT particle U' to the fluid U' one sees that the particle U' is higher then 

the fluid U' from the wall up until about half way to the center. The same trend is 

noticed when comparing the DNS particle and fluid U". 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of glass compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 6.8. The ODT over-predicts the V rms as compared to the DNS over the 

entire channel. The overall shape of the curve is similar to both the DNS and LES. The 

ODT predictions are closer to the DNS then the LES in the core region. When 

comparing the ODT particle V to the ODT fluid V close to the wall, the particle V is 

larger then the fluid V for a small distance, after which the particle V tends to be much 

lower then the fluid V. The same trend is seen when comparing the DNS particle and 

fluid V close to the wall, but the transition occurs a little farther away from the wall. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of glass particles compared to the DNS and LES 

are shown in Figure 6.9. The ODT has a rather flat response for W rms over the entire 

channel as compared to the DNS and LES. When comparing the ODT particle W' to the 

ODT fluid W' close to the wall, the particle W' is larger then the fluid W' for a small 
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distance, after which the particle W tends to be much lower then the fluid W. The DNS 

does not show this transition where the particle W is larger then the fluid W. 

6.3.3 Mean and rms velocities for lycopodium 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the 

DNS are shown in Figure 6.10. The ODT is about as good a match to the DNS as the 

LES is. The LES curve has been omitted for ease of comparing the ODT and DNS 

results. The ODT simulation slightly under-predicts U in the core region. When 

comparing the particle and fluid U velocities, the DNS shows that the particles lag behind 

the fluid in the buffer region and even a little beyond that. The ODT does not show this 

trend, as a matter of fact the ODT particles show a very slight lead as compared to the 

ODT fluid in the buffer region. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the DNS 

and LES are shown in Figure 6.11. The ODT under-predicts the U rms as compared to 

the DNS and the LES for most of the channel width. However, all three, ODT, the DNS, 

and the LES show a maximum in U rms. When comparing the ODT particle U' to the 

fluid U' one sees that the particle U' is higher then the fluid U' over the whole region, 

with the two approaching each other in the core region. The same trend occurs when 

comparing the DNS particle and fluid U', except that in the core region the DNS particle 

U' drops below the DNS fluid U'. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of lycopodium compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 6.12. ODT under-predicts the V rms as compared to the DNS 
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and LES except for the near wall region. The overall shape of the curve is similar to both 

the DNS and LES. When comparing the DNS particle V to the DNS fluid V close to 

the wall, the particle V is slightly larger then the fluid V for a small distance, after 

which the particle V tends to be much lower then the fluid V'. This trend is not shown 

in ODT, the ODT particle V seems to be identical to the ODT fluid V' in the near wall 

region and tends to be much lower then the fluid V further from the wall. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the DNS 

and LES are shown in Figure 6.13. ODT has a similar shape to both the DNS and LES 

curves, however the ODT peak is shifted to the near wall region. And it is higher then 

the DNS, but lower then the LES predictions. When comparing the ODT particle W' to 

the ODT fluid W' one sees that the values are consistently close to each other across the 

entire channel. The trend in the DNS is that the particle and fluid W' start off identical in 

the near wall area but the particle W' falls off rather quickly from the fluid W'. 

6.3.4 Population curves for copper, glass, and lyocpodium at Re^ = 180 

As discussed briefly in the introduction to Section 6.3 no steady state population data 

is available in the literature. Presented here are the steady state populations and for 

comparison the available DNS spatially averaged populations at non-steady state 

conditions. Also recall that the DNS data is scaled for ease of comparison to the ODT 

data. 

The results for the ODT steady state copper particle population along with the non-

steady state DNS spatially averaged population (scaled) are shown in Figure 6.14. The 
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ODT steady state population is under-predicted in the near wall area as compared to the 

DNS. The shape of the ODT curve is different than the DNS curve. 

The results for the ODT steady state glass particle population along with the non-

steady state DNS spatially averaged population (scaled) are shown in Figure 6.15. The 

ODT steady state population is under-predicted in the near wall area and near the channel 

center as compared to the DNS. The shape of the ODT curve though not the same has 

some characteristics of the DNS curve. 

The results for the ODT steady state lycopodium particle population along with the 

non-steady state DNS spatially averaged population (scaled) are shown in Figure 6.16. 

The ODT steady state population is under-predicted in the near wall area and near the 

channel center as compared to the DNS. The shape of the ODT curve, though not the 

same, has some characteristics of the DNS curve. For example going from the core 

region toward the wall, there is an exponential population growth. 

6.3.5 Ensemble population curves for copper, glass, and lyocpodiimi at Re-c =180 

As discussed in the introduction to Section 6.3 an attempt was made to utilize transient 

ensembles to better match the ODT population curves to the non-steady state spatially 

averaged DNS population curves. 

The results for the ODT ensemble copper particle population along with the non-

steady state DNS spatially averaged population (scaled) and the ODT steady state 

population results are shown in Figure 6.17. The ODT ensemble population is slightly 

improved as compared to the DNS, but it still does not match the DNS. 
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The results for the ODT ensemble glass particle population along with the non-steady 

state DNS spatially averaged population (scaled) and the ODT steady state population 

results are shown in Figure 6.18. The ODT ensemble population is not improved as 

compared to the DNS. There is no definite difference between the ensemble and the 

steady state average. 

The results for the ODT ensemble lycopodium particle population along with the non-

steady state DNS spatially averaged population (scaled) and the ODT steady state 

population results are shown in Figure 6.19. The ODT ensemble population is not 

improved as compared to the DNS. There is no definite difference between the ensemble 

and the steady state average. 

6.4 Mean and rms velocities and populations at a friction Reynolds number of 640 

A series of runs were made to compare to selected experiments of Kulick, Fessler, and 

Eaton, 1993. Runs simulating 70 micron copper shot, 50 micron glass beads, and 28 

micron lycopodium spores were done at Re^ = 640. Within each of these particle 

categories the velocity statistics for the mean streamwise velocity, U, the rms streamwise 

velocity, U', the wall normal rms velocity, V, and the spanwise rms velocity W were 

measured across the chaimel width. 

The steady state mean population was also computed across the channel for the ODT 

simulations. The author could fmd no population data to compare to in the published 

literature. 



Wang and Squires, 1996, published an LES of the same experiment (U, U', V, and 

W). Their results are included for comparison. 

6.4.1 Mean and rms velocities for copper 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of copper compared to measurements and 

LES are shown in Figure 6.20. The ODT is about as good a match to the measurements 

as the LES is. Though neither captures the overall shape of the measurement curve. The 

ODT simulation over-predicts the U value over the entire region. 

Rouson and Eaton, 2001, suggest that initial non-uniform loading and an insufficient 

wind turmel development length in the Kulick, et al. experiments could produce the 

'check mark' shape in the measurements. The analysis of Graham, 2004, supports the 

Rouson and Eaton suggestion that the wind tunnel development length was insufficient. 

If they are correct, one could not expect the steady state ODT results to reflect this trend 

in the measurements. 

Rouson and Eaton, 2001, demonstrate (using the analysis of Sommerfeld, 1992) that 

the particle motion of 70 micron copper is collision dominated. Therefore a correct 

particle-wall interaction model is essential to capturing the subtleties of the near wall 

measurements of Kulick, et al. None of the simulation analysis (ODT, DNS, or LES) 

uses anything but a spectral reflection at the wall. So phenomena which may be 

important such as inelastic collision, wall roughness, particle spin, and Magnus effect, are 

not represented. Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton, 1993, describe the development section of 

the wind tunnel as made out of particle board, where the walls of the test section was 



made out of acrylic. The change in material brings up obvious issues on the particle-wall 

collision dynamics (do the two materials have different inelastic collision coefficients, 

different roughness?) and if it were true that the materials had different collision 

dynamics the development time for the particles between when the wall material was 

changed to acrylic was obviously too small to smooth out any transients caused by the 

material change. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of copper particles compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 6.21. The ODT under-predicts the U rms as 

compared to the measurements and the LES across the entire channel. Neither ODT nor 

the LES captures the overall shape of the measurement curve. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of copper compared to the measurements and 

LES are shown in Figure 6.22. The ODT under-predicts the V rms as compared to the 

measurements except right near the wall. The ODT predictions are consistently below 

the LES predictions. Neither ODT nor the LES captures the overall shape of the 

measurement ciirve. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of copper compared to the LES are shown in 

Figure 6.23. There are no measurements available in the literature. The ODT under-

predicts the W rms as compared to the LES over the whole region. The overall shape of 

the ODT curve is similar to the LES curve. 
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6.4.2 Mean and rms velocities for glass 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 6.24. The ODT is about as good a match to 

the measurements as the LES is, though neither captures the near wall region of the 

measurement curve exactly. The ODT simulation under-predicts the U value in the near 

wall region. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 6.25. The ODT under-predicts the U rms 

near the channel center. The ODT predictions are monotonically decreasing from the 

wall to the center in a way similar to the LES. However, neither the ODT nor the LES 

show a maximum in U rms near where the core area begins as the measurements do. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of glass compared to the measurements and 

LES are shown in Figure 6.26. The ODT under-predicts the V rms as compared to the 

measurements in the channel core. The overall shape of the ODT curve has similarities 

to both the LES and the measurements. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of glass particles compared to the LES are 

shown in Figure 6.27. The ODT has a rather flat response for W rms over the entire 

channel as compared to the LES. 
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6.4.3 Mean and rms velocities for lycopodium 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 6.28. The ODT is about as good a match to 

the measurements as the LES is. Both seem to be a good match over the entire range. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 6.29. The ODT under-predicts the U rms as 

compared to the measurements and the LES for most of the channel width. However, all 

three, ODT, the measurements, and the LES show a maximum in U rms. The ODT 

maximum is shifted closer to the wall. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of lycopodium compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 6.30. ODT under-predicts the V rms as 

compared to the measurements and LES except for the very near wall region. The overall 

shape of the curve is similar to both the measurements and LES. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the LES 

are shown in Figure 6.31. ODT has a similar shape to the LES curve, however the ODT 

peak is shifted to the near wall region, and it tends to be lower then the LES predictions. 

6.4.4 Population curves for copper, glass, and lyocpodium at Re^ = 640 

As mentioned in the introduction to Section 6.4 there is no population data available in 

the literature to compare the ODT predictions with. Presented here for completeness are 

the steady state ODT populations. 
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The results for the ODT steady state copper particle population are shown in Figure 

6.32. One may compare this figure to Figure 6.14 which is the steady state copper 

population cure for Re^ = 180. As expected, the population distributions are very similar. 

The results for the ODT steady state glass particle population are shown in Figure 
m 

6.33. When comparing Figures 6.33 and the RCT = 180 curve (Figure 6.15) one finds 

good agreement within the ODT simulations. 

The results for the ODT steady state lycopodium particle population are shown in 

Figure 6.34. When comparing Figures 6.34 and the Rex = 180 curve (Figure 6.16) one 

finds good agreement. 

6.5 Inertial deposition due to Stokes drag at variable Reynolds number 

As discussed in Section 6.2, a series of runs were done to fix the value of Beta by 

comparing the results to McLaughlin, 1989. The author wished to expand the limited 

range of those numerical experiments and compare them to the other data available in the 

literature. To accomplish this a series of runs were completed ranging from a Stokes 

number as low as 0.3 to as high as 55,000 with varying Ret = 180, 640, and 1200. The 

specific combination of Stokes number and friction Reynolds number is given in Table 

6.1 along with the respective deposition velocity results. The drag law for these 

numerical experiments were Stokes law only. That is no gravitational force, no non

linear drag correction, no Cunningham slip factor, and no Brownian motion force. This 

is consistent with the Section 6.2 results and the MoLaughlin, 1989, paper. 
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The DNS of Chen and McLaughlin (1995) was chosen for comparison since it 

includes the range of Stokes numbers between 0.3 and 50. However, they include the 

Cunningham slip factor, the Brownian motion force, lift forces with wall effects, and wall 

effects on the Stokes drag law which are not included in the ODT results presented here. 

The Cunningham slip factor for the smallest Stokes number particle (which has a 

diameter of 2.76 microns) is 1.064. This small 6 % error is not the cause of the 

difference between the ODT results and the DNS results. As is shown in Equation 4-37, 

the Cunningham slip factor decays exponentially to one as the diameter increases. Hence 

all the other particles considered in this section which have larger diameter then 2.76 

microns (ranging up to 970 microns) have smaller Cunningham slip factor corrections. 

Table 6.1 Deposition velocities for inertial deposition. 
Stokes number * 

+ 
XD 

Deposition velocity, V/ (xlO"*) 
Rex = 180 Rex = 640 Re^ = 1200 

.3 0.0499 

.5 0.103 
1 0.348 0.525 0.223 
2 2.40 5.32 2.15 
3 13.1 21.4 
4 34.4 
5 66.9 
6 104 126 68.0 
10 277 291 
20 493 525 
30 598 608 544 
50 610. 623 
100 488 509 574 
200 351 331 403 
750 92.5 102 
1000 104 
1500 78.0 533 
3000 28.4 407 

* using Equation 4-43 
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Chen and McLaughlin show that the Brownian motion is important for Stokes 

numbers of 0.3. At all Stokes numbers above 0.3, the Brownian force is too small to 

show any significant effect on the ODT results. With that understanding, Brownian 

motion was not included in the ODT results shown in this section. 

In the LES of Wang, Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin, 1996, the authors show no 

evidence that lift forces (with wall effects) appreciably affect the deposition velocity over 

the range of Stokes numbers they examined (0.5 < = Stokes number < = 200) except in 

the range between 6 and 15. In the range between 6 and 15, Wang, et al. show that the 

lift force with wall effects increases the deposition velocity by almost a factor of three. 

Outside this range the differences are small. The results of Wang, et al. are reproduced in 

Figure 6.41. Note that Wang, et al. do state, without any other supporting evidence or 

discussion, that wall effects are important to properly compute deposition velocities. 

Despite this assertion by Wang, et al., and the evidence that there is a significant effect of 

lift in the range of Stokes number between 6 and 15, the lift effect was not included in the 

numerical experiments done for this work. 

The gravitational acceleration has been left out of the work in this section as it has 

been left out of many published works to which these results have been compared to, e.g. 

McLaughlin, 1989; Ounis, et al., 1991; Chen and McLaughlin, 1995; and Wang, et al., 

1996, and many others. Note that the gravitational force was included in Sections 6.3 and 

6.4. 
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The non-linear correction to the Stokes drag law was not included in these numerical 

experiments since the results are being compared to DNS which does not include the 

correction. The effect of the non-linear correction factor will be discussed in Section 6.6. 

The measurements from the experiments of Liu and Agarwal, 1974, and from Farmer, 

1969, are included for comparison to the ODT results. 

6.5.1 Inertial deposition for Re^ = 180 

The results for the inertial deposition at a friction Reynolds number of 180 are shown 

in Figure 6.35. As discussed in Chapter 1, as the Stokes number increases, the ODT 

deposition velocity should eventually start falling as function of Stokes number raised to 

the negative two-thirds power. The ODT curve goes to its asymptotic trend with a slope 

of - 2/3 in the neighborhood of a Stokes number of 50. A line with a - 2/3 slope has 

been added to the figure to highlight this. As can be seen in the figure, the Farmer 

measurements can also be fit with a line with a - 2/3 slope. However, the details of the 

Farmer experimental setup are not known to the author. There could be a number of 

physical phenomenon not accounted for in the ODT work, e.g. gravity, or even 

insufficient relaxation of transients. 

Chapter I also indicates that in the limit of small Stokes number the deposition 

velocity should increase at a rate proportional to Stokes number to the second power. 

The results might indicate that this asymptote is being reached in the lowest tau^ range of 

Figure 6.35, but nothing conclusive can be said about this based on Figure 6.35. This 

issue is reconsidered when looking at the Rex = 640 results in Section 6.5.2. 



The ODT deposition velocity results are consistently lower than the measurements 

over the whole range. In the range of Stokes numbers between 4 and 10 the ODT values 

are reasonably close to the measurements of Liu and Agarwal. In the range below 4, the 

ODT results are about one order of magnitude lower. In the range of Stokes number 

between 10 and 200 the values of the ODT results are about one half that of the 

measurements. Above 200, the values of the ODT results start falling off at the 

asymptotic - 2/3 value. The measurements at the same values of Stokes numbers are not 

following the asymptotic drop yet. The shape of the ODT curve is similar to the shape of 

the measurements. However, the deposition is lower than the experimental 

measurements and is compressed in the abscissa coordinate, Stokes number. 

Chen, Kontomaris, and McLaughlin, 1995, show that including particle-particle 

interactions increases the deposition velocity. Since there are no particle-particle 

interactions in the ODT simulations, including them may help correct the difference 

shown between the ODT and the experimental measurements. 

To understand why the ODT deposition velocities may be falling off at a steeper rate 

then the measurements, for the range of Stokes numbers below 10, the analysis of Chen 

and McLaughlin, 1995, would also be applicable here. Chen and McLaughlin show that 

the different definitions of deposition rate (mass vs. volume) used by different 

experimentalists can cause higher Vd^, and they show that the deposition velocity 

depends strongly on the polydispersity of the experimental droplets. Since the ODT data 

is higher then the DNS data (by up to an order of magnitude) in this Stokes number 
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range, the error between the experiments and the ODT simulations can likely be 

attributed to polydispersity of the experimental droplets. 

The experiments have many other phenomena which may significantly affect the 

deposition rate. Just to name a few, in some experiments the particles are not spherical, 

which can affect lift and drag forces on the particle (neither of which are taken into 

account in the ODT simulations). Droplets, which must deform to wet the wall, are used 

in some experiments. (Again the lif\ and drag affects on droplets can be much different 

than on perfect solid spheres.) The particles in the ODT simulations were considered to 

have no charge, which could be inaccurate for some of the experimental data available. 

Droplets are subject to gravity, which may have an important effect at high Stokes 

numbers. 

The ODT deposition velocity results are consistently higher than the DNS results 

except at the highest DNS Stokes number, 50, at which the ODT value is about half the 

DNS value. Recall that the ODT simulations had only Stokes law for the drag, but the 

DNS included several other affects such as Brownian motion, the Cunningham slip 

factor, lift forces (with wall effects) and wall effects on the drag force. This is not an 

apples to apples comparison of ODT to DNS as such a perfect match was not expected. 

The ODT values are about an order of magnitude higher then the DNS in the range of 

Stokes numbers between 1 and 10. At a value of 20, the ODT and DNS deposition 

velocities are rather close. The shape of the ODT curve is similar to the shape of the 

DNS curve over the range of Stokes number between 1 and 50. At values lower then 1, 

the Brownian forces in the DNS start to be important, and this ODT simulation does not 
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include Brownian motion so it is not reasonable to expect the ODT program to mimic the 

area between 0.3 and 1. Above 50, the results indicate that the ODT values start to drop. 

One cannot tell if the DNS would start to drop or not since there is no simulation data 

available for this region. 

In Graham's 2004 paper "Development of particle dispersion characteristics from 

arbitrary initial conditions in isotropic turbulence," he does a detailed analysis of the time 

delay needed to ensure the dispersion characteristics of heavy particles are close to their 

long time steady state value. Note that Graham uses a Stokes number using the ifp, the 

intergral time scale of the fluid velocity seen by the particle. Graham, 2004, gives an 

example for a heavy particle with Stokes number = 10 under likely experimental test 

conditions. With particles starting at rest, he determines that it would take -37 m for the 

true dispersion coefficient to develop. He also asserts that with heavier particles, or less 

controlled initial conditions, that the development lengths would be longer. He fiirther 

goes on to show that for the same hypothetical experiment, wall collisions are important 

well before the particles have reached 95 % of its long time value. The details of 

Graham's analysis can be found on page 163 of his paper. His analysis suggests that 

proper experimental apparatus to obtain near long time (steady state) statistics requires 

long development sections and special care to exclude the transient wall collisions. 

In this ODT work, the initial particle velocity is set equal to the velocity of the fluid 

parcel that contains it. This practice is consistent with the DNS to which it is compared 

(i.e. McLaughlin, 1989, Chen and McLaughlin, 1995) and this seems to be the standard 

practice, since it is also used by Squires and Eaton, 1991; Elghobashi and Truesdell, 
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1992; Ounis, Ahmadi, and McLaughlin, 1993, Boivin, Simonin, and Squires, 1998; 

Sundaram and Collins, 1999; Rouson and Eaton, 2001; and Ferrante and Elghobashi, 

2003, to name a few. Note, the LBS of Wang and Squires, 1996a, 1996b, and Wang, 

Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin, 1996, also use this initial condition for the particles. 

Graham notes that this is not a wise choice since the initial high kinetic stress relaxes 

slowly for large Stokes number particles. He suggests setting the particle velocity to the 

mean fluid velocity of the point where it is introduced. Graham suggests that using the 

instantaneous velocity of the fluid would yield increasing transients with increasing 

Stokes numbers. This point is in agreement with Section 5.14 and illustrated in Figure 

5.63, where the ODT deposition results showed a marked increase in the transient 

deposition velocity with increasing Stokes numbers. Even though this work used the 

popular initial condition, that is setting the initial velocity to the velocity of the fluid 

surrounding it, in this work the author was able to avoid the transient problem by 

verifying that the transients had settled out before taking deposition velocity data. 

However, the DNS of McLaughlin, 1989, and Chen and McLaughlin, 1995, and the 

LES of Wang et al., 1996, did not remove transients from their results. As the 

McLaughlin Stokes number, tau^ only goes up to 6, it is not considered a large problem. 

The author figures it is about a 5 % or less error. However, Chen and McLaughlin go up 

to a Stokes number of 50 so transients may not have fiilly relaxed in their simulations. 

Re-analyzing the ODT data for tau^ = 50 (without removing the transient deposition, and 

gathering data for the same number of wall time units as Chen and McLaughlin used) 

yields an 47 % increase in the value of the deposition velocity. This indicates that the 
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steady-state DNS deposition for this case might be substantially closer to the ODT results 

than is indicated in the plotted comparison, Figure 6.35. 

The LES of Wang, et al. does not remove the transient from the deposition velocity 

results either. Re-analyzing the ODT data for tau^ = 100 and 200 for the same time 

period as the corresponding LES runs (without removing the transient deposition) yields 

a 115 % and a 250 % increase in the value of the deposition velocity. These results can 

be seen in Figure 6.45 and will be discussed at the end of Section 6.6. 

Using a combination of the analysis of Graham, 2004, which indicates that the high 

Stokes number regime takes a long time for the transients to settle out and the ODT 

results which show significant transients in deposition rates for high Stokes numbers (see 

Figure 5.63) the amount of time needed to capture the steady-state high-Stokes-number 

range in DNS and to a lesser extent LES is prohibitively long; even perhaps inaccessible 

for all practical purposes. As an aside, Graham's analysis (as mentioned earlier) also 

shows that practical laboratory experiments may not be doable as the height of the 

experimental apparatus may become prohibitive. 

From estimations based on ODT results, the first 38 % of the time the Chen and 

McLaughlin DNS tau+ = 50 data is taken is in a transient state for deposition statistics. If 

they omitted the transient period from their results, they would have to run ~ 40 % longer 

to achieve the same time of data taking. Also because the particles stick to the walls, the 

number of particles in the channel are depleting during the transient, so to obtain the 

same statistical precision, the DNS would have to either be started with more particles 

(using the ODT data, the author estimates 7 % more), or the run time would have to be 
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lengthened considerably (using the ODT data, the author estimates an additional 82.8 % 

longer). 

From ODT calculations, the first 55 % of the time the Wang, Squires, Chen, and 

McLaughlin LES tau^ = 100 data is taken is in a transient state for deposition statistics. If 

they omitted the transient period from their results, they would have to run ~ 55 % longer 

to achieve the same time of steady state data taking. Also because the particles stick to 

the walls, the number of particles in the channel are depleting during the transient, so to 

obtain the same statistical precision, the LES would have to either be started with more 

particles (using the ODT data, the author estimates an 11 % increase), or the run time 

would have to be lengthened considerably (using the ODT data, the author estimates an 

additional 135 % longer). 

ODT analysis suggests that the LES of Wang, Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin for tau^ 

= 200 had not yet left the transient time period. If they omitted the transient period from 

their results, they would have to run for a time that would be 106 % longer. Just as was 

mentioned in the previous cases, the particles are being lost to the wall during the 

transient, so to obtain the same statistical precision, they have to either start with more 

particles (using the ODT data, the author estimates 18 % more), or the time gathering 

steady state data would have to be increased substantially (using the ODT data, the author 

estimates an additional 293 % long). 

The author estimated the relaxation time using the analysis of Graham (who used 

isotropic turbulence) and got relaxation time of ~ 370 wall time units for the Wang, 

Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin tau^ = 100 particle. This is greater the 270 wall time 



units which they took data and well under the 1240 wall time units in which the ODT 

data was taken. Note the rough calculations based on Graham, 2004, for the relaxation 

time turn out to be 1.9 times greater than the ODT results suggest is sufficient for the 

transients to work out of the wall deposition simulation for tau"^ = 100. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, to obtain the simplified form of the drag law used (that is 

Equation 3-3) the particle radii must be much smaller than the Kolmogorov scale. As 

described in Section 4.8, the particle-to-gas density ratio was kept fixed to 713 while the 

diameter was increased to give increasing tau+ (Stokes number) values. Some of the 

omitted terms of the Maxey-Riley equation (such as added mass and the Basset history 

force) become important as the diameter is increased. The ODT model considers the 

particles as points in space for the drag law and position. Only when the particle position 

falls within one radius of the wall does the particle diameter come into play. That is once 

the particle gets to within one radius from the wall it either gets absorbed on the wall for 

deposition simulations or is spectrally reflected from the wall. Since the particle is 

considered a point except for wall interactions it is probably not possible that the early 

onset of the asymptotic - 2/3 slope seen in the ODT data as compared to the Farmer 

measurements may be due to the omitted terms becoming important. The comparison of 

ODT to the Farmer measurements is not a direct comparison as the Farmer droplets 

include gravity, lift forces, wall effects, may include transients deposition, and many of 

the other effects as previously mentioned when comparing this simulation to experiments. 
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6.5.2 Inertial deposition for Re^i = 640 

The results for the inertial deposition at a friction Reynolds number of 640 are shown 

in Figure 6.36. Many of the observations in Section 6.5.1 are also true here. They will 

not be repeated. New observations will be introduced. 

Chapter 1 indicates that in the limit of small Stokes number the deposition velocity 

should increase at a rate proportional to Stokes number to the second power. The results 

indicate that this asymptote is being reached in the lowest tau"^ range of Figure 6.36. A 

line with a slope of + 2 has been added to the figure to highlight the trend. Figure 6.36 

indicates that the values of 1 and below have reached the asymptote. 

The ODT deposition velocity results tend to be lower than the measurements over the 

whole range. Only in the range of 3 to 6 where the ODT and the measurements agree is 

there any likelihood that the ODT deposition velocities are higher than the measurements. 

The shape of the ODT curve is similar to the shape of the measurements. 

The ODT deposition velocity results compared to the DNS are similar to the Re = 180 

results. Only the Re = 640 Stokes numbers go down to 0.3, at this point the DNS and the 

ODT yield similar results. However, Chen and McLaughlin state that this is the 

Brownian motion regime and the similarity is therefore purely a coincidence. However, 

no simulations were done below a Stokes number of 0.3 without Brownian motion 

included. See Section 6.6 for Brownian motion simulation results. 
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6.5.3 Inertial deposition for Re^ = 1200 

The results for the inertial deposition at a friction Reynolds number of 1200 are shown 

in Figure 6.37. Many of the observations in Section 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 are also true here. 

They will not be repeated. New observations will be introduced. 

The ODT deposition velocity results tend to be lower then the measurements over the 

whole range. The shape of the ODT curve is similar to the shape of the measurements. 

The ODT deposition velocity results compared to the DNS are similar to the Re = 180 

and 640 results. 

6.5.4 Inertial deposition for Re^ = 180, 640, and 1200 

For completeness, all three friction Reynolds numbers are placed in the same graph to 

yield deposition velocity as a function of Reynolds number and Stokes number in Figure 

6.38. Included for reference are the measurements, the DNS, and the asymptotic limits. 

Figure 6.38 is very busy. For ease of comparison, only the ODT results with the 

asymptotic limits are included in Figure 6.39. 

Examination of Figure 6.39 shows that for values of Stokes number 30 and less the 

highest deposition velocity is consistently the Re = 640, with the Re = 1200 consistently 

being the lowest deposition velocity. For values over 100, Re = 1200 is consistently the 

highest. Neither 640 nor 180 are consistently the lowest in the range over 100. 

The deposition velocity collapses well with Stokes number for all three friction 

Reynolds numbers tested. There is a hint that the Rex =180 results are shghtly lower 
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than the Re^ = 640 and 1200 runs for Stokes niimbers below ~ 6, but this is deemed not a 

significant amount. 

6.6 Inertial deposition comparisons to LES 

The ability to get high Reynolds number particle deposition results (Section 6.5) 

though original for ODT is not entirely unique. The LES of Wang, Squires, Chen, and 

McLaughlin, 1997, show comparative results for Re = 180 and 1000. They include a 

non-linear correction factor in their drag law, and both include the 'optimal' lift force and 

exclude the optimal lift force (of Chen and McLaughlin) which has wall effects included. 

They do not include the gravitational force. 

A series of numerical simulation runs were performed in the hopes of comparing ODT 

results with the LES results. The results from the series of runs will be broken down into 

simple steps to build up to the ODT, LES comparison. 

Figure 6.40 gives ODT results for different cases at Re = 180. The simulations were 

done with Stokes law only in the discrete and continuous triplet map configurations. 

Also shown is the discrete triplet map formulation with the non-linear drag law. Little 

difference is shown for Stokes number greater then 3. 

Figure 6.41 reproduces the results of the Wang, et al, 1996. It shows the difference in 

deposition velocity for non-linear drag law with and without the optimum lift force at Re-c 

= 180. One can see that there is a significant difference for Stokes nimibers of 6, 10 and 

15. The runs which include the optimimi lift force are about a factor of 3 higher than 

those which do not. 
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Also included in Figure 6.41 is the comparison of the LES Re = 180 and 1000 for the 

non-linear drag law which includes the optimum lift. The values of the deposition 

velocity are not affected much by the change in Reynolds number. The greatest 

difference occurs at Tau"^ = 1 where the Re = 1000 data point is about 1/2 the Re = 180 

data point. 

Figure 6.42 has a comparison between ODT and LES both of which do not have lift, 

and have the same non-linear correction to the drag law. The ODT case was run utilizing 

the discrete method for computing triplet maps. For Tau+ > 50 the ODT has a lower 

value than the LES. The ODT values are begiiming to reach the asymptotic limit (see 

Section 6.5). There is no indication that the LES has yet begun to reach the asymptotic 

limit. The shapes of the two curves, ODT and LES are similar with values in the same 

ballpark. 

Wang and Squires, 1996a, state that they have not included any subgrid turbulent 

fluctuations in their LES particle velocities and as such they mention that the Tau+ = 2 

and below results are suspect, since these small Stokes number particles would be most 

affected by the subgrid turbulence. The data taken for 270 wall units, which is a short 

time, with no mention of a relaxation time to take out the transient deposition that 

Graham's, 2004, analysis suggests (as mentioned in Section 6.5, using Graham's analysis 

the relaxation time is greater then the total time the Wang and co-workers took data for 

the Tau"^ =100 and greater) and the ODT results show (see Section 5.14). The present 

author therefore concludes that Wang and Squire, 1996b, and Wang, et al., 1996, did not 

remove the transient from their published results. This omission, or rather this inclusion 



of transient data, would cause an increase in the results at the higher Stokes numbers of 

100 and 200 and to a lesser extent to the lower Stokes numbers. This subject will be 

discussed again at the end of this section with a proposed method of comparing the ODT 

data with the LES data including the transient period. 

At this point there is a basis for comparing the ODT results (with the Stokes drag only, 

using the continuous triplet map method) to the LES results with optimal lift and the non

linear drag law. 

Figure 6.43 has a comparison between ODT with Stokes drag only and LES which has 

lift and the non-linear drag correction. The ODT data was run utilizing the continuous 

method for computing triplet maps. The ODT results are shown for Re^ =180 and 640, 

LES results are shown for Re^ =180 and 1000. The significant differences shown in the 

LES are at Tau"^ = 1 and 2. (Again, Wang and Squires, 1996b, state that the results for 

Tau^ <= 2 are suspect since they did not include subgrid turbulence in particle drag law 

calculations.) The LES deposition velocity at Rex = 1000 is about half the value at Rcx = 

180. The opposite trend is found in the ODT data for those two points. That is the Re^ = 

640 deposition velocity is about twice the Re-c =180 deposition velocity for Tau"^ values 

of 1 and 2. Both the ODT and LES show the same trend, and almost the same values, at 

a Stokes number of 6. Recall that this is the range where the LES shows a significant 

variation between lift and no lift at Re^ =180. Besides the points listed already, the LES 

shows consistent results at 180 and 1000 except at Tau"^ = 200. Over this same range, 10 

- 200 ODT shows consistent results between friction Reynolds number of 180 and 640. 
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Figure 6.44 has a comparison between ODT with Stokes drag only and LES which has 

lift and the non-linear drag correction. The ODT data was run utilizing the continuous 

method for computing triplet maps. The ODT results show the difference between the 

base RBt =180 and that of 1200. This is contrasted with the LES baseline Re-t =180 and 

Rcx = 1000. The significant differences shown in the LES are at Tau"^ = 1 and 2. The 

higher Reynolds number deposition velocity is about half that at the 180 baseline level. 

The same trend is found in the ODT data for those two points but the difference in the 

ODT data is not as large as the LES. The ODT result shows the opposite trend as 

compared to the LES at a Stokes number of 6. Recall that this is the area where the LES 

was showing a significant variation between lift and no lift at Re-t = 180. For the range 

above 100, ODT shows results trending in the opposite direction as the LES. As the 

Reynolds number is increased, the LES is showing a slight increase in deposition 

velocity. However, the ODT is showing an even slighter decrease in deposition velocity 

with increasing Reynolds number. 

As introduced in Section 6.5, Graham, 2004, points out that significant errors can be 

made if care is not taken to allow the transients in high Stokes number particles to be 

removed. The ODT data has been re-analyzed under the conditions similar to the way the 

LES was analyzed for Stokes numbers of 100 and 200. That is the transient deposition 

due to the initial conditions are not removed from the new ODT velocity deposition 

results over a time period similar to that used in the LES. The results are plotted in 

Figure 6.45 and show a trend much like the LES shows for Tau+ = 100 and 200. The 

ODT data with the transient removed shows a down turn in the velocity deposition results 



for that range of Stokes numbers, but the analysis which includes the transients are 

showing a slight up turn in the deposition velocities in a manner quite similar to the LES 

which does not remove the transient deposition. This lends credence to the possibility 

that the difference in shape of the ODT curve and the LES curve at high Stokes number is 

a fimction of the way the analysis was done on the LES. Not having access to the LES 

data, one cannot be certain this accounts for the difference. 

At high tau"^, if the particle response to drag is much slower than the run time, then the 

particles are essentially unaffected by drag during that time period. Therefore, they 

behave during that time period as though they had infinite inertia (ballistically), regard

less of their tau"*^ values. Therefore a feature of deposition velocities based on transient 

rather than steady-state conditions is that they are insensitive to tau"*" rather than showing 

the asymptotic -2/3 power-law dependence expected at large tau"^. Both the LES large-

tau"^ results and the ODT results based on the same run times as corresponding LES cases 

exhibit the tau"^ insensitivity that is expected in the transient regime (see Figure 6.45). 

6.7 Sub-micron deposition due to Brownian motion and Stokes drag at variable 

Reynolds number 

Chen and McLaughlin, 1995, demonstrate that the Brownian motion force can be 

important for Stokes numbers below 1. In addition, Section 6.5 demonstrates that inertial 

affects can be dominant for particles with diameter of order 1 micron. 

To demonstrate that the two-phase flow addition to ODT can capture Brownian 

motion, particles were run with sub-micron diameters to ensure that there was no inertial 
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effect in the results. Recall that Section 5.7 demonstrated that there is no inertial effect in 

the ODT deposition velocities for the diameters of 0.1 micron and below. 

Many industrial applications involve mass transfer between a turbulent fluid and a 

solid wall involving high Schmidt numbers. The ability to capture the high Schmidt 

number limit in the Brownian motion regime would prove the usefulness of the ODT 

two-phase flow Eddy Model. The analysis of how ODT should behave by Kerstein 

(Appendix A) shows the high Schmidt number results should follow a slope of - 2/3. 

The theoretical analysis of how real particles should behave in turbulent mass transfer by 

others have most often suggested a slope of either - 2/3 or - 3/4 (See Davies, 1966, and 

Cleaver and Yeats, 1975). In an attempt to settle this difference, Shaw and Haru-atty 

(1977) performed a series of precise measurements in turbulent pipe flow with bulk 

Reynolds numbers of 16,400, 20,400, and 34,000. These Reynolds numbers were based 

on the bulk fluid velocity, the pipe diameter, and the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. 

Shaw and Hanratty (1977) give their correlation as Vd"^ = 0.0889 Sc'"'^""* for the range of 

Schmidt number between 700 and 37,000. (This is what is plotted in Figures 6.46 and 

6.47.) 

Using an algorithm developed by Circelli and McLaughlin (1986) the DNS of 

Papavassiliou and Hanratty (1997) show good agreement with the correlation of Shaw 

and Hanratty. The ODT Re^ = 200 results shown in Figure 6.46 are in agreement with 

the Papavassiliou and Hanratty DNS which was run at a Rex = 150. Papavassiliou and 

Hanratty state "The calculations for higher [than 2,400] Pr [or Sc in this case] appear to 

confirm this relation [the Shaw and Hanratty correlation]." However, they do not provide 



heat [or mass] transfer coefficients above a Schmidt number of 2,400. The Papavassiliou 

and Hanratty DNS was run at a the Rei =150 which is reasonably close to the value 200 

at which the ODT was run. The fact that ODT shows a distinction between Re^ = 200 

and the higher Reynolds numbers (644 and 1400) suggests that the Papavassiliou and 

Hanratty DNS was not run at a high enough friction Reynolds number to be sure of a 

match with the Shaw and Hanratty correlation. In other words in light of the ODT 

findings that moderate Reynods number simulation, Re^ = 200, has not collapsed onto the 

high Reynolds number simulation. Rex = 644 and 1400, the DNS of Papavassiliou and 

Hanratty at Re,; =150 may not have put to rest the controversy of the correct power for 

the large Schmidt number wall mass transfer rate since the Shaw and Hanratty 

measurements (which Papavassiliou and Hanratty were verifying) were done at high 

Reynolds number. A high Reynolds number DNS may be warranted to confirm the Shaw 

and Hanratty correlation. 

Table 6.2 gives the results for a series of runs done in the sub-micron range for 

varying Reynolds number. The results are shown in Figure 6.46 along with the 

correlation of Shaw and Hanratty, 1977, and the DNS of Papavassiliou and Hanratty 

(1997). 

The Rct = 200 results are not far from the correlation of Shaw and Hanratty, with the 

greatest deviation at the highest Schmidt number (-20,000). The Re^ = 200 is also close 

to the published Papavassiliou and Hanratty results (Re^ =150) for Schmidt number of 

2,400 and 500. There appears to be a significant deviation from the DNS at Schmidt 
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number of 100, but a Schmidt number of 100 is not considered high and the diameter of 

the ODT particles used was only 0.01 microns. 

The Re = 200 values are about 4 to 6 times greater than results from the large Reynold 

number simulations (644 and 1400) as seen in Figure 6.46. This suggests that Re = 200 

may not be high enough in turbulent intensity to have settled down to the asymptotic 

values. In a personal communication with Kerstein, he indicated that the near wall 

turbulent properties of ODT below the value of Re^ = 200 were not as well matched to 

the available DNS data as at higher Rcx. (Kerstein, et al., 2001b, Schmidt, et al, 2001). 

Two simulations were done at yet a lower Reynolds number of 180. The value of 180 

was chosen because it was lower than 200 and had been proved reasonable for the inertial 

deposition when compared to DNS, LES, and measurements available in the literature. 

The highest Schmidt number (19,200) simulation agrees very well between the Re = 

180 and 200 values. This is expected. The lowest Schmidt number (243) has a 37 % 

lower deposition velocity at Re^ =180 than it does at 200. 

Table 6.2 Deposition v elocity for sub-micron deposition. 
Particle Schmidt Deposition velocity, Vd^ 
diameter number, (x 10^) 
(microns) Sc Re^ = 180 Re^ = 200 Re^ = 644 Re,= 1400 

0.01 243 45.3 72.1 14.9 24.3 
0.03 2080 54.4 10.1 13.3 
0.05 5470 42.4 5.70 7.72 
0.10 19200 22.3 22.7 3.70 3.92 

The ODT Brownian motion analysis of Kerstein (shown in Appendix A) indicates that 

as the particle Schmidt number becomes large the particles should following 
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approximately a - 2/3 slope. Two different lines with the requisite - 2/3 slope are shown 

in Figure 6.47, one for the lower Reynolds number and one for the higher Reynolds 

numbers. One may conclude that the ODT simulations are tending to the - 2/3 slope as 

the Schmidt number increases over 2000. Shaw and Hanratty, 1977, show that the 

experimental data do not follow the - 2/3 slope, but rather they follows a slope of -

0.714. 

6.8 A Model for qualitative comparison of particle bunching in the x - z  plane 

In the work of Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton, 1993, the authors show preferential 

concentration of particles near the channel center in the x - z plane. One way they 

demonstrate this is by photograph. Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson, 1997, show this 

phenomenon by taking a snap shot of their DNS in the x - z plane at Rex =180 and 

comparing it to the experiments of Kulick, et al. 

In this section the author will attempt (with mixed results) to make a qualitative 

comparison only of the ODT simulation results to the experiments of Kulick, et al. and 

the DNS of Rouson, et al. One reason that the author attempts to show a qualitative 

comparison is that the in the x-z plane of interest is only a point in the y dimension of 

ODT. Kulick, et al. examine the center plane of the channel, that is keeping the wall 

normal coordinate, y, fixed at its center value, they look at the streamwise, x, vs. 

spanwise, z, particle positions for particles with varying Stokes numbers. The DNS data 

are presented in the same manner. 
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As discussed in detail in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, this application of ODT simulates a line 

of sight (in the wall normal direction) through a fiilly developed turbulent channel flow. 

As such, x-z plane of interest is confined to one point. 

An additional complication comes from the fact that the ODT simulation infers the 

streamwise direction x, by the mean fluid velocity and the time increments. (See Section 

3.4 for details.) 

Despite these complications, there is a way to get an ODT model or analog to the x - z  

plane of interest. Recall that Chapter 3 describes in detail how each particle is tracked in 

a Lagrangian sense and is given its own position and velocity history. This means that 

e v e n  t h o u g h  m u l t i p l e  p a r t i c l e s  m a y  s h a r e  t h e  s a m e  y  c e l l ,  o r  e v e n  s h a r e  t h e  s a m e  y  

position since the particles are considered points, they most likely traveled strikingly 

different paths before ending up in that cell. Since the particle positions, as computed 

from the integration of Equations 3-3 and 3-4, depend on the surrounding turbulent gas 

velocity and the varying paths traversed often yield strikingly different gas velocity 

e n v i r o n m e n t s  t h e  p a r t i c l e s  i n  a  s p e c i f i c  c e l l  ( a  s i m i l a r  v a l u e )  c a n  h a v e  a  w i d e  r a n g e  o f  x  

and z positions. 

So even though a snapshot of this ODT simulation would yield a single line (a line in 

the y direction) in the flow development, it has in the particles within the simulation a 

variety of x, y, and z positions which represent the ODT two-phase flow analogy of 3-D 

particle channel flow. 

This is however only an ODT analogy of the 3-D flow. Even though the particles 

have their own x and z coordinates which are independent of the fluid position all 
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particles are by the necessity of the ODT phenomenology collapsed onto the one line (the 

y dimension) of the One-Dimensional Turbulence model. Even though the particles think 

they are separated from each other in the x and z directions, they experience eddy 

interactions only dependent on their respective y position. That is, if two particles in a 

cell in which ODT proper determines an eddy interaction occurs at a specific time, the 

particles experience that eddy interaction in the same manner (as discussed in Chapter 3) 

irrespective of how far apart the two particles would be due to the differences in their x,  z  

coordinates. Any other scheme to implement eddies into the ODT scheme would be 

excessively complicated and there is no compelling reason to believe that the results 

would be any better than those obtained with the implemented method. Note however, 

that by definition this model or analog of ODT bunching averages over the jc - z plane of 

interest and leads to a muted at best analog of ODT bunching. 

Given that the simulated particle positions are an ODT analogy of what they would be 

in a real turbulent chaimel flow, snapshots were taken for all three particles at both 

Reynolds numbers and compared to the DNS and experiments. 

The ODT data was gathered by starting a simulation with the respective particle at 

Reynolds number of both 180 and 640. After a time period long enough to ensure the 

particles had forgotten their initial conditions, the particle x, y, and z positions were 

recorded. Only particles in the core region of the flow were made available for 

comparison to DNS and experiments. 

The Kulick, et al. experimental particles were continuously fed into their experimental 

apparatus with photos taken at steady state, meaning at the one instant in time at which 
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the snapshot was taken, particles in the field of view most likely were released into the 

turbulent chamber over a range of times. To say it another way, there was a great number 

of particles also released at the same time as the particles in the photograph which are out 

of the field of view. Hence the number of particles in the ODT simulations are 

significantly less than the number in the experimental photos. 

The DNS simulations were started with many more particles then one ODT trial 

simulation. Because of the periodic boundary conditions imposed on the DNS, any 

particles drifting out of the computational domain in the x or z direction were replaced by 

an identical particles drifting in on the other side. ODT does not do this: all particles are 

allowed to diffuse into ever expanding x, z space. 

Since this is only a qualitative comparison there was no attempt to even approach the 

actual number of particles in either the experiments or the DNS. To counteract the 

diffusive effect in ODT only a portion of the x - z data which appeared to be homogenous 

in nature was kept for the comparison, so the diffusing edges were excluded in the 

comparison. 

Figure 6.48 shows the qualitative comparison of the ODT simulation of particles with 

different Stokes number to the DNS simulation for those same cases both with a friction 

Reynolds number equal to 180. The ODT results show some of the same characteristics 

as the DNS results. For the copper shot, the ODT results also appear to be randomly 

distributed. When comparing the glass to the copper, one can see more bunching in the 

glass. This is similar to that seen in the DNS, however, the ODT does not show the 

increase in bunching to the same extent. When comparing lycopodium to copper and 
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glass, the lycopodium shows much more bunching then either. A similar trend is seen in 

the DNS. 

The Kulick, et al. experiments were done with a two mass percent loading. 

Obviously, Kulick, et al. had a much higher number of lycopodium spores then copper 

shot or glass beads. For comparison to these experiments, the ODT lycopodium 

simulation had twice as many particles as either the glass or copper simulations. 

Figure 6.49 shows the qualitative comparison of the ODT simulation of particles with 

different Stokes number to the Kulick, et al. experiments for those same cases both with a 

friction Reynolds number equal to 640. The ODT results show some of the same 

characteristics as the experiments. For the copper shot, the ODT results also appear to be 

randomly distributed. When comparing the ODT glass to the copper, one can see more 

bunching in the glass, similar to that seen in the experiments. When comparing 

lycopodium to copper and glass, the lycopodium shows much more bunching then either 

of the other two. A similar trend is seen in the experiments. 

The ODT analog to 3-D particle behavior qualitatively has aspects which agree with 

the DNS and experiments. However, it is only a model or analog and does not reproduce 

the results completely. In an attempt to show bunching more quantitatively, population 

profiles (represented by number of particles in a given y region) for lycopodium spores at 

RCt: =180 were computed at various times. Figure 6.50 shows three sample populations 

profiles as a function of time. Note that the 0.02 seconds spacing is approximately 3 time 

constants for lycopodium spores. The high number concentrations occur randomly in the 

y direction during any one of the times looked at. The present author was unable to find 
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any published data on bunching as a function of the wall-normal direction. As such there 

was nothing to compare the ODT results to. The ODT analog was never expected to 

match the DNS and experiments in the x - z plane exactly as ODT keeps only the y 

dimension. 

The phenomena which is at the heart of particle bunching is that particles get flung out 

of eddies and tend to reside in areas of low vorticity. The phenomena of particles getting 

thrown out of eddy events is present in the ODT Eddy Model. This is discussed in detail 

in Chapter 3. A direct comparison of ODT bunching requires DNS or experimental 

results in the wall-normal direction. 

6.9 Discussion on inertial wall deposition 

Ballistic wall collisions, due to initial conditions, may mask long time deposition 

results. The number of wall collisions during the transient time period depends on Stokes 

number, The examples in this section use the popular initial conditions of setting the 

particle velocity equal to the instantaneous fluid velocity. The method proposed by 

Graham (2004) shows a marked improvement (shorter relaxation times) to this method, 

but since the other method was used in the DNS and LES to which the author wishes to 

compare, it was necessary to use the first method. As can be seen in Figure 6.51 particles 

with large inertia (x^ = 1000 in this case) traverse the charmel for relatively long times, 

while still under the effect of their initial conditions. Other cases were looked at and they 

show the expected increase in wall collisions due to initial conditions with increasing 
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inertia. In other words, they reach steady-state in shorter elapsed times for particles with 

smaller inertia. 

Time resolved deposition velocity using Stokes drag only for particles with varying 

high inertia (i"*" = 50, 100, and 200) can be seen in Figure 6.52. ODT results indicate that 

the Stokes number of 50 particle takes over 100 wall time units, f, before the particles 

completely leave the transient regime. Note however, that the ODT results for = 200 

must relax to wall times in excess of 1000. This is consistent with the analysis of 

Graham (2004). The DNS of Chen and McLaughlin (1995) used the 'optimal' lift force 

and wall effects. Note that in the LES analysis of Wang, Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin 

(1996) they demonstrate that the optimal lift force has minimal effect for Stokes number 

of 50. Also the analysis of Young and Leeming (1997) also demonstrates that for = 50 

that the lift force has a minimal effect. The author is justified in comparing the ODT 

results with Stokes drag only to the DNS which has additional effects in the drag law for 

this high inertia particle as the omitted terms should have negligible effects. 

Analysis of the transient ODT results for a time period in wall time units identical to 

the DNS analysis (that is 250 wall units) yields results similar to the DNS analysis for T"*" 

= 50. The analysis which includes the transient time period is here called "short run" 

results. The analysis which excludes the transient (the ODT results which have already 

been shown) is here called "long run" results. Note some of the long run results are 

actually taken from RCT = 640. 

Figxire 6.53 shows the short and long run results compared to measurements, DNS, 

and LES. The short run result for = 50 uses the Stokes drag as discussed previously. 
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and the = 100 and 200 uses the identical drag law as used by Wang and Squires 

(1996b). The time resolved comparison for the ODT results to the LES (mean) results 

using identical non-linear drag laws can be seen in Figure 6.54. 

The short run ODT results are in agreement with the DNS and LES for the high inertia 

particles. The short run analysis uses the same initial conditions and run time as the 

respective DNS or LES. There is still some controversy as to whether or not the 

measurements were taken at a time where the transients would have subsided, see 

Graham (2004). There is ODT evidence that the high inertia transients are masking an 

asymptotic - 2/3 slope. However, since ODT is a model the onset of the slope is yet 

uncertain. Note for example that the Velocity Model puts the onset at a much higher 

Stokes nimiber, see Figure 7.27. The analysis of Kerstein (Appendix A) suggests that the 

asymptote is correct, but to be certain, DNS or LES at high Stokes numbers for long run 

times with the transient wall deposition omitted needs to be done. Another possibility 

would be an experiment following the suggestions of Graham (2004) for proper initial 

conditions and development lengths. 

6.10 Conclusions based on the results for simulations with Beta = 0.3 

1) When using identical drag laws in the simulations the free parameter, introduced in 

the two-phase flow addition to ODT, matches very well with the DNS of McLaughlin at a 

value of Beta = 0.3 

2) For the simulations of very heavy particles such as copper at Re^ = 180, the ODT 

simulations are reasonable representations of steady state statistics for U, V, and W' 
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when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS. However, the U' statistics are 

under-predicted especially near the wall. 

3) For the simulations of 50 micron glass beads, a medium inertia particle, at a Re^ = 

180, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady state statistics for U, 

and V when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS. Though it could be argued 

that the values for U' and W are not that far off from the DNS as compared to the LES 

however, the ODT model does not match the shape of the DNS curve. 

4) For the simulations of 28 micron lycopodium spores, a low inertia particle, at a Rcx 

= 180, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady state statistics for 

U, U', V, and W when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS. Though the 

values of the ODT simulations usually under-predict the DNS values the shapes are 

similar. 

5) When comparing the steady state ODT populations at a Re-j = 180, to the unsteady 

state spatially averaged DNS populations one notices two things. First, the ODT 

populations are consistently lower in the near wall region, with the ODT population 

approaching that of the DNS as the particle inertia gets smaller. Second, the shape of the 

ODT copper population is significantly different from that of the DNS copper population. 

6) There is a slight improvement in the population results as demonstrated for the 

highest inertia particles, at a Re,; = 180, as can be seen when comparing the ODT 

ensemble population to the unsteady state spatially averaged DNS population and to the 

ODT steady state population. There is no detectable advantage for the medium or low 

inertial particles. 
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7) For the simulations of 70 micron copper shot at a RBT; = 640, high inertia particles, 

the ODT simulations results match about as well as the LES does to measurements for 

ODT steady state statistics for U, V, and W However, the U' statistics are grossly 

under-predicted especially near the wall. Neither the ODT nor the LES matches U or U' 

well. 

8) For the simulations of 50 micron glass beads, a medium inertia particle, at Rex = 

640, the ODT simulations results match about as well as the LES does to measurements 

for ODT steady state statistics for U, U', V, and W. Neither matches the measurement 

closest to the wall for U'. 

9) For the simulations of 28 micron lycopodium spores, a low inertia particle, at a RCT 

= 640, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady state statistics for 

U, U', V', and W when compared to how the LES compares to the measurements. 

Though the values of the ODT simulations usually under-predict the measurements for 

V, the shapes are similar. 

10) ODT is internally consistent in predicting steady state populations. ODT predicts 

similar curves at both Re^ = 640 and Re^ = 180. 

11) ODT shows the trends in the inertial deposition as demonstrated in the 

measurements at all three Re^ (180, 640, and 1200) for Stokes number from 0.3 to 3000. 

The shape of the ODT curve is similar to the shape of the measurements. However, the 

deposition is lower then the experimental measurements and is compressed in the Stokes 

number coordinate above a Stokes number of ~ 100. 
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12) ODT shows the trends in the inertial deposition as demonstrated in the DNS at all 

three RBT; (180, 640, and 1200) for Stokes numbers from 0.3 to 50. The shape of the ODT 

curve is similar to the shape of the DNS. However, the deposition is usually higher then 

the DNS by up to an order of magnitude. The ODT drag law used Stokes law only, while 

the DNS also had lift, wall, and other effects. The ODT analysis removed transients 

which are important at high Stokes numbers, the DNS did not remove transients. 

13) ODT demonstrates the high inertial asymptotic, -2/3, slope as expected in theory 

for all three Re,;. This corresponds to the behavior seen in the Farmer measurements. 

The onset of the asymptote appears to occur around a Stokes number of 50 for the ODT 

simulations. 

14) ODT demonstrates the low inertial asymptotic, + 2, slope as expected in theory 

for RCT: = 640 and 180. This corresponds to the behavior seen in measurements. The 

onset of the asymptote appears to occur around at a Stokes number of 2 or below for the 

ODT simulations. 

15) ODT demonstrates that the inertial deposition velocities, at all three Re^ (180, 

640 and 1200) collapse with Stokes nimiber. 

16) A comparison between using and not using the non-linear correction factor with 

the discrete ODT triplet map formulation demonstrates a significant variation in the 

inertial deposition velocities, V/ at a RBT; =180 only for Stokes numbers of 3 and below. 

17) ODT shows trends in the velocity deposition, Vd^, consistent with LES for Stokes 

number from 2 to 200 at Re^ =180 for the same non-linear correction factor. The 
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difference in the trends at Stokes numbers of 100 and 200 may be due to the LES not 

subtracting out transients. 

18) When comparing the relative ODT response in deposition velocity when 

changing Reynolds number from 180 to 640 to the LES relative response in deposition 

velocity when changing Reynolds number from 180 to 1000 the differences in the ODT 

deposition velocity, Vd^, are consistent with the LES differences for Stokes numbers of 6 

and above. ODT shows the reverse trend for Stokes numbers of 1 and 2. The ODT drag 

law includes Stokes law only, while the LES has the non-linear correction factor and the 

'optimum' lift. The LES did not include subgrid turbulent fluctuations when computing 

particle velocities and as such the values of Stokes number of 2 and below are suspect 

according to the LES authors, Wang and Squires, 1996a. 

19) When comparing the relative ODT response in deposition velocity as Reynolds 

number is changed from 180 to 640 to the LES relative response in deposition velocity 

when changing Reynolds number from 180 to 1000 the differences in the ODT 

deposition velocity, Vd^, are consistent with the LES differences for Stokes numbers from 

1 to 30. ODT may be showing the reverse trend for Stokes numbers of 100 and 200. The 

ODT drag law includes Stokes law only, while the LES has the non-linear correction 

factor and the 'optimum' lift. 

20) For sub-micron diameters, the Brownian motion dominated regime, the ODT 

simulations demonstrate that the deposition velocities, Vd^ of all four Re,; (180, 200, 644 

and 1400) are consistent with the correlation of Shaw and Hanratty for large Schmidt 

numbers (greater then 700 for which the correlation applies). 
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21) For sub-micron diameters, the Brownian motion dominated regime, the ODT 

simulations at Rex = 200 demonstrate reasonable agreement with the published DNS 

results at Rcx = 150 for Stokes number of 500 and above. 

22) For sub-micron diameters the ODT simulations demonstrate that the Brownian-

motion-dominated deposition velocities, Vd^, for Re,; =180 and 200 are consistently 

higher then those for Ret = 644 and 1400. This is attributed to the fact that a Reynolds 

number of 200 is not highly turbulent and may not collapse to the high Reynolds number 

scaling. 

23) ODT demonstrates the high Schmidt number asymptotic, -2/3, slope as expected 

in theory for Brownian motion regime for all three Re^ (200, 644, 1400). The onset of 

the asymptote appears to occur above a Schmidt number of 2000 for the ODT 

simulations. 

24) The ODT model or analog to the bunching which occurs in the 3-D motion of 

particles qualitatively compares favorably with the DNS at Re^ = 180, and to the 

experiments at Re-c =640. It is not an exact match and was not intended to be since ODT 

averages over the plane of interest in the DNS and experiments. Particle bunching for 

lycopodium spores is demonstrated by looking at population distributions at fixed times 

during a run. 

25) Failure to omit the transient deposition when computing the deposition velocities 

can lead to significant errors at high Stokes numbers, tau^ = 50 and above. 

A detailed discussion of why the ODT Eddy Model predicted U' of heavy particles is 

significantly lower than the DNS, LES, and measurements is postponed until Chapter 8. 
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Figure 6.1: Dependence of the normalized wall deposition rate Vd+ on the normalized 
Stokes number Tau+ based on ODT for beta=0.3, ReT:=180, and the DNS of McLaughlin, 
1989, for Re, = 125. 
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Figure 6.2; ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta=0.3, RBT: = 180, compared to the DNS 
of Rouson and Eaton, 2001, for Re^ =180 and the LES of Wang and Squires, 1996, for 
Re,: = 180. The ODT and DNS fluid mean streamwise velocities are included for 
comparison. 
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Figure 6.3: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Rex = 180, compared to the DNS 
of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996). The ODT and 
DNS fluid rms streamwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.4; ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall normal-velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Re, = 180, compared to the DNS 
of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996). The ODT and 
DNS fluid rms wall normal velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.5: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Rex = 180, compared to the DNS 
of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and 
DNS fluid rms spanwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.6: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to the 
DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996). The ODT 
and DNS fluid mean streamwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.7: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to the 
DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT 
and DNS fluid rms streamwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.8: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re-t = 180, compared to the 
DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT 
and DNS fluid rms wall normal velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.9: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, Ret = 180, compared to the 
DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT 
and DNS fluid rms spanwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.10: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity for 
low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to 
the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001). The ODT and DNS fluid mean streamwise 
velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.11; ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity for 
low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re,; = 180, compared to 
the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The 
ODT and DNS fluid rms streamwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.12: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity for 
low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to 
the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The 
ODT and DNS fluid rms wall normal velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.13: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to 
the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996). The 
ODT and DNS fluid rms spanwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 6.14: Steady state average Cu population compared to a non-steady state DNS 
population. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized width 
(dy) of the cell. Population of very large inertia particles simulating Cu shot is shown for 
Beta = 0.30, Rex = 180. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of Rouson, Eaton, and 
Abrahamson (1997). 
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Figure 6.15: Steady state average glass population compared to a non-steady state DNS 
population. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized width 
(dy) of the cell. Population of medium inertia particles simulating glass beads is shown 
for Beta = 0.30, Re^ = 180. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of Rouson, Eaton, 
and Abrahamson (1997). 
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Figure 6.16: Steady state average lycopodium population compared to a non-steady state 
DNS population. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized 
width (dy) of the cell. Population of low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores 
is shown for Beta = 0.30, Re-c = 180. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of 
Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson (1997). 
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Figure 6.17: Ensemble averaged Cu population for Beta = 0.30 and Rcx = 180. The 
number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. 
Population of very large inertia particles simulating Cu shot is shown for both ensemble 
averaged and steady state population. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of 
Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson (1997). 
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Figure 6.18: Ensemble averaged glass population for Beta = 0.30 and Rex = 180. The 
number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. 
Population of medium inertia particles simulating glass beads is shown for both ensemble 
averaged and steady state population. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of 
Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson (1997). 
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Figure 6.19: Ensemble averaged lycopodium population for Beta = 0.30 and Re^ = 180. 
The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the 
cell. Population of very large inertia particles simulating Cu shot is shown for both 
ensemble averaged and steady state population. The DNS population is scaled to fit. 
DNS of Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson (1997). 
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Figure 6.20: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Rex = 640, compared to the 
measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996). 
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Figure 6.21: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Rcx = 640, compared to the 
measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996). 
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Figure 6.22: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall normal velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Re,; = 640, compared to the 
measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996). 
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Figure 6.23: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
large inertia particles simulating Cu shot for Beta-0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to the LES 
of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 6.24: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, Rex = 640, compared to the 
measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 6.25; ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, Ret = 640, compared to the 
measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 6.26: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, RCT = 640, compared to the 
measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 6.27: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
medium inertia particles simulating glass beads for Beta=0.3, Rex = 640, compared to the 
LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 6.28; ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity for 
low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to 
the measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 6.29: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity for 
low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to 
the measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 6.30: ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity for 
low inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re,; = 640, compared to 
the measurements of Kulick, Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 6.31; ODT wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for low 
inertia particles simulating lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re,^ = 640, compared to the 
LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 6.32; Steady state average Cu population. The number of ODT particles in a cell 
is normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. Population of very large inertia 
particles simulating Cu shot is shown for Beta = 0.30 and Rcx = 640. 
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Figure 6.33: Steady state average glass population. The number of ODT particles in a 
cell is normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. Population of medium inertia 
particles simulating glass beads is shown for Beta ==0.30 and Ret = 640. 
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Figure 6.34: Steady state average lycopodium population. The number of ODT particles 
in a cell is normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. Population of low inertia 
particles simulating lycopodium spores is shown for Beta = 0.30 and Ret = 640. 
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Figure 6.35: Inertial deposition due to Stokes drag at Re^ = 180. Deposition is shown in 
excess of three orders of magnitude in Stokes number for Beta = 0.30. The DNS is that 
of Chen and McLaughlin (1994). The measurements * and ^ are from Liu and Agarwal 
(1974). The measurements ** are from Farmer (1969). 
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Figure 6.36: Inertial deposition due to Stokes drag at Re^ = 640. Deposition is sliown in 
excess of five orders of magnitude in Stokes number for Beta = 0.30. The DNS is that of 
Chen and McLaughlin (1994). The measurements * and are from Liu and Agarwal 
(1974). The measurements ** are from Farmer (1969). 
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Figure 6.37: Inertial deposition due to Stokes drag at ReT = 1200. Deposition is shown in 
excess of three orders of magnitude in Stokes number for Beta = 0.30. The DNS is that 
of Chen and McLaughlin (1994). The measurements * and ^ are from Liu and Agarwal 
(1974). The measurements ** are from Farmer (1969). 
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Figure 6.38: Inertial deposition due to Stokes drag at Ret = 180, 640, and 1200. 
Deposition is shown in excess of five orders of magnitude in Stokes number for Beta = 
0.30. The DNS is that of Chen and McLaughlin (1994). The measurements * and are 
from Liu and Agarwal (1974). The measurements ** are from Farmer (1969). 
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Figure 6.39; Inertial deposition at Re^ = 180, 640, and 1200. Deposition is shown in 
excess of five orders of magnitude in Stokes number for Beta = 0.30. 
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Figure 6.40: Inertial deposition due to a nonlinear drag law at RCT = 180. Deposition is 
shown across more than three orders of magnitude in Stokes number for Beta = 0.30. 
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Figure 6.41: LES deposition for lift vs. no lift at Re,; = 180 and lift at Re^ = 1000. 
Deposition is shown across more than two orders of magnitude in Stokes number. The 
LES is of Wang, Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin (1997) 
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Figure 6.42: ODT non-linear drag compared to LES at Re^ = 180. Deposition is shown 
for two orders of magnitude in Stokes number. Both the ODT and LES have the same 
non-linear correction to the drag law. The ODT simulation uses the discrete triplet map 
formulation. The LES is of Wang, Squires, Chen, and McLaughlin (1997). 
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Figure 6.43: ODT Stokes drag at Re^ =180 and 640. Deposition is shown across more 
than two orders of magnitude in Stokes number. The LES has the optimum lift and the 
non-linear correction to the drag law. The ODT simulation uses the continuous triplet 
map formulation and utilizes Stokes law with no lift force. The LES is of Wang, Squires, 
Chen, and McLaughlin (1997). 
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Figure 6.44: ODT Stokes drag at Ret =180 and 1200. Deposition is shown in excess of 
two orders of magnitude in Stokes number. The LES has the optimum lift and the non
linear correction to the drag law. The ODT simulation uses the continuous triplet map 
formulation and utilizes Stokes law without lift. The LES is of Wang, Squires, Chen, and 
McLaughlin (1997). 
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Figure 6.45; ODT non-linear drag with transient deposition compared to LES at Re^ = 
180. Both the ODT and LES have the same non-linear correction to the drag law. The 
ODT simulation uses the discrete triplet map formulation. The LES is of Wang, Squires, 
Chen, and McLaughlin (1997). 
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Figure 6.46: Sub-micron deposition at RCT = 180, 200, 644, and 1400. Deposition is 
shown across two orders of magnitude in Schmidt number for Beta = 0.30. The 
correlation of Shaw and Hanratty (1977) and the DNS of Papavassiliou and Hanratty, 
(1997) are shown for comparison. 
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Figure 6.47: Sub-micron deposition at Re^ = 200, 644, and 1400. Deposition is shown 
across two orders of magnitude in Schmidt number for Beta = 0.30. The correlation of 
Shaw and Hanratty (1977) is shown for comparison. 
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Figure 6.48: Particles in core area at Re,; = 180. Qualitative comparison of DNS with 
ODT simulations for varying inertia with a Beta = 0.30. DNS by Rouson, Eaton, and 
Abrahamson (1997). Not to scale. 
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Figure 6.49: Particles in core area at RCT = 640. Qualitative comparison of experiments 
with ODT simulations for varying inertia with a Beta = 0.30. Experiments by Kulick, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993). 
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Figure 6.50: Bunching as a function of position, Y, and time. Population as represented 
by number for Rct = 180 is shown for varying times. Bunching can be seen as local areas 
of high population number. 
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Figure 6.51: Sample particle trajectories for Stokes number (x"^) of 1000 at Re^ = 180 as a 
function of wall-time, f. Particle trajectories represented by solid lines deposit on the 
channel walls. Ballistic like wall collisions can be seen at low wall-times, t"^. They are a 
consequence of initial conditions. 
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Figure 6.52: Time resolved deposition velocity, Va^, is shov^n for varying Stokes number, 
x^, using Stokes drag at Ret = 180. for t"*" = 50, 100, and 200 are shown. LES and 
DNS are shown for comparison, where each horizontal line segment extends over the 
duration of the corresponding LES or DNS simulation. The LES was done at Rcx =180 
with the non-linear correction to the drag law. The LES is of Wang, and Squires (1996b). 
The DNS which uses Stokes law for the drag is that of Chen and McLaughlin (1995). 
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Figure 6.53: Long and short run ODT results for sample high inertia particles at RCT = 
180. The DNS is that of McLaughlin (1989) and Chen and McLaughlin (1995). The 
measurements * and are from Liu and Agarwal (1974). The LES is of Wang, and 
Squires (1996b). 
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Figure 6.54: Time resolved deposition velocity, Vd^, is shown for Stokes number, of 
200 and 100 using non-linear drag at RCT; = 180. The LES is shown for comparison, 
where each horizontal line segment extends over the duration of the corresponding LES 
simulation. The LES was done at Re^ = 180 with the identical non-linear correction to 
the drag law. The LES is of Wang, and Squires (1996b). 
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CHAPTER 7 

RESULTS III; VELOCITY MODEL 

7.1 Introduction 

The Eddy Model, has a free parameter, that effects interaction time, which needed to 

be assigned a value, however, since the Velocity Model (Model V) simply follows the 

fluid according to the drag law in real particle time, it has no free parameter that needs to 

be fixed. 

Comparison of Velocity Model with results available in the literature starts with 

obtaining velocity and population statistics over the channel. These are shown in 

Sections 7.2 for Re^ =180 and Section 7.3 for Re^ = 640. 

Even though there is very limited population data to compare to, the steady-state 

population results are provided for completeness in Section 7.4 

A series of runs were made to demonstrate the ODT Velocity Model performance in 

the inertial deposition range at a fixed Reynolds numbers using the non-linear drag 

correction factor. This is compared to measurements in Section 7.5 for Re^ = 180. 

Additional inertial deposition results using Stokes drag only were gathered for Re,; = 180, 

640, and 1200 at high Stokes numbers. These are compared to measurements in Section 

7.6 

Section 7.7 rounds off the discussion of Velocity Model by summarizing the 

conclusions put forth in this chapter. 
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7.2 Velocity Model mean and nns velocities at a friction Reynolds number of 180 

A series of runs were made to compare to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton, 2001. As 

such the author used the same gravitation constant as they did, along with the same 

particle diameters (see Table 4.4). They did runs simulating 70 micron copper shot, 50 

micron glass beads, and 28 micron lycopodium spores. Within each of these particle 

categories the velocity statistics for the mean streamwise velocity, U, the rms streamwise 

velocity, U', the wall normal rms velocity, V, and the spanwise rms velocity, W, were 

obtained as a function of wall-normal location;^. 

The steady-state mean population was also obtained as a function of y for the ODT 

simulations. There was no steady-state population published in Rouson and Eaton, 2001, 

but there was a spatially averaged population published in the Standford Report by 

Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson, 1997. The authors made a point to say that the particle 

populations had not yet reached steady-state, especially for the copper particles. The 

populations published were spatially averaged, at the end of their respective runs, in the 

streamwise and spanwise directions to give population as a ftinction of the wall normal 

coordinate, y. 

The steady-state ODT population data presented was gather using the method 

described in Section 4.9. As can be seen in Figure 6.14, the DNS data has obvious near 

wall discrepancies. To ensure a balanced comparison, the DNS data was scaled in the 

following manner. Starting at the second DNS data point closest to the wall and 

continuing all the way to the channel center the area under the DNS population curve was 

first computed. A corresponding area under the ODT population curve was computed. 
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(This was done starting from an ODT data point as close to the same second DNS data 

point y position as possible and integrating to the channel center.) A scaling factor was 

computed by taking the ODT area and dividing by the DNS area. The DNS data was 

then re-plotted by taking the Rouson data and multiplying by the scaling factor. This 

ensures that the area under the curve of the DNS data (excluding the first data point) is 

almost the same as the corresponding area under the curve of the ODT data. This process 

is identified by the words "DNS scaled" as written on the figures. 

In an attempt to better match the DNS spatially averaged population curves, the author 

attempted to do an ensemble of runs to try and mimic the spatially averaged DNS 

population data. This is a comparison between ODT and DNS transient ensembles. 

Wang and Squires, 1996a, published an LES of the same case (U, U', V, and W). 

Their results are included for comparison. 

Since the ODT two-phase flow is a one-way coupling model, the fluid velocity 

provides the drive to move the particles and change their velocity via the drag law. As 

such it is useful to contrast how the ODT particle velocity statistics compare to the ODT 

fluid statistics as compared to how the DNS particle and fluid velocity statistics compare 

to each other. 

7.2.1 Mean and rms velocities for copper 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of copper compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 7.1. The ODT is about as good a match to the DNS as the LES is. 
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except in the near wall region where the Velocity Model results are a better match to the 

DNS. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of copper particles compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 7.2. The ODT is about as good a match to the DNS as the LES 

is. In the core region, the ODT particle U' is higher then the ODT fluid U', the opposite 

trend is seen when comparing the DNS particle and fluid U' in the core region. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of copper compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 7.3. The ODT over-predicts the V rms as compared to the DNS and 

LES. The ODT predictions are reasonable compared to the LES in the core region. 

When comparing the ODT particle V to the ODT fluid V close to the wall, the particle 

V is larger then the fluid V for a small distance, after which the particle V tends to be 

much lower then the fluid V'. The same trend is seen when comparing the DNS particle 

and fluid V close to the wall, but the transition occurs a little farther away from the wall. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of copper compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 7.4. The ODT over-predicts the W nns as compared to the DNS but has 

a similar shape. The ODT predictions are reasonable compared to the LES in the core 

region. When comparing the ODT particle W' to the ODT fluid W' it is seen as rather 

flat. The same can be said when comparing the DNS particle and fluid W'. 

7.2.2 Mean and rms velocities for glass 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 7.5. The ODT is about as good a match to the DNS as the LES 
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is. The ODT simulation slightly over-predicts the U value in the very near wall region, 

and slightly under-predicts it in the core. The DNS follows the same trend as the ODT 

curve does, when comparing the particle U to the respective fluid U. The particle U starts 

higher then the fluid U and ends higher in the core, the particle U dips below the fluid U 

in the area just as the particles go into the core area. The ODT makes the transitions in 

similar >' positions as the DNS does. 

Rouson and Eaton, 2001, point out that the dip in the particle U as compared to the 

fluid U "clearly demonstrates that the preferential concentration of the lighter particles in 

low-speed streaks acts against the streamwise gravitational acceleration and supresses 

[sic] the particles' mean velocities to below that of the fluid." Velocity Model also shows 

this suppression of the particles mean velocity due to particles concentration near the 

wall. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 7.6. The ODT under-predicts the U rms as compared to the 

DNS and the LES except very near the channel wall and again at the center of the 

channel where it slightly over-predicts it. Both the DNS and LES show a maximum in U 

rms near where the core area begins. Velocity Model is possibly showing the same 

phenomena. When comparing the ODT particle U' to the fluid U' one sees that the 

particle U' is higher then the fluid U' from the wall up until about half way to the center. 

The same trend is noticed when comparing the DNS particle and fluid U' but the 

transition below the fluid U' is closer to the center. 



The results for rms wall normal velocity of glass compared to the DNS and LES are 

shown in Figure 7.7. The ODT over-predicts the V rms as compared to the DNS over the 

entire channel. The overall shape of the curve is similar to both the DNS and LES. The 

ODT predictions are closer to the DNS then the LES in the core region.. When 

comparing the ODT particle V to the ODT fluid V close to the wall, the particle V is 

larger then the fluid V for a small distance, after which the particle V tends to be much 

lower then the fluid V. The same trend is seen when comparing the DNS particle and 

fluid V close to the wall, but the transition occurs a little farther away from the wall. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of glass particles compared to the DNS and LES 

are shown in Figure 7.8. Velocity Model has a similar shape as the DNS and LES, but 

the maximum is shifted toward the wall. When comparing the ODT particle W' to the 

ODT fluid W' close to the wall, the particle W' is larger then the fluid W' for a small 

distance, after which the particle W' tends to be much lower then the fluid W'. The DNS 

does not show this transition where the particle W' is larger then the fluid W'. 

7.2.3 Mean and rms velocities for lycopodium 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the 

DNS and LES are shown in Figure 7.9. The ODT Velocity Model is about as good a 

match to the DNS as the LES is. The ODT simulation slightly under-predicts U over 

most of the core region. The DNS follows the same trend as the ODT curve does, when 

comparing the particle U to the respective fluid U. The particle U starts higher then the 

fluid U and ends higher in the core, the particle U dips below the fluid U in the area just 
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as the particles go into the core area. The ODT makes the transitions in similar y 

positions as the DNS does. 

As discussed in Section 7.2.2, Rouson and Eaton attribute the particle U falling below 

the fluid U, which can be seen in both the DNS and ODT Velocity Model, as verification 

that the particles are congregating in the low speed streaks. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the DNS 

and LES are shown in Figure 7.10. The ODT under-predicts the U rms as compared to 

the DNS and the LES for most of the channel width. However, all three, ODT, the DNS, 

and the LES show a maximum in U rms. The Velocity Model maximum is shifted closer 

to the wall. When comparing the DNS particle U' to the fluid U' one sees that the 

particle U' is higher than the fluid U' starting from the wall into the start of the core 

region. After that the particle U' is slightly lower than the fluid U'. The ODT particle U' 

also starts higher then the fluid U' near the wall, but the ODT particle U' falls below the 

fluid just before going into the core region. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of lycopodium compared to the DNS and 

LES are shown in Figure 7.11. ODT under-predicts the V rms as compared to the DNS 

and LES except for the near wall region. The overall shape of the curve is similar to both 

the DNS and LES. However, the Velocity Model maximum is shifted nearer the wall. 

When comparing the DNS particle V to the DNS fluid V close to the wall, the particle 

V is slightly larger then the fluid V for a small distance, after which the particle V 

tends to be much lower then the fluid V. This trend is shown in ODT. 



The results for rms spanwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the DNS 

and LES are shown in Figure 7.12. ODT has a similar shape to both the DNS and LES 

curves, however the ODT peak is shifted to the near wall region. Velocity Model under 

predicts the rms spanwise velocity over most of the channel. The trend in the DNS is that 

the particle and fluid W start off nearly identical in the near wall area but the particle W 

falls off rather quickly from the fluid W. ODT shows a similar trend. 

7.3 Velocity Model mean and rms velocities at a friction Reynolds number of 640 

A series of runs were made to compare to selected experiments of Kulick, Fessler, and 

Eaton, 1993. Rims simulating 70 micron copper shot, 50 micron glass beads, and 28 

micron lycopodium spores were done at Re^ = 640. Within each of these particle 

categories the velocity statistics for the mean streamwise velocity, U, the rms streamwise 

velocity, U', the wall normal rms velocity, V, and the spanwise rms velocity W were 

measured across the channel width. 

The steady-state mean population was also computed across the channel for the ODT 

simulations. The author could find no population data to compare to in the published 

literature. 

Wang and Squires, 1996, published an LES of the same experiment (U, U', V, and 

W'). Their results are included for comparison. 

Section 6.4.1 list a number of possibilities which could account for the difference 

between the Eddy Model simulation results and the measurements. They will not be 

repeated here and the reader if referred to that section for details. 
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7.3.1 Mean and rms velocities for copper 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of copper compared to 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 7.13. The ODT is about as good a match to 

the measurements as the LES is. Though neither captures the overall shape of the 

measurement curve. The ODT Velocity Model simulation over-predicts the U value over 

almost the entire region. The ODT Velocity Model results fit the shape of the 

measurements in the core region better then the LES does. 

The results for rms streamwise velocity of copper particles compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 7.14. The ODT Velocity Model under-

predicts the U rms as compared to the measurements across the entire channel. Neither 

Velocity Model nor the LES captures the overall shape of the measurement curve. 

Velocity Model results fit the shape of the measurements in the core region better then 

the LES does. 

The results for rms wall normal velocity of copper compared to the measurements and 

LES are shown in Figure 7.15. The ODT Velocity Model under-predicts the V rms as 

compared to the measurements except right near the wall. The ODT predictions are 

consistently below the LES predictions. Neither ODT nor the LES captures the overall 

shape of the measurement curve. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of copper compared to the LES are shown in 

Figure 8.16. There are no measurements available in the literature. Also included are the 

Eddy Model results for the identical case. The ODT Velocity Model under-predicts the 

W rms as compared to the LES over the whole region. 
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7.3.2 Mean and rms velocities for glass 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of glass particles compared 

to the measurements and LES are shown in Figure 7.16. The ODT is about as good a 

match to the measurements as the LES is. Though neither captures the near wall region 

of the measurement curve exactly. The ODT simulation under-predicts the U value in the 

near wall region, continuing to do so well into the core region. 

The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to 

the measurements and LES are shown in Figure 7.17. The Velocity Model under-

predicts the U rms near the channel center. The Velocity Model predictions are on 

average monotonically decreasing from the wall to the center in a way similar to the LES. 

However, neither the ODT nor the LES show a maximum in U rms near where the core 

area begins as the measurements do. 

The Velocity Model results for rms wall normal velocity of glass compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 7.18. Velocity Model has a rather flat 

response across the channel compared to the measurements and the LES. 

The results for nns spanwise velocity of glass particles compared to the LES are 

shown in Figure 8.20. Also included are the Eddy Model results for the identical case. 

Velocity Model has a less pronounced peak as compared to the LES, with the Velocity 

Model peak shifted to the near wall region. 
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7.3.3 Mean and rms velocities for lycopodium 

The results for mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the 

measurements and LES are shown in Figure 7.19. The ODT Velocity Model result is 

about as good a match to the measurements as the LES is. Both seem to be a good match 

over the entire range. 

The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles 

compared to the measurements and" LES are shown in Figure 7.20. Velocity Model 

under-predicts the U rms as compared to the measurements and the LES in the core 

region. However, all three, ODT, tbe measurements, and the LES show a maximum in U 

rms. The ODT maximum is shifted closer to the wall. 

The Velocity Model results for rms wall normal velocity of lycopodium compared to 

the measurements and LES are shown in Figure 7.21. Velocity Model under-predicts the 

V rms as compared to the measurements and LES except for the near wall region. The 

overall shape of the curve is similar to both the measurements and LES. 

The results for rms spanwise velocity of lycopodium particles compared to the LES 

are shown in Figure 8.24. Also included are the Eddy Model results for the identical 

case. Velocity Model has a similar shape to the LES curve, however the ODT peak is 

shifted to the near wall region, and it tends to be lower then the LES predictions. 

7.4 Population curves for copper, glass, and lyocpodium at Rct =180 and 640 

As mentioned in the introduction to Section 6.3, 6.4, 7.2, and 7.3 there is no steady-

state population data available in the literature to compare the ODT predictions with. 



There is a transient spatially averaged population from Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson 

for Rcx =180 which is included for comparison to the Velocity Model steady-state Rcx = 

180 data. As discussed in Section 6.3, the DNS is scaled for comparison to the Eddy 

Model ODT data. Even though there are no available data sets from external sources, the 

Velocity Model populations are presented here for completeness and Eddy Model results 

are shown in the figures. However, discussions on the comparisons between Eddy Model 

and V are postponed until Chapter 8. 

7.4.1 Population curves at Re,; = 180 

The Velocity Model results for the ODT steady-state copper particle population are 

shown in Figure 7.22. Also included are the noh-steady-state DNS population curve and 

the Eddy Model steady-state results. The Velocity Model curve is similar to the DNS in 

that it shows a build up of particles near the wall. 

The Velocity Model results for the ODT steady-state glass particle population are 

shown in Figure 7.23. Also included are the non-steady-state DNS population curve and 

the Eddy Model steady-state results. The Velocity Model curve does a reasonable job 

matching the DNS except near the wall where the DNS shows a greater build up of 

particles near the wall. 

The results for the ODT steady-state lycopodium particle population are shown in 

Figure 7.24. Also included are the non-steady-state DNS population curve and the Eddy 

Model steady-state results. The Velocity Model curve does a reasonable job matching 

the DNS over the entire range. 
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7.4.2 Population curves at Re^ = 640 

The Velocity Model results for the ODT steady-state copper particle population are 

shown in Figure 8.25. Also included are the Eddy Model steady-state results for Re^ = 

640. One may compare this figure to Figure 7.22 which has the Eddy Model steady-state 

copper population cure for Re^ = 180. As expected, the population distributions are very 

similar. 

The Velocity Model results for the ODT steady-state glass particle population are 

shown in Figure 8.26. Also included are the Eddy Model steady-state results for Re-t = 

640. One may compare this figure to Figure 7.23 which has the Eddy Model steady-state 

glass population cure for Re^ = 180. As expected, the population distributions are very 

similar. 

The results for the ODT steady-state lycopodium particle population are shown in 

Figure 8.27. Also included are the Eddy Model steady-state results for Rct = 640. One 

may compare this figure to Figure 7.24 which has the Eddy Model steady-state 

lycopodium population cure for RCT; = 180. As expected, the population distributions are 

very similar. 

7.5 Inertial deposition, with non-linear correction, at a Reynolds number of 180 

The author wished to compare the inertial deposition results of Velocity Model to 

Eddy Model. The drag law for both these numerical experiments were Stokes law with 

the non-linear correction factor (Equation 3-7). That is no gravitational force, no 

Cunningham slip factor, and no Brownian motion force. The Eddy Model data has 



already been shown in Figure 6.40 using the discrete form of the triplet map and non

linear drag law, and the deposition velocities can be found in Table 7.1. The 

corresponding Velocity Model deposition velocities with the same drag law and discrete 

form of the triplet map can be found in Table 7.2. 

The results for the inertial deposition using Eddy Model and Velocity Model at a 

friction Reynolds number of 180 are shown in Figure 7.25. The measurements from the 

experiments of Liu and Agarwal, 1974, are included for comparison. There is some 

concern by the author that the values for tau"^ less then 50 may not be porperly grid 

resolved. However, since the response of Velocity Model is flat rather than decreasing 

there was no obvious reason to continue grid resolution simulations. 

As discussed in Chapter 1, there is a point during increasing Stokes number at which 

the ODT deposition velocity should start falling as fimction of Stokes number raised to 

the negative two-thirds power. Unlike Eddy Model, the Velocity Model results are not 

showing this asymptote even up to a Stokes number of 750. 

Chapter 1 also indicates that there is a point of vanishing Stokes number above which 

the deposition velocity should increase at a rate proportional to Stokes number to the 

second power. Velocity Model does not show this trend. The measurements of Liu and 

Agarwal show the Stokes number to the second power trend, from the measurement's 

start for Stokes number ranging from 0.7 to about 10. Velocity Model has certainly 

missed this phenomenon. 

The ODT Velocity Model deposition velocity results are rather constant over the 

whole range of Stokes numbers. Only the Stokes number of 0.111 shows a significant 
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drop in the deposition velocity. Analysis of Chen and McLaughlin, 1995, suggest that 

this should be in the Brownian motion controlled regime and as such the deposition 

velocity is about 3 orders of magnitude too high. The Eddy Model results are consistent 

with Chen and McLaughlin at Stokes number of 0.1. 

The Velocity Model inertial deposition results were considered erroneous. 

Investigation into why has provided two (related) reasons this is happening. 

To understand the first reason it is important to recall that Velocity Model uses the 

velocity supplied by ODT proper to drive the particle drag law. (As opposed to Eddy 

Model which in order to preserve the tracer particle limit uses the gas v velocity set to 

zero, because motion and velocity in ODT proper are distinct. See Chapter 3 for the 

details.) In ODT v goes to zero at the wall, but near the wall it is linear in y rather than 

dependent on a higher power of y as required by continuity in real turbulence, this causes 

Velocity Model to have an artificially high deposition velocity for small Stokes number. 

Eddy Model is imaffected by this gas v velocity near the wall. 

The second reason that Velocity Model is producing artificially high is the fact that 

the particle diameters are important for deposition. The magnitude of the gas v velocity 

in ODT tends to zero as one approaches the wall, therefore a wall directed v velocity 

becomes less important the closer a particle comes to a wall. Now the particles are 

considered deposited on the wall when they come to within one radius of the wall. 

Smaller diameter particles can get closer to the wall and hence a wall directed v velocity 

is smaller in magnitude, but because the density is fixed, the inertia of the smaller 

particles are also smaller and it takes less to drive them into the wall. 
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A different reason accounts for the larger particles having increased deposition. The 

larger diameter particles will hit the wall with centers further away, where the magnitude 

of a gas V velocity directed toward the wall tends to be larger in magnitude, so there is 

more of a drive toward the wall. These two competing phenomena tend to give a 

deposition velocity which does not change much over most of the Stokes number range. 

A possible fix would be to decrease the diameter of a particle and increase the density 

so the time aerodynamic time constant is fixed. That way particles would not deposit on 

the wall until the particle gets closer to the wall, where the wall directed v velocity is 

lower in magnitude and has less effect on that particle. 

Figure 6.26 compares a Velocity Model result with the density and diameter as 

previously used (a density 713 times greater than air) and an equivalent particle with one 

tenth the diameter and a higher density. The Eddy Model results are shown for 

comparison. Decreasing the diameter by a factor of ten causes the deposition velocity of 

Velocity Model to fall in line with the deposition velocity of Eddy Model for the example 

shown. 

Though this seems to provide a solution for this particular diameter density 

combination, one only knows that this is the correct solution because one has the Eddy 

Model results to compare to. Hence as the Stokes number is dropped one would have to 

pick by trial and error what the correct diameter is to get the deposition velocity needed 

for that Stokes number. There would always be a Stokes number which is lower than the 

one chosen where Velocity Model will fail. 
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Table 7.1 Eddy Model deposition velocity with non-linear drag, discrete triplet maps. 

Stokes number Deposition velocity, 

Tau"^ (x 10'') 

1 ^ 0.117 

2 1.93 

3 8.66 

4 26.7 

5 54.5 

6 89.0 

10 244 

20 493 

50 610 

100 488 

200 351 

750 92.5 

1500 78.0 

3000 28.4 

7.6 Inertial deposition due to Stokes drag at friction Reynolds number of 180 to 1200 

The author wished to compare the high Stokes number inertial deposition results of 

Velocity Model to the measurements of Farmer (1969) and of Liu and Agarwal (1974). 

As discussed previously the measurements are subject to diverse phenomena, hence the 
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author chose conditions which would be comparable directly with the Eddy Model 

inertial deposition work also. The drag law was Stokes law only, that is no gravitational 

force, no Cunningham slip factor, no non-linear correction factor, and no Brownian 

motion force. 

Table 7.2 Velocity Model Vd^ with non-linear drag, discrete triplet maps. 

Stokes munber Deposition velocity, Vd^ 

Tau"" (x 10^) 

0.111 145 

0.167 60.0 

0.223 62.0 

0.334 63.5 

0.557 65.0 

I.67 59.5 

5.57 69.0 

II.1 58.0 

41.8 58.0 

750. 61.5 

The results comparing the high Stokes number inertial deposition using Velocity 

Model at a friction Reynolds number of 180, 640, and 1200 to the measurements of 

Farmer, 1969, and Liu and Agarwal, 1974, are shown in Figure 7.27. The Velocity 
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Model results for Rcx =180 using the non-linear drag are not shown since the rest of the 

ODT results are for Stokes law only. The Velocity Model results show a (flat) trend 

consistent with Liu and Agarwal above x"*" = 20. Velocity Model results also show a 

down turn in the deposition velocity in the same Stokes number range as the 

measurements of Fanner. Two lines with slope of - 2/3 have been added to Figure 7.27 

to assist in the comparison. The trends in the Velocity Model predictions above = 20 

capture the trends in the measurements, however, the Velocity Model results are 

consistently below the measurements. Reasons which may account for this have been 

discussed in detail in Chapter 6 and will not be repeated here. As was noted in Section 

7.5, the Velocity Model does not capture the downturn in the deposition velocity which 

the data shows below = 20. 

The results show a deviation of Re^ =180 from the results of Ren = 640 and 1200 

which may be due to the Re failing to collapse. The deviation may also be due to too 

large a grid size. The deviation of Re-c = 1200 for Stokes number = 50 from the results of 

RCT = 640 may be due to an unresolved grid or too large of a particle diameter. How 

diameter can effect deposition is shown in Figure 7.26. 

For high Stokes numbers, grid independent results are obtained easier if one chooses a 

fixed (small) diameter and changes the density to adjust the aerodynamic time constant. 

7.7 Conclusions based on the results for Velocity Model 

1) For the simulations of very heavy particles such as copper at Re-j = 180, the ODT 



simulations are reasonable representations of steady-state statistics for U, U', V, and W 

when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS. 

2) For the simulations of 50 micron glass beads, a medium inertia particle, at a Re^ = 

180, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady-state statistics for U, 

U', V, and W when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS. 

3) For the simulations of 28 micron lycopodium spores, a low inertia particle, at a Re^ 

= 180, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady-state statistics for 

U, U', V, and W when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS. Though the 

values of the ODT simulations usually under-predict the DNS values, the shapes are 

similar. 

4) For the simulations of 70 micron copper shot at a Re^ = 640, high inertia particles, 

the ODT simulations results match about as well as the LES does to measurements for 

ODT steady-state statistics for U, U', and V. Neither the ODT nor the LES matches U 

or U' well. There are no W measurements, but the ODT reasonably represents the LES 

forW. 

5) For the simulations of 50 micron glass beads, a medium inertia particle, at Ret = 

640, the ODT simulations results match about as well as the LES does to measurements 

for ODT steady-state statistics for U, U', and V. Neither matches the measurement 

closest to the wall for U'. There are no W measurements, but the ODT reasonably 

represents the LES for W. 

6) For the simulations of 28 micron lycopodium spores, a low inertia particle, at a Re^c 

= 640, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady-state statistics for 
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U, U', and V when compared to how the LES compares to the measurements. Though 

the values of the ODT simulations usually under-predict the measurements for V, the 

shapes are similar. There are no W measurements, but the ODT reasonably represents 

the LES forW. 

7) When comparing the steady-state ODT populations at a Re,; = 180, to the unsteady 

state spatially averaged DNS populations one notices two things. First, the ODT 

populations are consistently lower in the near wall region, with the ODT population 

approaching that of the DNS as the particle inertia gets smaller. Second, the shape of the 

ODT population curve more closely approaches the DNS curve as the Stokes number 

gets smaller. 

8) ODT is internally consistent in predicting steady-state populations. ODT predicts 

similar curves at both Re^ = 640 and Rex = 180. 

9) ODT Velocity Model inertial deposition results are insensitive to the change in 

Stokes numbers over the range of 0.1 to 750. 

10) Velocity Model can be made to demonstrate the drop off in deposition velocity by 

decreasing the diameter of the particles in the range of Stokes numbers less then 20. 

11) ODT Velocity Model matches the trends in the measurements for Stokes number 

greater than 20. 

12) ODT Velocity Model demonstrates that the inertial deposition collapses to the 

same curve for Re,: = 640 and 1200. 

A discussion of the comparison of Eddy Model to Velocity Model is presented in 

Chapter 8. 
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Figure 7.1: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity 
for Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Re-r = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) 
and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid mean streamwise 
velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.2: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity 
for Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Re,^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) 
and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms streamwise 
velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.3: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity 
for Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Ret = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) 
and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms wall normal 
velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.4; Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) and 
the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms spanwise velocities 
are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.5: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity 
for glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re,; = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton 
(2001). The ODT and DNS fluid mean streamwise velocities are included for 
comparison. 
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Figure 7.6; Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity 
for glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton 
(2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms 
streamwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.7: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity 
for glass beads for Beta=0.3, Rex = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton 
(2001), and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms wall 
normal velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.8: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton (2001) 
and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms spanwise 
velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.9: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity 
for lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, ReT = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001). The ODT and DNS fluid mean streamwise velocities are included for 
comparison. 
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Figure 7.10: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity 
for lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Rei; = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms 
streamwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.11; Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity 
for lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Rex = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms 
wall normal velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.12: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms spanwise velocity for 
lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Rei; = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and Eaton 
(2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). The ODT and DNS fluid rms 
spanwise velocities are included for comparison. 
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Figure 7.13: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity 
for Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Ret = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, Fessler 
and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.14: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity 
for Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Ret = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, Fessier 
and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.15; Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity 
for Cu shot for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, Fessler 
and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.16: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity 
for glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, 
Fessler and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.17: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity 
for glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.18: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity 
for glass beads for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.19: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized mean streamwise velocity 
for lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements of Kuliclc, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.20: Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms streamwise velocity 
for lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Ret = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.21; Model V wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized rms wall-normal velocity 
for lycopodium spores for Beta=0.3, Ret = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 7.22; Model V and Model E steady state average Cu populations compared to a 
non-steady-state DNS population. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized 
by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. Population of Cu is shown for Beta = 0.30, Re^ 
= 180. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson 
(1997). 
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Figure 7.23: Model V and Model E steady state average glass populations compared to a 
non-steady-state DNS population. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized 
by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. Population of Cu is shown for Beta = 0.30, Re,; 
= 180. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson 
(1997). 
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Figure 7.24: Model V and Model E steady state average lycopodium populations 
compared to a non-steady-state DNS population. The number of ODT particles in a cell 
is normalized by the normalized width (dy) of the cell. Population of Cu is shown for 
Beta = 0.30, Ret = 180. The DNS population is scaled to fit. DNS of Rouson, Eaton, and 
Abrahamson (1997). 
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Figure 7.25: Model V vs. Model E inertial deposition due to non-linear drag at Rex = 
180. Deposition is shown across four orders of magnitude in Stokes number. Model E 
uses Beta = 0.30. Both Model E and V use the discrete form of the triplet map. The 
measurements * and from Liu and Agarwal (1974) are shown for comparison. 
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Figure 7.26: Affect of diameter change on Model V results due to Stokes drag at Re^ = 
200. Model E results due to Stokes drag at Re^ = 180 for Beta = 0.30 are shown for 
comparison. Both Model E and V use the continuous form of the triplet map. 
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Figure 7.27: Model V inertial deposition due to linear drag at Re^ = 180, 640, and 1200. 
Deposition is shown across five orders of magnitude in Stokes number. The 
measurements * and are from Liu and Agarwal (1974). The measurements ** are from 
Farmer (1969). 
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CHAPTER 8 

RESULTS IV: COMPARISON OF EDDY MODEL AND VELOCITY MODEL 

8.1 Introduction 

Valuable insight into Eddy Model and Velocity Model can be achieved by comparing 

and contrasting the two models with each other. 

Eddy Model, has a free parameter, that affects interaction time, which needed to be 

assigned a value, however, since Velocity Model simply follows the fluid according to 

the drag law in real particle time, it has no free parameter. 

The emphasis is on comparing Eddy Model and V, however, other data which the 

author deems as pertinent, e. g. measurements, DNS or LBS, are included to aid in the 

comparison of Eddy Model and V. 

No sub-micron deposition runs were attempted for Velocity Model because Velocity 

Model fails to capture the tracer particle limit and as demonstrated, the sub-micron 

deposition is entirely within the tracer particle limit. Since there is no Velocity Model 

data to compare to the Eddy Model, there can be no comparison between the two except 

to say that Eddy Model captures the Brownian motion regime and Velocity Model cannot 

capture this. 

Section 8.2 is concerned with how the mean and rms velocities at Re^ =180 predicted 

by Eddy Model compare to Velocity Model. 

Section 8.3 is concerned with how the mean and rms velocities at Re-c = 640 predicted 

by Eddy Model compare to Velocity Model. 
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Section 8.4 is concerned with how the population curves at RBT;  = 1 8 0  a n d  6 4 0  

predicted by Eddy Model compare to Velocity Model. 

Section 8.5 is concerned with how the inertial deposition curves at Rex = 180, 640, and 

1200 predicted by Eddy Model compare to Velocity Model. 

Section 8.6 is concerned with why Eddy Model and Velocity Model differ. A detailed 

discussion on how the instantaneous eddy events in ODT cause different effects in the 

two models is presented. A discussion of the inertial deposition range for the two models 

is included to back up author's interpretation of their respective performance. Finally 

based on the discussion in this section a solution to fix Eddy Model is proposed which 

should allow Eddy Model to capture all significant behavior from very small particles to 

very large particles. 

Section 8.6 rounds off the discussion of Velocity Model by summarizing the 

conclusions put forth in this chapter. 

8.2 Eddy Model vs. V mean and rms velocities at Re-c = 180 

The DNS of Rouson and Eaton, 2001, and the LES of Wang and Squires are included 

for comparison purposes only. The topic of this section is when is one Model (E or V) 

obviously better then the other model. 

8.2.1 Mean and nns velocities for copper 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of copper compared to Eddy 
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Model are shown in Figure 8.1. The Velocity Model results are the best fit. The major 

difference is in the near wall region. 

The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of copper particles compared 

to the Eddy Model results are shown in Figure 8.2. The Velocity Model results are the 

best fit. Eddy Model under-predicts the U' over the entire range, Velocity Model 

compares well to DNS and LES. 

The Velocity Model results for rms wall-normal velocity of copper compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.3. The Velocity Model results are consistently higher then 

the Eddy Model results. 

The Velocity Model results for rms spanwise velocity of copper compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.4. The Eddy Model results have a flatter response over the 

whole range as compared to the Velocity Model results. 

8.2.2 Mean and rms velocities for glass 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of glass compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.5. The Velocity Model results are the best fit. The major 

difference is in the near wall region. 

The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to 

the Eddy Model results are shown in Figure 8.6. The Velocity Model results have more 

of a curvature to them then the Eddy Model results. The Velocity Model shape looks 

more like the DNS and LES then the Eddy Model curve. 
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The Velocity Model results for rms wall-normal velocity of glass compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.7. The Velocity Model results are similar to the Eddy 

Model results, but the peak is shifted closer to the wall. 

The Velocity Model results for rms spanwise velocity of glass compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.8. The Eddy Model results have a flatter response over the 

whole range and under-predict the values as compared to the Velocity Model results. 

8.2.3 Mean and rms velocities for lycopodium 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium compared to 

Eddy Model are shown in Figure 8.9. The Velocity Model results are a slightly better fit 

to the DNS. Both are a good fit. 

The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles 

compared to the Eddy Model results are shown in Figure 8.10. The Velocity Model 

results are similar to the Eddy Model results, but tend to be lower in value. 

The Velocity Model results for rms wall-normal velocity of lycopodium compared to 

Eddy Model are shown in Figure 8.11. The Velocity Model results are consistently 

higher then the Eddy Model results and a better fit to the DNS. 

The Velocity Model results for rms spanwise velocity of lycopodium compared to 

Eddy Model are shown in Figure 8.12. The Velocity Model results tend to be lower then 

the Eddy Model results. Velocity Model is not quite as good a fit to the DNS as Eddy 

Model is. 
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8.3 Eddy Model vs. V mean and rms velocities at Re,: = 640 

8.3.1 Mean and rms velocities for copper 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of copper compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.13. The Velocity Model results are the best fit to the 

measurements. The major difference is in the near wall region. 

The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of copper particles compared 

to the Eddy Model results are shown in Figure 8.14. The Velocity Model results are the 

best fit to the measurements. Eddy Model under-predicts U' over the entire range. 

The Velocity Model results for rms wall-normal velocity of copper compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.15. The Velocity Model results are consistently higher then 

the Eddy Model results and as such fit the LES and measurements better than Eddy 

Model. 

The Velocity Model results for rms spanwise velocity of copper compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.16. The Eddy Model results have a flatter response over the 

whole range as compared to the Velocity Model results. Neither one is really better then 

the other as compared to the LES. 

8.3.2 Mean and rms velocities for glass 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of glass compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.17. The Eddy Model results are the best fit to the 

measurements. The major difference is in the near wall region. 
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The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of glass particles compared to 

the Eddy Model results are shown in Figure 8.18. The Eddy Model results are a slightly 

better fit to the measurements in the core region. Both are a reasonable fit. 

The Velocity Model results for rms wall-normal velocity of glass compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.19. The Velocity Model results are similar to the Eddy 

Model results, but the Eddy Model results are a better fit to the measurements. 

The Velocity Model results for rms spanwise velocity of glass compared to Eddy 

Model are shown in Figure 8.20. The Eddy Model results have a flatter response over the 

whole range. Neither Eddy Model nor V show any advantage to fitting the LES over the 

whole range. 

8.3.3 Mean and rms velocities for lycopodium 

The Velocity Model results for mean streamwise velocity of lycopodium compared to 

Eddy Model are shown in Figure 8.21. Both the Velocity Model and E results fit the 

measurements well. 

The Velocity Model results for rms streamwise velocity of lycopodium particles 

compared to the Eddy Model results are shown in Figure 8.22. The Velocity Model 

results are similar to the Eddy Model results. Both fit the measurements reasonably well. 

The Velocity Model results for rms wall-normal velocity of lycopodium compared to 

Eddy Model are shown in Figure 8.23. The Velocity Model results are consistently 

slightly higher then the Eddy Model results and a better fit to the measurements. 
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The Velocity Model results for rms spanwise velocity of lycopodium compared to 

Eddy Model are shown in Figure 8.24. The Velocity Model and Eddy Model are about 

the same values. 

8.4 Population curves at Re^ =180 and 640 for Eddy Velocity Models 

As mentioned in the introduction to Section 6.3, 6.4, 7.2, and 7.3 there is no steady-

state population data available in the literature to compare the ODT predictions with. 

There is a transient spatially averaged population from the DNS of Rouson, Eaton, and 

Abrahamson for Re^ =180 which is included for comparison to the Velocity Model and E 

steady-state RBT = 180 data. As discussed in Section 6.3, the DNS is scaled for 

comparison to the ODT data. 

8.4.1 Population curves at Re,; = 180 

The Velocity Model vs. Eddy Model results for the ODT steady-state copper particle 

population are shown in Figure 7.22. Also included are the non-steady-state DNS 

population curve. The Velocity Model curve is much more similar to the DNS curve than 

the Eddy Model results are. 

The Velocity Model vs. Eddy Model results for the ODT steady-state glass particle 

population are shown in Figure 7.23. Also included are the non-steady-state DNS 

population ciirve. The Velocity Model curve is more similar to the DNS curve than the 

Eddy Model results are. 
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The Velocity Model vs. Eddy Model results for the ODT steady-state lycopodium 

particle population are shown in Figure 7.24. Also included are the non-steady-state 

DNS population curve. Both the Velocity Model and Eddy Model curves do a reasonable 

job matching the DNS over the entire range, with the Velocity Model being a slightly 

better fit. 

8.4.2 Population curves at Re^ = 640 

The Velocity Model vs. Eddy Model results for the ODT steady-state copper particle 

population are shovra in Figure 8.25. The two curves are dissimilar in the same way the 

RCt =180 curves were. 

The Velocity Model vs. Eddy Model results for the ODT steady-state glass particle 

population are shown in Figure 8.26. The two curves are dissimilar in the same way the 

Re^ = 180 curves were. 

The Velocity Model vs. Eddy Model results for the ODT steady-state lycopodium 

particle population are shown in Figure 8.27. The two curves are similar in the same way 

the RCT = 180 curves were. 

8.5 Eddy Model vs. Velocity Model for inertial deposition at Rex = 180, 640, and 1200 

Figure 8.28 shows the Eddy Model and Velocity Model results for Rex = 180, 640, and 

1200. Results for Velocity Model below 50 are omitted here, but can be seen in Figure 

7.27. The Velocity Model results for Re^ = 180 at Stokes numbers of 50 and 200 are 

omitted as the author believes those points are not properly grid resolved. These points 
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can also be seen in Figure 121. The measurements of Liu and Agarwal, 1974, and 

Farmer, 1969, are shovm for comparison. Lines with a slope of - 2/3 are included for 

ease of comparing the differing data sets. 

As demonstrated in Chapter 1, Velocity Model does not show the drop off in 

deposition velocity which is shown in both Eddy Model and the measurements of Liu and 

Agarwal. The reason for this is understood discussed in Section 7.5. Velocity Model 

fails to work in this range, but Eddy Model works well in this range. 

Velocity Model captures the trends in the measurements of Liu and Agarwal and 

Farmer for Stokes numbers greater than 20. That is they have a rather flat response up 

imtil a tau"^ of about 6000 where they start to drop off at the asymptotic limit of Stokes 

number raised to the power of - 2/3. Eddy Model shows the asymptotic slope much 

lower in Stokes nimiber, at about 50. Eddy Model produces results that are two orders of 

magnitude lower then the measurements of Farmer. Velocity Model is approximately 70 

% too low. 

The author believes that the compression in Stokes number for Eddy Model (as 

compared to the measurements and Velocity Model) is due to the instantaneous nature 

(type-I interactions) of Eddy Model. If one were to incorporate type-C interactions 

(Section 3.15), Eddy Model might reproduce the results shown in the measurements. A 

detailed discussion on why the author believes this follows in Section 8.6 

One could use Velocity Model to predict inertial deposition for Stokes numbers of 50 

or greater and Eddy Model for Stokes numbers of 50 or less. Satisfactory results could 
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be achieved for transition Stokes number of 100 or even 150 but above that, Velocity 

Model should be used. 

8.5.1 Discussion on why Eddy Model and Velocity Model differ 

To understand why Eddy Model predictions are in line with the measurements, DNS, 

and LES at low Stokes number but miss some of the statistics such as population and a 

seeming early onset of the asymptotic -2/3 slope in inertial deposition at high Stokes 

numbers in contrast to Velocity Model predictions which are in line with DNS and 

measiirement trends at high Stokes numbers but fail to capture the downturn in deposition 

velocity below a Stokes number of 20 or so, a brief review of the different models is in 

order. After this the author will propose two main causes for the differences with some 

anecdotal evidence to give support but not proof of the cause of the differences. It should 

however be mentioned that the particle population does flatten out as the particle density 

goes toward infinity. This verifies that the infinite particle limit does perform properly. 

The author sees this as confirmation that very very heavy (approaching infinite inertia) 

particles behave properly, not that the manner to which Eddy Model gets to that limit is 

behaving properly. 

Velocity Model particles follow the ODT proper gas velocity, v, which means the 

eddy events (which are instantaneous in ODT) affect the particle independent of the y 

velocity of the particle. This effect is by design supposed to mimic the actual fluid 

velocity fluctuations on average, as has been demonstrated by comparison to DNS by 

Schmidt, et al. Since fluid motion (displacement by eddy events) and velocity are distinct 
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in ODT, Velocity Model particles do not follow the tracer particle limit. It is the fact that 

Velocity Model does not follow the tracer particle limit and that the velocity drops 

linearly toward the wall, as opposed to a more complex fimction of y that Velocity Model 

fails at low Stokes values. See section 7.5 for a complete discussion on this. Also recall 

that decreasing the diameter of the particle while holding the Stokes number constant can 

cause the onset of failure of Velocity Model to capture the proper shape of the deposition 

velocity curve to decrease in Stokes number. However there will always be a point 

where Velocity Model fails to capture the deposition velocity correctly. 

Eddy Model is designed to keep intact the tracer particle limit utilizing type-I 

interactions between particles and eddies. However, as shown in Figure 3.2, as the 

particle velocity increases the likelihood of a type-I interaction decreases. This is an 

artifact of Eddy Model. 

Wang and Squires, 1995b, show that as the Stokes number increases the>' velocity of 

particles that hit the wall also increase. As such the likelihood of large Stokes numbers 

particles experiencing tj^e-I interactions as they approach the wall decreases. Because 

the high Stokes number particles are less likely to interact with an eddy event using type-

I interactions said particles receive less modulation than they would if Eddy Model did 

not have this artifact. 

To compensate for the interactions only being instantaneous in nature (type-I only) the 

type-I interaction must work harder to disperse the particles in the same way as a DNS 

would do over a fmite time interval. Recall that Beta was set by comparing the ODT 

deposition velocity results over the Stokes number range of 2 - 6 to the DNS of 
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McLaughlin. So the author proposes that the value of Beta had to be lowered (because 

lowering Beta causes a particle trajectory to deviate more from its original path due to a 

particle eddy interaction, Section 3.10 and Chapter 5) to compensate for the particle eddy 

interactions that were missed because Eddy Model has no method for a continuous eddy 

interaction (type-C interaction). 

The low Beta causes an increase in the velocity of the particle as it exits an eddy 

event. This artificially increased velocity causes higher inertia particles to have a higher 

y velocity longer. That is because larger inertia particles by definition take longer to 

relax to the gas velocity than smaller inertial particles. The largest inertia particle used to 

set Beta was = 6 which by the way has a lower Stokes number than the lycopodium 

spores used by Kuhck, Fessler, and Eaton which they took to closely match the gas 

velocity statistics. 

To hope that the value of Beta which was set for the low Stokes numbers of 2 -6 were 

to be universal for all Stokes numbers > 6 would be quite optimistic. However, one 

would expect that the Beta set for these low stokes numbers would probably be good for 

all Stokes numbers below 2 also. It was shown in Section 5.7 that for sub-micron 

deposition the results are independent of Beta. The lower one goes in Stokes number the 

less dependent the particle becomes on Beta until a point where it is independent of Beta. 

Most probably particles with > 6 will be affected by the ODT artifact even more 

than the particles with which were used to set Beta in the begirming. So as the inertia 

increases the Beta value would have to be lowered more to compensate for the additional 

type-I interactions missed with increasing inertia and lowering Beta. 
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This could account for (see for example Figure 5.31, 5.34, 5.35) why lowering Beta to 

0.01 for copper and glass tends to make the population curve flatter, this is closer to what 

the DNS says it should be. However, as mention many times in the past, we do not have 

any steady-state statistics to make an apples to apples comparison. 

As mentioned in the discussion of Figure 5.37 lowering Beta causes an increase in the 

deposition velocity, but lowering Beta does not change the shape of the inertial 

deposition curve. So even though the Eddy Model could be made to replicate closely the 

measurements of Farmer in the range Stokes number from 4,000 to 55,000 by decreasing 

Beta, the Eddy Model results for Stokes number < 4,000 would be exceedingly high. As 

shows that the ODT artifact alone does not cause the difference in the deposition 

velocities between Eddy Model and the measurements or the Velocity Model results. 

To obtain an understanding of the second contributing cause to the differing results at 

high Stokes number a brief review of how ODT proper employs triplet maps and how 

Eddy Model utilizes these events is helpful. 

From Chapter 2 one learns that the y motion (displacement by instantaneous eddy 

events) and velocity are distinct in ODT, and that during these eddy events energy is re

distributed in a method (Equation 2-3) that is the ODT analog of pressure scrambling. As 

such an eddy event moves fluid parcels in the y direction and adjust the gas u, v, and w 

velocities. It is these eddy events coupled with the ODT continuous time viscous 

evolution which constitute the fluid mean and rms statistics. For example one can see the 

gas phase mean U and the U', V, W results in Figures 6.2 to 6.5 where they can be 

compared to the corresponding DNS gas phase statistics at Re-t = 180. 
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As described in detail in Chapter 3, Eddy Model is relaxed to the gas phase u and w 

velocities via the appropriate drag law. This is true during continuous particle time and 

interaction time. As such the particles feel the effects of pressure scrambling through the 

drag law in both the x and z directions. 

The two-phase flow relationship in the y direction is more complicated because of the 

fact that motion and velocity are decoupled in ODT proper. In order to preserve the 

marker particle limit, Eddy Model treats continuous particle time and interaction time 

differently. During continuous particle time the particle velocity, V, in the direction is 

relaxed to zero. During particle-eddy interactions (interaction time) V is relaxed to the 

fluid velocity induced by the triplet map, VR. The details including the initial conditions 

are given in Section 3.7 and following. So the gas velocity VE, which is the driving force 

during interaction time, is dependent on the distance traveled by the fluid parcel which 

contains said particle and the free parameter Beta. 

The Eddy Model y direction particle velocity is not directly coupled to the effects of 

pressure scrambling as it is in the jc or z direction. (Velocity Model is directly coupled to 

the ODT gas phase velocity in all three directions and hence to pressure scrambling.) 

The net effect of pressure scrambling in ODT proper is to take some energy from the 

energy rich direction, usually the x direction for channel flow, and re-distribute it to the 

other two directions. 

Since only one-way coupling was used in this work, the driving force for the particle 

motion comes directly from the ODT fluid. Hints to the behavior of the particles can be 

derived by a comparison of the fluid statistics to DNS. As such a discussion on the 



relative performance of the ODT fluid U' and V' to DNS is in order. However one must 

- keep in mind that this is not a direct comparison with what the particles in Eddy Model 

experiences because of the fact that the particle V velocity is subject to different driving 

forces in the y direction than the fluid v velocity. 

In ODT triplet maps are the main cause of velocity fluctuations. With the 

understanding that these are not direct comparisons but rather indications of how the 

triplet maps may be affecting the particle behavior a discussion on the streamwise rms 

velocity is in order. 

As can be seen in Figure 6.3 the ODT fluid U' statistics follow closely with the DNS 

statistics above of about 90 or 100. ODT follows the DNS reasonably well from the 

wall up until about equal to 8. ODT under-predicts the U' elsewhere with the greatest 

under-prediction occurring at about of 20. 

From Figure 6.14 one can see that for the range of>''^ from about 30 to 100 the steady-

state ODT particle population is above what the DNS spatially averaged transient 

population predicts. The author puts forth the hypothesis that this is not a coincidence. 

With Figure 6.3 firmly in mind, if a particle at say a of 30 were in DNS it would 

statistically be experiencing a gas phase wall-normalized streamwise rms value of about 

2.4, however in ODT it experiences a gas phase wall-normalized streamwise rms value of 

about 1.5. Now the particle responds to the fluid driving force in a manner 

commensurate with its inertia via the drag law. If we agree to accept the DNS results as 

physical reality, we can interpret a particle sitting in turbulent flow at a y'^ of 30 

experiencing a lower than expected driving force from the gas phase in ODT. A lower 
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driving force can also be re-interpreted as a higher inertia particle at the higher driving 

force value (of 2.4). 

So one would expect a particle with Stokes number of say 800 (a 70 micron copper 

particle) sitting at a of 30 experiencing a driving force u' of 1.5 to behave as much 

higher Stokes number particle in DNS which is experiencing a gas phase u' of 2.4. 

In essence in an area where the ODT gas phase simulation imder-predicts reality, the 

particles will 'appear' to have much more inertia. The converse is also true, when ODT 

over-predicts the driving force the ODT particle will appear to have a lower inertia. 

Keep in mind that in Eddy Model particles are relaxing to zero during continuous time 

and only accelerate to higher jv velocities during triplet maps. Hence Eddy Model is more 

sensitive to getting the driving force correct than Velocity Model, especially at higher 

Stokes numbers where the higher inertia particles take longer to respond to changes in the 

driving force. 

With a firm grasp of the concept that a particle with a certain Stokes number can 

behave in an equivalent manner to a particle with a much higher inertia because of a 

mismatch in the driving force, the author will explore the implications for copper 

population. Figure 6.14. 

A particle existing in an ODT simulation in an area where ODT under-predicts the 

driving force will move slower than that same particle in a real flow (or in DNS). If a 

particle were to be moving consistently slower over a certain part of the channel that 

would show up in a steady-state population curve as a higher population than a part of the 

channel were the particles were consistently moving faster. Examination of Figure 6.3 



indicates that the area of the channel between of 10 to 100 is significantly lower than 

the DNS. As such, a particle would behave as a heavier particle and slow down more in 

that area which would cause a rise in the population curve. Note Figure 6.14 shows an 

increase in the copper population from ay^ of about 30 to 100. This is consistent with 

expectations. 

In the area above 100, the ODT matches very well with the DNS and even slightly 

over-predicts u'. A particle which is experiencing the correct driving force should travel 

faster than the same particle experiencing a diminished driving force and that would 

cause the particle to travel faster and the steady-state population curve to show a relative 

dip. Figure 6.14 shows this dip in that area. 

In the area below a of 10 the ODT u' is quickly approaching the DNS. One would 

expect from this match-up between ODT and DNS that the particle velocity should 

increase and the population show a dip. Figure 6.14 shows that this does happen. 

It is true u' statistics are only an indication of what the driving force is, not a direct 

measure of it. But what about v', is that not a better indication? Well it would be a better 

indicator except in Eddy Model only the triplet maps matter. There are no pressure 

scrambling effects are included in Eddy Model which have first order effects in ODT 

proper determination of the gas v'. 

Figure 6.4 shows that for v', ODT is consistently below the DNS above a of 20. 

This would indicate that the particles would have a higher population in this range. This 

can be seen to be true for a large portion of this range. 
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Of more importance is that for < 20 there is a much higher v' value until just near 

the wall as can be seen in Figure 6.4. This would mean the particle would behave as 

though it had a much lower inertia and travel even faster. This would lead to an even 

lower region in the steady-state population, which is the case in Figure 6.14. 

The unusual shape of the ODT steady-state population distribution as compared to the 

transient spatially averaged DNS population may be understood using the above analysis. 

Examination of the glass population, Figure 6.33, also shows these same trends which 

can be explained the same way. 

The lycopodium ODT population also shows similar trends, but the low Stokes 

number means it does get caught in the near wall region (because it is affected quickly by 

drag, as expected and shown in DNS) which in turn causes a build up of particles at the 

wall where the number of triplet maps (hence the driving force for the particle V 

velocity) is low. 

Kerstien and co-workers went to great pains to adjust the free parameters in the ODT 

model to fit DNS statistics, with emphasis on the near wall region, as best they could. It 

only makes sense that in Velocity Model where the particles relax toward those best fit 

velocities should have an advantage over Eddy Model where the particles relax to zero 

during continuous particle time and toward VE during interaction time. This is borne out 

in the better fit to the DNS population for copper, glass, and lycopodium. 

The phenomenon just described which in essence makes a particle behave as though it 

is a much heavier particle may also be used to understand the difference between the 

Eddy Model results and the Velocity Model results. 
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If particles in Eddy Model are more prone to behave as though they are heavier 

particles than they actually are then one would expect the transition to the asymptotic -

2/3 slope to occur at a lower Stokes number in Eddy Model than in either Velocity Model 

or the real world. This would cause a compression of the Stokes number axis above a 

certain point. This is indeed the case as can be seen in Figure 8.28. Velocity Model 

shows the transition to the - 2/3 asymptote some where in the neighborhood of 3000 

while Eddy Model show the transition in the neighborhood of 100. 

As Kerstein and co-workers continue to make improvements to ODT, as they have 

done many times in the past, and they succeed to better match the ODT statistics to the 

DNS statistics across the whole channel, then the two-phase flow model will also 

improve in its performance. 

As was mentioned before, larger particles tend to have higher V velocities. This is 

true for small Stokes number particles and continue to be true until the particles peak out 

in deposition velocity (close to of 50). The particle V velocities would stay in the 

same range after the peak up until the - 2/3 asymptote sets in. After the particles reach 

the asymptotic - 2/3 slope they tend to have lower velocities with increasing Stokes 

number. The higher velocities will tend to miss type-I interactions, as such be more 

susceptible to the ODT artifact. 

These two ODT artifacts can also explain why the Eddy Model heavy particle U' is 

lower than expected (lower than the DNS, LES, measurements, Velocity Model, see 

Figure 8.2 and 8.14). U rms is a measure of how much the particle U velocity fluctuates 

aroimd the mean. If a heavy particle is travelling toward a wall (from the interior where 
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it 'thought' was more massive than it was, therefore had too low of a U' already) with a 

high V, then the particle is less likely to experience an eddy event, as such the deviations 

from the mean would not be as far firom the mean as one would expect if the artifact of 

Eddy Model were not there. That is if the eddy events were not instantaneous the fast 

moving particles would be more likely to interact with them. This explains why the Eddy 

Model heavy particle U' is lower than expected. Similar analysis of the two Eddy Model 

artifacts also explains why the heavy particle V for Velocity Model is higher than Eddy 

Model. 

What can be said for W? As can be seen in Figure 8.4 the copper particle W for 

Velocity Model is higher near the wall where the above explanation is more likely to be 

accurate. However, near the core the Velocity Model W is lower than the Eddy Model 

W. The author assumes that the increase in type-I interaction causes the above simple 

analysis to fail there. 

On a side note this has practical applications to the best method to simulate runs using 

either of the two ODT models. While doing inertial deposition simulations the author at 

first used the method of keeping the density constant and changing the diameter to adjust 

the Stokes number because several examples in the published literature used that method 

and it was the intention to compare to those examples. Using that method, this work 

greatly exceeded the Stokes number (and hence the diameter) which those authors used. 

In light of the above discussion, on Eddy Model, that particles in the interior of the 

channel may be behaving in a manner more like much heavier particles and as they 

approach the wall they start behaving closer to what is expected, it is unwise to keep 
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increasing the diameter indiscriminately. It may be a wiser choice to choose a small 

diameter and adjust the density to fix the Stokes number when possible. 

In other words if you let the particles get too big, if they have spent enough time in the 

core area that they behave as though they are heavier particles then as they approach the 

wall where ODT and DNS are more closely matched there is less time for them to relax 

to their correct state before they hit the wall. For example the largest Re^ =180 particle 

size used in Eddy Model is for the = 3000 case. Here the diameter is 2.4 % of the 

channel width, and the particle radius (in wall units) is = 4.35. The viscous sublayer is 

defined as the distance below = 5. A particle with this diameter traveling toward the 

wall will have a short period of time to feel the affects of the viscous sublayer. 

Examination of Figure 6.38 shows that the Vd^ of the = 3,000 particles with a diameter 

equal to 2.4 % of the channel width are shown to collapse to the value of the other data. 

This demonstrates that the particles though large are not too large to have an effect on 

this simulation. All data in Figure 6.38 is considered converged and dependent only on 

the Stokes number, not on the diameter chosen. Note that simulations were also run 

using Eddy Model for up to = 55,000. By the previous method of holding the density 

fixed to that of styrene (713 times the density of the air) the radius in wall units would be 

a = 18.6. This would have not only totally missed the viscous sublayer, but encroached 

well into the Buffer zone (defined as 5 <3^^ < 50). That figures to be just over 30 % of 

the Buffer zone. 

Since this is one-way coupling for particles, they derive all of their motion from the 

fluid motion. Since Kerstein and co-workers put a major effort into getting the near wall 
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statistics of ODT in line with DNS, the author believes that the 'best' results are obtained 

if the particles are allowed to experience that region near the wall for a reasonable time. 

Simulating particles with an = 18.6 does not seem to the author as the best simulation 

possible. 

Now the author is advocating using a smaller diameter in simulations when possible 

using both Eddy Model and V. It is also the author's opinion that it is good advice in 

general in any turbulence simulation to use small diameters because, in order to simplify 

the modified BBO equation (Equation 1-12) the particle radius should be smaller than the 

smallest turbulence lengthscale. If the object of the simulation is to look at large 

diameter particles, than it is best to use those large diameters. 

8.5.2 Proposed solution for the Eddy Model type-I artifact 

A solution for the Eddy Model artifact was outlined in detail in Section 3.15 as Eddy 

Model extension, type-C interactions. Implementation of type-C interactions should 

provide the Eddy Model with the best of both worlds. That is removing the type-I only 

artifact (of particles with high V velocities acting like particles with higher inertia) should 

provide population data and U' and V data similar to Velocity Model, yet it should be 

able to continue to capture the low Stokes number inertial deposition range along with the 

Brownian motion regime that it does now. It may (a guess) also prove to expand the 

inertial deposition range for heavy particles and may cause the asymptotic - 2/3 slope to 

be better aligned with the Farmer data. 
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The details in Section 3.15 are complete enough to implement as is. There is no need 

for further development of the tj^e-C extension to Eddy Model. It is unknown if the free 

parameter Beta would need to be reset but the author believes that Beta will go up in 

value. 

Further work must be done to either affirm or prove the above proposal that the high 

Stokes number differences in Eddy Model and V are due to the two ODT artifacts. 

8.6 Conclusions based on the comparison of Eddy Model and Velocity Model 

1) For the mean and rms statistics for copper Velocity Model is a better fit overall as 

compared to measurements, DNS, and LES (where available) at both Re^ =180 and 644. 

2) For the mean and rms statistics for glass, Velocity Model is a better fit overall at 

both Re^ =180 and 644. 

3) For the mean and rms statistics For lycopodium, both Eddy Model and V fit well at 

ReT= 180 and 644. 

4) The copper population for Velocity Model is a better match to DNS at Ret =180 

than Eddy Model. At Re^ = 644 Velocity Model gives results more in line with what is 

expected. 

5) The glass population for Velocity Model is a better match to DNS at Re^ =180 

than Eddy Model. At Re^ = 644 Velocity Model gives results more in line with what is 

expected. 

6) The lycopodium population for both Velocity Model and E fit reasonably well with 

the DNS at Re-t =180 with Velocity Model being a slightly better fit. 
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7) Velocity Model fails to capture the down turn in deposition below tau+ = 20, Eddy 

Model captures this nicely. 

8) Velocity Model captures the down turn at Stokes number > 3000 in agreement 

with measurements, Eddy Model show this downturn at tau+ = 50. 

Velocity Model fails at low Stokes number because the near wall velocity profile falls 

linearly to zero. 

Eddy Model captures the low Stokes number because great pains were made to keep 

intact the vanishing inertia limit. 

Velocity Model captures the large tau+ behavior because ODT proper was designed to 

capture channel flow velocity statistics especially near the wall. 

It is proposed that Eddy Model compresses the Stokes number scale above 50 and 

shows the asymptotic - 2/3 limit earlier than the measurements because of the ODT 

artifacts. 

A proposed fix of this would be to add type-C interactions to Eddy Model. 
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Figure 8.1: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
mean streamwise velocity for Cu shot for Ret = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson 
and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.2: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms streamwise velocity for Cu shot for Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.3; Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms wall-normal velocity for Cu shot for Ret = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.4: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms spanwise velocity for Cu shot for Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.5: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
mean streamwise velocity for glass for Re-c - 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.6; Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms streamwise velocity for glass for Rex = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.7: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms wall-normal velocity for glass for Rei: = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.8: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms spanwise velocity for glass for Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson and 
Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.9: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
mean streamwise velocity for lycopodium for Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of 
Rouson and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.10: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms streamwise velocity for lycopodium for Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson 
and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.11; Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms wall-normal velocity for lycopodium for Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson 
and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.12: Model V vs. Model E (Beta=0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms spanwise velocity for lycopodium for Re^ = 180, compared to the DNS of Rouson 
and Eaton (2001) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.13: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
mean streamwise velocity for Cu for Rex = 640, compared to the measurements of 
Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.14: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms streamwise velocity for Cu for Rex = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.15: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms wall-normal velocity for Cu for Ret = 640, compared to the measurements of Kulick, 
Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.16: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms spanwise velocity for Cu for Rct; = 640, compared to the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 8.17; Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
mean streamwise velocity for glass for Rex = 640, compared to the measurements of 
Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.18: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms streamwise velocity for glass for Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements of 
Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.19: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms wall-normal velocity for glass for ReT = 640, compared to the measurements of 
Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.20: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms spanwise velocity for glass for Re^ = 640, compared to the LES of Wang and Squires 
(1996a). 
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Figure 8.21: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
mean streamwise velocity for lycopodium for Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements 
of Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.22: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms streamwise velocity for lycopodium for Rex = 640, compared to the measurements of 
Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.23: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms wall-normal velocity for lycopodium for Re^ = 640, compared to the measurements 
of Kulick, Fessler, and Eaton (1993) and the LES of Wang and Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.24: Model V vs. Model E (Beta = 0.3) wall-normal profiles of wall-normalized 
rms spanwise velocity for lycopocium for Re,; = 640, compared to the LES of Wang and 
Squires (1996a). 
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Figure 8.25: Model V and Model E (Beta = 0.30) steady-state average Cu populations 
for Re^ = 640. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized 
width (dy) of the cell. 
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Figure 8.26: Model V and Model E (Beta = 0.30) steady-state average glass populations 
for Ret = 640. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the normalized 
width (dy) of the cell. 
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Figure 8.27: Model V and Model E (Beta = 0.30) steady-state average lycopodium 
populations for Re^ = 640. The number of ODT particles in a cell is normalized by the 
normalized width (dy) of the cell. 
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Figure 8.28: Model V and Model E (Beta = 0.30) inertial deposition for Re-t = 180, 640, 
and 1200. Deposition is shown in excess of five orders of magnitude in Stokes number. 
Model V uses the continuous form of the triplet map. The measurements * are from Liu 
and Agarwal (1974). The measurements ** are from Farmer (1969). 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

9.1 Introduction 

As was demonstrated in Schmidt (2000) for burning droplets, ODT has a unique 

advantage over other simple turbulence models. ODT keeps track of all relevant scales in 

the one dimension, y. This is useful in multi-physics problems like turbulent evaporation 

and burning where the temperature and chemical species concentration in the 

neighborhood of the particle is important, not just the average temperature or 

concentration. For example. Call and Kennedy (1993, 1994) have shown that stochastic 

separated RANS models do a poor job in capturing the behavior of evaporating droplets 

in turbulent flow. They suggest that the treatment of droplet vaporization may be 

problematic. The multi-physics involved (the coupling between the droplet evaporation, 

the drag, and the turbulent eddies on the droplet trajectory) indicates that the 

instantaneous gas temperature profile is also of primary importance when droplets are 

undergoing vaporization since the variations in the gas phase temperature directly 

correspond to variations in the droplet temperature profile. Since ODT keeps track of the 

instantaneous velocity and temperature profiles, it has a distinct advantage, in the long 

run, over RANS which does not correlate the velocity and temperature fluctuations 

automatically. 

The main thrust of this work has been to add two-phase flow to the vector form of the 

One Dimensional Turbulence Model (ODT). The ideas put forward in this work are true 

in general for ODT flows because special attention was given to following the 
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phenomenology of ODT. Even though the particle results given in this work were 

simulated in the channel flow configuration, the author considers the model valid for all 

flows in which ODT can be used. The value of the free parameter for Eddy Model (for 

eddy driven) should however be revisited when implementing into fundamentally 

different flows to ensure that it has not changed. Also as stated in Section 6.2 the goal 

was to set the Eddy Model free parameter Beta to one significant figure. It is conceivable 

to the author that some people's work may require a fine tuned Beta value. The value of 

Beta would need fine adjustment commensurate with the accuracy needs of said 

simulation. 

Vector ODT has three velocity components, as such the conventional method of 

coupling particles to fluid via the drag law was used in Velocity Model (for velocity 

driven) without the need for any additional free parameters. This method showed 

excellent agreement for medium and large Stokes number particles. However, since y 

motion (displacement by eddy events) and velocity are distinct in ODT proper, Velocity 

Model violates physical requirements such as correct representation of the marker-

particle limit. Section 7.5 demonstrated how the missing limit can cause the Velocity 

Model simulations to entirely miss a phenomenon shown in measurements, DNS, LES, 

and in ODT Eddy Model (which preserves the marker particle limit). 

Great pains were taken to ensure Eddy Model conformed to the ODT phenomenology 

to preserve the marker particle limit. ODT proper has instantaneous eddy events, so 

Eddy Model also incorporated instantaneous eddy events and the marker particle limit 

was successfully preserved. The one free parameter introduced in Eddy Model was set to 



one significant figure by comparison to the DNS of McLaughlin (1989, see Section 6.2). 

Once Beta was set to the value of 0.3, simulations were run well outside of the Stokes 

number range of McLaughlin (1989) and excellent simulation results where found in the 

predicted trends for Stokes numbers < ~ 100 when comparing to measurements (Section 

6.4.3 and 6.5); DNS (Section 6.3.3, 6.3.4, and 6.5); and LES (Section 6.3.3, 6.3.4, 6.4.3, 

6.6). Eddy Model demonstrated significant deviations from Velocity Model and 1) 

measurements (Section 8.3 and 8.5); and 2) DNS (Section 8.2 and 8.4) for Stokes 

numbers greater than ~ 100. The author proposed the difference at high Stokes numbers 

between Eddy Model and Velocity Model to be the instantaneous nature of Eddy Model 

type-I (I for instantaneous) interactions coupled with the under-prediction of ODT proper 

to get the driving force in the core area of the channel as compared to the DNS. See 

Section 8.6 for a detailed discussion on this along with some anecdotal evidence. A 

proposed solution to make Eddy Model and Velocity Model much closer at high Stokes 

numbers is included as type-C (C for continuous) interactions detailed in Section 3.15. In 

making Eddy Model more like Velocity Model, yet preserving the marker particle limit, 

the author believes it will also better match the measurements, DNS, and LES at high 

Stokes numbers. 

Only Eddy Model preserves the marker particle limit, as such, only Eddy Model was 

used in simulating the Brownian motion regime (sub-micron diameter) as demonstrated 

in Section 6.7. Also the qualitative comparison of bunching (Section 6.8) was only 

demonstrated for Eddy Model because it preserves the marker particle limit and bunching 

is much more pronounced at low Stokes numbers where this limit is important. 
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Chapter 5 was dedicated to show the effects of varying the Eddy Model parameter 

Beta. This not only showed that ODT Velocity Model was internally consistent, but that 

all the sub-micron runs were indeed in the Brownian regime by demonstrating they were 

independent of Beta (Section 5.7). 

One of the great advantages of having a one dimensional model such as ODT is the 

ability to run economically simulations at varying and large Reynolds nimibers. As such, 

for the Brownian regime simulation were run at friction Reynolds numbers of 200, 644, 

and 1400 with some limited work at 180 (See Section 6.7). For inertial deposition 

simulations were done at friction Reynolds numbers of 180, 640, and 1200 (Section 6.5, 

6.6, and 7.6) with one pair of simulations done at 200 (Section 7.5). 

Varying Reynolds number simulations were done for mean and rms velocity, and 

population statistics (Section 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 6.3, 6.4, 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4). 

Varying Reynolds number simulations were done in checking how varying Beta 

affects mean and rms velocity, and population statistics (Section 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 

5.10). 

Varying Reynolds number simulations were done for the qualitative comparison of 

particle bunching (Section 6.8). 

Major conclusions from each of the Chapters 2 - 8 are included in the next 7 sections, 

one for each chapter. The reader is referred to said chapter for detailed information. 

After that. Section 9.9 deals with future work. 
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9.2 Conclusions for ODT fluid model proper 

As had already been demonstrated by Kerstein and co-workers, the ODT model is able 

to capture the relevant physics in order to translate the three-dimensional physical effects 

of a streamwise turbulent flow into a one-dimensional analog with random 

rearrangements. 

9.3 Conclusions for Eddy Model and Velocity Model development 

Velocity Model is the conventional implementation of one-way coupled particles into 

fluid flow. However, because motion and velocity in the y direction are de-coupled in 

ODT proper, the tracer particle limit is not preserved. 

One-way coupling in Eddy Model is developed in a manner which captures the 

relevant physics in terms of the ODT phenomenology in a way which preserves the 

marker particle limit. 

The models are only as good as the drag law used. Body forces such as gravity or the 

Brownian force can be added easily to this formulation. 

9.4 Conclusions for Chapter 4 Numerical implementation issues 

Chapter 4 dealt with a broad set of issues of concerned in implementing Eddy Model 

and V into an ODT program. It also dealt with issues such as ensuring grid convergence 

and steady-state statistics along with the modeling of the Brownian force. Since the 

chapter was so broad the only conclusion that can be brought forward is that care was 
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taken to ensure that the reported results are the converged values of the respective ODT 

Eddy Model or V, unless specifically stated otherwise. 

9.5 Conclusions for Beta variations 

ODT is internally consistent in that changing Beta is similar to changing the Stokes 

number, as would be expected from the definition of Stokes number. 

Decreasing the value of the parameter Beta causes an increase in the inertial 

deposition velocity, Vd^, independent of Stokes number. ' 

For the sub-micron deposition simulations, the deposition velocity, Va^, is 

demonstrated to be independent of Beta. This is as expected for the Brownian motion 

regime. 

A comparison was done between the continuous triplet map implementation method 

and the discrete method, it was shown that the continuous method was as good as or 

better than the discrete method. The author therefore recommends the continuous 

method be used at all times. 

9.6 Conclusions for Eddy Model with Beta fixed at 0.3 

When using identical drag laws in the simulations the free parameter, introduced in 

the two-phase flow addition to ODT, matches very well with the DNS of McLaughlin at a 

value of Beta = 0.3 

For the simulations of heavy particles (Stokes number > -100) such as copper or 

glass, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady state statistics for U, 
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V, and W when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS or measurements as 

they were available. However, the U' statistics are under-predicted especially near the 

wall. The steady-state population statistics do not show the same trends as one would 

expect when comparing them to the transient spatially averaged DNS population. There 

were no measurements of the population distribution to compare to. 

For the simulations of low inertia particles (Stokes number ~ 10) such as lycopodium 

spores, the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady state statistics for 

U, U', V, and W when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS or 

measurements as they were available. Though the values of the ODT simulations usually 

under-predict the DNS or measurement values the shapes are as similar as can be 

expected. The population statistics do show the trends that one would expect when 

comparing the Eddy Model results to the transient spatially averaged DNS population. 

There is a slight improvement in the population results as demonstrated for the highest 

inertia particles, at a Re^ = 180, as can be seen when comparing the ODT ensemble 

population to the unsteady state spatially averaged DNS population and to the ODT 

steady state population. There is no detectable advantage for the medium or low inertial 

particles. This is interpreted as confirmation of Rouson, Eaton, and Abrahamson's 

assertion that their copper population had not yet reached steady-state. However, as the 

improvement was only slight, the difference in the shape of the Eddy Model steady-state 

population and the DNS population carmot be attributed to the fact that the DNS had not 

reached steady-state. 
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Eddy Model shows the trends in the inertial deposition as demonstrated in the 

measurements at all three Re-c (180, 640, and 1200) for Stokes number from 0.3 to 

55,000. The shape of the ODT curve is similar to the shape of the measurements. 

However, the deposition is lower than the experimental measurements and is compressed 

in the Stokes number coordinate above a value of about 100. The model shows 

agreement in both the high Stokes number asymptote (-2/3 slope) and the low Stokes 

number asymptote (+2 slope). 

ODT shows the trends in the inertial deposition as demonstrated in the DNS at all 

three Re,; (180, 640, and 1200) for Stokes numbers from 0.3 to 50. The shape of the ODT 

curve is similar to the shape of the DNS. However, the deposition is usually higher than 

the DNS by up to an order of magnitude. The ODT drag law used Stokes law only, while 

the DNS also had lift (with wall effects) and wall effects in the drag law. The ODT 

analysis removed transients which can be important at high Stokes numbers, but the DNS 

did not remove transients. 

ODT demonstrates that the inertial deposition velocities, Vd^ at all three Re^ (180, 640 

and 1200) collapse to the same curve by Stokes number. 

For sub-micron diameters, the Brownian motion dominated regime, the ODT 

simulations demonstrate that the deposition velocities, Vd^ of all four Re^ (180, 200, 644 

and 1400) are consistent with the correlation of Shaw and Hanratty for large Schmidt 

nimibers (greater than 700 for which the correlation applies). 
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For sub-micron diameters, the Brownian motion dominated regime, the ODT 

simulations at Re^ = 200 demonstrate reasonable agreement with the published DNS 

results at Rex =150 for Stokes niraiber of 500 and above. 

For sub-micron diameters the ODT simulations demonstrate that the Brownian-

motion-dominated deposition velocities, Vd^, for Re,; =180 and 200 are consistently 

higher than those for Re^ = 644 and 1400. This is attributed to the fact that a Reynolds 

number of 200 is not highly turbulent and may not collapse to the high Reynolds number 

scaling. 

ODT demonstrates the high Schmidt number asymptotic, -2/3, slope as expected in 

theory for Brownian motion regime for all three Re^ (200, 644, 1400). The onset of the 

asymptote appears to occur above a Schmidt number of 2000 for the ODT simulations. 

The ODT analog to the bunching in the x -  z plane which occurs in the 3-D motion of 

particles is inconclusive when compared with the DNS at Re-t = 180, and to the 

experiments at Re^ =640. Further study is needed with DNS or experiments of bunching 

in the wall-normal direction. 

9.7 Conclusions for Velocity Model 

For the simulations of particles (independent of Stokes number) such as copper, glass, 

and lycopodium the ODT simulations are reasonable representations of steady-state 

statistics for U, U', V, and W when compared to how the LES compares to the DNS or 

measurements as available. 
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When comparing the steady-state ODT populations at a Rex = 180, to the unsteady 

state spatially averaged DNS populations one notices two things. First, the ODT 

populations are consistently lower in the near wall region, with the ODT population 

approaching that of the DNS as the particle inertia gets smaller. Second, the shape of the 

ODT population curve more closely approaches the DNS curve as the Stokes niimber 

gets smaller. 

ODT Velocity Model inertial deposition results for Re^ =180 are insensitive to the 

change in Stokes numbers over the range of 0.17 to 750 when using constant density (713 

times the density of the air) particles. 

Velocity Model can be made to demonstrate the drop off in deposition velocity by 

decreasing the diameter of the particles in the range of Stokes numbers less than 20. 

ODT Velocity Model results for inertial deposition match the trends in the 

measurements for Stokes nimiber greater than 20. 

ODT Velocity Model results for inertial deposition demonstrates that the inertial 

deposition collapses to the same curve for varying Reynolds number and it predicts the 

down turn in the deposition velocity consistent with the Farmer measurements. 

9.8 Conclusions for the Eddy Model, Velocity Model comparison 

For the velocity mean, rms, and population statistics for heavy particles (Stokes 

number > 100) such as copper and glass, Velocity Model is a better fit overall as 

compared to measurements, DNS, and LES. 
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For the velocity mean, rms, and population statistics for light particles (Stokes number 

-10) such as lycopodium spores, Eddy Model and V are both a good fit as compared to 

measurements, DNS, and LES. There is a sHght fit advantage to Velocity Model. 

Velocity Model fails to capture the down turn in deposition below tau+ = 20, Eddy 

Model captures this nicely. 

Velocity Model captures the down turn at Stokes number > 3000, Eddy Model show 

this downturn at tau+ = 50. 

A proposed reason why the two models differ is given in Section 8.6 with a proposed 

fix to Eddy Model by adding type-C interactions. This would require no additional free 

parameters. 

9.9 Future work 

It is possible to construe this work as two models, one for medium and large inertia 

(Velocity Model) and one for small inertia (Eddy Model, which preserves the tracer 

particle limit). However, the author believes that the addition of type-C interactions into 

Eddy Model will transform the Eddy Model into an all purpose model which can be run 

reliably from the Brownian regime (Schmidt number > 500) through the low Stokes 

number (< 50) up to the very high Stokes number of > 55,000. The advantage of such a 

wide reaching model, a model that can capture molecules to asteroids, is worth the effort 

of adding the (already detailed) procedure of type-C interactions as follow on work or 

future work. This is not recommended for the present work which has demonstrated that 

the two models separately can capture this wide range. 



Because of the wide range of inertia and high Reynolds numbers demonstrated this 

work has practical applications that may be useful in many fields of interest. As such, 

follow on projects (or future work) might include the following; 

1) Compare to the homogeneous turbulence of Snyder and Lumley (1975). Extensive 

work was done by the present author to try and use the center of the ODT channel to 

simulate homogeneous turbulence. The reasoning for this attempt was based on 

assertions in the literature that flow near the a turbulent channel center is close to 

homogeneous turbulence (see Tennekes and Lumley, 1972, along with many others). 

The autocorrelation function was computed for particles with the same Stokes number as 

Snyder and Lumley were tried. The ODT simulation was done so that the core region 

had the same Taylor Reynolds niraiber as the grid turbulence of Snyder and Lumley. 

Particles (approximately 800, one at a time) were released in the center and their 

trajectory tracked. The autocorrelation fiinction was computed be these trajectories. Any 

particle trajectories which traversed out of the core area were excluded from the 

autocorrelation function calculations. This was because in the core region the turbulence 

is close to homogeneous turbulence but out of the core region the turbulence is highly 

anisotropic. Leaving particle trajectories influenced by the anisotropic turbulence would 

throw off the results from the intended simulation. Since the analogy of the center of 

turbulent channel flow being similar to homogeneous turbulence was certainly not valid 

in that region. 

In order to compare this to Snyder and Lumley (1975) the Lagrangian length scale 

was needed. This quantity is not known in advance. The present author fitted the ODT 
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results to the Snyder and Lumley data. The results using this method of comparison was 

very promising. Note however the exclusion of particles which left the core area 

inadvertently cased an exclusion of particles which experienced the largest eddies. This 

was deemed to bias the results slightly. This bias was more pronounced for the lower 

inertia particles. However, as the present author investigated the effects of varying Beta 

the bias became pronounced for all the particles. The reason was that as Beta gets 

smaller in value, the particle trajectories are on average more displaced by an eddy event. 

Hence, even the large inertia particles were traversing out of the core area on a frequent 

basis. As such the attempt to compare ODT to Snyder and Lumley (1975) was 

abandoned. A correct comparison can easily be done by using the homogeneous 

turbulence set-up as discussed in Kerstein (1999) with the Eddy Model put forth in this 

work. Note it may also be possible to use Kerstein's (1988) LEM model in conjunction 

with the Eddy Model. The advantage of using LEM is that LEM is not as 

computationally expensive as ODT. 

2) Investigate the effects of shear induced lift. 

3) Add wall effects to both lift and drag forces. 

4) Add thermophoresis effects to particle deposition. 

5) Investigate gravity versus zero gravity effects. May be a smaller part of exploring 

the Wang and Stock (1993) theory on particle behavior. 

6) Investigate the effects of differing non-linear drag laws on particle behavior. 

7) Deposition and re-entrainment mechanisms in turbulent flow as a fiinction of 

particle size, following Zhang and Ahmadi (2000). 
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8) Deposition of particles onto a free slip and a no slip channel, following van 

Haarlem, et al. (1998). 

9) Ellipsoidal particle transport and deposition in turbulent channel flows, following 

Zhang, et al. (2001). 

10) Magnus forces induced by wall collisions. 

These are but a short list of the possibilities. Note, in a private communication from 

Alan Kerstein, he suggested investigating more complex models for the relationship 

between continuous particle time and ODT time. Equation 3-1. Section 3.16 explains an 

alternative to the present work in detail. This can also be done as a future project, 

however, the present relationship has been demonstrated to be successful for all cases 

shown in this work. It is always admirable to make improvements, but in the present 

work the improvements could at most give a secondary improvement to the Models E and 

V. If this relationship can give primary effects, the work of Wang and Stock or Snyder 

and Lumley would be the place to look for it. 
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APPENDIX A 

HIGH SCHMIDT NUMBER AND LOW AND HIGH INERTIAL DEPOSITION 

The order of magnitude analysis of how ODT should behave, by Alan Kerstein, is 
presented in this appendix for the cases of 1) the inertial deposition limit for low Stokes 
number (low inertia); 2) the inertial deposition limit for high Stokes number (high 
inertia); 3) the high Schmidt nimiber limit for the Brownian motion regime. 

A. 1 Deposition of low inertia particles but still in the inertial deposition range 
The ODT analog of the free-flight picture of low-inertia deposition scaling is 

formulated. Assume that a low-inertia particle is advected toward a wall during a 
particle-eddy interaction in which the gas velocity seen by the particle is v. The particle 
is assumed to then have a velocity V, toward the wall, that is roughly equal to v. The 
particle can then move a distance of order Vx ~ vi before stopping due to viscous drag. 
Therefore if the particle is closer to the wall than y = vx after the particle-eddy 
interaction, it is deemed to traverse the remaining distance to the wall and deposit (free-
flight mechanism). 

For low inertia (T"*^ of order unity), this deposition process will deplete particle 
concentration in a thin layer (order y*) adjacent to the wall. Elsewhere, the equal-and-
opposite (on average over a long time) upward and dovraward wall-normal transport will 
tend to mix the particle concentration toward uniformity. 

Because the depletion layer is thin, it will be penetrated most frequently by the 
smallest eddies, whose parameters scale with wall variables, e.g.,  v ~ u^, T ~ /•,  and l~y*, 
where T is the eddy turnover time and 1 is the eddy size. In this region, ~ U^ x. 

To obtain Vd^, the eddy-induced flux of particles into the depletion layer >> < y is 
estimated. The rate of small eddies that contain the location j =y is of order !//•, but ify 
« y*, as is now assumed (low-inertia limit), all but a fraction, order >> // « 1, of these 
eddies extend below the wall and therefore are excluded from occurring. This gives an 
eddy rate of order y /(y*t*). The flux of particles into the depletion layer is then this rate 
times the number of particles per unit wall area that are advected downward across y = y 
by one of these eddies. The latter quantity is estimated to be the bulk particle 
concentration c times the typical y interval that is advected across y = y by one of the 
eddies, which is of ordery .  The estimated particle flux is then cy^/(y*t*).  

Substitution of>' ~ UT x and normalization gives Vd^ = (x^)^. It will be interesting to 
compare this to conventional derivations of the quadratic dependence. Computed ODT 
results may deviate from this dependence for several reasons. 

First, finite particle size increases the deposition rate. Particle size d increases with 
increasing x"^ (for constant density), but its proportional effect on deposition depends on 
dly , which may increase or decrease with increasing x. 

Second, eddies large enough to introduce Re dependence (i.e., deviation from exact 
wall-variable scaling) may contribute to deposition. Their effects are not easy to estimate 
because they involve combined wall and bulk influences. The computed ODT results 
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(see Figure 6.38) hint at the possible complexity of the resulting deposition dependencies 
at low inertia where the Re^ = 180 is slightly below the 640 and 1200 results. 

The quadratic dependence of downward particle fliix on y is consistent with the 
quadratic near-wall variation of V in boundary-layer down-sweeps (or upsweeps) that 
follows from the continuity equation applied in the viscous sublayer (where the 
streamwise velocity u, and therefore its streamwise derivative, is linear in >»). This is 
obtained despite the linearity of ODT near-wall profiles, which are not subject to 3D 
continuity. Near-wall eddy frequency in ODT is subject to the 'blocking factor' y H that 
increases the y dependence of the near-wall flux from linear to quadratic. This highlights 
the important distinction in ODT between velocity profiles and advection (by eddy 
events). One important implication is that entrained particles must be advected by 
interacting with eddy events rather than by substituting the ODT gas velocity into the 
particle drag law. 

A.2 Deposition of high inertia particles but still in the inertial deposition range 
Because gravity can play a significant role in deposition of high inertia particles, 

Kerstein analysed expected ODT behavior both without gravity and with gravity (Section 
A.2.1). By Kerstein's analysis ODT is expected to show a Reynolds number dependence 
at high inertia (Section A.2.2). The Eddy Model does not show this for the range of 
friction Reynolds number 180 to 1200 (see Figure 6.38) up to a Stokes number of 750 
and probably up to 3,000. The present author did not check Reynolds number 
dependence above a Stokes number of 3,000 nor did this author check Reynolds numbers 
higher than 1200 for the Eddy Model. The Velocity Model (see Figure 8.28) shows no 
Reynolds number dependence up to a Stokes number of 20,000. The present author did 
not check Reynolds number dependence above a Stokes number of 20,000 nor did this 
author check Reynolds numbers higher than 1200 for the Velocity Model. 

A.2.1 T dependence 
Assume a particle time constant T, channel bulk velocity UB, and channel height H. 

For very high inertia, the only particles present after an initial transient are those that 
initially had a V (lateral) velocity close to zero. Suppose then that the main motion of a 
typical particle is streamwise with velocity UB (using order-of-magnitude estimates 
throughout this analysis). Its typical V velocity increases in time through small random 
increments. This random process causes V (representing the typical lateral velocity 
magnitude, as a function of time f) to increase diffiisively, 

, (^-1) 

where the velocity diffusion coefficient Dy is estimated as follows. 
The particle V velocity is much less than the typical gas lateral velocity v , otherwise it 

is deposited during the initial transient (as noted). Therefore the lateral slip velocity is 
order v, whose magnitude scales as a typical rms velocity fluctuation (because the mean 
lateral gas velocity is zero). Therefore the typical particle lateral acceleration is V/T based 
on the drag law. For the time period T during which the particle is subject to a roughly 
constant gas velocity, the particle velocity change is therefore 
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T 

The diffusive increase of V is governed by the diffusion coefficient 

. (.-3) 

The time T is the Lagrangian autocorrelation time of the fluid along the particle 
trajectory. For a high-inertia particle, this scales as the turbulence integral scale (order H) 
divided by the tj^ical slip velocity (order v), which is the time for the particle to pass 
through a large eddy. In the present case, this time is the same as the large-eddy turnover 
time, because the particle slip is not large compared to v. (It could be large compared to v 
if gravitation were included; see below.) This gives the simple result 

AF«— (A-4) 
T 

and therefore 

(AK)' 
(^-5) 

T (t 'T) 

Equation A -1 then gives a typical V value 

.  iA-6) 

The deposition rate Vd scales as H/ti,  where is the elapsed time until a typical 
particle hits the wall. This time can be estimated from the relation 

,  (A-7) 

where it is important here that V (td) is the actual particle velocity at time t ,  not an 
estimate of the magnitude. This is important because the sign of V (td) can change 
repeatedly as the flow evolves, so substituting the positive-definite quantity V (td) for V 
(^d) might give too low an estimate of td. However, the persistence of a particular sign of 
V (td) (i.e. the typical time between sign changes) scales as t because it takes roughly as 
much time to get back to F = 0 as it  takes to get from zero to a tj^ical magnitude V. 
Therefore it is valid to estimate the integral as ^d V (^d), which gives the same answer, to 
within an order-unity factor, as substituting Equation A-6 into Equation A-7 and 
evaluating the integral. This shows that the distinction between V (t) and V (t) does not, 
in fact, matter for the present scaling estimate. On this basis, the relation td ~ (t^T)^'^ is 
obtained, giving the final result 

H 
(A-%) 

The role of gravitation is now considered, because it may account for measurements 
that indicate different Vd values than obtained from Equation A-8, or from ODT results 
that omit gravitation. In a horizontal channel, it is obvious that gravity will precipitate 
heavy particles much faster than drag, as would be reflected in a large difference in 
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deposition rates at the top and bottom walls. In a vertical channel, the streamwise slip 
velocity S of the particles can be much larger than the bulk fluid velocity UB, which is 
larger than the lateral slip velocity v. On this basis, T ~ HI S, where the scaling of S is 
estimated as .S" ~ gr, giving T ~ H / (gr). Equation A-2 then gives AV ~ vH / (gr^), and 
Equation A-3 gives Dy~v^E/ (gx^). Equations A-1 and A-7 then give ?d ~ t and therefore 
Vd ~ 1/t, a stronger fall-off than in the absence of gravitation. 

Thus, gravitation does not account for the higher deposition rates seen experimentally 
at large x, if in fact those experiments were performed in vertical channels. Reported 
large-T measurements and numerical simulations should be examined for evidence that 
the data may correspond to the initial high-deposition transient rather than the later quasi-
steady regime. 

A.2.2 Reynolds number dependence 
Equation A-8 expresses the deposition rate in terms of bulk variables. To obtain the 

Reynolds number (Re) dependence of = Vj / u,;, the relations 

C,. 

and 

/ N (D 
' (^-9) 

C 
/ 

:Re/^ (^-10) 

are useful, where Cf is the bulk friction coefficient, UB is the bulk (y -averaged) velocity, 
and Re^ and RCB are the firiction and bulk Reynolds numbers. Equation A-10 is Dean's 
empirical correlation for high Res-

Based on T ~ H I \J b, Equation A-8 gives 

V 
J/+ =1^: 

d 
it 

u. 

V". y 

H 

V J 

Because UB / U 

'Re 
v: 

Re, 

( r ^ p  .  ( A - U )  

Rex /RBB , this can be written as 

Re;i(r*) U-12) 

(RCT:)^'^. Substitution of this into Equation A-12 Equations A-9 and A-10 give RCB 

gives the final result, 

F;«Re^(r^)"^ . (^-13) 

Computed ODT results at large indicated a weaker dependence on Re-c than this. It 
is not clear why. The results might not be precise enough to capture the trend, or the 
analysis might be an oversimplified representation of ODT processes that govern the 
Reynolds-number dependence. 

A.3 High Schmidt number dependence in the Brownian motion regime 
Assume initially uniform (in y) particle concentration, c, that becomes depleted very 

close to the wall (in the viscous sublayer) at high Sc. Denote the width of the depletion 
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layer by>'». Assume that the value ofy* is based on a quasi-steady balance of broadening 
by Brownian diffiision (diffusivity D) and compression by triplet maps extending much 
closer to the wall than>^*. Then>'»^ ~ DT, where T is the typical time between successive 
triplet maps that cause order-unity reduction of the depletion-zone width. An estimate of 
T will come shortly. When y* is determined, then the deposition rate (Vd) scaling is 
obtained as the product of D and the particle concentration gradient, which scales as l/y», 
so Vd ~ Dly*. The key to estimating T is to note that y* will be much smaller than the 
smallest eddy for Sc » 1. (The viscous sublayer thickness is governed by similar 
considerations as the particle-depletion-layer thickness, but with a transport coefficient, 
nu (v), that is much larger than D for Sc » 1.) Therefore the effect of the wall on the 
eddy distribution is to reduce the eddy rate, relative to its value in unbounded flow, by 
^•/S « 1, where S is the size of the smallest near-wall eddies. 

We are interested in size-S eddies that penetrate closer to the wall than y*. If we 
consider all size-S eddies that contain location y*l2, say, in a hypothetical unbounded 
system, then when we introduce the wall at y=0, all but a fraction (order y*/S) of these 
straddle the wall and are therefore discarded firom the wall-bounded-flow simulation. 
Remembering this factor, we now go to the usual estimate of the near-wall small-eddy 
time scale, t ~ v /ut^, or simply f ~ order unity. Introducing the wall effect and working 
now in wall units, 1* ~ f I y*^ ~ I y*^. (The eddy time scales as the inverse of the 
eddy rate.) 

Expressing the relation for ~ DT in wall units gives y*^^ ~ 7^ / Sc. Substitution for 
T* gives ~ / Sc, so y*'*^ ~ Sc"^'^. Here is dropped by assuming that Sc is varied 
by changing D for constant v, so remains constant as Sc is varied. 

Finally, in wall units, Vd"*^ ~ l/(Sc7*"^ ~ Sc"^^, a result that has the pleasant feature that 
it agrees with Cleaver and Yates and with the DNS and measured trends. 
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APPENDIX B 

SOURCE CODE EDDY MODEL, DEPOSITION STATISTICS 

Source Code for the ODT Model E two-phase flow program to gather deposition 
statistics assuming that a particle sticks to the wall once it is within one radius of a wall. 

The starting point for this work was a fiilly fimctional vector ODT proper program by 
Vebjom Nilsen. Routines from the ODT proper which were modified by the author in a 
non-trivial manner are reproduced in this manuscript. For obvious reasons the main 
program had to be modified to include the two-phase flow. The "inread" subroutine was 
modified to include: 1) A check that the two random number seeds are not out of the 
acceptable range of the random number generating program. 2) A check to ensure that 
the minimum eddy size was a multiple of 3 and had a value of 6 or greater. 3) A check 
that the maximum eddy size was a multiple of e and rounded to the nearest value of the 
intended maximum eddy size as put forth in the variable "maxfac." The name of the 
subroutine was changed firom "inread" to "Jinread" where the J stood for John. The call 
statement also includes a variable (MAXDOM) needed elsewhere in the author's work. 

The subroutine "seleddy" was modified by the author to: 1) Allow the eddies to span 
the entire length of the chaimel. 2) Changed the method used to implement eddies. The 
variables "SYDOM", "MAXEDOM", "discedsize", and "edrate" were added to the call 
statement as they were needed elsewhere in the author's work. The name of the 
subroutine was changed from "seleddy" to "Jseleddy." 

The main program (DEPEDRIV) for Model E, deposition statistics is listed first with 
other subroutines needed for the two-phase flow addition listed in alphabetical order 
subsequent to that. As is described in Chapter 2, the ODT program runs concurrent time 
lines. The stir time line generates possible eddies and then decides if they are 
implemented or not. Model E requires intimate knowledge of each implemented eddy. 
As such the two-phase flow addition to ODT requires it to break into the stir time line. 
This is done by the FORTRAN command: CALL EDSTIR. 

The particle timeline is characterized by the FORTRAN command CALL 
EOIDTIME and has its timeline position kept in TNEXT(7). 

There is an additional timeline added to reset the particles for an ensemble of runs 
inside one ODT proper run. This is defined by TNEXT(8) and is characterized by the 
command CALL OlDREINTG. 

It is important that the number of timelines, called "nevents" in the ODT proper code 
be set correctly (in this case to 8) for the two-phase flow addition to work. 

B. 1 Main program depedriv 

PROGRAM DEPEDRIV 
c Program: odtccflow.f 
c 
c Date: December 15, 1999. 
c 
c Author: Vebjom Nilsen 
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c 
C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 02/25/04 at 14:20 OPTION lA new gas velocity 
C Brownian motion in deposition 
C adjusted for ensemble of particles for autocorrelation 
C Checked against megapdriv.f in optl/source Is the same. 
C adding linear interpolation of velocity 
C FOR OPTION 2. LET IT MOVE BACK AND FORTH WITH THE FLUID. 
C This odtccflow.f file, which is modified to handle particles, is 
C stored in file Jodtccflow.f This program is designed to be run 
C after the steady state channel flow (turbulence) is reached. 1 st 
C run a pre-run with Vebjom's code that is not adjusted for 
C particles then run this code with the turbulence fully developed 
C and stationary. 
C This runs many particles (MEGA) and uses linked list with Type-I 
C interactions 
C 
c This program uses the One-Dimensional Turbulence Neapolitan (ODTN) 
c model of Alan R. Kerstein to simulate horizontal turbulent 
c channel or Couette flow with or without unsteady forcing. The 
c formulation considered here is the one eddy type version of ODTN. 
c The fluid is assumed to have constant density. Either constant or 
c temperature dependent dynamic viscosity can be considered. If the 
c viscosity is constant, the velocity profile alone or the velocity 
c and temperature profile of the fluid can be computed. The no-slip 
c and constant temperature boundary conditions are applied. In the 
c case of temperature dependent viscosity the fluid is a liquid. Note 
c that the viscous energy dissipation term in the temperature equation 
c can be neglected. This particular code is set up to investigate 
c steady and quasi-steady flows. As a result time averages of various 
c quantities are evaluated as the code runs. 
c 
C JRS's ADDITION 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 72 
C MAXEDOM = MAXIMUM DOMAIN FOR THE EDDY LHS 
C DT PART = TIME BETWEEN PARTICLE TIME LINE TIME STEPS 
C J IN P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE INPUT 
C J OUT P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE OUTPUT 
C N T L = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 
C M O P P = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
C MOPP MUST BE CHANGED IN THE MODULE (module.f) called MODCOMMN 
C AND THE MODULE RECOMPILED USING modmake. COPY TO Makfile and 
C TYPE make 

IMPLICIT NONE 

INTEGER nsc, ny, nuta, nutaflx, nvta, nvtaflx, nwta, nwtaflx, 
2 ntta, nttaflx, nutakm, nflds, nipdfyo, nipdfl 
INTEGER NTL 
INTEGER iunuchk, iuntchk, iunpayo, iunpaedmx, iunpaedl, 

2 iunpaed2, iunedhst, iunpdfedyo, iunpdfedl, iuntavgs, 
3 iunyloc, iunup, iunvp, iunw^j, iuntp, iuntw 
REAL y 1 ,sydom,rho,dPdx,nnu,cp,alpha, 

& Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc, usap,usfp, usaul. 



& usful, usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfu,alfv,alfw, 
& elmp,Pt,tpdfc, tend, dtstat,dttw, 
& dtmi,cne,dts,dttavg, 
& dy,elmin,elmax, pi,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl 
INTEGER ifUl, ifUu, minceddy,intPa,ifflow,irsvl, 

& irsv2,nevents,ifVpo,ifns,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& nsedts,icnttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& jvcl Jvc2Jtcl jtc2,maxceddy 
REAL miuo,To,viscn,viscB, dtm, Paedmax, Paedmean, paedavg, 

2 time, trout, frac, edmid, IJK,VK, WK, paed 
INTEGER nteapdfed, ifturb, icntpo, icntsede, icntdtsed, npout, 
2 jl, ke, ipachck,jr,jm,j 
REAL eventnext 
REAL discedsize, edrate 
REAL DTP ART, DTPRTOUT, FIKS, HALFEDDY 
INTEGER INCHAN, KTLAST, KOUNTSMPL 
INTEGER MAXEDOM, NSTIRTL, NPRTCTL 
REAL STRTIME 
REAL SQUR0T2 

END JRS's ADDITION 

parameter(nsc=5,ny=1292,nuta=5,nutaflx=2,nvta=5,nvtaflx=2,nwta=5, 
& nwtaflx=2,ntta=3,nttaflx=2,nutakm=3,nflds=nuta+ 
& nutaflx+nvta+nvtaflx+nwta+nwtaflx+ntta+nttaflx+nutakm, 
& nipdfyo=100,nipdfl=100, NTL = 10) 

The parameters listed above are: 

nsc - the number of scalars whose values depend on the 
vertical coordinate (y) 

ny - the number of vertical numerical nodes considered 
nuta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

streamwise (U) velocity component 
nutaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 

streamwise velocity component 
nvta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

vertical (V) velocity component 
nvtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 

vertical velocity component 
nwta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

tranverse (W) velocity component 
nwtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 

tranverse velocity component 
ntta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

temperature 
nttaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 

temperature 
nutakm - the number of kemel related time averages 
nflds - the total number of time averages 
nipdfyo - the number of intervals to be used when evaluating the 

probability density function (pdf) of the midpoint of 
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c implemented eddies 
c nipdfl - the mimber of intervals to be used when evaluating the 
c pdf of the size of accepted eddies 
C NTL- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 

real scal(nsc,ny),flds(ny,nflds),payo(ny),kemj(ny), 
& uflx(ny-1 ,nutaflx),monuflx(ny-1 ,nutaflx),vflx(ny-1 .nvtaflx), 
& monvflx(ny-1 ,nvtaflx),wflx(ny-1 ,nwtaflx), 
& monwflx(ny-I,nwtaflx),tflx(ny-l,nttaflx), 
& montflx(ny-1 ,nttaflx),monukm(ny,nutakm),pdfedyo(nipdfyo), 
& pdfedl(nipdfl),y(ny),tlast(NTL),tnext(NTL),tpout( 10) 
integer icntpayo(ny),indx(ny), jlcnt(ny), jrcnt(ny) 
logical eddy 

c 
c Declare parameters to be used when designating what unit numbers 
c are to be used when opening and writing out files containing 
c statistics collected during the simulation. 
c 

parameter (iunuchk=10,iuntchk=l l,iunpayo=12,iunpaedmx=13, 
& iunpaedl=14,iunpaed2= 15 ,iunedhsf^ 16,iunpdfedyo=l 7, 
& iunpdfedl= 18,iuntavgs=l 9,iunyloc=20,iunup=21 ,iunvp=22, 
& iunwp=23,iuntp=24,iuntw=25) 

C JRS'S NOTE; THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW MODEL ALSO USES INPUT OUTPUT 
C The main program should provide a unit specifier for the 
C input file (JINP) and the output file (JOUTP) 
C It is VERY IMPORTANT that JINP be the largest nxmiber and that 
C there be MOPP continuous free unit numbers starting with JINP!!! 

INTEGER, PARAMETER ;; JOUTP = 26 
INTEGER, PARAMETER ;; JSHRTOUT = 27 
INTEGER, PARAMETER ;; JINP = 28 
OPEN (UNIT=JOUTP,FILE='jpart.out') 
OPEN(UNIT=JSHRTOUT,FILE='short.out') 

C END JRS's ADDITION 
c 
c Open files to be used for the purpose of estimating when the 
0 flow becomes statistically stationary. 
c 

open(iunuchk,file='Ucheck') 
open(iuntchk,file='Tcheck') 

0 
c Open files associated with the acceptance probabilities of eddies 
c are to be put. 
c 

open(iunpayo,file='Payo') 
open(iunpaedtnx,file='Paedmax') 
open(iunpaedl ,file-Paedvst') 
open(iunpaed2,file='Paedavgvst') 

c 
c Open file where the eddy histogram is to be put. 
0 

open(iunedhst,file='eddyhist') 
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c 
c Open files where the pdfs associated with the location of the 
c midpoint and the size of implemented eddies are to be put. 
c 

open(iunpdfedyo,file-pdfedyo') 
open(iunpdfedl,file='pdfedr) 

c 
c Open file where the computed time averages are to be put. 
c 

op en(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form-unformatted') 
c 
c Open files where the locations of the time averages of interest 
c were evaluated. 
c 

open(iunyloc,file='yloc') 
c 
c Open files where the scalar profiles to be used when starting a 
0 non pre-mn simulation are to be put. 
c 

open(iunup,file='upstrt') 
open(iunvp,file-vpstrt') 
open(iunwp,file='wpstrt') 
open(iuntp ,file='tpstrt') 

c 
c Open file where the time history of the instantaneous wall shear 
c stress is to be put. 
c 

open(iuntw,file='insttw') 
c 
c Read in input parameters for this simulation. 
c 
C MUST CALL JRS'S VERSION OF inread !!!!!!!!! YOU CAN TELL THIS IF 
C THE SUBROUTINE STATEMENT HAS MAXEDOM AS THE LAST ARGUMENT. 

call Jinread(ny,nipdfyo,nipdfl,yl,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha, 
& Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc,iQ),usap,usj^,ifUl,usaul, 
& usful,ifUu,usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfu,alfv,alfw, 
& minceddy,elmp,Pt,tpdfc,intPa,tend,ifflow,irsv 1, 
& irsv2,nevents,dtstat,dttw,ifvpo,ifns,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& dtnii,cne,dts,nsedts,icnttavg,dttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& tpout,dy JVC 1 j vc2 jtc 1J tc2,elmin,maxceddy,elmax, 
& pi,y,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl, MAXEDOM) 

c 
c If this is the pre-run to determine when the flow becomes steady 
c or quasi-steady then output the where the time averages were 
c evaluated. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call yout(ny,iunyloc,y) 

end if 
c 
c Read in parameters necessary to compute the dynamic viscosity. 



This is only necessary if the viscosity is temperature 
dependent. 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call inreadv(rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 

Initialize the random seed values if this is the pre-run. 

call initrs(ifflow,irsvl,irsv2) 

If this is a restart read in the array containing the time 
averages. If this is neither a restart nor a pre-run initialize 
the array. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call inittavg(ny,nflds,flds,iuntavgs,ifflow) 

end if 

Initialize the arrays to be used for keeping track of the average 
acceptance probability of eddies at each location. 

call initpayo(ny,payo,icntpayo) 

Initialize the arrays that are to contain the pdfs associated with 
the midpoint and size of implemented eddies. 

call initpdfs(nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl) 
nteapdfed=0 

If this is not a pre-run initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring the scalar fluxes of interest. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call initflux(ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtaflx,nttaflx,uflx,monuflx, 

& vflx,monvflx,wflx,monwflx,tflx,montflx,ifvpo) 
end if 

If this is not a pre-run initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring transport and scrambUng due to kernel application. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call initkem(ny,nutakm,monukm) 

end if 

If this is a pre-run create the initial velocity and temperature 
(if needed) profiles. If this is not a pre-run read the profiles 
in. 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call initvel(nsc,ny,scal,Ulbc,Uubc) 
if (ifvpo.ne.l) then 

call inittemp(nsc,ny,scal,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc) 



end if 
else 
call readprof(nsc,ny,scal,iimup,iunvp,iunwp,iuntp,ifvpo) 

end if 

Compute the initial dynamic viscosity if it is temperature 
dependent. 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,T o,viscn,viscB) 

end if 

Determine the initial molecular time step. 
if (ifrntc.eq.O) then 
call dtmolc(rho,rmu,alpha,ifvpo,ifns,dtmi,cne,dy,dtm) 

else 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,seal,rho,alpha,ifhs,dtmi,cne,dy,dtm) 

end if 

Assign a value to the flag signaling whether the flow is 
turbulent. 
if (ifflow.eq.l) then 

ifturb=0 
else 

ifhirb=l 
end if 

Initialize some parameters and counters. 

Paedmax=0. 
Paedmean=0. 
Paedavg=0. 
icntpo=0 
icntsede=0 
icntdtsed=0 

Initialize the time arrays and the counters which keeps track of 
which event is to take place next. 

time=0. 
tlast(l)=0. 
tlast(2)=0. 
tlast(3)=0. 
tlast(4)=0. 
tlast(5)=0. 
tlast(6)=0. 
TLAST(7)=0. 
TLAST(8)=0. 
TLAST(9)=0. 
TLAST(10)=0. 

tnext(l)=dtm 
tnext(2)=dts 
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if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
tnext(3)=0. 
tnext(4)—1. 
tnext(5)=tpout(l) 
tnext(6)— 1. 

else 
tnext(3)=-l. 
tnext(4)=dttavg 
tnext(5)=-1. 
tnext(6)=dttw 

end if 
C 
Q St!************************************************************ 
C ADD JRS'S OWN READ SUBROUTINE HERE 

CALL EOIGREAD (NY, JINP, JOUTP, Yl, YN, DTPART, DTPRTOUT, 
2 DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, KTLAST, INCHAN, FIKS) 
SQUR0T2 = SQRT(2.0) 
TNEXT(7) = DTPART 
TNEXT(8)= STRTIME 
NSTIRTL =2 
NPRTCTL = 7 
KOUNTSMPL = 0 

C 
C END JRS ADITION 

npout=0 
c 
c March the profile(s) forward in time until the simulation is 
c completed. 
c 

trout = tend/100. 

do while (time.lt.tend) 

if(time.gt.trout) then 
frac = time/tend * 100.0 
write(6,*) "ny and the % completion are:",ny,frac 
trout = trout + tend/100. 

endif 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a molecular event. 
c 

do while (tnext(l).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
if (ifns.eq.l) then 
call meventexpc(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,nnu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 

& Uubc,i:^,usap,us^,ifUl,usaul,usful, 
& ifUu,usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifvpo,ifdiss, 
& time) 

else 
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call meventimpc(nsc,ny,seal,rho,dPdx,nnu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 
& Uubc,i:^,usap,usfp,ifUl,usaul,usful,ifUu, 
& usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifVpo,ifdiss,ifns, 
& time) 

end if 
else 
if (ifns.eq.l) then 

call meventexpv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 
& i:^,usap,usfp,ifUl,usaul,usfiil,ifUu,usauu, 
& usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,time) 

call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,nnuo,To,viscn,viscB) 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,alpha,ifns,dtmi,cne,dy, 

& dtm) 
else 

call meventimpv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 
& ifp,usap,usip,iflJl,usaul,usful,ifUu,usauu, 
& usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,ifhs,time) 

call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 
end if 

end if 
tlast(l)=tnext(l) 
time=tlast(l) 
tnext( 1 )=tnext( 1 )+dtm 

c 
if (dtm.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dtm = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
c 

end do 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a stirring event. 
c 

do while (tnext(2).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

c 
c Select a candidate eddy and determine whether it should be 
c implemented. 
c 

C JRS's ADDITION OF SYSDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate 
C TO THIS CALL STATEMENT 

call seleddy(nsc,ny,scal,kemj,iunpaedmx,iunpaed 1 ,rho,rmu, 
& tpdfc,intPa,dts,dy,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfv,ifmtc, 
& minceddy,elmp,maxceddy,elmin,elmax,y 1 ,yn, 
& ifflow,ifturb,Paedmax,time,icntdtsed,edmid, 
& jl,ke,eddy,uK,vK,wK,ipachck,Paed,Paedavg, 
6 SYDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate) 

c 
time=tnext(2) 
jlcnt(jl) = jlcnt(jl)+l 
jr = jl+ke-l 
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jrcnt(jr) = jrcnt(jr)+l 
c 
c Keep track of the average acceptance probability. 
c 

if (ipachck.eq.l) then 
icntsede=icntsede+l 
Paedmean=Paedmean+Paed 

C 
C JRS MODIFICATION 
C jm=l+nint(((edmid-yl)/dy)+0.5 ) This is not correct, get rid of .5 

JM = 1 + NINT((EDMID - Y1)/DY) 
payo(jm)=payo(jm)+Paed 
icntpayo(jm)=icntpayo(jm)+l 

end if 
c 
c Check whether the stirring time step is to be modified. 
c 

if (mod(icntdtsed,nsedts).eq.0.and.Paedavg.ne.0.) then 
call dtupdate(iunpaed2,time,nsedts,Paedavg,Pt,dts) 

end if 
c 
c If candidate eddy was accepted; 
c 
c i) Apply triplet map to scalars. 
c ii) Monitor the eddy induced scalar fluxes of interest. 
c iii) Update the pdf arrays relating to the eddy location and 
c size. 
c iv) Add kernel based velocity profile to the velocity 
c components U, V and W. 
c 

if (eddy) then 
call tripmap(nyjl,ke,indx) 
call stirevent(nsc,ny,scal,ifvpo,ifintcJl,ke,indx) 
if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call fluxmon(nsc,ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtaflx,nttaf[x, 

& scal,monuflx,monvflx,monwflx,montflx, 
& ifvpo,dy,jl,ke,indx) 

end if 
call eddypdf(y 1 ,nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl,dy,elmin, 

& yomin,dpdfyo,dpdflJl,ke) 
nteapdfed=nteapdfed+1 
call kemel(nsc,ny,nutakm,scal,kemj,monukm,alfu,alfv, 

& alfw,uK,vK,wKjl,ke) 
c 
c Store the location and size of the eddy if so desired. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call eddyhist(ny,iunedhst,timejl,ke,y,dy) 

end if 

C 
C JRS'S ADDITION FOR THE PARTICLE EDDY INTERACTIONS 



HALFEDDY = discedsize/2.0 

CALL EDSTIR (JOUTP, Aeddy, DISCEDSIZE, DY, 
2 BORATE, HALFEDDY, INDX, JL, JR, KE, NSC, NSTIRTL, 
3 NTL,NY,SCAL, SQUROT2,TNEXT,Yl,YN) 

C234567890123456789212345678931234567894123456789512345678961234567897 
C END PARTICLE EDDY INTERACTION BREAK INTO THE STIR TIME LINE 

end if 
tlast(2)=tnext(2) 
tnext(2)=tnext(2)+dts 

c 
if (dts.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dts = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
end do 

C 

C ADD JRS'S PARTICLE TIME LINE HERE WITH TNEXT(7) 
DO WHILE ((TNEXT(7) .EQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 

2 AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 
CALL EOIDTIME (NSC, NY, JOUTP, DTP ART, DY, TNEXT(7), 

2 SCAL,Y1,YN) 

C23456789112345678921234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 
TLAST(7) = TNEXT(7) 
TNEXT(7) = TNEXT(7) + DTPART 
TIME = TLAST(7) 

END DO 
C PARTICLE RE-INITIALIZATION TIME LINE HERE. 

DO WHILE ((TNEXT(8) .EQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 
2 .AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 

CALL OlDREINTG (DY, JSHRTOUT, JOUTP, KOUNTSMPL, KTLAST, NSC, 
2 NY, SCAL, TIME, Yl, INCHAN, FIKS, FLDS, NFLDS) 

KOUNTSMPL = KOUNTSMPL + 1 
TLAST(8) = TNEXT(8) 
TNEXT(8) = TNEXT(8) + DTPRTOUT 
TIME = TLAST(8) 

END DO 
C MUST CHANGE INPUT_RUN TO 8 TO RUN THIS 
C END THE DROPLET TIME LINE ADDITIONS HERE 

c 
c Determine whether the stationarity checks are to be performed. 
c 

do while (tnext(3).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(3) 
call statchck(nsc,ny,scal,iunuchk,iuntchk,ifvpoJvcl Jvc2, 

& jtcl jtc2,time) 



tlast(3)=tnext(3) 
tnext(3 )=tnext(3 )+dtstat 

if (dtstat.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dtstat = 0!' 
stop 

end if 

end do 

Check whether time averages are to be computed. 

do while (tnext(4).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(4) 
icnttavg=icnttavg+1 
if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 

call vptavgc(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nflds, 
& seal,fids,rho,rmu,dy,icnttavg) 

if(ifvpo.ne.l) then 
call ^tavgc(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta, 

& nwtaflx,nflds,scal,fids,alpha,dy,icnttavg, NTTA) 
end if 

else 
call vptavgv(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nflds, 

& scal,flds,rho,dy,icnttavg) 
call tptavgv(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta, 

& nwtaflx,nflds,scal,flds,alpha,dy,icnttavg, NTTA) 
end if 
call fluxtavg(ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nwtaflx, 

& ntta,nttaflx,nflds,flds,uflx,monuflx,vflx, 
& monvflx,wflx,monwflx,tflx,montfIx,ifvpo, 
& dttavg,icnttavg) 

call kemtavg(ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nwtaflx, 
& ntta,nttaflx,nutakm,nflds,f[ds,monukm, 
& dttavg,icnttavg) 

Check whether the time averages of interest are to be output. 

if (mod(icnttavg,intavg).eq.O) then 
open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form-unformatted') 
write(iuntaygs) fids 
rewind(iuntavgs) 
close(iuntavgs) 

end if 

tlast(4)=tnext(4) 
tnext(4)=tnext(4)+dttavg 

if (dttavg.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dttavg = 0!' 
stop 

end if 



end do 

Determine whether the velocity and temperature profiles are 
to be printed out. 

do while (tnext(5).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(5) 
icntpo=icntpo+l 
call outprof(nsc,ny,scal,y,icntpo,ifVpo) 
tlast(5)=tnext(5) 
if (icntpo+1 .gt.noutp) then 
tnext(5)=-l. 

else 
tnext(5)=tpout(icntpo+1) 

end if 
end do 

Determine whether the instantaneous wall shear stress is to be 
computed. 

do while (tnext(6).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(6) 
call instwss(nsc,ny,seal,iuntw,rho,rmu,ifmtc,dy,time) 
tlast(6)=tnext(6) 
tnext(6)=tnext(6)+dttw 

end do 

end do 

Output the time averages if this is not a pre-run simulation, 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form-unformatted') 
write(iimtavgs) fids 
rewind(iimtavgs) 
close(iuntavgs) 

end if 

Output the average acceptance probability for the eddies during 
the simulation. 

if (icntsede.ne.O) then 
Paedmean=Paedmean/£loat(icntsede) 
write(*,*) '< Pa >_eddy = ',Paedmean 

end if 

Output the event time steps of interest and how many times the 
time averages have been updated as well as the number of 
implemented eddies. 
write(*,*) 'dts = ',dts 



write(*,*) 'icnttavg = ',icnttavg 
c 

write(*,*) '# of implemented eddies = ',icntsede 
c 
c Output the scalar profiles at the end of the simulation. 
c 

call scalpout(nsc,ny,scal,iunup,iunvp,iunwp,iuntp,ifvpo) 
c 
c Evaluate and output the average acceptance probability of 
c the eddies at each location. 
c 

call payoout(ny,payo,icntpayo,y,iunpayo) 
c 
c Evaluate and output the pdf arrays associated with the midpoint 
c and size of implemented eddies. 
c 

if (nteapdfed.ne.O) then 
call pdfout(nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl,iunpdfedyo, 

& iimpdfedl,yomin,elmin,dpdfyo,dpdfl,nteapdfed) 
end if 

c 
c Output the random seed values at the end of the simulation. 

call mgget(irsvl,irsv2) 
c 

write(*,*) 'random seed #1 = ',irsvl 
write(*,*) 'random seed #2 = ',irsv2 

c 
open(99,file='jcnt.dat',status-unknown') 
do98j=l,ny 

98 write(99,*) j jlcnt(j) jrcnt(j) 
c 
C MUST CLOSE ALL OPEN FILES JRS's 

CLOSE (JOUTP) 
C END JRS's ADDITION 

stop 
end 

B.2 Sub-program edstir 

SUBROUTINE EDSTIR (JOUTP, Aeddy, DISCEDSIZE, DY, 
2 EDRATE, HALFEDDY, INDX, JL, JR, KE, NSC, NSTIRTL, 
3 NTL,NY,SCAL,SQUR0T2,TNEXT,Y1, YN) 

C LAST UDATED 02/25/04 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 11, 2002 

C !note: This subroutine is uses linked lists. 
C 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL Aeddy, BOTBOUND, CENTER, DELTAV 



REAL DELTAY, DISCEDSIZE, DLTAT 
REAL DTAU, DY 
REAL EDRATE, ELHS, ERHS, ETAU, FRACDIST 
REAL GXAC, GXMl, GXPl, GXVELu 
REAL GZAC, GZMl, GZPl, GZVELw 
REAL HALFEDDY 
INTEGER NY 
INTEGER IBOT, INDX(NY), INEW, ITOP, ITOTAL, ITT 
INTEGER Jl, JL, JOUTP, JR, KDROP, KE, KPOS 
LOGICAL LHIT, LITT 
REAL NEWGPOS 
INTEGER NIDPOS, NSC, NSTIRTL, NTL, OUTDEP 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDL\M, PRADIUS 
REAL PSEUDOV, PSEV, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, PYPOS 
REAL SCAL(NSC,NY), SQUR0T2 
REAL THISTRT, TNEXT(NTL), TOPBOUND, TWTREDY 
REAL UBAR, VBAR, WEAR, WTHIRD 
REAL Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOSLST 

C 
COMMON/OPIDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE/OPIDEPINT/ 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 72 
C NOTE, IF EVER USE A NON-UNIFORM GRID, MUST CHANGE THIS 

ELHS = (FLOAT(JL) - 1.5) • DY + Yl 
ERHS = (FLOAT(JR) - 0.5) * DY + Y1 

ETAU = Aeddy / (SQUR0T2 * edrate * discedsize**2) 

C SET TO ACCOUNT FOR THE FACT THAT THE 1 ST AND LAST ELEMENTS 
C OF THE TRIPLET MAP DO NOT MOVE 

UBAR =0. 
VBAR =0. 
WBAR = 0. 
DO Jl = JL, JR 

UBAR = UBAR + SCAL(1,J1) 
VBAR = VBAR + SCAL(2,J1) 
WBAR = WBAR + SCAL(3,J1) 

END DO 
UBAR = UBAR/FLOAT(KE) 
VBAR = VBAR/FLOAT(KE) 
WBAR = WB AR/FLO AT(KE) 
DTAU = BETA * ETAU 

C NOTE: BIN NUMBERS ARE THE SAME AS NODE NUMBERS 

TOPBOUND = ELHS 
IF (JL .EQ. 1) THEN 



GXAC = 0.0 
GZAC = 0.0 
ELHS == Y1 

ELSE 
GXAC = SCAL(1, JL-1) 
GZAC = SCAL(3, JL-1) 

END IF 
IF (JR .EQ. NY) THEN 

ERHS = YN 
END IF 
TWTREDY =2.0*(ERHS-ELHS)/3.0 
GXPl = SCAL(1, JL) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, JL) 

****•• DO FIRST AND ALL INTERIOR CELLS, BUT NOT THE LAST CELL 
DO KPOS = JL, JR-1,1 

BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
GXMl = GXAC 
GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 
GZAC = GZPl 
GXPl = SCAL(1, KPOS + 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, KPOS + 1) 

TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PVELX = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PDL\M = DIA(KDROP) 
PRADIUS =PDIAM/2.0 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST • (GXAC - GXMl) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZAC - GZMl) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXPl - GXAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu =GXAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
CALL RNG(WTHIRD) 
NEWGPOS = (PYPOS - ELHS)/3.0 + ELHS 



IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.6666666666666666666) THEN 
NEWGPOS = NEWGPOS + TWTREDY 

ELSE IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.3333333333333333333) THEN 
NEWGPOS = TWTREDY - NEWGPOS + 2.0 • ELHS 

END IF 
PSEUDOV = (NEWGPOS - PYPOS) / DTAU 

C CAN PUT Cuninham slip factor INTO TAU IN READ ROUTINE 
CALL PEUPDAT (JOUTP, AIRNU, PDIAM, DTAU, ELHS, EPS, 

2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, PSEUDOV, 
3 GZVELw, HALFEDDY, PVELX, PYPOS, 
4 PVELY, PVELZ, TAUP(KDROP), UBAR, VBAR, 
5 WEAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT(NSTIRTL), PSEV) 

C INSTANTANEOUS ADJUSTMENT TO THE POSITION & 
C VELOCITY HERE. NOTE THIS EDDY - PARTICLE 
C INTERACTION DOES EFFECT THE X AND Z VELOCITY / POS. 

PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PVELY = PVELY + DELTAV 

IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 

C FOR OUTPUTTING DROPLET POSITION & TIME. SPECIFICALLY 
C WHEN A PARTICLE HITS A WALL 
C PARTICLE HIT THE TOP WALL 

ITOP =ITOP+I 
LHIT =.TRUE. 
DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 1, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), PVELY, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PARTICLE % AGE 

25 FORMAT (IX, EI5.9, IX, 12,4(1X, E12.6), 16, IX, E15.9) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 
C PARTICLE HIT THE WALL 

IBOT =IBOT+ 1 
LHIT = .TRUE. 
DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 0, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), PVELY, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PARTICLE % AGE 

END IF 

PARTICLE % POSITION(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = PVELY 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = PSEV 

C 
C2345678901234567892I234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 
Q if if ******* 

IF (LHIT) THEN 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = L0CATI0N(KDR0P, KPOS) -1 
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ITOTAL = ITOTAL -1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN DEALLOCATE IT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X=> SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C CREATE A STACK WITH THE PARTICLES WHICH HAVE HIT WALL 

IF (ASSOCIATED (DEATH % X)) THEN 
C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PARTICLE HIT WALL 

SPARE => DEATH %X 
DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => SPARE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 

ELSE 
C 1ST PARTICLE TO HIT THE WALL 

DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
NULLIFY ( PARTICLE % TOBOT) 
NULLIFY ( PARTICLE % TOTOP ) 

END IF 

LHIT=.FALSE. 
ELSE IF (PYPOS .LT. BOTBOUND) THEN 

C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
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IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 
C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLITQUEHERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 
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PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C cut it out and put it into a waiting queue 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NLTLLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 
TAG % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 
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C IF THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO ELEMENTS IN THE LIST 
C THEN CHECK THE CELLS ARE IN ORDER 

IF (ASSOCIATED(LOWESTY(KPOS) % X)) THEN 
SPARE => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF(ASSOCIATED(SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

c out INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) 
YPOSLST = SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PARTICLE => SPARE % TOTOP 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
IF (YPOSLST .GT. PYPOS) THEN 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

ELSE 
IT IS THE LAST 

NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
TAG % X => SPARE 
************* MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 

DO WHILE (LITT) 
SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
IT IS ASSOCIATED 
INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 

END IF 
ELSE 

SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

(DOWN) 

C 

c 

c 

c 

(DOWN) 

C 

C 
C 
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SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT ? 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END DO 
Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, ^ 

SPARE => TAG % X 
ELSE 

SPARE => PARTICLE 
END IF 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 
END DO 

C ****** END INTERIOR CELLS NOW DO LAST CELL IN EDDY 
KPOS = JR 
BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
GXMl = GXAC 
GZMI = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 
GZAC = GZP1 
IF (JR .HQ. NY) THEN 

GXPl =0.0 
GZPl =0.0 

ELSE 
GXPl = SCAL(1,JR+1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3,JR+1) 

END IF 
TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PVELX = PARTICLE %VEL0CITY(1) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PDIAM = DIA(KDROP) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM / 2.0 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST* (GXAC-GXMl) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZAC - GZMI) 
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ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXPl - GXAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu =GXAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
CALL RNG(WTHIRD) 
NEWGPOS = (PYPOS - ELHS)/3.0 + ELHS 
IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.6666666666666666666) THEN 

NEWGPOS = NEWGPOS + TWTREDY 
ELSE IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.3333333333333333333) THEN 

NEWGPOS = TWTREDY - NEWGPOS + 2.0 * ELHS 
END IF 
PSEUDOV = (NEWGPOS - PYPOS) / DTAU 

CALL PEUPDAT (JOUTP, AIRNU, PDIAM, DTAU, ELHS, EPS, 
2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, PSEUDOV, 
3 GZVELw, HALFEDDY, PVELX, PYPOS, 
4 PVELY, PVELZ, TAUP(KDROP), UBAR, VBAR, 
5 WEAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT(NSTIRTL), PSEV) 

C INSTANTANEOUS ADJUSTMENT TO THE POSITION & 
C VELOCITY HERE. NOTE THIS EDDY - PARTICLE 
C INTERACTION DOES EFFECT THE X AND Z A/ELOCITY / POS. 

PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PVELY = PVELY + DELTAV 

IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 
Q :T:I|E:(C9|C9|(^I|C)|E4:3|CJ(CITCI|EI(C9|CI|C:IC)|E9|EAIC:(C:TC9|CJFEI|E)|C 

C FOR OUTPUTTING DROPLET POSITION & TIME. SPECIFICALLY 
C WHEN A PARTICLE HITS A WALL 
C PARTICLE HIT THE TOP WALL 

ITOP =IT0P+1 
LHIT =.TRUE. 
DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 1, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), PVELY, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PARTICLE % AGE 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 
C PARTICLE HIT THE WALL 

IBOT = IBOT + I 
LHIT = .TRUE. 
DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 0, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), PVELY, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PARTICLE % AGE 

END IF 



PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2) = PVELY 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = PSEV 

C 
C234567890123456789212345678931234567894123456789512345678961234567897 

IF (LHIT) THEN 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) -1 
ITOTAL = ITOTAL - 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN DEALLOCATE IT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C CREATE A STACK WITH THE PARTICLES WHICH HAVE HIT WALL 

IF (ASSOCIATED (DEATH % X)) THEN 
C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PARTICLE HIT WALL 

SPARE => DEATH % X 
DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => SPARE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 

ELSE 
C 1ST PARTICLE TO HIT THE WALL 

DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP ) 

END IF 
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LHIT=.FALSE. 
ELSE IF (PYPOS XT. BOTBOUND) THEN 

C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT =.FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
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HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

C ***•*+•**•••• MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, ^ 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C cut it out and put it into a waiting queue 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(Ba)ROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 
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NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 

TAG % X => TEMP % X 
END DO 

C ***** END LAST CELL IN EDDY 

C HAVE COMPLETED ALL PARTICLES, NOW PUT IN THE ONES ON THE WAITING LIST 
DO KPOS= 1,NY, 1 

IF (KPOS .EQ. 13) THEN 
ITT = 1 

END IF 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(WAIT(KPOS) % X)) ! error occurs here on kpos = 13, infinite loop !!! 

PARTICLE => WAIT(KPOS) % X 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
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IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END DO 
Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

WAIT(KPOS) % X => TEMP % X 
END DO 

C can nullify here, but would be redundent 
END DO 

C END PARTICLE EDDY INTERACTION BREAK INTO THE STIR TIME LINE 

R E T U R N 
E N D  

B.3 Sub-program eolgread 

SUBROUTINE EOIGREAD (NY, JINP, JOUTP, Yl, YN, DTP ART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, KTLAST, INCHAN, FIKS) 

C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) TO READ IN THE 
C INPUT NEEDED TO RUN THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW DATA. THIS IS DONE TO MAKE 
C THE PROGRAM AS MODULAR AS POSSIBLE. THE FILE depolG.inp MUST EXIST 
C IN THE DIRECTORY WHICH THIS PROGRAM IS BEING EXICUTED. 
C THIS ROUTINE IS FOR THE LINKED LIST VERSION OF THE PARTICLE READ 
C THE VARIABLES SPECIFIC TO THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW ARE PASSED IN MULT. 
C COMMON BLOCKS (AGAIN TO BE MODULAR). USING THE 'SAVE' COMMAND IS 
C ESSENTIAL. 
C CALLED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
C THIS ROUTINE ALSO INITIALIZES VARL^BLES AS NEEDED 
C 
C IMPORTANT VARIABLE NAMES FOR THIS ROUTINE ARE LISTED HERE. OTHER 
C LIST OCCUR IN THE START OF THE OTHER SUBROUTINES. 
C LAST UDATED 08/27/04 
C for Graham, 2004, method of intial stress 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 10, 2002 
C USE DENSITY IN (KG/M**3) 
C USE VISCOSIITY OF {Pa*S = KG/(M*S)} 
C In order to proceed now, all units are assumed to be in Si units 
C (kilograms, meters, seconds, Kelvin) 
C 
C A MU = THE AIR VISCOSITY, MU (Pa*S) 
C INP VEL X = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE X DIRECTION 
C INP VEL Y = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C INP VEL Z = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C INP X POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C INP Y POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
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INP Z POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
GRAY AC X = GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION {M/(S**2)} 
RHO A = DENSITY OF THE AIR 
RHO P = DENSITY OF THE SECOND PHASE (KG/M**3) 
TAU P = PARTICLE RELAXATION TIME 
BETA = DROPLET PARAMETER TO ADJUST THE EDDY TAU. 
BULK VEL = BULK FLUID VELOCITY 
DIA = DIAMETER OF THE PARTICLE (M) 
EPS F = THE FRACTION OF ONE GRID SPACING WHICH IS INSIGNIFICANT 
NOP = ACTUAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN THIS SIMULATION 
BETA = THE TIME FACTOR FOR EDDY LIFETIME, ELSEWHARE CALLED D 
M O P P = THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
TEMPR = TEMPERATURE IN KELVIN, K 
SMLK = THE BOLTZMAN CONSTANT K, IN J.MOLECULE/K 
LAMBDA = MEAN FREE PATH OF CONTINUOUS PHASE, M 

B M COEF = COEFFICIENT FOR THE BROWNIAN MOTION ACCEL. [=] M/S/S 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AMU, BMCOEF, CUNHMSF, DIAPLUS, DISRATIO 
REAL DTM, DTP ART, DTPARTF, DTPRTOUT, DY 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
REAL EPSF, FIKS, FRICTNV, SCAL(NSC,NY) 
INTEGER I, IBOT, IGRAV, INCHAN, ISKIP, ISLIP, ITOP, ITOTAL 
INTEGER J, JINP, JOUTP, KTLAST 
REAL LAMBDA 
LOGICAL LHIT, LXGRAV, LYGRAV, LZGRAV 
CHARACTER*5 OUTFIL(MOPP) 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PDTPLUS, PI, PRADIUS 
REAL PTAUPLUS 
REAL RHOA, RHOP(MOPP), Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOS 
REAL SCHMIDT 
REAL SCRK, SMLK, SRHO, STRTIME, SUMX, SUMXX 
REAL TEMPR, THISTRT 
INTEGER NSTAT 
PARAMETER (PI= 3.14159265359, SMLK= 1.38E-23) 

COMMON/OP IDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE /OPIDEPINT/ 
COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
SAVE /BROWNM/ 

OPEN (UMT=JINP,FILE='depolG.inp', STATUS = 'OLD') 

READ (JINP, 10) 
READ (JINP, 10) 
READ (JINP, 10) RHOA ! DENSITY OF PHASE ONE 'CONITNUOUS' 

10 FORMAT (IX, F15.5) 
READ (JINP,20) ISKIP 

C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 



ISKIP = 1 
20 FORMAT (IX, 13) 

READ (JINP,10) AMU 

READ (JINP,10) EPSF 
READ (JIMP,10) EPSILON 
READ (JINP.IO) STRTIME 
READ (JINP.IO) DTPARTF 
READ (JIMP, 10) DTPRTOUT 
READ (JINP,10) BULKVEL 
READ (JINP,10) BETA 
READ (JINP.IO) GRAVACX 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LXGRAV=.FALSE. 
ELSE 

LXGRAV=.TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACY 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LYGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LYGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP,10) GRAVACZ 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LZGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LZGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 

1 = 1  

READ (JINP,30) OUTFIL(l) 
30 FORMAT (IX, A5) 

READ (JINP,10) INPVELX(l) 
READ (JINP, 10) INPVELY(l) 
READ (JINP,10) INPVELZ(l) 
READ(JINP,10)DIA (1) 
READ (JINP,10) RHOP (1) ! DENSITY OF PHASE TWO 'PARTICLE' 
READ (JINP, 10) INAGE(l) 

C if ever go beyond NOP = 1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
READ (nNP,20) ISLIP 

READ (JINP,20) KTLAST 
IF (KTLAST .GT. 999) THEN 

KTLAST =999 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) TEMPR ! IN KELVIN 
READ (JINP, 10) LAMBDA ! IN METERS 
READ (HNP, 10) FRICTNV ! IN METERS PER SEC 
READ (JINP, 20) INCHAN ! # from wall with no particles 
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READ (JINP, 10) FIKS ! l/sqrt(Kolomogorov Stokes #) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 40) RHOA, I, AMU, DTPRTOUT 
40 FORMAT (IX, 'Density of phase one, the continuous =', E10.4, /, 

2 ' NUMBER OF PARTICLES =', 15,/, IX,'Dynamic viscosity =', 
3 E10.4,2X,'Particle output every', E10.4,' sec.') 

WRITE (JOUTP, 50) EPSF, BETA, DTPARTF, DTM 
50 FORMAT (lX,'Fraction of a grid spacing considered small = 

2 E10.4, /, IX, 'the particle parameter BETA =', E10.4, /, 
3 IX, 'FACTOR FOR COMPUTING DROPLET TIME STEP FROM', 
4 'MOLECULAR STEP (dtm) =', E10.4, /,' DTM =', E12.6) 
IF (.NOT.LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 60) GRAVACZ 
60 F0RMAT(1X, "No gravatational acceleration in either the X or', 

2 ' Y directions', 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', El2.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 63) GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
63 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X =', E12.6, 

2 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y =', E12.6, /, 2X, 
3 'Grav. acc. in the Z is E12.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 66) GRAVACX, GRAVACZ 
66 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X ONLY =', E12.6, 

2 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', El 2.6) 
ELSE 

WRITE (JOUTP, 69) GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
69 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y ONLY =', E12.6, 

2 2X,'Grav. acc. in the Z is', E12.6) 
END IF 
WRITE (JOUTP,72) BULKVEL 

72 FORMAT (IX, 'THE BULK VELOCITY OF THE GAS PHASE =', E12.6) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 75) INPXPOS(l), INPYPOS(l), INPZPOS(l), 
2 INPVELX(l), INPVELY(l), INPVELZ(l), DIA(l), INAGE(l) 

75 FORMAT (IX, 'The initial x, y, and z position are;', E12.6, 3X, 
2 E12.6, 3X, E12.6,/, IX, 'The initial velocitys (u, v, w)', 
3 ' are:', E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, /, 
4 ' DIA =', El0.4,' Age of the drop when', 
5 ' it is bom into ODT =', E10.4) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 77) ISKIP, KTLAST 

77 FORMAT (IX, 'skip every13,' interior cells. Ensemble # = ', 
2 13) 

EPS = EPSF DY .'ONE-TENTH OF A GRID POINT IS SMALL 
DTP ART = DTM DTPARTF 
AIRNU = AMU/RHOA 
DYDBTWO = DY/2.0 
TAUP(l) = RHOP(l) • DL\(1)*''"2 / (18.0 AMU) 
CLOSE (JINP) 
DISRATIO = 2.0 • LAMBDA / DIA (1) 



CUNHMSF = 1.0 + DISRATI0*(1.257 + 0.4*EXP(-1.1/DISRATIO)) 
SCHMIDT = 3 » PI * DIA(l) * AMU**2 / 

2 (CUNHMSF • RHOA • SMLK * TEMPR) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 80) CUNHMSF, SCHMIDT 

80 FORMAT (IX,' Cunningham slip factor =E12.6, 
2 ' The particle Schmidt # = ', E12.6) 
DIAPLUS = DIA(I) • FRICTNV/AIRNU 
SRHO = RHOP(l) / RHOA 

C particle time const. TAU in wall units, tau + 
C should be the same as CUNHMSF* TAUP * FRICTNV* *2 / AIRNU 

PTAUPLUS = CUNHMSF • SRHO * DIAPLUS**2 /18.0 
C particle delta t non-dimensionalized 

PDTPLUS = DTP ART • FRICTNV**2 / AIRNU 
BMCOEF = FRICTNV**3 / AIRNU * 
2 SQRT(2.0 /(SCHMIDT * PTAUPLUS**2 * PDTPLUS)) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 90) DIAPLUS, PTAUPLUS, PDTPLUS, BMCOEF 
90 FORMAT (IX,' Dia + =', E12.6,' Tau + = ', E12.6, 

2 ' Particle dt + = ', E12.6,' BMCOEF = E12.6 ) 
C for now assume one particle per cell (CENTERED) of each type. 
C must change lowesty 

ALLOCATE ( LOWESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (LOWESTY(J) % X) 
LOCATION(l,J) =0 

END DO 
ALLOCATE ( HIGHESTYCNY)) 
D O J =  1 , N Y , I  

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE (WAIT(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (WAIT(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE (INPROG) 
NULLIFY (INPROG % X) 
ALLOCATE (TAG) 
NULLIFY (TAG % X) 
ALLOCATE (TEMP) 
NULLIFY (TEMP % X) 
ALLOCATE(DEATH) 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 
1=1 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
OPEN (UNIT=30, FILE='celIave.out') 

PDIAM =DIA(1) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM / 2.0 
YNMRAD =YN-PRADIUS 
YIPRAD = Y1 + PRADIUS 
PCHNWDT = YN - Y1 - PDIAM 
IBOT =0 



ITOP = 0 
ITOTAL = NY - 2 
THISTRT = 0.0 
LHIT = .FALSE. 
OUTDEP =31 

RETURN 
END 

B.4 Sub-program Jinread 

subroutine Jinread(ny,nipdfyo,nipdfl,yl,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp, 
& alpha,Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tube,ifp,usap,us^, 
& ifUl,usaul,usful,ifLJu,usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy, 
& alfu,alfv,alfw,minceddy,elmp,Pt,tpdfc,intPa, 
& tend,ifflow,irsvl ,irsv2,nevents,dtstat,dttw, 
& ifvpo,ifhs,ifmtc,ifdiss,dtmi,cne,dts,nsedts, 
& icnttavg,dttavg,intavg,noutp,tpout,dyJvc 1, 
& jvc2 jtcl jtc2,elmin,maxceddy,elmax,pi,y,yn, 
& yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl, MAXEDOM) 

c 
C2345678911234567892123456789312345678941234567895123456789612345678971 
C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS ON 06/28/01 
C File called Jinread.f 
C MODIFIED TO CHECK TO SEE THAT THE minceddy WAS A MULT. OF 3 
C AND 6 OR GREATER 
C MOD. TO CHECK THAT maxceddy WAS A MULT. OF 3 AND ROUNDED TO 
C THE NEAREST VALUE TO THE INTENDED maxfac 
c This subroutine reads in the parameters needed to specify the 
c channel or Couette flow problem to be simulated provided the 
c molecular transport coefficients are constant. If the dynamic 
c viscosity is temperature dependent, additional information needs 
c to be supplied via the subroutine inreadv.f 
c 

real y(ny),tpout(10), maxfac 
c 

open(50,file='input',status-old') 
c 

read(50,*) yl,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu 
read(50,*) tc,cp,Ulbc,Uubc 
read(50,*) Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc 
read(50,*) ifp,usap,us^ 
read(50,*) ifUl,usaul,usful 
read(50,*) ifUu,usauu,usfuu 
read(50,*) yvcl,yvc2,ytcl,ytc2 
read(50,*) Aeddy,Ceddy,alfu,alfv,alfw,maxfac 
read(50,*) minceddy,elmp,Pt,tpdfc,intPa,tend 
read(50,*) ifflow,irsvl,irsv2,nevents 
read(50,*) dtstat,dttw,ifvpo,ifhs,ifmtc 
read(50,*) ifdiss,dtmi,cne,dts,nsedts 
read(50,*) icnttavg,dttayg,intavg,noutp 
read(50,*) (tpout(i),i=l,noutp) 

^ 9|: 4; lie ADDITION ********************** y 



IF ((irsvl .GT. 2147483562) .OR. (irsvl .LT. 1) .OR. 
2 (irsv2 .GT. 2147483398) .OR. (irsv2 .LT. 1)) THEN 

PRINT "('random mimbers are out of range.')" 
S T O P  

END IF 
0 J^QQI'pjoN ****************** V 
c 
c Evaluate the thermal diffusivity (alpha) and some characteristic 
c length and time scales. 
c 

alpha=tc/(rho*cp) 
dy=sydom/float(ny-1) 

C JRS'S MODIFICATION FOR MINCEDDY 
IF (MINCEDDY .GE. 6) THEN 

JTEMP = M0D(MINCEDDY,3) 
IF (JTEMP .NE. 0) THEN 

IF (JTEMP .EQ. 1) THEN 
MINCEDDY = MINCEDDY - 1 

ELSE 
MINCEDDY = MINCEDDY + 1 

END IF 
END IF 
ELMIN = FLOAT(MINCEDDY)*DY 

ELSE 
ELMIN = FL0AT(6)*DY 
MINCEDDY = 6 

END IF 

C elmin=float(minceddy)*dy 
C END JRS'S CHANGES FOR MINCEDDY 
c maxceddy=3*int(ny/3) 
c 
C JRS'S MODIFICATION FOR MAXCEDDY 
C IF THE ENTIRE DOMAIN IS NOT AVAILABLE FOR THE LARGEST EDDY, 
C THEN MAXEDOM MUST BE CHANGED AND maxceddy HAS TO BE CHECKED 
C TO SEE IF IT IS LESS THEN MAXEDOM. BUT IF MAXEDOM IS = NY-1 
C THEN EVERYTHING IS SET 

MAXEDOM = NY-1 

c Rods test for effect on Wake region 
C 
C maxceddy=3*int( float(ny)/3.0 *maxfac) 

IF (MAXFAC .LE. 9./FL0AT(NY)) THEN 
MAXFAC= 1. 
maxceddy=3 *INT(ny/3) 

ELSE IF (MAXFAC .LT. (1.- (2./FL0AT(NY)))) THEN 
maxceddy=3*Nint(float(ny)/3.0 * maxfac) 

ELSE 
MAXFAC = 1. 
maxceddy=3 *INT(ny/3) 

END IF 



c END JRS'S CHANGES FOR MAXCEDDY 

write(6,*) "The maximum eddy size factor is;", maxfac 
c 

elmax=float(maxceddy)*dy 
pi=2.*asin(l.) 

c 
if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
j vc 1 =nint(yvc 1 / dy)+1 
j vc2=nint(yvc2/dy)+1 
j tc 1 =nint(y tc 1 /dy)+1 
j tc2=nint(y tc2/dy)+1 

end if 
c 
c Initiahze the y-location array. 
c 

do 10j=l,ny 
y (j )=floatO -1) * dy+y 1 

10 continue 
yn=y(ny) 

c 
c Determine some parameters to be used when evaluating pdfs 
c associated with implemented eddies. 
c 

yomin=y 1 +(elmin/2.) 
yomax=yn-(elmin/2.) 
dpdfyo=(yomax-yomin)/float(nipdfyo) 
dpdfl=(elmax-elmin)/float(nipdfl) 

c 
return 
end 

B.5 Sub-program Jseleddy 

subroutine seleddy(nsc,ny,scal,kemj,iunpaedmx,iunpaedl ,rho,rmu, 
& tpdfc,intPa,dts,dy,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfV,ifrntc, 
& minceddy,elmp,maxceddy,elmin,elmax,y 1 ,yn, 
& ifflow,ifturb,Paedmax,time,icntdtsed,edmid, 
& jl,ke,eddy,uK,vK,wK,ipachck,Paed,Paedavg, 
6 SYDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate) 

c 
c This routine determines whether a candidate eddy will be allowed 
c to happen. The decision is based on the desired eddy rate 
c distribution and on some exclusion rules. 
c 
C LAST MODIFED BY JRS ON 06/17/02 14:30 
C FE.E NAME CHANGED TO Jseleddy.f 
C CHANGES MADE TO edlocnorm, THE COMPUTATION OF jl (DROPED 0.5) 
C AND ALLOWED EDDIES TO SPAN THE ENTIRE LENGTH. (I CHECKED 
C THE KERNEL 
C AND VEBJORN HAS THE FIRST CELL AND THE LAST CELL = ZERO) 
C ALSO CHANGED THE WAY THE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTS THE EDDY. 
C ACTUALLY 
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C CHOOSE THE LHS OF THE EDDY jl, RATHER THEN THE MIDDLE. 
C ADDED MAXEDOM = MAXIMUM EDDY DOMAIN NEEDED FOR edlocnorm 

INTEGER MAXEDOM 
real scal(nsc,ny),kemj(ny),dudy(ny),dvdy(ny),dwdy(ny) 
real sum(3,7) 
logical eddy 

c 
save ichck,edsizenorni 
data ichck /O/ 

if (ichck.eq.O) then 
edsizenorm=(-(5./3.)*tpdfc*(elmp**(5./3.)))/(exp(tpdfc* 

& ((elmp/elmax)**(5./3.)))-exp(tpdfc*((elmp/elmin)** 
& (5./3.)))) 

ichck=l 
end if 

c 
ipachck=0 

c 
c Choose the eddy size: This is the inverse of the cumulative 
c distribution function of L (the eddy size) applied to a uniform 
c random variable, where the probability density function (pdf) of 
c L, P(L) = B*[L**(-8/3)]*exp{^dfc*[(Lmp/L)**(5/3)]}, with B 
c normalized by the fact that L ranges from elmin (smallest eddy) 
c to elmax (largest eddy). (Note that Lmp is the most probable 
c eddy size.) 
c 

call mg(m) 
edsize=elmp/(((l./^dfc)*log(exp(tpdfc*((elmp/elmin)**(5./3.)))+ 
& (exp(tp^c*((elmp/elmax)**(5./3.)))-exp(tpdfc*((elmp/ 
& elmin)* •(5./3 .))))*m))**(3 ./5.)) 

c 
c Choose how many cells the eddy should have: shrink or expand it 
c to an integer divisible by three (3). 
c 

ke=3 *nint(edsize/(3. *dy)) 
ke=max(minceddy,ke) 
ke=min(maxceddy,ke) 
discedsize=float(ke)*dy 
edsize = discedsize 

c 
c Choose the location of the eddy midpoint. The midpoint of a 
c candidate eddy can be between y=yl+L/2 and y=yn-L/2. 
c 
C NEW EDLOCNORM FOR DISCRETE EDDIES FROM DR. KERSTEIN 
C edlocnorm=l./(yn-yl-edsize) 

EDLOCNORM = FLOAT(MAXEDOM)/((MAXEDOM - KE +1)*SYD0M) 

call mg(m) 
YEL = yl + (m/edlocnorm) 

c 



c Locate the "left" (jl) and "right" (jr) nodes of the eddy 
c 
C yel=edmid-(discedsize/2.) 
C jl=l+nint(((yel-yl)/dy)+0.5) 
C  h e r e t h e  0 . 5  s e e m s  t o  c a u s e  a  p r o b l e m  w h e n  Y E L  e x a c t l y  
C matches a grid point. I perfer 0.49 - JRS 

JL = 1 + NINT((YEL - Y1)/DY + 0.49) 
jr=jl+ke-l 
EDMID = Y1+ ((JL + JR)/2.0 - 1.0) * DY 

c 
c First possible exclusion: If the 'discretized' candidate eddy 
c extends beyond the computational domain it needs to be excluded, 
c (Note: This case should never happen. RCS) 
c 
C if (jl.lt.2.or.jr.gt.ny-l) then ! <~ here: I think this should be 1 and 

IF ((JL .LT. 1) .OR. (JR .GT.NY)) THEN 
write(6,*) "WARNING: jl.lt.l.or.jr.gtny: jljr=",jl,jr 
write(6,*) "yel=",yel 
eddy=.false. 
return 

end if 
c 
c If the kinematic viscosity is temperature dependent, evaluate 
c the effective viscosity of the candidate eddy. 
c 

if (ifintc.ne.O) then 
call effvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dyJlJr,discedsize,mu) 

else 
mu=rmu/rho 

end if 
c 

if (ifturb.eq.O) then 
cutoff^O.^mu 

else 
cutoff=Ceddy*mu 

end if 
c 
c Compute the eddy rate distribution based on the true kernel 
c method. 
c 

m=ke/3 
kemjl=2*jl 
kemj2=2*( 1 -3 *m-2*jl) 
kemj 3=2 * 5 H+3 * m) 
uK=0. 
vK=0. 
wK=0. 
uKr=0. 
vKr=0. 
wKr=0. 

c 
do 10j=jljl+m-l 



kemj(j)=float(kemj l-2*j) 
jt=-kemjl+3*j 
uK=uK+scal( 1 ,jt) *kemj (j) 
vK=vK+scal(2 J t) *kemj (j) 
wK=wK+scal(3 J t) *kemj Q) 
uKj=uICr+scal( 1J t) * (kemj (j)-1.0) 
vKr==vKr+scal(2,jt)*(kemj(j)-1.0) 
wKr=wKr+scal(3 ,jt)*(kemj 0-1-0) 

10 continue 
c 

do 20 j=jl+m,jl+2*m-l 
kemj (j)=float(kemj 2+4*j) 
jt=-kemj2-3*j 
uK=uK+scal( 1J t) *kemj (j) 
vK=vK+scal(2 J t) * kemj (j) 
wK=wK+scal(3 J t) *kemj Q) 
uKr=uKr+s cal (1, j t) * kemj (j) 
vKi=vKr+scal(2,jt)*kemj(j) 
wKi=wKr+scal(3 J t) *kemj (j) 

20 continue 
c 

do 30 j=jl+2*m,jl+3*m-l 
kemj (j)=float(kemj 3 -2 *j) 
jt=-kemj3+3*j 
uK=uK+scal( 1 jt)*kemj (j) 
vK=vK+scal(2 J t) *kemj (j) 
wK=wK+scaI(3 j t) *kemj G) 
uKr=uKr+scal(l jt)*(kemj(j)+l .0) 
vKr==vKr+scal(2,j t) * (kemj (j)+1.0) 
wKj:=wKr+scal(3 Jt)*(kemj(j)+1.0) 

30 continue 
c 

cint=l ./(float(ke)**2) 
uK=cint*uK 
vK=cint*vK 
wK=cint*wK 
uKr=cint*uKr 
vKr=cint*vKr 
wKr=cint*wKr 
erargk=0.5*alfv*(uKr**2+vKr**2+wKr**2)*(discedsize**2)-cutoff**2 

c 
0 Check whether the flow is deemed to be turbulent. 
c 

if (ifturb.eq.O.and.erargk.gt.O.) then 
ifturb=l 

end if 
c 
c Second possible exclusion: If the candidate eddy is not 
c energetic enough to tum over it will excluded. 
c 

if (erargk.le.O.) then 
eddy=.false. 
return 



end if 

Correction given by A. Kerstein to discor 
discor=((float(ke)-3.yfloat(ke))*((discedsize/edsize)**4) 
discor=( float(ke) / (float(ke)-3.) )*((discedsize/edsize)**4 

discor=( float(ke) / (float(ke)-3.) )*((edsize/discedsize)**2) 

edrate=discor*(Aeddy*sqrt(erargk))/(discedsize**4) 

Compute the kernel based acceptance probability, 

ipachck=l 
icntdtsed=icntdtsed+1 
fl=edsizenorm*(edsize**(-8./3.))*exp(tpdfc*((elmp/edsize)** 

& (5./3.))) 
Paed=(edrate*dts)/(edlocnorm*fl) 
Paedavg=Paedavg+Paed 

Check whether this is the largest eddy acceptance probability so 
far. 

if (Paed.gt.Paedmax.and.ifflow.eq. l )  then 
Paedmax=Paed 
write(iunpaedmx,8) time,Paedinax 
call flush(iunpaedinx) 

end if 

Check whether the acceptance probability is to be output. 

if (mod(icntdtsed,intPa).eq.0.and.ifflow.eq.l) then 
write(iunpaedl,8) time,Paed 
call flush(iunpaedl) 

end if 

Perform a Bernoulli trial to determine whether the eddy event 
is to occur. 

call mg(m) 
if (rn.gt.Paed) then 
eddy = .false. 
return 

end if 

jleddy: Flag which determines which method is used to address 
the large eddy anomaly 

= 0; No method used 
= 1; median method 
= 2; smaller scale ratio, smaller scale = L/2 
= 3; smaller scale ratio, smaller scale = L/3 



jleddy = 1 

ifQleddy.eq.l) then 

If eddy is accepted compute the eddy rate distribution based on 
assumed linear velocity profiles in [yo,yo+l] using the median 
method. 

if (jl.eq.l) then 
dudy( l)=(-3.*scal(lj l)+4. * scal( IJ1+1 )-scal( 1 j 1+2))/ 

& (2.*dy) 
dvdy(l)=(-3. *scal(2 jl)+4. *scal(2 Jl+1 )-scal(2 Jl+2))/ 

& (2.*dy) 
dwdy(l)=(-3.*scal(3 jl)+4.*scal(3jl+l)-scal(3Jl+2))/ 

& (2.*dy) 
else 
dudy( 1 )=(scal( 1J1+1 )-scal(l Jl-1 ))/(2. *dy) 
dvdy( l)=(scal(2Jl+l)-scal(2Jl-l ))/(2. * dy) 
dwdy( 1 )=(scal(3 j 1+1 )-scal(3 J1-1 ))/(2. * dy) 

end if 

if (jr.eq.ny) then 
dudy(^e)=(3.*scal(l jr)-4.*scal(l jr-1 )+scal(l jr-2))/ 

& (2.*dy) 
dvdy(ke)=(3. *scal(2,jr)-4.*scal(2 jr-1 )+scal(2 jr-2))/ 

& (2.*dy) 
dwdy (ke)=(3. * scal(3 J r)-4. * scal(3 Jr-1 )+scal(3 j r-2))/ 

& (2.*dy) 
else 

dudy(ke)=(scal( 1 Jr+1 )-scal( 1 Jr-1 ))/(2. * dy) 
dvdy(ke)=(scal(2 Jrf 1 )-scal(2 Jr-1 ))l(2. * dy) 
dwdy(ke)=(scal(3 Jrf 1 )-scal(3 Jr-1 ))/(2. *dy) 

end if 

do 40 j=2,ke-1 
dudy(j)=(scal(lJl+j)-scal(lJl+j-2))/(2.*dy) 
dvdy(j )=(scal(2 J 1+j )-scal(2 J 1+j -2))/(2. * dy) 
dwdy(j)=(scal(3Jl+j)-scal(3Jl+j-2))/(2.*dy) 
continue 

call median(ny,dudy,ke,dudym) 
call median(ny,dvdy,ke,dvdym) 
call median(ny,dwdy,ke,dwdym) 

vTm2=alfv*(((2.*discedsize)/27.)**2)*((dudym**2)+(dvdym**2)+ 
& (dwdym**2)) 
erargm=0.5*vTm2*(discedsize**2)-cutoff**2 

Check whether the median-eddy is energetic enough to turn over. 

if (erargm.le.O) then 
eddy=.false. 
return 



end if 
c 
c Compute the rate of the median-eddy. 
c 

edrate=discor*(Aeddy*sqrt(erargm))/(discedsize**4) 
c 
c Compute the median based acceptance probability and check 
c whether the candidate eddy is to be implemented. 
c 

Paed=(edrate*dts)/(edlocnorm*fl) 
c 
c 

else if(jleddy.lt.4 .and. ke.gt.9) then 
sum(l,l) = 0.0 
sum(2,l) = 0.0 
sum(3,l) = 0.0 
fke = float(ke)/(2.0*jleddy) 
j_l =jl 
do 100 id = l,2*jleddy 

c 
j_2 = int( id*fke) 

c 
do 60j=^_lJ 2 

sum( 1 ,id)=sum( 1 ,id)+scal( 1 J) 
sum(2,id)=sum(2,id)+scal(2J) 
sum(3, id)=sum(3 ,id)+scal(3 j) 

60 continue 
c 

frac = float(id)*fke - float(j_2) 
c debug 

if(frac.lt.0.0 .or. frac.ge.l.O) then 
write(6,*) "frac error in seleddy:" 
write(6,*) "frac = frac 
stop 

endif 
c end debug 

if(fi-ac.le.l.e-6) frac = 0.0 
c 

sum(l,id) = sum(l,id) + frac*scal(l j) 
sum(2,id) = sum(2,id) + frac*scal(2 j) 
sum(3,id) = sum(3,id) + frac*scal(3J) 
sum(l,id+l)= (l.-frac)*scal(l j) 
sum(2,id+l)= (l.-frac)*scal(2j) 
sum(3,id+l)= (l.-frac)*scal(3 j) 

c 
if(frac.gt.l.e-6) then 
j_l=L2+l 

else 
LI =j_2 

endif 
c 
100 continue 



c debug; frac should be zero after the do 100 loop 
c 

if(frac.ne.O.O) then 
if(abs(frac).gt.l.e-20) then 

write(6,*) "frac error in seleddy:" 
write(6,*) "frac = ", frac 
stop 

endif 
endif 

c end debug 
c 

vd_max = 0.0 
vd_min = 1 .e40 
do 110 jloop=l jleddy 
j = 2*jloop 
vdif = sqrt( sum(l J)**2 + sum(2j)**2 + sum(3 j)**2 

1 - sutn(l J-l)**2 - sum(2J-l)**2 - sum(3J-l)**2 ) 
vd_max = max(vd_max,vdif) 
vdmin = min(vd_min,vdif) 

110 continue 
if(vd_max.gt.l.e-8) then 

vk_rat = vd_min/vd_max 
c vk_rat = sqrt(vk_rat) 
c write(6,191) ke, vk_rat, vd_min, vd_max 
cl91 formate ',i5,3(2x,lpell.4), Op) 

else 
vk_rat= 1.0 

endif 
c 

Paed = Paed * vk rat 
c 
c 

else if(jleddy.gt.3) then 
Paed=Paed * 1.0 
write(6,*) "This jleddy not implimented: jleddy=", jleddy 
stop 

0 
endif 

C 
if (m.gt.Paed) then 
eddy=.false. 
return 

end if 
c 

eddy=.true. 
c 
8 format(el 1.5,2x,el 1.5) 
c 

return 
end 



B.6 Sub-program module modcommn 

MODULE MODCOMMN 

IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER, PARAMETER ;; MOPP =1 
INTEGER, PARAMETER ::NNY = 10336 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: NYSTAT= 5168 != INTEGER(NNY/2. + .5 ) 

C THESE COMMON BLOCKS ARE USED IN SUBROUTINES PARTREAD, PSTIRTLN 
C AND PARTTIME. 
C THIS MAKES SURE THAT THE COMMON STATEMENTS ARE IDENTICLE! 

REAL AIRNU, BETA, BULKVEL 
REAL DIA, DYDBTWO, EPS, EPSILON 
REAL GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
INTEGER ICOUNT 
REAL INAGE, INPVELX, INPVELY, INPVELZ 
REAL INPXPOS, INPYPOS, INPZPOS 
INTEGER LOCATION (MOPP, NNY) 
INTEGER NOP 
REAL TAUP 

COMMON /PARTCLIREL/ GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, TAUP(MOPP), 
2 BETA, BULKVEL, EPS, EPSILON, AIRNU 

COMMON /PARTCLIINT/ NOP 
COMMON /PARTCL2/ DIA(MOPP) 
COMMON /PARTCL3/ INAGE(MOPP), INPVELX(MOPP), INPVELY(MOPP), 

2 INPVELZ(MOPP), INPXPOS(MOPP), INPYPOS(MOPP), 
3 INPZPOS(MOPP) 

SAVE /PARTCLIREL/ 
SAVE /PARTCLIINT/ 
SAVE /PARTCL2/ 
SAVE /PARTCL3/ 

END MODULE MODCOMMN 

B.7 Sub-program module modlink 

MODULE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
C SET UP STRUCTURE TYPE "NODE" 

TYPE NODE 
INTEGER VALUE 
REAL POSITION (3) 
REAL VELOCITY (3) 
REAL AGE 
REAL NWVELC 
INTEGER IBIRTH 
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: TOTOP 
TYPE (NODEX POINTER :: TOBOT 

END TYPE NODE 
TYPE PARRAY 



TYPE(NODE), POINTERX 
END TYPE PARRAY 

C DECLARE TWO VARIABLES OF TYPE NODE, 1 DIMENSIONED 
TYPE (NODE), POINTER :: PARTICLE, SPARE 
TYPE (PARRAY), DIMENSION(:), POINTER LOWESTY, HIGHESTY 
TYPE (PARRAY), DIMENSION(:), POINTER WAIT 
TYPE (PARRAY), POINTER :: INPROG 
TYPE (PARRAY), POINTER :: TAG 
TYPE (PARRAY), POINTER TEMP 
TYPE (PARRAYX POINTER :: DEATH 

END MODULE MODLINK 

B. 8 Sub-program o 1 dreintg 

SUBROUTINE OlDREINTG (DY, JSHRTOUT, JOUTP, KTEMP, KTLAST, NSC, 
2 NY, SCAL, TIME, Yl, INCHAN, FIKS, FLDS, NFLDS) 

C Last modified on 01/28/04 at 16:25 
C First written on 09/28/03 
C Tins ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) 
C TO RE-INITIALIZE THE PARTICLES (ONLY) SO AN ENSEMBLE 
C AVERAGE OF THE PARTICLE 
C PATHS CAN BE TAKEN. CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE. 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NFLDS 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
LOGICAL AOLOGIC (NY) 
CHARACTER(4) BUFFER 
CHARACTER(l) CHARAT 
CHARACTER(2) DBLCHAR 
REAL DY, SCAL(NSC, NY) 
REAL FLDS(NY, NFLDS), FIKS 
INTEGER IBOT, INCHAN, IPLACE, ITOP, ITOTAL 
INTEGER J, JJ, JOUTP, JSHRTOUT, KTEMP, KTLAST 
LOGICAL LHIT 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS 
CHARACTER(3) STRING 
REAL THISTRT,TIME, YNMRAD, YP0S,Y1, YIPRAD 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE /OPIDEPINT/ 

IF (KTEMP .EQ. 0) THEN 
THISTRT = TIME 
OPEN (OUTDEP, FILE = 'ensdp/dOOO.ouf, STATUS = 'NEW') 
YPOS = Yl -H (INCHAN - 1) * DY 
DO JJ= 1, INCHAN, 1 



LOCATION(l, JJ) =0 
L0CATI0N(1, NY+l-JJ) = 0 

END DO 

DO J = 1+INCHAN, NY-INCHAN, 1 
YPOS = YPOS + DY 
ALLOCATE (PARTICLE) 
PARTICLE % VALUE = 1 ! VALUE OF NODE (=1) IS ASSIGNED 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, J)-FLDS(J,1)) * FIKS 

2 +FLDS(J,1) 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2) = SCAL(2, J) * FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J) * FIKS ! does not matter for Opt 2 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J) * FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => LOWESTY (J) % X ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => HIGHESTY(J) % X 
LOWESTY (J) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, J) = I 

END DO 

ELSE IF (KTEMP .GE. KTLAST) THEN 

WRITE (30,4) KTEMP 
4 FORMAT (IX, '# ENSMEMBLE 2X, 112) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 5) KTEMP, TIME 
5 FORMAT (1X,ALL 14,' ENSEMBLES were done by time = ', E12.6) 

WRITE (OUTDEP, 50) ITOP, IBOT, ITOTAL 
CLOSE (OUTDEP) 
CLOSE (JSHRTOUT) 
STOP 

ELSE 

THISTRT = TIME 
IF (KTEMP .LT. 10) THEN 

WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
10 FORMAT (14) 

READ (BUFFER, 20) CHARAT 
20 FORMAT (3X, Al) 

STRING = '00' // CHARAT 
ELSE IF (KTEMP .LT. 100) THEN 

WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
READ (BUFFER, 30) DBLCHAR 

30 FORMAT (2X, A2) 
STRING = '0' // DBLCHAR 

ELSE 



WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
READ (BUFFER, 40) STRING 

40 FORMAT (IX, A3) 
END IF 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 50) ITOP, IBOT, ITOTAL 

50 FORMAT (IX, '-1.0', /, IX, 'Top hits = 15, /, 
2 IX, 'Bottom hits =', 15,' TOTAL16) 

CLOSE (OUTDEP) 
ITOP = 0 
IBOT =0 
OPEN (OUTDEP, FILE = 'ensdp/d' // STRING // '.out', 

2 STATUS = 'NEW') 
DO J = 1, NY, 1 

AOLOGIC(J) = .TRUE. 
END DO 

C MUST PUT BACK IN ORDER HERE 
Icount = 0 
IPLACE = 1 + INCHAN 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

C ANY PARTICLES IN THE FIRST INCHAN CELLS ARE REDISTRIBUTED 

DO JJ = 1, INCHAN, 1 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(JJ) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % POSITION(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE) 

2 - FLDS(IPLACE, 1)) * FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE, 1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS ! does not matter for Opt 2 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 
AOLOGIC (IPLACE) = .FALSE. 
IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (LOCATION(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY (JJ) % X) 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(JJ) % X) 
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END DO 

C ALL PARTICLES IN THE INTERIOR CELLS ARE REDISTRIBUTED 
DO J = 1+INCHAN, NY-1, 1 

IF (AOLOGIC(J)) THEN 

IF (LOCATION (1, J) .EQ. 1) THEN 
Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => LOWESTY(J) % X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(J - I) 

PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, J)-FLDS(J,1)) * FIKS 

2 +FLDS(J,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS ! does not matter for Opt 2 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 

ELSE IF (LOCATION (1, J) .GT. 1) THEN 
C CONTINUE HERE FOR LOCATION > 1 

PARTICLE => LOWESTY(J) % X 
Icount = Icount + 1 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(J - 1) 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, J)-FLDS(J,I)) * FIKS 

2 +FLDS(J,1) 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2) = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, J) = 1 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X) ) 

YPOS = Y1 + DY • FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = YPOS 



PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE) 

2 -FLDS(IPLACE,1)) * FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
LOCATION(l, IPLACE) = 1 
AOLOGIC (IPLACE) = .FALSE. 
IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (LOCATION(l, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 
END DO 
ANY PARTICLES IN THE LAST CELL ARE REDISTRIBUTED 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NY) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icoimt + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY • FLOAT(IPLACE -1) 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE)-FLDS(IPLACE,1)) 

2 » FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE, 1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
LOCATION(l, IPLACE) = 1 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE ((L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE).NE.O).AND.(IPLACE.LT.NY)) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
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NULLIFY (LOWESTY (NY) % X) 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(NY) % X) 
DO JJ = 1, INCHAN 

LOCATION (1, JJ) = 0 
LOCATION (1, NY+l-JJ) = 0 

END DO 

C ANY PARTICLES WHICH HIT THE WALL ARE REINTRODUCED 
INPROG % X => DEATH % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icoiint + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE)-FLDS(IPLACE, 1)) 

2 * FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY^PLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (LOCATION(l, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 

WRITE (27, 333) Icount 
333 FORMAT (IX,' TOTAL PARTICLES =15) 

ITOTAL = Icount 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 

END IF 

R E T U R N  
E N D  

B. 9 Sub-program peupdatJ 

SUBROUTINE PEUPDAT (JOUTP, AIRNU, DIAP, EDYLIFE, ELHS, EPS, 
2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, 
3 HALFEDDY, PXVELU, PYPOS, PYVELV, PZVELW, TAUP, 
4 UBAR, VBAR, WBAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT, PSEV) 
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C WRITTEN BY JRS FOR THE PARTICLE TWO-PHASE FLOW MODEL. 
C INTEGRATES THE PARTICLE - DRAG LAW FOR THE AMOUNT OF TIME 
C STORED IN EDY LIFE OR UNTIL THE FIRST TIME THE PARTICLE 
C LEAVES THE EDDY. 
C LAST UPDATED 12/10/03 
C CALLED FROM THE STIR TIME LINE 
C LINEAR DROPLET-DRAG LAW WITH A CORRECTION FACTOR F 
C NOTE: THIS SUBPROGRAM IS USED WHEN THE DROPLET IS IN EDDY 
C HENCE, THERE IS A V VELOCITY OF THE FLUID, THERE IS GRAVITY 
C SO THE DIFF. EQN. IS 
C DV'/DT = F/TAUP *(VFLUID - V) + GRAV. ACC. 
C SINCE EDDIES OCCUR INSTANTANEOUS IN TIME STEP, F, VFLUID, 
C & TAUP ARE CONST. THE PARTICLE EXPERIENCES THE FLUID 
C VELOCITY OF THE CELL WHICH CONTAINS IT DURING THE WHOLE 
C TIME OF INTERACTION BETWEEN THE PARTICLE AND THE EDDY 
C SIGNIFICANT VARIABLE DECLARATIONS: 
C P Y POS = THE INITIAL DROPLET POSITION IN Y 
C P X VEL U = INITIAL VELOCITY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C P Y VEL V = INITIAL VELOCITY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C P Z VEL W = INITIAL VELOCITY IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C G X VEL u = VELOCITY OF THE FLUID IN THE X DIRECTION 
C G Y VEL V = PSEUDO VELOCITY OF THE FLUID IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C G Z VEL w = VELOCITY OF THE FLUID IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C EDY LIFE = MAXIMUM TIME OVER WHICH TO INTEGRATE 
C DELTA V = CHANGE IN Y VELOCITY OF THE PATICLE 
C DELTA Y = CHANGE IN THE Y POSITION OF THE PARTICLE 
C E LHS = THE LEFT HAND SIDE (OR LOWER) EDDY END POINT 
C E RHS = THE RIGHT (OR UPPER) EDDY END POINT 
C F COEF = CORRECTION FACTOR SO THE LINEAR DRAG LAW FITS BETTER 
C TAU P = DROPLET TIME CONSTANT, RELAXATION TIME 
C U BAR = AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE EDDY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C V BAR = AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE EDDY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C W BAR = AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE EDDY IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C REN = TOTAL REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C GRAV AC X = GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X (-9.8 M/S/S) 
C GRAV AC Y = GRAVITATIONAL ACCEL. IN THE Y DIR"ECTION (-9.8 M/S/S) 
C GRAV AC Z = THE GRAVITATIONAL ACCEL. IN Z (-9.8 M/S/S) 
C THAT = THE TIME FOR THE PARTICLE TO REACH THE EXTREMA 
C EXTREME = THE POSITION AT THE EXTREMA TIME (T HAT) 
C EPS = SMALLEST DISTANCE IN WHICH MATTERS (I.E. ZERO) 
C HALF EDDY = HALF THE EDDY LENGTH 
C NEW P = POSITION OF IN THE MOVING CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM 
C T MIN = THE INTERACTION TIME BETWEEN THE EDDY AND THE DROP 
C CONSTl = NON-LINEAR CORRECTION FACTOR/TAUP 
C C0NST2 = RECIPRICAL OF CONSTl 
C C0NST3 = GRAVITAIONAL ACCEL. * CONST 2 
C C0NST4 = COEFFICIENT IN THE D.E.Q. MULTIPLYING TIME ON RHS 
C C0NST5 = TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS AN EXTREMUM IN '+'IVE TIME 
C C0NST6 = THE EXPONENTIAL TERM TO COMPUTE THE TOTAL CHANGES 
C CONST? = CONVENIENT COEFFICIENT TO MAKE CALCULATIONS FASTER 

IMPLICIT NONE 
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REAL AIRNU, CONSTl, C0NST2, C0NST3, C0NST4, C0NST5 
REAL C0NST6, CONST? 
REAL DELTAV, DELTAY, DIAP, DIFXVEL, DIFYVEL, DIFZVEL, EDYLIFE 
REAL ELHS, EPS, ERHS, EXTREME 
REAL FCOEF, FMID, FXL, FXR 
REAL GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
REAL GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, HALFEDDY 
INTEGER ITT 
LOGICAL LABOVE, LITT 
INTEGER JOUTP 
REAL NEWP, PSEV, PVELMX, PVELMY, PVELMZ 
REAL PXVELU, PYPOS, PYVELV, PZVELW, REN, RMAGNITD 
REAL TAUP, THAT, TMID, TMIN, TNEXT 
REAL TXL, TXR 
REAL UBAR,VBAR 
REAL WBAR 

C USE THE ANALYTIC SOLUTION TO THE CONST. COEFICIENT 
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION TO COMPUTE THE END POINT 
C NOTE: GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION IN UNITS OF — M/S/S 

C 

C THIS TAKES INTO ACCOUNT THE POSSIBILITY OF PARTICLES ON 
C THE EDGE OF THE EDDY AND BEING TAKEN OUT BY ITS OWN VELOCITY 

IF ((((ERHS-EPS) .LE. PYPOS) .AND. (PYVELV .GT. 0.)) .OR. 
2 (((ELHS+EPS) .GE. PYPOS) .AND. (PYVELV .LT. 0.)) .OR. 
3 (GYVELv -EQ. 0.)) THEN 

C IF THE PARTICLE IS EPSILON CLOSE TO THE EDDY BORDER AND GOING 
C IN THE DIRECTION TO TAKE IT OUT OF THE EDDY THEN THERE IS NO 
C INSTANTANEOUS DROPLET-EDDY INTERATION. ALSO IF THERE IS NO 
C INITIAL PERTURBATION VELOCITY (I.E. GYVELv) THEN THERE IS NO 
C INTANTANEOUS EDDY EFFECT 

DELTAY = 0.0 
DELTAV = 0.0 

C VELOCITY VARIATION AND POSITION CHANGE IS SET TO ZERO. RETURN TO 
C CALLING ROUTINE 

ELSE 
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL REYNOLDS NUMBER AND CORRECTION FACTOR 

DIFXVEL = PXVELU - GXVELu 
DIFYVEL = PYVELV - GYVELv 
DIFZVEL = PZVELW - GZVELw 
RMAGNITD = SQRT(DIFXVEL**2 + DIFYVEL**2 + DIFZVEL**2) 

REN = DIAP * RMAGNITD / AIRNU 
C CORRECTION FACTOR OF ROWE 

FCOEF = 1.0 + 0.15 * (REN) ** 0.687 
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TMIN =EDYLIFE 
CONSTl = FCOEF / TAUP 
C0NST2= l.O/CONSTl 
LITT =.FALSE. 

C SEE IF THERE IS AN EXTREMUM IN THE X DIRECTION 

PVELMX = PXVELU - UBAR 
C0NST3 = GRAVACX * CONSTl 
C0NST4 = GXVELu - UBAR + C0NST3 
CONST5 =-PVELMX / C0NST4 
IF (C0NST5 .GT. 0.0) THEN 

C THERE IS AN EXTREMUM IN THE X DIRECTIONN IN POSITIVE TIME 
C COMPUTE THE TIME OF THE MAXIMUM 

THAT = C0NST2 * AL0G(C0NST5 + LO) 
IF (THAT .LE. EDYLIFE) THEN 

C THE EXTREMUM OCCOURS WHILE THE EDDY IS STILL ALIVE. 
C CHECK TO SEE IF THE PARTICLE GOES OUT OF THE EDDY. 

EXTREME = C0NST4 * THAT + C0NST2*(PVELMX - C0NST4) 
2 * (1.0 - EXP(-CONSTl•THAT)) 

IF ((EXTREME - HALFEDDY) .GT. (EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .TRUE. 
TXR =THAT 
FXR = EXTREME - HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL =-HALFEDDY 
TMID =-THAT * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT =.TRUE. 

ELSE IF ((EXTREME + HALFEDDY) .LT. (-EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .FALSE. 
TXR =THAT 
FXR = EXTREME + HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = HALFEDDY 
TMID = -THAT • FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT =.TRUE. 

ELSE 
C PARTICLE DOES NOT GO OUT OF THE EDDY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C AT THE EXTREMA, BUT CAN STILL GO OUT BY THE END OF THE 
C EDDY LIFETIME 

NEWP = C0NST4 * TMIN + C0NST2*(PVELMX - C0NST4) 
2 • (1.0 - EXP(-C0NST1*TMIN)) 

IF ((NEWP - HALFEDDY) .GT. EPS) THEN 
LABOVE = .TRUE. 
TXR =TMIN 
FXR = NEWP-HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL =-HALFEDDY 
TMID = - TMIN * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
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LITT =.TRUE. 
ELSE IF ((NEWP + HALFEDDY) .LT. (-EPS)) THEN 

LABOVE = .FALSE. 
TXR =TMIN 
FXR = NEWP + HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = HALFEDDY • 
TMID = - TMIN * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT = .TRUE. 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
END IF 

ITT= 1 
DO WHILE ((LITT) .AND. ITT .LE. 100) 

IF (LABOVE) THEN 
FMID = C0NST4 * TMID + C0NST2*(PVELMX - C0NST4) 

2 * (1.0 - EXP(-C0NST1 *TMID)) - HALFEDDY 
ELSE 

FMID = CONST4 • TMID + C0NST2*(PVELMX - C0NST4) 
2 * (1.0 - EXP(-C0NST1 *TMID)) + HALFEDDY 

END IF 
IF (ABS(FMID) .LE. EPS) THEN 

LITT = .FALSE. 
TMIN =TMID 

ELSE 
IF (FMID » FXR .LT. 0.) THEN 

TXL = TMID 
FXL = FMID 

ELSE 
TXR = TMID 
FXR = FMID 

END IF 
TMID = (TXL * FXR - TXR * FXL)/(FXR - FXL) 

END IF 
ITT = ITT + 1 

END DO 
IF (LITT) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP,*)' REGULA FALSI DID NOT CONVERGE (X) IN 100' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*)' ITTERATIONS DROPLET IN DEUPDAT' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) TXL, TMID, TXR 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) FXL, FMID, FXR 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) EXTREME, LABOVE 
WRITE (JOUTP,*)' REGULA FALSI DID NOT CONVERGE (X) IN 100 ' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) 'ITTERATIONS, DROPLET IN DEUPDAT' 
TMIN =TMID 

C REGULA FALSI MUST BE CONVERGING ON A SOLUTION, SO PICK 
C TMID AS THE 'CLOSE' ANSWER. 

END IF 
C HERE, TMIN IS THE FIRST PLACE THAT THE PARTICLE EXITS THE 
C EDDY IN THE X DIRECTION, EVEN IF IT IS EDYLIFE 
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LITT = .FALSE. 
PVELMY = PYVELV - VBAR 
C0NST3 = GRAVACY * C0NST2 
C0NST4 = GYVELv - VBAR + C0NST3 
C0NST5 =-PVELMY / C0NST4 
IF (C0NST5 .GT. 0,0) THEN 

C THERE IS AN EXTREMUM IN THE Y DIRECTIONN IN POSITIVE TIME 
C COMPUTE THE TIME OF THE MAXIMUM 

THAT =C0NST2* AL0G(C0NST5 +1.0) 
IF (THAT .LE. TMIN) THEN 

EXTREME = C0NST4 * THAT + C0NST2*(PVELMY - C0NST4) 
2 * (1.0 - EXP(-C0NST1*THAT)) + PYPOS 

IF (EXTREME .GT. (ERHS + EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .TRUE. 
TXR = THAT 
FXR = EXTREME - ERHS 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = PYPOS -ERHS 
TMID = -THAT * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT = .TRUE.' 

ELSE IF (EXTREME .LT. (ELHS - EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .FALSE. 
TXR =THAT 
FXR = EXTREME - ELHS 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = PYPOS -ELHS 
TMID = -THAT * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT =.TRUE. 

ELSE 
C PARTICLE DOES NOT GO OUT OF THE EDDY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C AT THE EXTREMA, BUT CAN STILL GO OUT BY THE END OF THE 
C EDDY LIFETIME 

NEWP = C0NST4 * TMIN + C0NST2 * (PVELMY - C0NST4) 
2 * (1.0 - EXP(-CONSTl * TMIN)) -H PYPOS 

IF (NEWP .GT. (ERHS + EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .TRUE. 
TXR = TMIN 
FXR =NEWP - ERHS 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = PYPOS - ERHS 
TMID =-TMIN * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT = .TRUE. 

ELSE IF (NEWP .LT. (ELHS - EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .FALSE. 
TXR = TMIN 
FXR = NEWP-ELHS 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = PYPOS - ELHS 
TMID = - TMIN * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT =.TRUE. 

END IF 
END IF 
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END IF 
END IF 

ITT= 1 
DO WHILE ((LITT) .AND. ITT .LE. 100) 

IF (LABOVE) THEN 
FMID = CONST4 • TMID + C0NST2 * (PVELMY - CONST4) 

2 • (LO - EXP(-C0NST1 • TMID)) + PYPOS - ERHS 
ELSE 

FMID = CONST4 • TMID + C0NST2 * (PVELMY - C0NST4) 
2 * (LO - EXP(-C0NST1 * TMID)) + PYPOS - ELHS 

END IF 

IF (ABS(FMID) .LE. EPS) THEN 
LITT = .FALSE. 

TMIN =TMID 
ELSE 

IF (FMID * FXR .LT. 0.) THEN 
TXL = TMID 
FXL = FMID 

ELSE 
TXR = TMID 
FXR = FMID 

END IF 
TMID = (TXL * FXR - TXR * FXL)/(FXR - FXL) 

END IF 
ITT = ITT + I 

END DO 
IF (LITT) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP,*)' REGULA FALSI DID NOT CONVERGE (Y) IN 100' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*)' ITTERATIONS DROPLET IN PEUPDAT' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) TXL, TMID, TXR 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) FXL, FMID, FXR 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) EXTREME, LABOVE 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) ' REGULA FALSI DID NOT CONVERGE (Y) IN 100' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) ' ITTERATIONS, DROPLET IN PEUPDAT' 
TMIN = TMID 

C REGULA FALSI MUST BE CONVERGING ON A SOLUTION, SO PICK 
C TMID AS THE 'CLOSE' ANSWER. 

END IF 
C HERE, TMIN IS THE FIRST PLACE THAT THE PARTICLE EXITS THE 
C EDDY IN THE X AND Y DIRECTIONS, EVEN IF IT IS EDYLIFE 

C BEGIN Z 

LITT =.FALSE. 
PVELMZ = PZVELW - WBAR 
C0NST3 = GRAVACZ * C0NST2 
C0NST4 = GZVELw - WBAR + C0NST3 
C0NST5 =-PVELMZ / C0NST4 
IF (C0NST5 .GT. 0.0) THEN 

C THERE IS AN EXTREMUM IN THE Z DIRECTIONN IN POSITIVE TIME 
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C COMPUTE THE TIME OF THE MAXIMUM 
THAT = C0NST2 * ALOG(CONST5 + 1.0) 
IF (THAT .LE. TMIN) THEN 

EXTREME = C0NST4 * THAT + C0NST2*(PVELMZ - C0NST4) 
2 * (1.0-EXP(-CONST1*THAT)) 

IF ((EXTREME - HALFEDDY) .GT. (EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .TRUE. 
TXR =THAT 
FXR = EXTREME - HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL =-HALFEDDY 
TMID = -THAT * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT =.TRUE. 

ELSE IF ((EXTREME -t- HALFEDDY) .LT. (-EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .FALSE. 
TXR =THAT 
FXR = EXTREME + HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = HALFEDDY 
TMID = -THAT * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT =.TRUE. 

ELSE 
C PARTICLE DOES NOT GO OUT OF THE EDDY IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C AT THE EXTREMA, BUT CAN STILL GO OUT BY THE END OF THE 
C EDDY LIFETIME 

NEWP = C0NST4 * TMIN -H C0NST2*(PVELMZ - C0NST4) 
2 * (LO - EXP(-C0NST1*TMIN)) 

IF ((NEWP - HALFEDDY) .GT. EPS) THEN 
LABOVE = .TRUE. 
TXR =TMIN 
FXR = NEWP - HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = - HALFEDDY 
TMID = - TMIN * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT =.TRUE. 

ELSE IF ((NEWP + HALFEDDY) .LT. (-EPS)) THEN 
LABOVE = .FALSE. 
TXR = TMIN 
FXR = NEWP HALFEDDY 
TXL = 0.0 
FXL = HALFEDDY 
TMID = - TMIN * FXL / (FXR - FXL) 
LITT = .TRUE. 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
END IF 

ITT= 1 
DO WHILE ((LITT) .AND. ITT .LE. 100) 

IF (LABOVE) THEN 
FMID = C0NST4 * TMID + C0NST2*(PVELMZ - C0NST4) 
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ELSE 

FMID = C0NST4 • TMID + C0NST2*(PVELMZ - C0NST4) 
2 * (LO - EXP(-C0NST1 *TMID)) + HALFEDDY 

END IF 
IF (ABS(FMID) .LE. EPS) THEN 

LITT = .FALSE. 
TMIN =TMID 

ELSE 
IF (FMID * FXR .LT. 0.) THEN 

TXL = TMID 
FXL = FMID 

ELSE 
TXR=TMID 
FXR = FMID 

END IF 
TMID = (TXL * FXR - TXR * FXL)/(FXR - FXL) 

END IF 
ITT = ITT + I 

END DO 
IF (LITT) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP,*)' REGULA FALSI DID NOT CONVERGE (Z) IN 100' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*)' ITTERATIONS DROPLET IN DEUPDAT' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) TXL, TMID, TXR 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) FXL, FMID, FXR 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) EXTREME, LABOVE 
WRITE (JOUTP,*)' REGULA FALSI DID NOT CONVERGE (Z) IN 100 ' 
WRITE (JOUTP,*) 'ITTERATIONS, DROPLET IN DEUPDAT' 

TMIN = TMID 
C REGULA FALSI MUST BE CONVERGING ON A SOLUTION, SO PICK 
C TMID AS THE 'CLOSE' ANSWER. 

END IF 

C HERE, TMIN IS THE FIRST PLACE THAT THE PARTICLE EXITS THE 
C EDDY IN THE X, Y, AND Z DIRECTIONX, EVEN IF IT IS EDYLIFE 

C NOW WE MUST COMPUTE THE DELTA QUANTITIES IN THE Y DIRECTION. 

C0NST6 = EXP(-C0NST1*TMIN) 
CONST? = I - C0NST6 

DELTAY = GYVELv * TMIN - C0NST2 * (GYVELv) * CONST? 
DELTAV = GYVELv * CONST? 
PSEV = GYVELv + C0NST2*GRAVACY + 

2 (PYVELV - GYVELv - CONST2 * GRAVACY) * CONST6 

END IF 
Q A(;9|C:4C9(:^>|C*9|E9»:}ICX:*)|C>)C9|E*4:)|E4C**J|E9(E>|C*9K 

R E T U R N  

E N D  



B. 10 Sub-program peupdatS 

SUBROUTINE PEUPDAT (JOUTP, AIRNU, DIAP, EDYLIFE, ELHS, EPS, 
2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, 
3 HALFEDDY, PXVELU, PYPOS, PYVELV, PZVELW, TAUP, 
4 UBAR, VBAR, WEAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT, PSEV) 

C Uses Stokes Law for the Drag 
C WRITTEN BY JRS FOR THE PARTICLE TWO-PHASE FLOW MODEL. 
C INTEGRATES THE PARTICLE - DRAG LAW FOR THE AMOUNT OF TIME STORED 
C IN EDY LIFE OR THE FIRST TIME THE PARTICLE LEAVES THE EDDY. 
C 
C LAST UPDATED 12/10/03 
C CALLED FROM stir time line 
C LINEAR DROPLET-DRAG LAW WITH A CORRECTION FACTOR F 
C NOTE: THIS SUBPROGRAM IS USED WHEN THE DROPLET IS IN AN EDDY 
C HENCE, THERE IS A V VELOCITY OF THE FLUID, THERE IS GRAVITY 
C SO THE DIFF. EQN. IS 
C DV'/DT = F/TAUP *(VFLUID - V) -t- GRAV. ACC. 
C SINCE EDDIES OCCUR INSTANTANEOUS IN TIME STEP, F, VFLUID, & TAUP 
C ARE CONST. THE PARTICLE EXPERIENCES THE FLUID VELOCITY OF THE CELL 
C WHICH CONTAINS IT DURING THE WHOLE TIME OF INTERACTION BETWEEN 
C THE PARTICLE AND THE EDDY 

C SIGNIFICANT VARIABLE DECLARATIONS: 
C P Y POS = THE INITIAL DROPLET POSITION IN Y 
C P X VEL Y = INITIAL VELOCITY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C P Y VEL V = INITIAL VELOCITY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C P Z VEL W = INITIAL VELOCITY IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C G X VEL u = VELOCITY OF THE FLUID IN THE X DIRECTION 
C G Y VEL V = PSEUDO VELOCITY OF THE FLUID IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C G Z VEL w = VELOCITY OF THE FLUID IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C EDYLIFE = MAXIMUM TIME OVER WHICH TO INTEGRATE 
C DELTA V = CHANGE IN Y VELOCITY OF THE PATICLE 
C DELTA Y = CHANGE IN THE Y POSITION OF THE PARTICLE 
C E LHS = THE LEFT HAND SIDE (OR LOWER) EDDY END POINT 
C ERHS = THE RIGHT (OR UPPER) EDDY END POINT 
C FCOEF = CORRECTION FACTOR SO THE LINEAR DRAG LAW FITS BETTER 
C TAU P = DROPLET TIME CONSTANT, RELAXATION TIME 
C U BAR = AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE EDDY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C V BAR = AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE EDDY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C W BAR = AVERAGE VELOCITY OF THE EDDY IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C REN = TOTAL REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C GRAV AC X = GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X (-9.8 M/S/S) 
C GRAV AC Y = GRAVITATIONAL ACCEL. IN THE Y DIRECTION ( M/S/S) 
C GRAVACZ = THE GRAVITATIONAL ACCEL. IN Z (M/S/S) 
C T HAT = THE TIME FOR THE PARTICLE TO REACH THE EXTREMA 
C EXTREME = THE POSITION AT THE EXTREMA TIME (T HAT) 
C EPS = SMALLEST DISTANCE IN WHICH MATTERS (I.E. ZERO) 
C HALF EDDY = HALF THE EDDY LENGTH 
C NEW P = POSITION OF IN THE MOVING CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM 
C T MIN = THE INTERACTION TIME BETWEEN THE EDDY AND DROP 
C CONSTl = NON-LINEAR CORRECTION FACTOR / TAU P 



c C0NST2 
c C0NST3 
c C0NST4 
c C0NST5 
c C0NST6 
c CONST? 

= RECIPRICAL OF CONST 1 
= GRAVITAIONAL ACCEL. * CONST 2 
= COEFFICIENT IN THE D.E.Q. MULTIPLYING TIME ON RHS 
= TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS AN EXTREMUM IN '+'IVE TIME 
= THE EXPONENTIAL TERM TO COMPUTE THE TOTAL CHANGES 
= CONVENIENT COEFFICIENT TO MAKE CALCULATIONS FASTER 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AIRNU, CONSTl, C0NST2, C0NST3, C0NST4, C0NST5 
REAL CONST6, C0NST7, CUNHMSF 
REAL DELTAV, DELTAY, DIAP 

C , DIFXVEL, DIFYVEL, DIFZVEL 
REAL EDYLIFE 
REAL ELHS, EPS, ERHS, EXTREME 

C REAL FCOEF, 
REAL FMID,FXL,FXR 
REAL GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
REAL GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, HALFEDDY 
INTEGER ITT 
LOGICAL LABOVE, LITT 
INTEGER JOUTP 
REAL NEWP, PSEV, PVELMX, PVELMY, PVELMZ 
REAL PXVELU, PYPOS, PYVELV, PZVELW 

C , REN, RMAGNITD 
REAL TAUP, THAT, TMID, TMIN, TNEXT 
REAL TXL, TXR 
REAL UBAR,VBAR 
REAL WEAR 

C USE THE ANALYTIC SOLUTION TO THE CONST. COEFICIENT 
C DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION TO COMPUTE THE END POINT 
C NOTE; GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION IN UNITS OF — M/S/S 

C 
0 He*********************# 
C THIS TAKES INTO ACCOUNT THE POSSIBILITY OF PARTICLES ON 
C THE EDGE OF THE EDDY AND BEING TAKEN OUT BY ITS OWN VELOCITY 

 ̂ 9|e if 4>|c)|e >|e % 9|e 9|c »|c 9|c)|e 4: If:9)e )|c ]|c 9|e9|:)|c 

IF ((((ERHS-EPS) .LE. PYPOS) .AND. (PYVELV .GT. 0.)) .OR. 
2 (((ELHS+EPS) .GE. PYPOS) .AND. (PYVELV .LT. 0.)) .OR. 
3 (GYVELv .EQ. 0.)) THEN 

C IF THE PARTICLE IS EPSILON CLOSE TO THE EDDY BORDER AND GOING 
C IN THE DIRECTION TO TAKE IT OUT OF THE EDDY THEN THERE IS NO 
C INSTANTANEOUS DROPLET-EDDY INTERATION. ALSO IF THERE IS NO 
C INITIAL PERTURBATION VELOCITY (I.E. GYVELv) THEN THERE IS NO 
C INTANTANEOUS EDDY EFFECT 

DELTAY = 0.0 
DELTAV = 0.0 

C VELOCITY VARIATION AND POSITION CHANGE IS SET TO ZERO. RETURN TO 



C CALLING ROUTINE 

ELSE 
C COMPUTE THE DRAG FROM STOKES LAW ONLY 

C DIFXVEL = PXVELU - GXVELu 
C DIFYVEL = PYVELV - GYVELv 
C DIFZVEL = PZVELW - GZVELw 
C RMAGNITD = SQRT(DIFXVEL**2 + DIFYVEL**2 + DIFZVEL**2) 
C REN = DIAP * RMAGNITD / AIRNU 
C FCOEF = LO + 0.15 * (REN) •* 0.687 

TMIN =EDYLIFE 
CONSTl = 1.0/TAUP 
C0NST2 = TAUP 

LITT =.FALSE. 

C SEE IF THERE IS AN EXTREMUM IN THE X DIRECTION 
All lines of code for this sub-program peupdatS from here on in are identical to the lines of code for 

Section B.9, Subprogram peupdatJ beyond the same comment line above. As such they are not repeated 
here. 

B. 11 Sub-program pposrooU 

SUBROUTINE PPOSROOT (AIRNU, BULKVEL, DELTAT, DIAP, EPSILON, 
2 PXVELU, PYVELV, PZVELW, LOUT, TAUP, GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, 
3 GRAVACX, DPOSROOT, FCOEF) 

C LAST MODIFIED ON 12/10/03 
C THIS ROUTINE USED THE NON-LINEAR DRAG CORRECTION FACTOR OF ROWE 
C IT CAN BE MODIFIED TO ANY CORRECTION FACTOR. 
C WRITTEN BY JRS ON 05/07/02 TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE DIFFERENCES 
C IN MAPPING THE LAGRANGIAN MODEL FOR THE PARTICL AND THE EULARIAN 
C CONVERSION FACTOR IN THE ODT MODEL. 
C THE MAIN (AND ONLY CONCERN) IS WHEN THE PARTICLE HAS BALLISTIC 
C TENDENCIES. I.E. A HIGH INERTIA DUE TO A LARGE VELOCITY IN THE 
C X DIRECTION. 
C IF THE PARTICLE HAS A HIGH X VELOCITY (U) THERE IS A DANGER 
C OF IT STREAMING PAST THE DEVELOPING ODT EDDY EVENTS TOO QUICKLY. 
C THIS ROUTINE SLOWS DOWN THE BALLISTIC PARTICLE TIME SO THAT ODT 
C CAN CREATE THE CORRECT BACKGROUND EDDY EVENTS. 
C CALLED FROM THE PARTICLE TIME LINE SUBROUTINE 
C THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE 'POS'ITIVE 'ROOT' OF A QUADRADIC EQUATION 
C AND RETURNS IT AS A REAL VALUE. IF THERE ARE TWO POSITIVE ROOTS, 
C THE SMALLEST IS THE ONE OF INTEREST. IF THERE ARE NO POSITIVE 
C ROOTS (I.E. ONLY NEGATIVE ROOTS, OR IMAGINARY ROOTS) THEN CHOOSE 
C DELTAT AS THE CORRECT TIME. 
C AX*'^2 + BX + C = 0 
C HOWEVER, THIS FUNCTION IS WRITTEN TO SPECIFICALLY SOVLE FOR THE 
C POSITIVE ROOT OF THIS EQUATION 
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C [(((PXVELU-GXVELu)*FCOEF/TAUP)-GRAVACX)/2]*T**2 - PXVELU*T + DELTAX = 0. 
C THE CHOICE OF THE SHORTEST OF THE REAL TIMES (WITH DELTAX 
C EITHER '+'IVE OR '-'IVE) AND THE ODT TIME 
C SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES 
C ATTWO = 'A' TIMES 'TWO' -- USEFUL IN NUMERIC IMPLEMENTATION 
C TERM = B**2 - 2»ATTW0*C 
C ROOTl =(-B + SQRT(TERM))/ATTWO 
C R00T2 = ^B - SQRT(TERM)) / ATTWO 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AIRNU, ATTWO, BULKVEL 
REAL DELTAT, DELTAX, DIAP, DIFXVEL, DIFYVEL, DIFZVEL 
REAL DPOSROOT, EPSILON, FCOEF 
REAL GRAVACX, GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw 
INTEGER LOUT 
REAL NPOSROOT 
REAL PXVELU, PYVELV, PZVELW 
REAL REN, RMAGNITD, ROOTl, R00T2, SQRTERM, TAUP, TERM 

IF (DELTAT .GT. 0.0) THEN 
C COMPUTE THE TOTAL REYNOLDS NUMBER AND CORRECTION FACTOR 

DIFXVEL = PXVELU - GXVELu 
DIFYVEL = PYVELV - GYVELv 
DIFZVEL = PZVELW - GZVELw 
RMAGNITD = SQRT(DIFXVEL**2 + DIFYVEL**2 + DIFZVEL**2) 
REN = DIAP * RMAGNITD / AIRNU 

C CORRECTION FACTOR 
FCOEF = 1.0+ 0.15 •(REN)'^*0.687 

ATTWO = (DIFXVEL) • FCOEF/TAUP - GRAVACX 
DELTAX = BULKVEL » DELTAT 
IF (ATTWO .EQ. 0.)THEN 

IF (PXVELU .GT. EPSILON) THEN 
DPOSROOT = DELTAX / PXVELU 
NPOSROOT = DPOSROOT 

ELSE IF (ABS(PXVELU) .LT. EPSILON) THEN 
DPOSROOT = DELTAT 
NPOSROOT = DPOSROOT 

ELSE 
DPOSROOT = - DELTAX / PXVELU 
NPOSROOT = DPOSROOT 

END IF 
ELSE 

TERM = PXVELU**2 - 2.0 • ATTWO *DELTAX 
IF (TERM .GE. 0.) THEN 

C NOT IMAGINARY ROOTS, -- REAL ROOTS 
IF (TERM .EQ. 0.) THEN 

C REAL REPEATED ROOTS FOR '+'IVE DELTAX 
DPOSROOT = PXVELU / ATTWO 
IF (DPOSROOT .LE. 0.0) THEN 

C DPOSROOT IS NEGATIVE, CHANGE IT 
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DPOSROOT = DELTAT 
END IF 

ELSE 
C TERM IS GREATER THEN ZERO 

SQRTERM = SQRT(TERM) 
ROOTl = (PXVELU + SQRTERM) / ATTWO 
R00T2 = (PXVELU - SQRTERM) / ATTWO 
IF (ROOTl *R00T2 .LT. 0.0) THEN 

C TWO REAL ROOTS, DIFFERENT SIGNS. NEED POSITIVE ONE 
IF (ROOTl .LT. 0.0) THEN 

DPOSROOT = R00T2 
ELSE 

DPOSROOT = ROOTl 
END IF 

ELSE 
C TWO REAL ROOTS, SAME SIGNS OR ONE IS ZERO 

IF (ROOTl .LE. 0.0) THEN 
IF (R00T2 .GT. 0.0) THEN 

DPOSROOT = R00T2 
ELSE 

DPOSROOT = DELTAT 
END IF 

ELSE 
IF (R00T2 .GT. 0.0) THEN 

IF (ROOT2 .GT. ROOTl) THEN 
DPOSROOT = ROOTl 

ELSE 
DPOSROOT = R00T2. • 

END IF 
ELSE 

DPOSROOT = ROOTl 
END IF 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
ELSE 

C IMAGINARY ROOTS, CHOOSE DELTA T 
DPOSROOT = DELTAT 

END IF 
C THE SMALLEST POSITIVE ROOT FOR MOVEMENT IN THE 
C POSITIVE X DIRECTION OF A DISTANCE DELTA X IS NOW COMPLETED. 
C NEXT SEE HOW LONG IT TAKES TO TRAVEL IN THE - X DIRECTION 
C FOR A DISTANCE DELTA X. 
C CHECK TO SEE WHEN IT REACHES - DELTAX 

TERM = PXVELU**2 +2.0* ATTWO *DELTAX 
IF (TERM .GE. 0.) THEN 

C NOT IMAGINARY ROOTS, - REAL ROOTS 
IF (TERM .EQ. 0.) THEN 

C REAL REPEATED ROOTS FOR '+'IVE DELTAX 
NPOSROOT = PXVELU / ATTWO 
IF (NPOSROOT .LE. 0.0) THEN 
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C NPOSROOT IS NEGATIVE, CHANGE IT 
NPOSROOT = DELTAT 

END IF 
ELSE 

C TERM IS GREATER THEN ZERO 
SQRTERM = SQRT(TERM) 
ROOTl = (PXVELU + SQRTERM) / ATTWO 
R00T2 = (PXVELU - SQRTERM) / ATTWO 
IF (ROOTl *R00T2 XT. 0.0) THEN 

C TWO REAL ROOTS, DIFFERENT SIGNS. NEED POSITIVE ONE 
IF (ROOTl .LT. 0.0) THEN 

NPOSROOT = R00T2 
ELSE 

NPOSROOT = ROOTl 
END IF 

ELSE 
C TWO REAL ROOTS, SAME SIGNS OR ONE IS ZERO 

IF (ROOTl .LE. 0.0) THEN 
IF (R00T2 .GT. 0.0) THEN 

NPOSROOT = R00T2 
ELSE 

NPOSROOT = DELTAT 
END IF 

ELSE 
IF (R00T2 .GT. 0.0) THEN 

IF (R00T2 .GT. ROOTl) THEN 
NPOSROOT = ROOTl 

ELSE 
NPOSROOT = R00T2 

END IF 
ELSE 

NPOSROOT = ROOTl 
END IF 

END IF 
END IF 

END IF 
ELSE 

C IMAGINARY ROOTS, CHOOSE DELTA T 
NPOSROOT = DELTAT 

END IF 
END IF 

C NOW THE SHORTEST POSITIVE TIME TO GO IN THE +IVE X DIRECTION 
C IS IN DPOSROOT AND THE SHORTEST POSITIVE TIME TO GO IN THE 
C -IVE DIRECTION IS IN NPOSROOT. CHOOSE THE SHORTEST OF 
C DPOSROOT AND NPOSROOT AND DELTAT. 

IF (DPOSROOT .GT. NPOSROOT) THEN 
DPOSROOT = NPOSROOT 

END IF 
IF (DPOSROOT .GT. DELTAT) THEN 

DPOSROOT = DELTAT 
END IF 

ELSE 
C THIS IS ONLY EXECUTED IF DELTAT IS < OR = ZERO 



DPOSROOT = 0.0 
END IF 

R E T U R N  
E N D  

B. 12 Sub-program pposrootS 

SUBROUTINE PPOSROOT (AIRNU, BULKVEL, DELTAT, DIAP, EPSILON, 
2 PXVELU, PYVELV, PZVELW, LOUT, TAUP, GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, 
3 GRAVACX, DPOSROOT, FCOEF) 

Q **************************************************************** 
C LAST MODIFIED ON 03/02/04 @ 17:30 
C This uses only Stokes law for the drag 
C WRITTEN BY JRS ON 05/07/02 TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT THE DIFFERENCES 
C IN MAPPING THE LAGRANGIAN MODEL FOR THE PARTICL AND THE EULARIAN 
C CONVERSION FACTOR IN THE ODT MODEL. 
C THE MAIN (AND ONLY CONCERN) IS WHEN THE PARTICLE HAS BALLISTIC 
C TENDENCIES. I.E. A HIGH INERTIA DUE TO A LARGE VELOCITY IN THE 
C X DIRECTION. 
C IF THE PARTICLE HAS A HIGH X VELOCITY (U) THERE IS A DANGER 
C OF IT STREAMING PAST THE DEVELOPING ODT EDDY EVENTS TOO QUICBCLY. 
C THIS ROUTINE SLOWS DOWN THE BALLISTIC PARTICLE TIME SO THAT ODT 
C CAN CREATE THE CORRECT BACKGROUND EDDY EVENTS. 
C CALLED FROM parttime.f AND pstirtln.f 
C THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE 'POSITIVE 'ROOT' OF A QUADRADIC EQUATION 
C AND RETURNS IT AS A REAL VALUE. IF THERE ARE TWO POSITIVE ROOTS, 
C THE SMALLEST IS THE ONE OF INTEREST. IF THERE ARE NO POSITIVE 
C ROOTS (I.E. ONLY NEGATIVE ROOTS, OR IMAGINARY ROOTS) THEN CHOOSE 
C DELTAT AS THE CORRECT TIME. 
C AX**2 + BX + C = 0 
C HOWEVER, THIS FUNCTION IS WRITTEN TO SPECIFICALLY SOVLE FOR THE 
C POSITIVE ROOT OF THIS EQUATION 
C [(((PXVELU-GXVELu)*FCOEF/TAUP)-GRAVACX)/2]*T**2 - PXVELU*T + DELTAX = 
C THE CHOICE OF THE SHORTEST OF THE REAL TIMES (WITH DELTAX 
C EITHER '+'IVE OR '-'IVE) AND THE ODT TIME 
C SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES 
C ATTWO = 'A' TIMES 'TWO' -- USEFUL IN NUMERIC IMPLEMENTATION 
C TERM = B**2 - 2*ATTW0*C 
C ROOTl = (-B + SQRT(TERM)) / ATTWO 
C R00T2 = (-B - SQRT(TERM)) / ATTWO 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AIRNU, ATTWO, BULKVEL, CUNHMSF 
REAL DELTAT, DELTAX, DIAP, DIFXVEL 

C , DIFYVEL, DIFZVEL 
REAL DPOSROOT, EPSILON, FCOEF 
REAL GRAVACX, GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw 
INTEGER LOUT 
REAL NPOSROOT 
REAL PXVELU, PYVELV, PZVELW 

C REAL REN, RMAGNITD, 
REAL ROOTl, R00T2, SQRTERM, TAUP, TERM 
IF PELTAT .GT. 0.0) THEN 
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DIFXVEL = PXVELU - GXVELu 
C DIFYVEL = PYVELV - GYVELv 
C DIFZVEL = PZVELW - GZVELw 
C RMAGNITD = SQRT(DIFXVEL**2 + DIFYVEL**2 + DIFZVEL**2) 
C REN = DIAP * RMAGNITD / AIRNU 

FCOEF = 1.0 
C if not stokes drag, use this one: 
C ATTWO = (DIFXVEL) * FCOEF/TAUP - GRAVACX 

ATTWO = (DIFXVEL)/TAUP - GRAVACX 
DELTAX = BULKVEL * DELTAT 

All lines of code for this sub-program pposrootS from here on in are identical to the lines of code for 
Section B.ll, Sub-program pposrootJ. beyond the same executable statement above. As such they are not 
repeated here. 

B. 13 Sub-program pupdate 

SUBROUTINE PUPDATE (JOUTP, AIRNU, DELTAT, DIAP, 
2 FCOEF, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, GYVELv, 
3 GZVELw, PXVELU, PYVELV, PZVELW, 
4 TAUP, DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ, UEND, VEND, WEND) 

C WRITTEM BY JRS. INTEGRATES THE DROPLET-
C DRAG LAW THE THE AMOUNT OF TIME STORED IN DELTA TIME. 
C CALLED FROM THE PARTICLE TIME LINE 
C LAST UPDATED ON 10/02/02 AT 9:45 
C WRITTEN FOR ODTN ON 02/05/02 
C LINEAR DROPLET-DRAG LAW WITH A CORRECTION FACTOR F 
C NOTE: THIS SUBPROGRAM USED WHEN THE DROPLET IS NOT IN EDDY 
C HENCE, THERE IS NOT A V VELOCITY OF THE FLUID SO THE DIFFERENTIAL EQN. 
C DV/DT = -FCOEF/TAUP *(V-GYVELv) + GY 
C DU/DT = - FCOEF/TAUP * (U-GXVELu) -H GX 
C DW/DT = - FCOEF/TAUP * (W-GZVELw) + GZ 
C FOR THESE SMALL TIME STEPS, F, VELOCITY OF THE FLUID, 
C AND TAUP ARE CONST. 
C SINCE WE ARE USING A LINEAR DROPLET DRAG LAW WITH A CORRECTION 
C FACTOR THE CORRECTION FACTOR IS INDEPENDENT OF THE DIRECTION 
C P Y VEL V = THE INITL^L PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C P X VEL U = INITIAL PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C P Z VEL W = INITIAL PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C DELTAT = TIME CHANGE OVER WHICH TO INTEGRATE 
C DELTAY = CHANGE IN Y POSITION OF THE PARTICLE 
C DELTA X = CHANGE IN X POSITION OF THE PARTICLE 
C DELTAZ = CHANGE IN Z POSITION OF THE PARTICLE 
C G X VEL u = VELOCITY OF THE FLUID (GAS) IN THE X DIRECTION 
C G Y VEL V = VELOCITY OF THE FLUID IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C  G Z V E L w  =  V E L O C I T Y  O F  T H E  F L U I D  I N  T H E  Z  D I R E C T I O N  
C V END = PARTICLE Y VELOCITY AT THE END OF THE INTEGRAL 
C U END = PARTICLE X VELOCITY AT END OF INTEGRAL 
C W END = PARTICLE Z VELOCITY AT END OF INTEGRAL 
C CONST 1-7 = CONVENIENT COEFFICIENT TO MAKE CALCULATIONS FASTER 
C TAU P = DROPLET TIME CONSTANT, RELAXATION TIME 
C NOTE: THE FOLLOWING THREE HAVE BEEN GENERALIZED TO INCLUDE 
C THE BROWNIAN FORCE AND ANY OTHER FORCES. 



C GRAY AC X = GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN THE X DIRECTION [m/s/s] 
C GRAY AC Y = GRAY. ACC. IN Y [m/s/s] '-'lYE IF ACTING DOWNWARD 
C GRAY AC Z = GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Z [m/s/s] 
C F COEF = FUNCTION OF REYNOLDS NO. 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL CONSTl, C0NST2, C0NST4, C0NST5, C0NST6, CONST? 
REAL DELTAT, DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ 
REAL FCOEF, GRAYACX, GRAYACY, GRAYACZ 
REAL GXYELu, GYYELv, GZYELw 
INTEGER JOUTP 
REAL PXYELU, PYYELY, PZYELW 
REAL TAUP 
REAL UEND, YEND, WEND 

C WHEN DELTA TIME IS ZERO, SET VELOCITIES AND DELTAS AND RETURN 
IF (DELTAT .EQ. 0.0) THEN 

DELTAY = 0.0 
DELTAX = 0.0 
DELTAZ = 0.0 
YEND =PYYELY 
UEND = PXYELU 
WEND =PZYELW 

ELSE 
C USE THE ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS TO THE CONST. COEFICIENT DIFFERENTIAL 
C EQUATIONS TO APPROZIMATE THE END POINT TO THE INTEGRAL 

C COMPUTE THE FINAL VELOCITY AND THE CHANGE IN POSITION IN THE Y 
C DIRECTION OF THE PARTICLE 

C0NST2 = TAUP / FCOEF 
CONST4 = GYYELv + GRAYACY * C0NST2 
CONSTl = PYYELY - C0NST4 
C0NST5 = EXP(-FCOEF*DELTAT/TAUP) 
YEND = CONST4 + CONSTl * C0NST5 
DELTAY = CONST4 * DELTAT + (CONSTl • CONSTl) • (1.0 - CONST5) 

C COMPUTE THE FINAL VELOCITY AND CHANGE IN POSITION IN THE X 
C DIRECTION OF THE PARTICLE 

C0NST6 = GXYELu + GRAYACX * C0NST2 
CONST? = PXYELU - C0NST6 
UEND = C0NST6 + CONST? » C0NST5 
DELTAX = C0NST6 * DELTAT + (CONST? * C0NST2) * (1.0 - C0NST5) 

C COMPUTE THE FINAL VELOCITY AND CHANGE IN POSITION IN THE Z 
C DIRECTION OF THE PARTICLE 

CONST6 = GZYELw + GRAYACZ * C0NST2 
CONST? = PZYELW - C0NST6 
WEND = C0NST6 + CONST? * C0NST5 
DELTAZ = C0NST6 * DELTAT + (CONST? * C0NST2) * (1.0 - C0NST5) 

END IF 

R E T U R N  
E N D  
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APPENDIX C 

SOURCE CODE MODEL E, VELOCITY AND POPULATION STATISTICS 

Source Code for the ODT Model E two-phase flow program to gather steady-state 
velocity and population statistics assuming that particles bounce off the walls in a 
spectral manner. Appendix B has a brief explanation which is necessary to understand 
this Appendix. Subprograms which are already listed in Appendix B are not repeated 
here imless there are non-trivial changes needed for the gathering of velocity and 
population statistics. 

The main program (RMSOIDRIV) for Model E, velocity and population statistics is 
listed first with other subroutines needed for the two-phase flow addition listed in 
alphabetical order subsequent to that. 

The stir time line generates possible eddies and then decides if they are implemented 
or not. Model E requires intimate knowledge of each implemented eddy. As such the 
two-phase flow addition to ODT requires it to break into the stir time line. This is done 
by the FORTRAN command: CALL RMSTIR. 

The particle timeline is characterized by the FORTRAN command CALL 
RMSOITIME and has its timeline position kept in TNEXT(7). 

There is an additional timeline added to do statistics gathering. This is defined by 
TNEXT(8) and is characterized by the command CALL RMSTATS. 

It is important that the number of timelines, called "nevents" in the ODT proper code 
be set correctly (in this case to 8) for the two-phase flow addition to work. 

After the ODT program proper is finished with the run, the two-phase flow addition 
computes the overall statistics and outputs the fmal position of each particle in the 
subroutines called MPRMSOUT and POSTNOUT. 

C. 1 Main program rmso 1 driv 

PROGRAM RMSOIDRIV 
c Program: odtccflow.f 
c Date; December 15, 1999. 
c Author: Vebjom Nilsen 
c 
C MODIFIED BY JRS 02/27/04 
C 
C This odtccflow.f file, which is modified to handle particles, is 
C stored in file Jodtccflow.f This program is designed to be run 
C after the steady state channel flow (turbulence) is reached. 1st 
C run a pre-run with Vebjom's code that is not adjusted for 
C particles then run this code with the turbulence fully developed 
C and stationary. 
C This runs many particles and uses linked list with Type-I 
C interactions 
C 
c This program uses the One-Dimensional Turbulence Neapolitan (ODTN) 
c model of Alan R. Kerstein to simulate horizontal turbulent 



c channel or Couette flow with or without unsteady forcing. The 
c formulation considered here is the one eddy type version of ODTN. 
c The fluid is assumed to have constant density. Either constant or 
c temperature dependent dynamic viscosity can be considered. If the 
c viscosity is constant, the velocity profile alone or the velocity 
c and temperature profile of the fluid can be computed. The no-slip 
c and constant temperature boundary conditions are applied. In the 
c case of temperature dependent viscosity the fluid is a liquid. Note 
c that the viscous energy dissipation term in the temperature equation 
c can be neglected. This particular code is set up to investigate 
c steady and quasi-steady flows. As a result time averages of various 
c quantities are evaluated as the code runs. 
c 
C JRS's ADDITION 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 72 
C MAXEDOM = MAXIMUM DOMAIN FOR THE EDDY LHS 
C DT PART = TIME BETWEEN PARTICLE TIME LINE TIME STEPS 
C J IN P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE INPUT 
C J OUT P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE OUTPUT 
C N T L = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 
C M 0 P P = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
C MOPP MUST BE CHANGED IN THE MODULE (module.f) called MODCOMMN 
C AND THE MODULE RECOMPILED USING modmake. COPY TO Makfile and 
C TYPE make 

IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER nsc, ny, nuta, nutaflx, nvta, nvtaflx, nwta, nwtaflx, 
2 ntta, nttaflx, nutakm, nflds, nipdfyo, nipdfl 
INTEGER NTL 
INTEGER iunuchk, iuntchk, iunpayo, iunpaedmx, iunpaedl, 

2 iunpaed2, iunedhst, iunpdfedyo, iunpdfedl, iuntavgs, 
3 iunyloc, iunup, iunvp, iunwp, iuntp, iuntw 
REAL yl,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha, 

& Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc, usap,usQ), usaul, 
& usful, usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfu,alfv,alfw, 
& elmp,Pt,tpdfc, tend, dtstat,dttw, 
& dtnii,cne,dts,dttavg, 
& dy,elmin,elmax, pi,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl 
INTEGER ifp, ifUl, ifUu, minceddy,intPa,ifflow,irsvl, 

& irsv2,nevents,ifvpo,ifns,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& nsedts,icnttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& jvcl jvc2jtcljtc2,maxceddy 
REAL rmuo,To,viscn,viscB, dtm, Paedmax, Paedmean, paedavg, 
2 time, trout, frac, edmid, UK,VK, WK, paed 
INTEGER nteapdfed, ifturb, icntpo, icntsede, icntdtsed, npout, 
2 jl,ke, ipachck,jr,jm,j 
REAL eventnext 
REAL discedsize, edrate 
REAL DTPART, DTPRTOUT, HALFEDDY 
INTEGER KTLAST, KOUNTSMPL 
INTEGER MAXEDOM, NSTIRTL, NPRTCTL 
REAL STRTIME 
REAL SQUR0T2 
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C END JRS's ADDITION 
c 

parameter (nsc=5 ,ny=1292,nuta=5 ,nutaflx=2 ,n vta=5 ,nvtaflx=2 ,nwta=5, 
& nwtaflx=2,ntta=3 ,nttaflx=2,nutakm=3 ,nflds=nuta+ 
& nutaflx+nvta+nvtaflx+nwta+nwtaflx+ntta+nttaflx+nutakm, 
& nipdfyo= 100,nipdfl= 100, NTL = 10) 

c 
c The parameters listed above are: 
c 
c nsc - the number of scalars whose values depend on the 
c vertical coordinate (y) 
c ny - the number of vertical numerical nodes considered 
c nuta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c streamwise (U) velocity component 
c nutaflx - the number of flxix time averages related to the 
c streamwise velocity component 
c nvta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c vertical (V) velocity component 
c nvtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 
c vertical velocity component 
c nwta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c tranverse (W) velocity component 
c nwtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 
c tranverse velocity component 
c ntta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c temperature 
c nttaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 
c temperature 
c nutakm - the number of kernel related'time averages 
c nflds - the total number of time averages 
c nipdfyo - the number of intervals to be used when evaluating the 
c probability density function (pdf) of the midpoint of 
c implemented eddies 
c nipdfl - the number of intervals to be used when evaluating the 
c pdf of the size of accepted eddies 
C NTL - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 
c 

real scal(nsc,ny),flds(ny,nflds),payo(ny),kemj(ny), 
& uflx(ny-1,nutaflx),monuflx(ny-1,nutaflx), vflx(ny-1 ,nvtaflx), 
& monvflx(ny-1 ,nvtaflx),wflx(ny-1 ,nwtaflx), 
& monwflx(ny-1 ,nwtaflx),tflx(ny-1 ,nttaflx), 
& montflx(ny-1 ,nttaflx),monukm(ny,nutakm),pdfedyo(nipdfyo), 
& pdfedl (nipdfl) ,y(ny) ,tlast(NTL) ,tnext(NTL) ,tpout( 10) 
integer icntpayo(ny),indx(ny), jlcnt(ny), jrcnt(ny) 
logical eddy 

c 
c Declare parameters to be used when designating what unit numbers 
c are to be used when opening and writing out files containing 
c statistics collected during the simulation. 
c 

parameter (iunuchk=10,iuntchk=l l,iunpayo=12,iunpaedmx=13, 



& iunpaedl=14,iunpaed2=15,iunedhst^l6,iunpdfedyo=17, 
& iunpdfedl= 18,iuntavgs= 19,iunyloc=20,iunup=21 ,mnvp=22, 
& iunwp=23,iuntp=24,iuntw=25) 

C JRS'S NOTE: THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW MODEL ALSO USES INPUT OUTPUT 
C The main program should provide a unit specifier for the 
C input file (JINP) and the output file (JOUTP) 
C It is VERY IMPORTANT that JINP be the largest number and that 
C there be MOPP continuous free unit numbers starting with JINP!!! 

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: JOUTP = 26 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: JSHRTOUT = 27 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: JINP = 28 
OPEN (UNIT=JOUTP,FILE='jpart.out') 
OPEN(UNIT=JSHRTOUT,FILE='short.out') 

C END JRS's ADDITION 
c 
c Open files to be used for'the purpose of estimating when the 
c flow becomes statistically stationary. 
c 

open(iunuchk;,file='Ucheck') 
open(iuntchk,file='T check') 

c 
c Open files associated with the acceptance probabilities of eddies 
c are to be put. 
c 

open(iunpayo,file-Payo') 
open(iunpaedmx,file-Paedmax') 
open(iunpaedl ,file='Paedvst') 
open(iunpaed2,file='Paedavgvst') 

c 
c Open file where the eddy histogram is to be put. 
c 

open(iunedhst,file-eddyhist') 
c 
c Open files where the pdfs associated with the location of the 
c midpoint and the size of implemented eddies are to be put. 
c 

open(iunpdfedyo,file='pdfedyo') 
open(iunpdfedl,file='pdfedr) • 

c 
c Open file where the computed time averages are to be put. 
c 

open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form='unformatted') 
c 
c Open files where the locations of the time averages of interest 
c were evaluated. 
c 

open(iunyloc,file='yloc') 
c 
c Open files where the scalar profiles to be used when starting a 
c non pre-run simulation are to be put. 
c 

open(iunup,file='upstrt') 
open(iunvp,file='vpstrt') 
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open(iunwp,file='wpstrt') 
open(iuntp,file='tpstrt') 

c 
c Open file where the time history of the instantaneous wall shear 
c stress is to be put. 
c 

open(iuntw,file='insttw') 
c 
c Read in input parameters for this simulation. 
c 
C MUST CALL IRS'S VERSION OF inread !!!!!!!!! YOU CAN TELL THIS IF 
C THE SUBROUTINE STATEMENT HAS MAXEDOM AS THE LAST ARGUMENT. 

call Jinread(ny,nipdfyo,nipdfl,y 1 ,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha, 
& Ulbc,Uubc,Tainb,Tlbc,Tubc,i^,usap,us^,ifUl,usaul, 
& usfLil,ifUu,usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy,aIfii,alfv,alfw, 
& minceddy,elmp,Pt,tpdfc,intPa,tend,ifflow,irsvl, 
& irsv2,nevents,dtstat,dttw,ifvpo,ifhs,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& dtmi,cne,dts,nsedts,icnttavg,dttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& tpout,dyjvcl jvc2jtcl jtc2,elmin,maxceddy,elmax, 
& pi,y,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl, MAXEDOM) 

c 
c If this is the pre-run to determine when the flow becomes steady 
c or quasi-steady then output the where the time averages were 
c evaluated, 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call yout(ny,iunyloc,y) 

end if 
c 
c Read in parameters necessary to compute the dynamic viscosity, 
c This is only necessary if the viscosity is temperature 
c dependent. 
c 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call inreadv(rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 
c 
c Initialize the random seed values if this is the pre-run. 
c 

call initrs(ifflow,irsvl,irsv2) 
0 
c If this is a restart read in the array containing the time 
c averages. If this is neither a restart nor a pre-run initialize 
c the array. 
c 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call inittavg(ny,nflds,flds,iuntavgs,ifflow) 

end if 
c 
c Initialize the arrays to be used for keeping track of the average 



acceptance probability of eddies at each location. 

call initpayo(ny,payo,icn^ayo) 

Initialize the arrays that are to contain the pdfs associated with 
the midpoint and size of implemented eddies. 

call initpdfs(nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl) 
nteapdfed=0 

If this is not a pre-nm initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring the scalar fluxes of interest. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call initflux(ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtafIx,nttaflx,uflx,monuflx, 

& vflx,monvflx,wflx,monwfix,tflx,montflx,ifvpo) 
end if 

If this is not a pre-run initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring transport and scrambling due to kernel application. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call initkem(ny,nutakm,monukm) 

end if 

If this is a pre-run create the initial velocity and temperature 
(if needed) profiles. If this is not a pre-run read the profiles 
in. 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call initvel(nsc,ny,scal,Ulbc,Uubc) 
if (ifVpo.ne.l) then 

call inittemp(nsc,ny,scal,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc) 
end if 

else 
call readprof(nsc,ny,scal,iunup,iunvp,iunwp,iuntp,ifvpo) 

end if 

Compute the initial dynamic viscosity if it is temperature 
dependent. 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 

Determine the initial molecular time step. 

if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
call dtmolc(rho,rmu,alpha,ifvpo,ifhs,dtmi,cne,dy,dtm) 

else 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,alpha,ifhs,dtmi,cne,dy,dtm) 

end if 



c Assign a value to the flag signaling whether the flow is 
c turbulent. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq. 1) then 
ifturb=0 

else 
ifturb=l 

end if 
c 
c Initialize some parameters and counters. 
c 

Paedmax=0. 
Paedmean=0. 
Paedavg=0. 
icntpo=0 
icntsede=0 
icntdtsed=0 

c 
c Initialize the time arrays and the counters which keeps track of 
c which event is to take place next. 
c 

time=0. 
tlast(l)=0. 
tlast(2)=0. 
tlast(3)=0. 
tlast(4)=0. 
tlast(5)=0. 
tlast(6)=0. 
TLAST(7)=0. 
TLAST(8)=0. 
TLAST(9)=0. 
TLAST(10)=0. 

c 
tnext(l)=dtm 
tnext(2)=dts 
if (ifflow.eq. 1) then 
tnext(3)=0. 
tnext(4)=-l. 
tnext(5)=tpout(l) 
tnext(6)—1. 

else 
tnext(3)—l. 
tnext(4)=dttavg 
tnext(5)— 1. 
tnext(6)=dttw 

end if 
C 
Q 4^:|CI^I|E]|C)|C:IC9|ES)CA|E)|C9(CI|C)|E)|C9|C4;9|CI|C>^>|C>|EITC)|C9)C4CI|(]|C4:I(C]|E>|C9)E9|C)|C9|EIT:A|E>|CI|EI|CA|E9TC:(CI)C9T:)(E>)CA|C)|E)|C)|C9(EITCJ|E9TC>K>K**>I(%4:4E)TC 

C JRS'S READ SUBROUTINE HERE, READ IN PARTICLE SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
C 

CALL RMSOIREAD (NY, JINP, JOUTP, YI, YN, DTP ART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, KTLAST) 
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SQUR0T2 = SQRT(2.0) 
TNEXT(7) = DTPART 
TNEXT(8)= STRTIME 
NSTIRTL = 2 
NPRTCTL = 7 
KOUNTSMPL = 0 

C 
C END JRS ADITION 

npout=0 
c 
c March the profile(s) forward in time until the simulation is 
c completed. 
c 

trout = tend/100. 

do while (time.lt.tend) 

if(time.gt.trout) then 
frac = time/tend * 100.0 
write(6,*) "ny and the % completion are:",ny,frac 
trout = trout + tend/100. 

endif 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a molecular event. 
c 

do while (tnext(l).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
if (ifns.eq.l) then 
call meventexpc(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 

& Uubc,ifp,usap,usfp,ifUl,usaul,usfiil, 
& ifUu,usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifvpo,ifdiss, 
& time) 

else 
call meventimpc(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 

& Uubc,iip,usap,usfp,if[Jl,usaul,usful,ifUu, 
& usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifvpo,ifdiss,ifns, 
& time) 

end if 
else 

if (ifns.eq.l) then 
call meventexpv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 

& iip,usap,usQ),ifUl,usaul,usful,ifUu,usauu, 
& usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,time) 

call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,alpha,ifns,dtmi,cne,dy, 

& dtm) 
else 

call meventimpv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 
& ifp,usap,usip,ifUl,usaul,usful,ifUu,usauu, 
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& usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,ifns,time) 
call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 
end if 
tlast(l)=tnext(l) 
time=tlast(l) 
tnext( 1 )=tnext( 1 )+dtm 

c 
if (dtm.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dtm = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
c 

end do 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a stirring event. 
c 

do while (tnext(2).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.Ie. 
& tend) 

c 
c Select a candidate eddy and determine whether it should be 
c implemented. 
c 

C JRS's ADDITION OF SYSDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate 
C TO THIS CALL STATEMENT 

call seleddy(nsc,ny,scal,kemj,iunpaedmx,iunpaedl,rho,rmu, 
& ^dfc,intPa,dts,dy,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfv,ifmtc, 
& minceddy,elmp,maxceddy,elmin,elmax,y 1 ,yn, 
& ifflow,ifturb,Paedmax,time,icntdtsed,edmid, 
& jl,ke,eddy,uK,vK,wK,ipachck,Paed,Paedavg, 
6 SYDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate) 

c 
time=tnext(2) 
jlcntQl) = jlcnt(jl)+l 
jr = jl+ke-l 
jrcnt(jr) =jrcnt(jr)+l 

c 
c Keep track of the average acceptance probability. 
c 

if (ipachck.eq.l) then 
icntsede=icntsede+l 
Paedmean=Paedmean+Paed 

C 
C JRS MODIFICATION 
C jm=l+nint(((edmid-yl)/dy)+0.5 ) This is not correct, get rid of .5 

JM = 1 + NINT((EDMID - Y1)/DY) 
payo(jm)=payoOm)+Paed 
icntpayo(jm)=icntpayo(jm)+l 

end if 
c 
c Check whether the stirring time step is to be modified. 
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c 
if (mod(icntdtsed,nsedts).eq.0.and.Paedavg.ne.0.) then 

call dtupdate(iunpaed2,time,nsedts,Paedavg,Pt,dts) 
end if 

c 
c If candidate eddy was accepted: 
c 
c i) Apply triplet map to scalars. 
c ii) Monitor the eddy induced scalar fluxes of interest. 
c iii) Update the pdf arrays relating to the eddy location and 
c size. 
c iv) Add kernel based velocity profile to the velocity 
c components U, V and W. 
c 

if (eddy) then 
call tripmap(ny,jl,ke,indx) 
call stirevent(nsc,ny,scal,ifvpo,ifmtcJl,ke,indx) 
if (ifflow.ne.l) then 

call fluxmon(nsc,ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtaflx,nttaflx, 
& scal,monuflx,monvfIx,monwflx,montflx, 
& ifvpo,dyjl,ke,indx) 

end if 
call eddypdf(yl,nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl,dy,elmin, 

& yomin,dpdfyo,dpdflJl,ke) 
nteapdfed=nteapdfed+1 
call kemel(nsc,ny,nutakm,scal,kemj,monukm,alfii,alfv, 

& alfw,uK,vK,wKjl,ke) 
c 
c Store the location and size of the eddy if so desired. 
c 

if(ifflow.eq.l)then 
call eddyhist(ny,iunedhst,timejl,ke,y,dy) 

end if 

C JRS'S ADDITION FOR THE PARTICLE EDDY INTERACTIONS 

HALFEDDY = discedsize/2.0 
CALL RMSTIR (JOUTP, Aeddy, DISCEDSIZE, DY, 

2 EDRATE, HALFEDDY, INDX, JL, JR, KE, NSC, NSTIRTL, 
3 NTL, NY, SCAL, SQUR0T2, TNEXT, Y1, YN) 

C END PARTICLE EDDY INTERACTION BREAK INTO THE STIR TIME LINE 

end if 
tlast(2)=tnext(2) 
tnext(2)=tnext(2)+dts 

c 
if (dts.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dts = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
end do 
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C 

C ADD JRS'S PARTICLE TIME LINE HERE WITH TNEXT(7) 
DO WHILE ((TNEXT(7) .EQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 

2 .AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 
CALL RMSOITIME (NSC, NY, JOUTP, DTPART, DY, TNEXT(7), 

2 SCAL,Y1,YN) 
C 

TLAST(7) = TNEXT(7) 
TNEXT(7) = TNEXT(7) + DTPART 
TIME = TLAST(7) 

END DO 
C PARTICLE STATISTICS GATHERING TIME LINE HERE. 

DO WHILE ((TNEXT(8) .EQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 
2 .AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 

CALL RMSTATS (NY) ! gather statistics 

KOUNTSMPL = KOUNTSMPL + 1 
TLAST(8) = TNEXT(8) 
TNEXT(8) = TNEXT(8) + DTPRTOUT 
TIME = TLAST(8) 

END DO 

C MUST CHANGE INPUT_RUN TO 8 TO RUN THIS 
C END THE DROPLET TIME LINE ADDITIONS HERE 

C 
c Determine whether the stationarity checks are to be performed. 
c 

do while (tnext(3).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(3) 
call statchck(nsc,ny,scal,iunuchk,iuntchk,ifvpojvclJvc2, 

& jtcljtc2,time) 
tlast(3)=tnext(3) 
tnext(3)=tnext(3)+dtstat 

c 
if (dtstat.eq.O.) then 

write(*,*) 'dtstat = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
c 

end do 
c 
c Check whether time averages are to be computed. 
c 

do while (tnext(4).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(4) 
icnttavg=icnttavg+1 
if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 

call vptavgc(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nflds, 



& seal,fids,rho,rmu,dy,icnttavg) 
if (ifVpo.ne.l) then 
call tptavgc(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta, 

& nwtaflx,nflds,scal,flds,alpha,dy,icnttavg, NTTA) 
end if 

else 
call vptavgv(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nflds, 

& scal,flds,rho,dy,icnttavg) 
call tptavgv(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta, 

& nwtaflx,nflds,scal,flds,alpha,dy,icnttavg, NTTA) 
end if 
call fluxtavg(ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nwtaflx, 

& ntta,nttaflx,nflds,flds,uflx,monuflx,vflx, 
& monvflx,wflx,monwflx,tflx,montflx,ifvpo, 
& dttavg,icnttavg) 

call kenitavg(ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nwtaflx, 
ife ntta,nttaflx,nutakm,nflds,flds,monukm, 
& dttavg,icnttavg) 

Check whether the time averages of interest are to be output. 

if (mod(icnttavg,intavg).eq.O) then 
open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form-unformatted') 
write(iuntavgs) fids 
rewind(iuntavgs) 
close(iuntavgs) 

end if 

tlast(4)=tnext(4) 
tnext(4)=tnext(4)+dttavg 

if (dttavg.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dttavg = 0!' 
stop 

end if 

end do 

Determine whether the velocity and temperature profiles are 
to be printed out. 

do while (tnext(5).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(5) 
icntpo=icntpo+l 
call outprof(nsc,ny,scal,y,icntpo,ifvpo) 
tlast(5)=tnext(5) 
if (icntpo+l.gt.noutp) then 
tnext(5)=-l. 

else 
tnext(5)=tpout(icntpo+1) 

end if 
end do 



Determine whether the instantaneous wall shear stress is to be 
computed. 

do while (tnext(6).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le, 
& tend) 

time=tnext(6) 
call instwss(nsc,ny,seal,iuntw,rho,rmu,ifmtc,dy,time) 
tlast(6)=tnext(6) 
tnext(6)=tnext(6)+dttw 

end do 

end do 

Output the time averages if this is not a pre-mn simulation. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
open(iuntavgs,file-Tavgs',form='unfonnatted') 
write(iuntavgs) fids 
rewind(iuntavgs) 
close(iuntavgs) 

end if 

Output the average acceptance probability for the eddies during 
the simulation. 

if (icntsede.ne.O) then 
Paedmean=Paedmean/float(icntsede) 
write(*,*) '< Pa >_eddy = ',Paedmean 

end if 

Output the event time steps of interest and how many times the 
time averages have been updated as well as the number of 
implemented eddies. 

write(*,*) 'dts = ',dts 
write(*,*) 'icnttavg = ',icnttavg 

write(*,*) '# of implemented eddies = ',icntsede 

Output the scalar profiles at the end of the simulation. 

call scalpout(nsc,ny,scal,iunup,iunvp,iunwp,iun^,ifvpo) 

Evaluate and output the average acceptance probability of 
the eddies at each location. 

call payoout(ny,payo,icntpayo,y,iunpayo) 

Evaluate and output the pdf arrays associated with the midpoint 
and size of implemented eddies. 

if (nteapdfed.ne.O) then 



call pdfout(nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl,iunpdfedyo, 
& iunpdfedl,yomin,elmin,dpdfyo,dpdfl,nteapdfed) 
end if 

c 
c Output the random seed values at the end of the simulation. 
c 

call mgget(irsvl,irsv2) 
c 

write(*,*) 'random seed #1 = ',irsvl 
write(*,*) 'random seed #2 = ',irsv2 

c 
open(99,file='jcnt.dat',status='unknown') 
do98j=l,ny 

98 write(99,*) j,jlcnt(j),jrcnt(j) 
c 
C MUST CLOSE ALL OPEN FILES JRS's 
C BUT FIRST COMPUTE THE RMS STATISTICS FOR EACH CELL 

CALL MPRMSOUT (DY, NY, KOUNTSMPL) 
CALL POSTNOUT (NTY) 

CLOSE (JOUTP) 
C END JRS's ADDITION 

stop 
end 

C.2 Sub-program mprmsout 

SUBROUTINE MPRMSOUT (DY, NY, KOUNTSMPL) 

C Last modified on 10/03/02 at 14:10 
C First written on 09/04/02 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) FOR THE OUTPUT 
C OF THE RMS AND AVE VALUES OF THE PARTICLES FOR EACH POSITION 
C IT IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE megapdriv.f NEAR THE END 
C 
C UP RMS = U PRIME ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE IN THE X DIRECTION 
C VP RMS = V PRIME ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE IN THE YDIRECTION 
C W P RMS = W PRIME ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C UAVE = AVERAGE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C VAVE = AVERAGE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C W AVE = AVERAGE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE Z DIRECTION 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MGDLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL DY 
INTEGER I, KOUNTSMPL 
INTEGER NSTAT, NY 
REAL POSITION, PVAVE, PVRMS, SUMA, SUMAA, SUMX, SUMXX 
REAL UAVE, UPRMS, VAVE, VPRMS, WAVE, WPRMS 
COMMON/STAT1/NSTAT(NYSTAT), SUMX(NYSTAT, 3), SUMXX(NYSTAT, 3), 



2 SIJMA(NYSTAT), SUMAA(NYSTAT) 
SAVE /STATl/ 

POSITION = DY/4.0 
IF (NSTAT(l) .GT. 0) THEN 

UAVE =SUMX(1,1)/NSTAT(1) 
VAVE =SUMX(l,2yNSTAT(l) 
WAVE =SUMX(1,3)/NSTAT(1) 
PVAVE = SUMA(l) / NSTAT(l) 
UPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(1,I)/NSTAT(1)) - UAVE**2)) 
VPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(1,2)/NSTAT(I)) - VAVE**2)) 
WPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(1,3)/NSTAT(1)) - WAVE**2)) 
PVRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMAA(1)/NSTAT(1)) - PVAVE**2)) 
WRITE(30,250) POSITION, UPRMS, VPRMS, WPRMS, UAVE, VAVE, 

2 WAVE, PVAVE, PVRMS, NSTAT(l) 
ELSE 

WRITE(30,250) POSITION, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0,0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
2 0.0,NSTAT(1) 
END IF 

POSITION = 0.0 
DO I = 2, NYSTAT, 1 

POSITION = POSITION + DY 
IF (NSTAT(I) .GT. 0) THEN 

UAVE =SUMX(I,1)/NSTAT(I) 
VAVE =SUMX(I,2)/NSTAT(I) 
WAVE =SUMX(I,3)/NSTAT(I) 
PVAVE = SUMACI) / NSTAT(I) 
UPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(I,1)/NSTAT(I)) - UAVE**2)) 
VPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(I,2)/NSTAT(I)) - VAVE**2)) 
WPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(I,3)/NSTAT(I)) - WAVE**2)) 
PVRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMAA(I)/NSTAT(I)) - PVAVE* *2)) 
WRITE(30,250) POSITION, UPRMS, VPRMS, WPRMS, UAVE, VAVE, 

2 WAVE, PVAVE, PVRMS, NSTAT(I) 
250 FORMAT (IX, 9(E11.5, IX), 19) 

ELSE 
WRITE(30,250) POSITION, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 

2 0.0, NSTAT(I) 
END IF 

END DO 
WRITE(30,260) KOUNTSMPL 

260 FORMAT (IX, II1) 
CLOSE (30) 

R E T U R N  
E N D  

C.3 Sub-program postnout 

SUBROUTINE POSTNOUT (NY) 

C Last modified on 02/26/03 at 14:00 



C First written on 02/25/03 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) FOR THE OUTPUT 
C OF THE PARTICLES IN THEIR END POSITION 
C IT IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE megapdriv.f NEAR THE END 
C 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER I, J, NY 

100 FORMAT (IX, "NAME =13,' X= ', E16.9,' Y=', E16.9, 
2 'Z=',E16.9) 

200 FORMAT (IX,' XVEL=', E16.9,' YVEL=', E16.9,' ZVEL= 
2 E16.9,'AGE = ',E16.9) 

300 FORMAT (IX,' NWVELC =', E16.9,' BIRTH =16) 

WRITE (29, 911) 
911 FORMAT (IX,' IN SUBROUTINE postnout.f) 

Icount = 0 
DO J= 1,NY, 1 

WRITE (29,222) J 
222 FORMAT (IX,' WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL ', 14) 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(J) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
WRITE(29,100)PARTICLE % VALUE,(PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(I),I=1,3) 
WRITE(29,200)(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(I),I=1,3), PARTICLE % AGE 
WRITE(29,300) PARTICLE % NWVELC, PARTICLE % IBIRTH 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

END DO 
END DO 
WRITE (29, 333) Icount 

333 FORMAT (IX,' TOTAL PARTICLES = ', 15) 
CLOSE (29) 
OPEN (UNIT=29, FILE-position.out') 
WRITE (29,400) 

400 FORMAT (IX, 17,' = NY - Finished ran ', /, IX, 
2 ' these are the location populations. One line per cell') 
DO J= 1,NY, 1 

WRITE (29, 440) LOCATION (1, J) 
440 FORMAT (IX, 17) 

END DO 
CLOSE (29) 
RETURN 
END 

C .4 Sub-program rmso 1 read 

SUBROUTINE RMSOIREAD (NY, JINP, JOUTP, Yl, YN, DTPART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, KTLAST) 
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C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) TO READ IN THE 
C INPUT NEEDED TO RUN THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW DATA FOR MODEL E, THE 
C STATISTICS GATHERING PROGRAM. THIS IS DONE TO MAKE 
C THE PROGRAM AS MODULAR AS POSSIBLE. THE FILE rEo 1 .inp MUST EXIST 
C IN THE DIRECTORY WHICH THIS PROGRAM IS BEING EXICUTED. 
C THIS ROUTINE IS FOR THE LINKED LIST VERSION OF THE PARTICLE READ 
C THE VARIABLES SPECIFIC TO THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW ARE PASSED IN MULTIPLE 
C COMMON BLOCKS (AGAIN TO BE MODULAR). USING THE 'SAVE' COMMAND IS 
C ESSENTIAL. 
C CALLED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM, RMSOIDRIV 
C THIS ROUTINE ALSO INITIALIZES VARIABLES AS NEEDED 
C 
C IMPORTANT VARIABLE NAMES FOR THIS ROUTINE ARE LISTED HERE. 
C LAST UDATED 02/29/04 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 10, 2002 
C USE DENSITY IN (KG/M**3) 
C USE VISCOSIITY OF {Pa*S = KG/(M*S)} 
C In order to proceed now, all units are assumed to be in Si units 
C (kilograms, meters, seconds, Kelvin 
C A MU = THE AIR VISCOSITY, MU (Pa*S) 
C INP VEL X = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE X DIRECTION 
C INP VEL Y = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C INP VEL Z = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C INPXPOS = PARTICLE X POSITION * not used in this version 
C Y POS = PARTICLE Y POSITION 
C INP Z POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION * not used in this version 
C GRAV AC X = GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION {M/(S**2)} 
C GRAV AC Y = GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION {M/(S**2)} 
C GRAV AC Z = GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION {M/(S**2)} 
C RHO A = DENSITY OF THE AIR (CONTINUOUS PHASE) 
C RHO P = DENSITY OF THE SECOND PHASE (KG/M**3) 
C TAU P = PARTICLE RELAXATION TIME 
C BETA = DROPLET PARAMETER TO ADJUST THE EDDY TAU. CALLED BETA 
C BULK VEL = BULK FLUID VELOCITY 
C DIA = DIAMETER OF THE PARTICLE (M) 
C EPS F = THE FRACTION OF ONE GRID SPACING WHICH IS INSIGNIFICANT 
C NOP = NUMBER OF PARTICLE TYPES IN THIS SIMULATION 
C M 0 P P = THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
C TEMPR = TEMPERATURE IN KELVIN, K 
C SMLK = THE BOLTZMAN CONSTANT K, IN J.MOLECULE/K 
C LAMBDA = MEAN FREE PATH OF CONTINUOUS PHASE, [=] M 
C B M COEF = COEFFICIENT FOR THE BROWNIAN MOTION ACCEL. [=] M/S/S 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AMU, BMCOEF, CUNHMSF, DIAPLUS, DISRATIO 
REAL DTM, DTPART, DTPARTF, DTPRTOUT, DY 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
REAL EPSF, FRICTNV, SCAL(NSC,NY) 
INTEGER I, IBOT, IGRAV, ISKIP, ISLIP, ITOP, ITOTAL 



INTEGER J, JINP, JOUTP, KTLAST 
REAL LAMBDA 
LOGICAL LHIT, LXGRAV, LYGRAV, LZGRAV 
CHARACTER*5 OUTFIL(MOPP) 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PDTPLUS, PI, PRADIUS 
REAL PTAUPLUS 
REAL RHOA, RHOP(MOPP), Y1, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOS 
REAL SCHMIDT 
REAL SCRK, SMLK, SRHO, STRTIME, SUMA, SUMAA, SUMX, SUMXX 
REAL TEMPR, THISTRT 
INTEGER NSTAT 
PARAMETER (PI= 3.14159265359, SMLK= 1.38E-23) 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IRMSINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIRMSREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIRMSREL/ 
SAVE /OPIRMSINT/ 
COMMON/STAT1/NSTAT(NYSTAT), SUMX(NYSTAT, 3), SUMXX(NYSTAT, 3), 
2 SUMA(NYSTAT), SUMAA(NYSTAT) 
SAVE /STATl/ 

C COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
C SAVE /BROWNM/ 

DO J= 1,NYSTAT 
NSTAT(J) = 0 
SUMXX(J,1) = 0.0 
SUMXX(J,2) = 0.0 
SUMXX(J,3) = 0.0 
SUMX (J,l) = 0.0 
SUMX (J,2) = 0.0 
SUMX (J,3) = 0.0 
SUMA (J) =0.0 
SUMAA(J) =0.0 

END DO 

OPEN (UNIT=JINP,FILE='rEol.inp', STATUS = 'OLD') 

READ (JINP, 10) 
READ (JINP, 10) 
READ (JINP, 10) RHOA ! DENSITY OF PHASE ONE 'CONITNUOUS' 

10 FORMAT (IX, F15.5) 
READ (JINP,20) ISKIP 
ISKIP = 1 

20 FORMAT (IX, 13) 
READ (JINP, 10) AMU 

READ (JINP, 10) EPSF 
READ (JINP, 10) EPSILON 
READ (JINP, 10) STRTIME ! time to start taking data 
READ (JINP, 10) DTPARTF 
READ (JINP, 10) DTPRTOUT 
READ (JINP, 10) BULKVEL 
READ (JINP, 10) BETA 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACX 



READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LXGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LXGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACY 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LYGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LYGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACZ 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LZGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LZGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 

1 = 1  

READ (JINP,30) OUTFIL(l) 
30 FORMAT (IX, A5) 

READ (JINP,10) INPVELX(l) 
READ (JINP,10) INPVELY(1) 
READ (JINP, 10) INPVELZ(l) 
READ(JINP,10)DL\ (1) 
READ (JINP,10) RHOP (1) ! DENSITY OF PHASE TWO 'PARTICLE' 
READ (JINP,10) INAGE(l) 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
READ (JINP,20) ISLIP 

READ (JINP,20) Iktlast NOT USED IN MEAN RMS 
C READ (JINP,20) KTLAST 
C IF (KTLAST .GT. 999) THEN 
C KTLAST = 999 
C END IF 

READ (JINP, 10) TEMPR ! IN KELVIN 
READ (JINP, 10) LAMBDA ! IN METERS 
READ (JINP, 10) FRICTNV ! IN METERS PER SEC 

WRITE (JOUTP, 40) RHOA, I, AMU, DTPRTOUT 
40 FORMAT (IX, 'Density of phase one, the continuous =', E10.4, /, 

2 ' NUMBER OF PARTICLES =', 15,/, IX,'Dynamic viscosity =', 
3 E10.4,2X,'Particle output every ', E10.4,' sec.') 

WRITE (JOUTP, 50) EPSF, BETA, DTPARTF, DTM 
50 FORMAT (lX,'Fraction of a grid spacing considered small = ', 

2 E10.4, /, IX, 'the particle parameter BETA = ', E10.4, /, 
3 IX, 'FACTOR FOR COMPUTING DROPLET TIME STEP FROM 
4 'MOLECULAR STEP (dtm) = ', E10.4, /,' DTM = ', E12.6) 
IF (.NOT.LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 



WRITE (JOUTP, 60) GRAVACZ 
60 F0RMAT(1X, 'No gravatational acceleration in either the X or', 

2 ' Y directions', 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', E12.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 63) GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
63 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X = ', E12.6, 

2 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y =', E12.6, /, 2X, 
3 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', E12.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 66) GRAVACX, GRAVACZ 
66 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X ONLY = ', E12 

2 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', E12.6) 
ELSE 

WRITE (JOUTP, 69) GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
69 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y ONLY = ', E12 

2 2X,'Grav. acc. in the Z is', E12.6) 
END IF 
WRITE (JOUTP,72) BULKVEL 

72 FORMAT (IX, 'THE BULK VELOCITY OF THE GAS PHASE = EI2.6) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 75) INPXPOS(l), INPYPOS(l), INPZPOS(l), 
2 INPVELX(l), INPVELY(l), INPVELZ(l), DIA(l), INAGE(l) 

75 FORMAT (IX, 'The initial x, y, and z position are:', E12.6, 3X, 
2 E12.6, 3X, E12.6,/, IX, 'The initial velocitys (u, v, w)', 
3 ' are:', E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, E12.6,3X, /, 
4 ' DIA =', E10.4,' Age of the drop when', 
5 ' it is bom into ODT = ', E10.4) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 77) ISKIP, KTLAST 

77 FORMAT (IX, 'skip every ', 13,' interior cells. Ensemble # =', 
2 13) 

EPS = EPSF * DY ! ONE-TENTH OF A GRID POINT IS SMALL 
DTP ART = DTM * DTPARTF 
AIRNU =AMU/RHOA 
DYDBTWO = DY / 2.0 
TAUP(l) = RHOP(l) * DIA(1)**2 / (18.0 • AMU) 
CLOSE (JINP) 
DISRATIO = 2.0 LAMBDA / DIA (1) 
CUNHMSF = 1.0 + DISRATI0»(1.257 + 0.4*EXP(-1.1/DISRATIO)) 
SCHMIDT = 3 * PI * DIA(l) * AMU'^*2 / 

2 (CUNHMSF • RHOA » SMLK * TEMPR) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 80) CUNHMSF, SCHMIDT 

80 FORMAT (IX,' Cunningham slip factor =', E12.6, 
2 ' The particle Schmidt # = ', E12.6) 
DIAPLUS = DIA(l) • FRICTNV/AIRNU 
SRHO = RHOP(l) / RHOA 

C particle time const. TAU in wall units, tau + 
C should be the same as CUNHMSF* TAUP*FRICTNV'^*2/AIRNU 

PTAUPLUS = CUNHMSF * SRHO * DIAPLUS**2 /18.0 
C particle delta t non-dimensionalized 

PDTPLUS = DTP ART • FRICTNV**2 / AIRNU 
BMCOEF = FRICTNV**3 / AIRNU * 



2 SQRT(2.0 /(SCHMIDT * PTAUPLUS**2 » PDTPLUS)) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 90) DIAPLUS, PTAUPLUS, PDTPLUS, BMCOEF 
90 FORMAT (IX,' Dia + =', E12.6,' Tau + = E12.6, 

2 'Particledt + = ', E12.6,'BMCOEF = ', El2.6) 

C for now assume one particle per cell (CENTERED) of each t3^e. 
C must change lowesty 

ALLOCATE ( LOWESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (LOWESTY(J) % X) 
L0CATI0N(1,J) =0 

END DO 
ALLOCATE ( HIGHESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE ( WAIT(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (WAIT(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE (INPROG) 
NULLIFY (INPROG % X) 
ALLOCATE ( TAG) 
NULLIFY (TAG % X) 
ALLOCATE ( TEMP) 
NULLIFY (TEMP % X) 
ALLOCATE ( DEATH) 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 
1=1 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 

IF (ISLIP .EQ. 1) THEN 
YPOS = Y1 
L0CATI0N(I,1) =0 
L0CATI0N(I,NY) = 0 
DO J = 2,NY-1, 1 

YPOS = YPOS + DY 
ALLOCATE ( PARTICLE) 
PARTICLE % VALUE = 1 ! VALUE OF NODE (=1) IS ASSIGNED 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = INPVELX(I) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = INPVELY(I) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = INPVELZ(I) 
PARTICLE % AGE = INAGE(I) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = INPVELY(I) 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => LOWESTY (J) % X ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => HIGHESTY(J) % X 
LOWESTY (J) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 



HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
LOCATION(I,J) = 1 

END DO 
ELSE 

YPOS = Y1 
L0CATI0N(1,1) =0 
LOCATION(l,NY) = 0 
DO J = 2,NY-1, 1 

YPOS = YPOS + DY 
ALLOCATE (PARTICLE) 
PARTICLE % VALUE = 1 ! VALUE OF NODE (=1) IS ASSIGNED 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, J) 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2) = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J) 
PARTICLE % AGE = INAGB(l) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => LOWESTY (J) % X ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => HIGHESTY(J) % X 
LOWESTY (J) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
LOCATION(I,J) = 1 

END DO 
END IF 

C WRITE OUT THE ENTIRE PARTICLE LIST A TEMPERARY CONDITION? 
C START FROM THE BOTTOM 

OPEN (UNIT=29, FILE='pliststrt.out') 

100 FORMAT (IX, mME = 13,' X= ', E12.5,' Y= ', E12.5, 
2 'Z=', E12.5) 

200 FORMAT (IX,' XVEL=', E12.5,' YVEL=E12.5,' ZVEL= 
2 E12.5,'AGE = ',E12.5) 

300 FORMAT (IX,' NWVELC = E12.5,' BIRTH =', 16) 

WRITE (29, 911) 
911 FORMAT (IX,'IN SUBROUTINE megaread') 

Icount = 0 
D0J=1,NY, 1 

WRITE (29,222) J 
222 FORMAT (IX,' WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL ', 14) 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(J) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
WRITE(29,100)PARTICLE % VALUE,(PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(I),I=1,3) 
WRITE(29,200XPARTICLE % VEL0CITY(I),I=1,3), PARTICLE % AGE 
WRITE(29,300) PARTICLE % NWVELC, PARTICLE % IBIRTH !line 332 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 



END DO 
END DO 
WRITE (29, 333) Icount 

333 FORMAT (IX,' TOTAL PARTICLES = ', 15) 
CLOSE (29) 
OPEN (UNIT=29, FILE='plistend.out') 
OPEN (UNIT=30, FILE='cellave.out') 

PDIAM =DIA(1) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM/2.0 
YNMRAD = YN - PRADIUS 
YIPRAD =¥1+PRADIUS 
PCHNWDT = YN - Y1 - PDIAM 
IBOT = 0 
ITOP = 0 
ITOTAL = 1290 
THISTRT = 0.0 
LHIT =.FALSE. 
OUTDEP =31 

RETURN 
END 

C.5 Sub-program rmstats 

SUBROUTINE RMSTATS (NY) 

C Last modified on 02/03/03 at 10;30 
C TO INCLUDE OPTION la 
C First written on 09/04/02 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) FOR THE data 
C GATHERING 
C IT IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE partcldriv.f 
C 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER JSTAT, MIJ, NSTAT, NY, NYDB2 
REAL SUMA, SUMAA, SUMX, SUMXX 

C INTEGER NYBRTH 
REAL VNEW 
COMMON /STAT1/NSTAT(NYSTAT), SUMX(NYSTAT, 3), SUMXX(NYSTAT, 3), 
2 SUMA(NYSTAT), SUMAA(NYSTAT) 
SAVE /STATl/ 

C INTEGER DIVISION OF NY BY 2 
NYDB2 = NY/2 

C compute rms values of particles, utilizing symetery 
DO JSTAT = 1, NYDB2, 1 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(JSTAT) % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

NSTAT(JSTAT) = NSTAT(JSTAT) + 1 



PARTICLE => INPROG % X 
SUMX (JSTAT, 1) = SUMX (JSTAT, 1) + PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 2) = SLTMX (JSTAT, 2) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 3) = SUMX (JSTAT, 3) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 1) = SUMXX(JSTAT,1)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(1))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 2) = SUMXX(JSTAT,2)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 3) = SUMXX(JSTAT,3)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3))**2 
VNEW = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
SUMA (JSTAT) = SUMA (JSTAT) + VNEW 
SUMAA (JSTAT) = SUMAA (JSTAT) +(VNEW)**2 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

END DO 
MIJ = NY - JSTAT + I 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(MIJ) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

NSTAT(JSTAT)= NSTAT(JSTAT) + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
SUMX (JSTAT, 1) = SUMX (JSTAT, 1) + PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 

TO ACCOUNT FOR ANTI-SYMETRY, THE Y VELOCITY MUST BE '-'IVE 
SUMX (JSTAT, 2) = SUMX (JSTAT, 2) - PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 3) = SUMX (JSTAT, 3) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 1) = SUMXX(JSTAT,1)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(1))*»2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 2) = SUMXX(JSTAT,2)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 3) = SUMXX(JSTAT,3)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3))**2 
VNEW = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
SUMA (JSTAT) = SUMA (JSTAT) - VNEW 
SUMAA (JSTAT) = SUMAA (JSTAT) +(VNEW)**2 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

END DO 
END DO 
IF (NYDB2 .NE. NYSTAT) THEN 

NY IS ODD 
JSTAT = NYSTAT 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(JSTAT) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

NSTAT(JSTAT)= NSTAT(JSTAT) + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
SUMX (JSTAT, 1) = SUMX (JSTAT, 1) + PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 2) = SUMX (JSTAT, 2) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 3) = SUMX (JSTAT, 3) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 1) = SUMXX(JSTAT,1)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(1))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 2) = SUMXX(JSTAT,2)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 3) = SUMXX(JSTAT,3)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3))**2 
VNEW = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
SUMA (JSTAT) =SUMA (JSTAT) + VNEW 
SUMAA (JSTAT) = SUMAA (JSTAT) +(VNEW)**2 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

END DO 
END IF 

R E T U R N  
E N D  
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C.6 Sub-program rmstir 

SUBROUTINE RMSTIR (JOUTP, Aeddy, DISCEDSIZE, DY, 
2 EDRATE, HALFEDDY, INDX, JL, JR, KE, NSC, NSTIRTL, 
3 NTL, NY, SCAL, SQUR0T2, TNEXT, Y1, YN) 

C LAST UDATED 02/29/04 
C 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 11, 2002 
Q ****************************************************************** 
C !!! note: This subroutine is uses linked lists. 
C 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL Aeddy, BOTBOUND, CENTER, DELTAV 
REAL DELTAY, DISCEDSIZE, DLTAT 
REAL DTAU, DY ! 
REAL EDRATE, ELHS, ERHS, ETAU, FRACDIST 
REAL GXAC,GXMl,GXPl,GXVELu 
REAL GZAC, GZMl, GZP I, GZVELw 
REAL HALFEDDY 
INTEGER NY 
INTEGER IBOT, INDX(NY), INEW, ITOP, ITOTAL, ITT 
INTEGER Jl, JL, JOUTP, JR, KDROP, KE, KPOS 
LOGICAL LITT 
REAL NEWGPOS 
INTEGER NIDPOS, NSC, NSTIRTL, NTL, OUTDEP 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS 
REAL PSEUDOV, PSEV, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, PYPOS 
REAL SCAL(NSC,NY), SQUR0T2 
REAL THISTRT, TNEXT(NTL), TOPBOUND, TWTREDY 
REAL UBAR, VBAR, WBAR, WTHIRD 
REAL Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOSLST 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IRMSINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OP IRMSREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIRMSREL/ 
SAVE/OPIRMSINT/ 

! When Brownian motion is used, remove the comment "C" from the 
! following 2 lines 
C COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
C SAVE /BROWNM/ 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 72 
C NOTE, IF EVER USE A NON-UNIFORM GRID, MUST CHANGE THIS 

ELHS = (FLOAT(JL) - L 5) * DY + Y1 
ERHS =(FLOAT(JR)- .5)*DY + YI 
ETAU = Aeddy / (SQUR0T2 * edrate * discedsize**2) 

UBAR = 0. 
VBAR = 0. 
WBAR = 0. 
DO Jl = JL, JR 



UBAR = UBAR + SCAL(1,J1) 
VBAR = VBAR + SCAL(2,J1) 
WBAR = WEAR + SCAL(3,J1) 

END DO 
UBAR = UBAR/FLOAT(KE) 
VBAR = VBAR/FLOAT(KE) 
WBAR = WBARyFLOAT(KE) 
DTAU = BETA • ETAU 
TOPBOUND = ELHS 
IF (JL .EQ. 1) THEN 

GXAC = 0.0 
GZAC = 0.0 
ELHS = Y1 

ELSE 
GXAC = SCAL(1, JL-1) 
GZAC = SCAL(3, JL-1) 

END IF 
IF (JR .EQ. NY) THEN 

ERHS = YN 
END IF 
TWTREDY = 2.0*(ERHS - ELHS)/3.0 
GXPl = SCAL(1, JL) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, JL) 

NOTE: BIN NUMBERS ARE THE SAME AS NODE NUMBERS 
****** DO FIRST AND ALL INTERIOR CELLS, BUT NOT THE LAST CELL 

DO KPOS = JL, JR-1, 1 
BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
GXMl = GXAC 
GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 
GZAC = GZPl 
GXPl = SCAL(1, KPOS + 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, KPOS + 1) 

TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PVELX = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(1) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXAC 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZAC 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 

-GXMl) 
- GZMl) 
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GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXPl - GXAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu = GXAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
CALL RNG(WTHIRD) 
NEWGPOS = (PYPOS - ELHS)/3.0 + ELHS 
IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.6666666666666666666) THEN 

NEWGPOS = NEWGPOS + TWTREDY 
ELSE IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.3333333333333333333) THEN 

NEWGPOS = TWTREDY - NEWGPOS + 2.0 * ELHS 
END IF 
PSEUDOV = (NEWGPOS - PYPOS) / DTAU 

C Cuningham slip factor can be put into TAUP 

CALL PEUPDATJ (JOUTP, AIRNU, PDIAM, DTAU, ELHS, EPS, 
2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, PSEUDOV, 
3 GZVELw, HALFEDDY, PVELX, PYPOS, 
4 PVELY, PVELZ, TAUP(KDROP), UBAR, VBAR, 
5 WEAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT(NSTIRTL), PSEV) 

C INSTANTANEOUS ADJUSTMENT TO THE POSITION & 
C VELOCITY HERE. NOTE THIS EDDY - PARTICLE 
C INTERACTION DOES NOT EFFECT THE X AND Z VELOCITY / POS. 

PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PVELY = PVELY + DELTAV 

IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 
^ ]^I|E>|CJTC94C));^9|C>|EI(CI|C:(C])E^A|C^I|EJ|C9|C)|CJ|E)|CI|C]|E4:]|C 

C PARTICLE HIT THE TOP WALL 
C THIS ROUTINE HAS SPECTRAL REFLECTION OF THE TOP WALL 

CALL OPITOPWIN (PCHNWDT, PSEV, PVELY, PYPOS, YNMRAD) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 
C PARTICLE HIT THE BOTTOM WALL 
C THIS ROUTINE HAS SPECTRAL REFLECTION OF THE BOTTOM WALL 

CALL OPIBOTWIN (PCHNWDT, PSEV, PVELY, PYPOS, YIPRAD) 

END IF 

C ONLY AFTER ANY WALL REFLECTIONS, THE PARTICLE POSITION & 
C VELOCnTES ARE UPDATED 

PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = PVELY 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = PSEV 

C 
Q LIST MANIPULATION*************************^* 

IF (PYPOS .LT. BOTBOUND) THEN 
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C THE PARTICLE HAS SHIFTED TO A LOWER CELL. 
C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) -1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT OF THE LIST, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(BCPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
Q •*»»»*»+»»»*» MOVELOWER y 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT =.FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % POSITION(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP). , ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE • 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
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LITT = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

C IT IS ASSOCIATED 
INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 

END IF 
ELSE 

C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

Q •»••***»*»*•• END MOVELOWER •••**•••• 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C THE PARTICLE HAS SHIFTED TO A HIGHER CELL. 
C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C CUT IT OUT OF THE LIST AND PUT IT INTO A WAITING QUEUE 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
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C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 
TAG % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 

C IF THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO ELEMENTS IN THE LIST 
C THEN CHECK THE PARTICLES ARE IN ASSENDING ORDER 

IF (ASSOCIATED(LOWESTY(KPOS) % X)) THEN 
SPARE => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF(ASSOCIATED(SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) 
YPOSLST = SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PARTICLE => SPARE % TOTOP 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
IF (YPOSLST .GT. PYPOS) THEN 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
TAG % X => SPARE 

C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 

DO WHILE (LITT) 
SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
IT IS ASSOCIATED 
INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 

C 

C 

(DOWN) 

C 
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END IF 
ELSE 

C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT' ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

(DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCL^TED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END DO 
C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

SPARE => TAG % X 
ELSE 

SPARE => PARTICLE 
END IF 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 
END DO 

C ****** END INTERIOR CELLS NOW DO LAST CELL IN EDDY 
KPOS = JR 
BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
GXMl = GXAC 
GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXP 1 
GZAC = GZP1 
IF (JR .EQ. NY) THEN 

GXPl = 0.0 
GZPl =0.0 

ELSE 
GXPl = SCAL(1,JR+1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3,JR+1) 

END IF 

TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PVELX = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % NWVELC 



PVELZ = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXAC - GXMl) 
GZVELw =GZAC +FRACDIST *(GZAC-GZM1) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST *(GXP1-GXAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu = GXAC 
GZVELw = GZAC 

END IF 
CALL RNG(WTHIRD) 
NEWGPOS = (PYPOS - ELHS)/3.0 + ELHS 
IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.6666666666666666666) THEN 

NEWGPOS = NEWGPOS + TWTREDY 
ELSE IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.3333333333333333333) THEN 

NEWGPOS = TWTREDY - NEWGPOS + 2.0 • ELHS 
END IF 
PSEUDOV = (NEWGPOS - PYPOS) / DTAU 

C Cuningham slip factor can be put into TAUP 
CALL PEUPDATJ (JOUTP, AIRNU, PDIAM, DTAU, ELHS, EPS, 

2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, PSEUDOV, 
3 GZVELw, HALFEDDY, PVELX, PYPOS, 
4 PVELY, PVELZ, TAUP(KDROP), UBAR, VBAR, 
5 WEAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT(NSTIRTL), PSEV) 

C INSTANTANEOUS ADJUSTMENT TO THE POSITION & 
C VELOCITY HERE. NOTE THIS EDDY - PARTICLE 
C INTERACTION DOES EFFECT THE X AND Z VELOCITY / POS. 

PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PVELY = PVELY + DELTAV 

IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 

C PARTICLE HIT THE TOP WALL 

CALL OPITOPWIN (PCHNWDT, PSEV, PVELY, PYPOS, YNMRAD) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 
C PARTICLE HIT THE BOTTOM WALL 

CALL OPIBOTWIN (PCHNWDT, PSEV, PVELY, PYPOS, YIPRAD) 

END IF 
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PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = PVELY 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = PSEV 

C 
C23456789012345678921234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 

IF (PYPOS .LT. BOTBOUND) THEN 
C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(ICDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
Q *»»••*•****** MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
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IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT=.FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C cut it out and put it into a waiting queue 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
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SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) [NULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 
TAG % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 

C IF THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO ELEMENTS IN THE LIST 
C THEN CHECK THE CELLS ARE IN ORDER 

IF (ASSOCIATED(LOWESTY(KPOS) % X)) THEN 
SPARE => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF(ASSOCIATED(SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

c out INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) 
YPOSLST = SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PARTICLE => SPARE % TOTOP 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
IF (YPOSLST .GT. PYPOS) THEN 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
TAG % X => SPARE 

Q ************* MOVELOWER ******** V 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 

DO WHILE (LITT) 
SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % POSITION(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

(DOWN) 
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C 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

C 
C 

ELSE 
SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

SPARE => TAG % X 
ELSE 

SPARE => PARTICLE 
END IF 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 

C **** end last cell in eddy 
C HAVE COMPLETED ALL PARTICLES, NOW PUT IN THE ONES ON THE WAITING LIST 

DO KPOS = 1,NY, 1 
IF (KPOS .EQ. 13) THEN 

ITT= 1 
END IF 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(WAIT(KPOS) % X)) ! error occurs here on kpos =13, infinite loop !!! 

PARTICLE => WAIT(KPOS) % X 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

0 MOVELOWER ****•****+*** y 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 

C 
END DO 

••••*•»***+•• MOVELOWER ***•••***•**•* ^ 
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LITT = .FALSE. 
END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCL^lTED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

(-1 »•+»•»»»*»•+••+• jvjOVELOWER ^ 
WAIT(KPOS) % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 
C can nullify here, but would be redundent 

END DO 
C END PARTICLE EDDY INTERACTION BREAK INTO THE STIR TIME LINE 
0 ****+***+**+*+********+****»+**+********+*+****+*+********** 

R E T U R N  
E N D  
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APPENDIX D 

SOURCE CODE MODEL V, DEPOSITION STATISTICS 

Source Code for the ODT Model V two-phase flow program to gather deposition 
statistics assuming that a particle sticks to the wall once it is within one radius of a wall. 
Appendix B has a brief explanation which is necessary to understand this Appendix. 
Subprograms which are already listed in Appendix B are not repeated here unless there 
are non-trivial changes needed for implementing Model V. 

The main program (DEPEDRIV) for Model V, deposition statistics is listed first with 
other subroutines needed for the two-phase flow addition listed in alphabetical order 
subsequent to that. 

Model V does not need knowledge of each implemented eddy. As such there is no 
need for the two-phase flow addition to break into the stir time line. 

The particle timeline is characterized by the FORTRAN command CALL 02DTIME 
and has its timeline position kept in TNEXT(7). 

There is an additional timeline added to reset the particles for an ensemble of runs 
inside one ODT proper run. This is defined by TNEXT(8) and is characterized by the 
command CALL 02DREINIT. 

It is important that the number of timelines, called "nevents" in the ODT proper code 
be set correctly (in this case to 8) for the two-phase flow addition to work. 

D. 1 Main program depedriv 

PROGRAM DEPEDRIV 
c Program: odtccflow.f 
c 
c Date: December 15, 1999. 
c Author: VebjomNilsen 
c 
C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 08/20/04 at 10:20 
C FOR OPTION 2. LET IT MOVE BACK AND FORTH WITH THE FLUID. 
C This program is designed to be run 
C after the steady state channel flow (turbulence) is reached. 1 st 
C run a pre-run with Vebjom's code that is not adjusted for 
C particles then run this code with the turbulence fully developed 
C and stationary. 
C This runs many particles (MEGA) and uses linked list with Type-I 
C interactions 
C 
c This program uses the One-Dimensional Turbulence Neapolitan (ODTN) 
c model of Alan R. Kerstein to simulate horizontal turbulent 
c channel or Couette flow with or without unsteady forcing. The 
c formulation considered here is the one eddy type version of ODTN. 
c The fluid is assumed to have constant density. Either constant or 
c temperature dependent dynamic viscosity can be considered. If the 
c viscosity is constant, the velocity profile alone or the velocity 
c and temperature profile of the fluid can be computed. The no-slip 



c and constant temperature boundary conditions are applied. In the 
c case of temperature dependent viscosity the fluid is a liquid. Note 
c that the viscous energy dissipation term in the temperature equation 
c can be neglected. This particular code is set up to investigate 
c steady and quasi-steady flows. As a result time averages of various 
c quantities are evaluated as the code runs. 
c 
C JRS's ADDITION 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 72 
C MAXEDOM = MAXIMUM DOMAIN FOR THE EDDY LHS 
C DT PART = TIME BETWEEN PARTICLE TIME LINE TIME STEPS 
C J IN P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE INPUT 
C J OUT P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE OUTPUT 
C N T L = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 
C M O P P = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
C MOPP MUST BE CHANGED IN THE MODULE (module.!) called MODCOMMN 
C AND THE MODULE RECOMPILED USING modmake. COPY TO Makfile and 
C TYPE make 

IMPLICIT NONE 

INTEGER nsc, ny, nuta, nutaflx, nvta, nvtaflx, nwta, nwtaflx, 
2 ntta, nttaflx, nutakm, nflds, nipdfyo, nipdfl 
INTEGER NTL 
INTEGER iunuchk, iuntchk, iunpayo, iunpaedmx, iunpaedl, 

2 iimpaed2, iunedhst, iunpdfedyo, iunpdfedl, iuntavgs, 
3 iunyloc, iunup, iunvp, iunwp, iuntp, iuntw 
REAL yl,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha, 

& Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc, usap,us:^, usaul, 
& usful, usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfu,alfv,alfw, 
& elmp,Pt,tpdfc, tend, dtstat,dttw, 
& dtmi,cne,dts,dttavg, 
& dy,elmin,elmax, pi,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl 
INTEGER ifp, ifUl, ifUu, minceddy,intPa,ifflow,irsvl, 

& irsv2,nevents,ifvpo,ifns,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& nsedts,icnttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& jvcl jvc2jtcljtc2,maxceddy 
REAL rmuo,To,viscn,viscB, dtm, Paedmax, Paedmean, paedavg, 
2 time, trout, frac, edmid, UK,VK, WK, paed 
INTEGER nteapdfed, ifturb, icntpo, icntsede, icntdtsed, npout, 

2 jl, ke, ipachck, jr, jm, j 
REAL eventnext 
REAL discedsize, edrate 
REAL DTPART, DTPRTOUT, FIKS, HALFEDDY 
INTEGER INCHAN, KTLAST, KOUNTSMPL 
INTEGER MAXEDOM, NSTIRTL, NPRTCTL 
REAL STRTIME 
REAL SQUR0T2 

C END JRS's ADDITION 
c 

parameter(nsc=5 ,ny=1292,nuta=5 ,nutaflx=2,nvta=5 ,nvtaflx=2,nwta=5. 



& nwtaflx=2,ntta=3 ,nttaflx=2,nutakm=3 ,nflds=nuta+ 
& nutaflx+nvta+nvtaflx+nwta+nwtaflx+ntta+nttaflx+nutakm, 
& nipdfyo=100,nipdfl=100, NTL = 10) 

The parameters listed above are: 

nsc - the number of scalars whose values depend on the 
vertical coordinate (y) 

ny - the number of vertical numerical nodes considered 
nuta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

streamwise (U) velocity component 
nutaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 

streamwise velocity component 
nvta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

vertical (V) velocity component 
nvtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 

vertical velocity component 
nwta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

tranverse (W) velocity component 
nwtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 

tranverse velocity component 
ntta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 

temperature 
nttafix - the number of flux time averages related to the 

temperature 
nutakm - the number of kernel related time averages 
nflds - the total nimiber of time averages 
nipdfyo - the number of intervals to be used when evaluating the 

probability density fimction (pdf) of the midpoint of 
implemented eddies 

nipdfl - the number of intervals to be used when evaluating the 
pdf of the size of accepted eddies 

NTL - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 

real scal(nsc,ny),flds(ny,nflds),payo(ny),kemj (ny), 
& uflx(ny-1 ,nutaflx),monuflx(ny-1 .nutaflx), vflx(ny-1 ,nvtaflx), 
& monvflx(ny-1,nvtaflx), wflx(ny-1,nwtaflx), 
& monwflx(ny-1 ,nwtaflx),tflx(ny-1 ,nttaflx), 
& montflx(ny-1,nttafix),monukm(ny,nutakm) ,pdfedyo(nipdfyo), 
& pdfedl(nipdfl),y(ny),tlast(NTL),tnext(NTL),tpout(10) 
integer icntpayo(ny),indx(ny), jlcnt(ny), jrcnt(ny) 
logical eddy 

Declare parameters to be used when designating what unit numbers 
are to be used when opening and writing out files containing 
statistics collected during the simulation. 

parameter (iunuchk=10,iuntchk=I l,iunpayo=12,iunpaedmx=13, 
& iunpaedl=14,iunpaed2=15,iunedhst=16,iunpdfedyo=17, 
& iunpdfedl= 18,iuntavgs= 19,iunyloc=20,iunup=21 ,iunvp=22, 
& iunwp=23,iuntp=24,iuntw=25) 
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C JRS'S NOTE; THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW MODEL ALSO USES INPUT OUTPUT 
C The main program should provide a unit specifier for the 
C input file (JINP) and the output file (JOUTP) 
C It is VERY IMPORTANT that JINP be the largest number and that 
C there be MOPP continuous free unit numbers starting with JINP!!! 

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: JOUTP = 26 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :; JSHRTOUT = 27 
INTEGER, PARAMETER ;; JINP = 28 
OPEN (UNIT=JOUTP,FILE='jpart.out') 
OPEN(UNIT=JSHRTOUT,FILE='short.out') 

C END JRS's ADDITION 
c 
c Open files to be used for the purpose of estimating when the 
c flow becomes statistically stationary. 
c 

open(iunuchk,file='Ucheck') 
open(iuntchk,file—T check') 

c 
c Open files associated with the acceptance probabilities of eddies 
c are to be put. 
c 

open(iunpayo,file='Payo') 
open(iunpaedmx,file='Paedmax') 
open(iunpaedl ,file='Paedvst') 
open(iunpaed2,file='Paedavgvst') 

c 
c Open file where the eddy histogram is to be put. 
c 

open(iunedhst,file='eddyhist') 
c 
c Open files where the pdfs associated with the location of the 
c midpoint and the size of implemented eddies are to be put. 
0 

open(iimpdfedyo,file='pdfedyo') 
open(iunpdfedl,file='pdfedr) 

c 
c Open file where the computed time averages are to be put. 
c 

open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form='unformatted') 
c 
c Open files where the locations of the time averages of interest 
c were evaluated. 
c 

open(iunyloc,file='yloc') 
c 
c Open files where the scalar profiles to be used when starting a 
c non pre-run simulation are to be put. 
c 

open(iunup,file-upstrt') 
open(iunvp,file='vpstrt') 
open(iunwp,file='wpstrt') 
open(ivmtp,file='^strt') 

c 
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c Open file where the time history of the instantaneous wall shear 
c stress is to be put. 
c 

open(iuntw,file-insttw') 
c 
c Read in input parameters for this simulation. 
c 
C MUST CALL JRS'S VERSION OF inread !!!!!!!!! YOU CAN TELL THIS IF 
C THE SUBROUTINE STATEMENT HAS MAXEDOM AS THE LAST ARGUMENT. 

call Jinread(ny,nipdfyo,nipdfl,y 1 ,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha, 
& Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc,i^,usap,us§),ifUl,usaul, 
& usfiil,ifUu,usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfU,alfv,aIfw, 
& minceddy,elmp,Pt,tpdfc,intPa,tend,ifflow,irsvl, 
& irsv2,nevents,dtstat,dttw,ifvpo,ifns,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& dtmi,cne,dts,nsedts,icnttavg,dttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& tpout,dyjvclJvc2Jtcl Jtc2,elmin,maxceddy,elmax, 
& pi,y,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl, MAXEDOM) 

c 
c If this is the pre-run to determine when the flow becomes steady 
c or quasi-steady then output the where the time averages were 
c evaluated. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call yout(ny,iunyloc,y) 

end if 
c 
c Read in parameters necessary to compute the dynamic viscosity, 
c This is only necessary if the viscosity is temperature 
c dependent. 
c 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call inreadv(rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 
c 
c Initialize the random seed values if this is the pre-run. 
c 

call initrs(ifflow,irsvl,irsv2) 
c 
c If this is a restart read in the array containing the time 
c averages. If this is neither a restJirt nor a pre-run initialize 
c the array. 
c 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call inittavg(ny,nflds,flds,iuntavgs,ifflow) 

end if 
c 
c Initialize the arrays to be used for keeping track of the average 
c acceptance probability of eddies at each location. 
c 

call initpayo(ny,payo,icntpayo) 



Initialize the arrays that are to contain the pdfs associated with 
the midpoint and size of implemented eddies. 

call initpdfs(nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl) 
nteapdfed=0 

If this is not a pre-run initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring the scalar fluxes of interest. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call initflux(ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtaflx,nttaflx,uflx,monuflx, 

& vflx,monvflx,wflx,monwflx,tflx,montflx,ifvpo) 
end if 

If this is not a pre-run initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring transport and scrambling due to kernel application. 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call initkem(ny,nutakm,monukm) 

end if 

If this is a pre-run create the initial velocity and temperature 
(if needed) profiles. If this is not a pre-run read the profiles 
in. 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call initvel(nsc,ny,scal,Ulbc,Uubc) 
if (ifvpo.ne.l) then 
call inittemp(nsc,ny,seal,Tamb,Tlbc,Tube) 

end if 
else 
call readprof(nsc,ny,scal,iunup,iunvp,iunwp,iuntp,ifvpo) 

end if 

Compute the initial dynamic viscosity if it is temperature 
dependent. 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,T o,viscn, viscB) 

end if 

Determine the initial molecular time step. 

if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
call dtmolc(rho,rmu,alpha,ifvpo,ifhs,dtmi,cne,dy,dtm) 

else 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,alpha,ifns,dtmi,cne,dy,dtm) 

end if 

Assign a value to the flag signaling whether the flow is 
turbulent. 
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if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
ifturb=0 

else 
ifturb=l 

end if 
c 
c Initialize some parameters and counters. 
c 

Paedmax=0. 
Paedmean=0. 
Paedavg=0. 
icntpo=0 
icntsede=0 
icntdtsed=0 

c 
c Initialize the time arrays and the counters which keeps track of 
c which event is to take place next. 
c 

time=0. 
tlast(l)=0. 
tlast(2)=0. 
tlast(3)=0. 
tlast(4)=0. 
tlast(5)=0. 
tlast(6)=0. 
TLAST(7)=0. 
TLAST(8)=0. 
TLAST(9)=0. 
TLAST(10)=0. 

c 
tnext(l)=dtm 
tnext(2)=dts 
if (ifflow.eq.l) then 

tnext(3)=0. 
tnext(4)=-l. 
tnext(5)=tpout(l) 
tnext(6)=-l. 

else 
tnext(3)=-l. 
tnext(4)=dttavg 
tnext(5)=-l. 
tnext(6)=dttw 

end if 
C 

C ADD JRS'S OWN READ SUBROUTINE HERE 

CALL 02READ (NY, JINP, JOUTP, Yl, YN, DTP ART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, 
3 KTLAST, INCHAN, FIKS) 

C 
SQUR0T2 = SQRT(2.0) 
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TNEXT(7) = DTPART 
TNEXT(8)= STRTIME 
NSTIRTL =2 
NPRTCTL = 7 
KOUNTSMPL = 0 

C 
C END JRS ADITION 

npoul:=0 
c 
c March the profile(s) forward in time until the simulation is 
c completed. 
c 

trout = tend/100. 

do while (time.lt.tend) 

c 
if(time.gt.trout) then 

firac = time/tend * 100.0 
write(6,*) "ny and the % completion are:",ny,frac 
trout = trout + tend/100. 

endif 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a molecular event. 
c 

do while (tnext(l).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
if(ifns.eq.l) then 
call meventexpc(nsc,ny,seal,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 

& Uubc,ifp,usap,usfp,ifUl,usaul,usful, 
& ifUu,usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifvpo,ifdiss, 
& time) 

else 
call meventimpc(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 

& Uubc,iip,usap,usQ),ifUl,usaul,usM,ifUu, 
& usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifvpo,ifdiss,ifns, 
& time) 

end if 
else 
if(ifns.eq.l) then 

call meventexpv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 
& i^,usap,usip,ifUl,usaul,usful,ifUu,usauu, 
& usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,time) 

call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,scaI,rho,alpha,ifiis,dtmi,cne,dy, 

& dtm) 
else 

call meventimpv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 
& i^,usap,us^,ifUl,usaul,usful,ifUu,usauu, 
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& usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,ifns,time) 
call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,nnuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 
end if 
tlast(l)=tnext(l) 
time=tlast(l) 
tnext( 1 )=tnext( 1 )+dtm 

c 
if (dtm.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dtm = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
0 

end do 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a stirring event. 
c 

do while (tnext(2).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.tinie.le. 
& tend) 

c 
c Select a candidate eddy and determine whether it should be 
c implemented. 
c 

C JRS's ADDITION OF SYSDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate 
C TO THIS CALL STATEMENT 

call seleddy(nsc,ny,scal,kemj,iunpaedmx,ixmpaedl,rho,rmu, 
& tpdfc,intPa,dts,dy,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfv,ifmtc, 
& niinceddy,elmp,maxceddy,elmin,elmax,y 1 ,yn, 
& ifflow,ifturb,Paedmax,time,icntdtsed,edniid, 
& jl,ke,eddy,uK,vK,wK,ipachck,Paed,Paedavg, 
6 SYDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate) 

c 
time=tnext(2) 
jlcnt(jl) = jlcntO"l)+l 
jr = jl+ke-1 
jrcnt(jr) =jrcnt(jr)+l 

c 
c Keep track of the average acceptance probability. 
c 

if (ipachck.eq.l) then 
icntsede=icntsede+1 
Paedmean=Paedmean+Paed 

C 
C JRS MODIFICATION 
C jm=l+nint(((edmid-yl)/dy)+0.5 ) This is not correct, get rid of ,5 

JM = 1 + NINT((EDMID - Y1)/DY) 
payo(jm)=payo(jm)+Paed 
icn^ayo(jm)=icntpayo(jm)+l 

end if 
c 
c Check whether the stirring time step is to be modified. 



if (mod(icntdtsed,nsedts).eq.0.and.Paedavg.ne.0.) then 
call dtupdate(iunpaed2,tiine,nsedts,Paedavg,Pt,dts) 

end if 
c 
c If candidate eddy was accepted: 
c 
c i) Apply triplet map to scalars. 
c ii) Monitor the eddy induced scalar fluxes of interest, 
c iii) Update the pdf arrays relating to the eddy location and 
c size. 
c iv) Add kernel based velocity profile to the velocity 
c components U, V and W. 
c 

if (eddy) then 
call tripmap(nyjl,ke,indx) 
call stirevent(nsc,ny,scal,ifvpo,ifmtcjl,ke,indx) 
if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call fluxmon(nsc,ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtaflx,nttaflx, 

& scal,monuflx,monvflx,monwflx,montflx, 
& ifvpo,dyjl,ke,indx) 

end if 
call eddypdf(yl,nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl,dy,elmin, 

& yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfljl,ke) 
nteapdfed=nteapdfed+1 
call kemel(nsc,ny,nutakm,scal,kemj ,monukm,alfu,alfV, 

& alfw,uK,vK,wKJl,ke) 
c 
c Store the location and size of the eddy if so desired. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call eddyhist(ny,iunedhst,timejl,ke,y,dy) 

end if 
end if 
tlast(2)=tnext(2) 
tnext(2)=tnext(2)+dts 

c 
if (dts.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dts = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
end do 

C 

C ADD JRS'S PARTICLE TIME LINE HERE WITH TNEXT(7) 
DO WHILE ((TNEXT(7) .EQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 

2 .AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 
CALL 02DTIME (NSC, NY, JOUTP, DTP ART, DY, TNEXT(7), 

2 SCAL,Y1,YN) 

C23456789112345678921234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 
TLAST(7) = TNEXT(7) 
TNEXT(7) = TNEXT(7) + DTPART 
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TIME = TLAST(7) 
END DO 

C PARTICLE RE-INITIALIZATION TIME LINE HERE. 
DO WHILE ((TNEXT(8) .EQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 

2 .AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 
CALL 02DREINIT (DY, JSHRTOUT, JOUTP, KOUNTSMPL, KTLAST, NSC, 

2 NY, SCAL, TIME, Yl, INCHAN, FIKS, FLDS, NFLDS) 

KOUNTSMPL = KOUNTSMPL + 1 
TLAST(8) = TNEXT(8) 
TNEXT(8) = TNEXT(8) + DTPRTOUT 
TIME = TLAST(8) 

END DO 

C MUST CHANGE INPUT_RUN TO 8 TO RUN THIS 
C END THE DROPLET TIME LINE ADDITIONS HERE 

All lines of code for this program Section D. 1, Main program depedriv, from here on in are identical to 
the lines of code for Section B.l, Main program depedriv, beyond the same comment line above. As such 
they are not repeated here. 

D.2 Sub-program o2dreinit 

SUBROUTINE 02DREINIT (DY, JSHRTOUT, JOUTP, KTEMP, KTLAST, NSC, 
2 NY, SCAL, TIME, Yl, INCHAN, FIKS, FLDS, NFLDS) 

C Last modified on 01/28/04 at 16:25 
C First written on 09/28/03 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) TO RE-INITMLIZE 
C THE PARTICLES (ONLY) SO AN ENSEMBLE AVERAGE OF THE PARTICLE 
C PATHS CAN BE TAKEN. CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE partcldriv.f 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NFLDS 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
LOGICAL AOLOGIC (NY) 
CHARACTER(4) BUFFER 
CHARACTER(1) CHARAT 
CHARACTER(2) DBLCHAR 
REAL DY, SCAL(NSC, NY) 
REAL FLDS(NY, NFLDS), FIKS 
INTEGER IBOT, INCHAN, IPLACE, ITOP, ITOTAL 
INTEGER J, JJ, JOUTP, JSHRTOUT, KTEMP, KTLAST 
LOGICAL LHIT 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS 
CHARACTER(3) STRING 
REAL THISTRT,TIME, YNMRAD, YPOS, Yl, YIPRAD 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OPIDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 



SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE/OPIDEPINT/ 

IF (KTEMP .EQ. 0) THEN 
THISTRT = TIME 
OPEN (OUTDEP, FILE = 'ensdp/dOOO.out', STATUS = 'NEW') 
YPOS = Y1 + (INCHAN - 1) * DY 
DO JJ = 1, INCHAN, 1 

L0CATI0N(1,JJ) =0 
L0CATI0N(1, NY+l-JJ) = 0 

END DO 

DO J = 1+INCHAN, NY-INCHAN, 1 
YPOS = YPOS + DY 
ALLOCATE ( PARTICLE) 
PARTICLE % VALUE = 1 ! VALUE OF NODE (=1) IS ASSIGNED 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, J)-FLDS(J,1)) * FIKS 

2 +FLDS(J,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, J) * FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J) * FIKS ! does not matter for Opt 2 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J) * FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => LOWESTY (J) % X ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => HIGHESTY(J) % X 
LOWESTY (J) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, J) = 1 

END DO 

ELSE IF (KTEMP .GE. KTLAST) THEN 

WRITE (30, 4) KTEMP 
4 FORMAT (IX,'#ENSMEMBLE',2X, 112) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 5) KTEMP, TIME 
5 FORMAT (1X,'ALL', 14,' ENSEMBLES were done by time =', E12.6) 

WRITE (OUTDEP, 50) ITOP, IBOT, ITOTAL 
CLOSE (OUTDEP) 
CLOSE (JSHRTOUT) 
STOP 

ELSE 

THISTRT = TIME 
IF (KTEMP .LT. 10) THEN 

WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
10 FORMAT (14) 

READ (BUFFER, 20) CHARAT 
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20 FORMAT (3X,A1) 
STRING = '00' // CHARAT 

ELSE IF (KTEMP .LT. 100) THEN 
WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
READ (BUFFER, 30) DBLCHAR 

30 FORMAT (2X, A2) 
STRING = '0' // DBLCHAR 

ELSE 
WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
READ (BUFFER, 40) STRING 

40 FORMAT (IX, A3) 
END IF 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 50) ITOP, IBOT, ITOTAL 

50 FORMAT (IX, '-1.0', /, IX, 'Top hits = ', 15, /, 
2 1X, 'Bottom hits =', 15,' TOTAL', 16) 

CLOSE (OUTDEP) 
ITOP =0 
IBOT =0 
OPEN (OUTDEP, FILE = 'ensdp/d' // STRING // '.out', 

2 STATUS = 'NEW') 
DO J = 1, NY, 1 

AOLOGIC(J) = .TRUE. 
END DO 

C MUST PUT BACK IN ORDER HERE 
Icount = 0 
IPLACE = 1 + INCHAN 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

C ANY PARTICLES IN THE FIRST INCHAN CELLS ARE REDISTRIBUTED 

DO JJ = 1, INCHAN, 1 
INPROG % X => LOWBSTY(JJ) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY • FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE) 

2 - FLDS(IPLACE,1)) * FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)'^FIKS ! does not matter for Opt 2 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 
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AOLOGIC (IPLACE) = .FALSE. 
IPLACE = IPLACE + I 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY (JJ) % X) 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(JJ) % X) 

END DO 

C ALL PARTICLES IN THE INTERIOR CELLS ARE REDISTRIBUTED 
DO J = 1+INCHAN, NY-1, 1 

IF (AOLOGIC(J)) THEN 

IF (LOCATION (1, J) .EQ. 1) THEN 
Icoxint = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => LOWESTY(J) % X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(J - 1) 

PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, J)-FLDS(J,1)) * FIKS 

2 +FLDS(J,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS ! does not matter for Opt 2 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 

ELSE IF (LOCATION (I, J) .GT. I) THEN 
C CONTINUE HERE FOR LOCATION > 1 

PARTICLE => LOWESTY(J) % X 
Icount = Icount + I 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(J - I) 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, J)-FLDS(J,1)) * FIKS 

2 +FLDS(J,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, J) = 1 



DO WHILE ( ASSOCL^TED (INPROG % X)) 
YPOS = YI + DY » FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

PARTICLE % POSITION(I) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE) 

2 -FLDS(IPLACE,1)) • FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE,1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 
AOLOGIC (IPLACE) = .FALSE. 
IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 
END DO 
ANY PARTICLES IN THE LAST CELL ARE REDISTRIBUTED 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NY) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE)-FLDS(IPLACE,1)) 

2 • FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE, I) 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
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HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 

IPLACE = IPLACE+ 1 
DO WHILE ((L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE).NE.O).AND.(IPLACE.LT.NY)) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY (NY) % X) 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(NY) % X) 
DO JJ = 1, INCHAN 

LOCATION (1, JJ) = 0 
LOCATION (1, NY+l-JJ) = 0 

END DO 

C ANY PARTICLES WHICH HIT THE WALL ARE REINTRODUCED 
INPROG % X => DEATH % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY • FLOAT(IPLACE -1) 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = (SCAL(1, IPLACE)-FLDS(IPLACE,1)) 

2 * FIKS + FLDS(IPLACE, 1) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE)*FIKS 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 

WRITE (27, 333) Icount 
333 FORMAT (IX,' TOTAL PARTICLES =', 15) 

ITOTAL = Icoxint 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 

END IF 

R E T U R N  
E N D  



D.3 Sub-program o2dtime 

SUBROUTINE 02DTIME (NSC, NY, JOUTP, DTPART, DY, PTNEXT, 
2 SCAL,Y1,YN) 

C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 08/20/04 
C Opt 2 with latest tricks 
C WRITTEN BY JOHN SCHMIDT ON 6/11/02 
C CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE. 
C FOR THE MANY (METGA) PARTICLE CASE, USES LINKED LISTS 
C DPDX IS DP/DX DIVIDED BY DENSITY (UNITS M/(S**2)) 
C TDIFF IS THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY UNITS (M**2/S) 
C Vise IS KINEMATIC VISCOSITY UNITS (M**2/S) 
C VARL\BLES FOR DROPLET MODEL: 
C DELTA V = CHANGE IN VELOCITY OF THE DROPLET 
C DELTA Y = CHANGE IN THE Y POSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C DELTA X = CHANGE IN THE X POSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C D Y POSIT = THE Y POSSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C DYPOI = INITIAL Y POSSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C DXPOS = DROPLET POSITION IN THE X DIRECTION 
C D X POS I = INTIIAL DROPLET POSITION IN THE X DIRECTION 
C D Y VELOC = THE DROPLET V VELOCITY - VERTICLE 
C D Y VEL I = THE INITL\L DROPLET Y VELOCITY (USED IN ENSEMBLE) 
C D U VEL = DROPLET U VELOCITY - STREAMWISE 
C D U VEL I = INITIAL DROPLET X VELOCITY 
C UPPLIMIT = UPPER LIMIT FOR THE TIME INTEGRAL 
C DTPART = TIME STEP FOR THE DROP TIME LINE 
C BETA = THE D PARAMETER DEFINED FOR THE DROPLET MODEL (OLD D) 
C D TAU = D TIMES E TAU, THE DROPLET TAU 
C ID POS = INTEGER DROPLET POSITION (NODE) IN Y COORDINATE 
C U BAR = THE AVERAGE U VELOCITY OF THE EDDY 
C U FLUID = U VELOCITY OF THE FLUID ELEMENT WHICH HOLD THE DROPLET 
C V END = PARTICLE Y VELOCITY AT THE END OF THE INTEGRATION 
C U END = PARTICLE X VELOCITY AT THE END OF THE INTEGRATION 
C DIA = PARTICLE DIAMETER 
C TAU P == THE DROPLET TIME CONSTANT 
C TEDDY = TIME OF THE LAST IMPLEMENTED EDDY 
C BULK VEL = BULK VELOCITY OF ALL THE FLUID 
C DROP TIME = DROPLET TIME WHICH IS DIFFERENT FROM DROPLET TIME LINE 
C  N O P  =  N U M B E R  O F  P A R T I C L E S  
C CENTER = Y POSITION CENTER OF THE CELL 
C GXAC = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE CELL 
C GXMl = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE PREVIOUS CELL 
C GXP 1 = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE NEXT CELL 
C FRACDIST = FRACTION DISTANCE OF THE PARTICLE TO THE CENTER 
C ADDTV AC X= ADDITIVE ACCELERATION IN THE X DIRECTION 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL ADDTVACX, ADDTVACY, ADDTVACZ 
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REAL BOTBOUND, CENTER 
REAL DELTAT, DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ, DLTAT 
REAL DTPART, DY, FCOEF, FRACDIST 
REAL GASDEV, GRNX, GRNY, GRNZ 
REAL GXAC, GXMl, GXPl, GXVELu 
REAL GYAC,GYMl,GYPl,GYVELv 
REAL GZAC, GZMl, GZPl, GZVELw 
INTEGER IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, JOUTP, KDROP, KPOS 
LOGICAL LHIT, LITT 
INTEGER NIDPOS, NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
REAL PAGE, PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS 
REAL PTNEXT, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ 
REAL PXPOS, PYPOS, PZPOS 
REAL SCAL(NSC,NY) 
REAL THISTRT, TOPBOUND 
REAL UEND, UPPLIMIT, VEND 
REAL Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOSLST, WEND 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE /OPIDEPINT/ 

C COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
C SAVE /BROWNM/ 

C23456789012345678921234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 

C FOR NOW USE DELTAT = DTPART, THIS SHOULD BE CHANGED TO THE TIME 
C INTERVAL SINCE THE LAST PARTICLE UDATE 
C GET THE LAST TIME OF INTERACTION FORM THE DATA BASE 
C DELTAT = TNEXT - LAST UPDATE FOR THIS PARTICLE 
C OR CAN USE DELTAT = DTPART IF THE STEP SIZE IS CONSTANT 

DELTAT = DTPART 
TOPBOUND = -DYDBTWO + YI 
GXPl = SCAL(I, 1) 
GYP! = SCAL(2, 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, 1) 

DO KPOS = 1, NY, 1 

BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND !this works even though botbound is '-'ive 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF (KPOS .GT. 1 .AND. KPOS .LT. NY) THEN 

GXMl = GXAC 
GYMl = GYAC 
GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 
GYAC = GYP 1 
GZAC = GZPl 
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GXPl = SCAL(1, KPOS + 1) 
GYPl = SCAL(2, KPOS + 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, KPOS + 1) 

ELSE IF (KPOS .EQ. 1) THEN 
GXAC = GXP1 
GYAC = GYP1 
GZAC = GZPl 
GXPl = SCAL(1, 2) 
GYPl = SCAL(2, 2) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, 2) 

ELSE 
GXMl = GXAC 
GYMl = GYAC 
GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 
GYAC = GYPl 
GZAC = GZPl 

END IF 

DO WHILE (ASSOCLA.TED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PVELX = PARTICLE %VEL0CITY(1) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXAC - GXMl) 
GYVELv = GYAC + FRACDIST* (GYAC-GYMl) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST •(GZAC-GZMl) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT, CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC -I- FRACDIST * (GXPl - GXAC) 
GYVELv = GYAC + FRACDIST • (GYPl - GYAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST • (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu =GXAC 
GYVELv =GYAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
C Can add Brownian motion here 
C get three gaussian random nxunbers 
C GRNX = GASDEV Q 
C GRNY = GASDEV Q 
C GRNZ = GASDEV Q 
C USE Ounis, Ahmadi, & McLaughlin, 1993, for Brownian acceleration 
C BRWNACX = GRNX » BMCOEF 
C BRWNACY = GRNY * BMCOEF 



BRWNACZ = GRNZ * BMCOEF 
GRAVITATIONAL ACCEL. AND BROWNIAN ACCEL. ARE ADDITIVE 
ADDTVACX = GRAVACX + BRWNACX 
ADDTVACY = GRAVACY + BRWNACY 
ADDTVACZ = GRAVACZ + BRWNACZ 

ADDTVACX = GRAVACX 
ADDTVACY = GRAVACY 
ADDTVACZ = GRAVACZ 

CAN PUT Cuninham slip factor INTO TAU IN READ ROUTINE 
CALL PPOSROOT (AIRNU, BULKVEL, DELTAT, PDIAM, 

2 EPSILON, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, 
3 JOUTP, TAUP(KDROP), GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, 
4 ADDTVACX, UPPLIMIT, FCOEF) 

CALL PUPDATE (JOUTP, AIRNU, UPPLIMIT, PDIAM, 
2 FCOEF, ADDTVACX, ADDTVACY, ADDTVACZ, GXVELu, 
3 GYVELv, GZVELw, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, 
4 TAUP(KDROP), DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ, UEND, VEND, WEND) 

PXPOS = PARTICLE % POSITION(l) + DELTAX 
PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PZPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) + DELTAZ 
PAGE = PARTICLE % AGE + UPPLIMIT 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = PXPOS 

PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = PZPOS 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = UEND 

PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = WEND 
PARTICLE % AGE = PAGE 
IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 

ITOP =IT0P+1 
LHIT =.TRUE. 
DLTAT = PTNEXT - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 1, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), VEND, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PAGE 

25 FORMAT (IX, E15.9, IX, 12,4(1X, E12.6), 16, IX, El 5.9) 
ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 

: PARTICLE HIT THE WALL 
IBOT = IBOT + 1 
LHIT = .TRUE. 
DLTAT = PTNEXT - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 0, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), VEND, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PAGE 

END IF 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2) = VEND 
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IF (LHIT) THEN 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
ITOTAL = ITOTAL - 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN DEALLOCATE IT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C CREATE A STACK WITH THE PARTICLES WHICH HAVE HIT WALL 

IF (ASSOCIATED (DEATH % X)) THEN 
C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PARTICLE HIT WALL 

SPARE => DEATH % X 
DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => SPARE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 

ELSE 
C 1 ST PARTICLE TO HIT THE WALL 

DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
NULLIFY ( PARTICLE % TOBOT) 
NULLIFY ( PARTICLE % TOTOP) 

END IF 

LHIT = .FALSE. 
ELSE IF (PYPOS .LT. BOTBOUND) THEN 

C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
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LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCL\TED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT =.FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 
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ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END DO 
C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C cut it out and put it into a waiting que 
C Note: bin numbers are equal to node numbers 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) [NULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
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PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 
END IF 
TAG % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 

C IF THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO ELEMENTS IN THE LIST 
C THEN CHECK THE CELLS ARE IN ORDER 

IF (ASSOCIATED(LOWESTY(KPOS) % X)) THEN 
SPARE => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF(ASSOCIATED(SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) 
YPOSLST = SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PARTICLE => SPARE % TOTOP 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
IF (YPOSLST .GT. PYPOS) THEN 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
TAG % X => SPARE 

C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 

DO WHILE (LITT) 
SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
IT IS ASSOCIATED 
INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 

END IF 
ELSE 

SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

C 

C 

(DOWN) 

C 

C 
C 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
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PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

SPARE %TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

************* MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, ^ 
SPARE => TAG % X 

ELSE 
SPARE => PARTICLE 

END IF 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 

END DO 

C HAVE COMPLETED ALL PARTICLES, NOW PUT IN THE ONES ON THE WAITING LIST 
DO KPOS = I, NY, 1 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(WAIT(KPOS) % X)) 
PARTICLE => WAIT(KPOS) % X 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

(2 **************** MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

pOWN) 

C 
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INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 
WAIT(KPOS) % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 
C can nullify here, but would be redundant 

END DO 

R E T U R N  
E N D  S U B R O U T I N E  0 2 D T I M E  

D.4 Sub-program o2read 

SUBROUTINE 02READ (NY, JINP, JOUTP, Yl, YN, DTPART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, 
3 KTLAST, INCHAN, FIKS) 

C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) TO READ IN THE 
C INPUT NEEDED TO RUN THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW DATA. THIS IS DONE TO MAKE 
C THE PROGRAM AS MODULAR AS POSSIBLE. THE FILE jpart.inp MUST EXIST 
C IN THE DIRECTORY WHICH THIS PROGRAM IS BEING EXICUTED. 
C THIS ROUTINE IS FOR THE LINKED LIST VERSION OF THE PARTICLE READ 
C THE VARIABLES SPECIFIC TO THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW ARE PASSED IN MULT. 
C COMMON BLOCKS (AGAIN TO BE MODULAR). USING THE 'SAVE' COMMAND IS 
C ESSENTIAL. 
C CALLED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
C THIS ROUTINE ALSO INITIALIZES VARIABLES AS NEEDED 
C 
C IMPORTANT VARIABLE NAMES FOR THIS ROUTINE ARE LISTED HERE. 
C LAST UDATED 04/08/04 @18:45 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 10, 2002 
C USE DENSITY IN (KG/M**3) 
C USE VISCOSIITY OF {Pa*S = KG/(M*S)} 
C In order to proceed now, all units are assumed to be in Si units 
C (kilograms, meters, seconds, Kelvin). 
C RE = REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C A MU = THE AIR VISCOSITY, MU (Pa*S) 
C A NU = GAS PHASE (AIR) KINEMATIC VISCOSITY 
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C P VEL X = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE X DIRECTION 
C P VEL Y = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C P VEL Z = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C P X POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C P Y POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C P Z POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C GRAVAC = GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION {M/(S**2)} 
C RHO A = DENSITY OF THE AIR 
C RHO L = DENSITY OF THE SECOND PHASE (KG/M**3) 
C TAU P = PARTICLE RELAXATION TIME 
C BETA = DROPLET PARAMETER TO ADJUST THE EDDY TAU. CALLED BETA 
C BULK VEL = BULK FLUID VELOCITY 
C DIA = DIAMETER OF THE PARTICLE (M) 
C EPS F = THE FRACTION OF ONE GRID SPACING WHICH IS INSIGNIFICANT 
C NOP = ACTUAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN THIS SIMULATION 
C BETA = THE TIME FACTOR FOR EDDY LIFETIME, ELSEWHARE CALLED D 
C M O P P = THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
C TEMPR = TEMPERATURE IN KELVIN, K 
C SMLK = THE BOLTZMAN CONSTANT K, IN J.MOLECULE/K 
C LAMBDA = MEAN FREE PATH OF CONTINUOUS PHASE, M 
C B M COEF = COEFFICT. FOR THE BROWNIAN MOTION ACCEL. [=] M/S/S 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AMU, BMCOEF, CUNHMSF, DIAPLUS, DISRATIO 
REAL DTM, DTPART, DTPARTF, DTPRTOUT, DY 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
REAL EPSF, FIKS, FRICTNV, SCAL(NSC,NY) 
INTEGER I, IBOT, IGRAV, INCHAN, ISKIP, ISLIP, ITOP, ITOTAL 
INTEGER J, JINP, JOUTP, KTLAST 
REAL LAMBDA 
LOGICAL LHIT, LXGRAV, LYGRAV, LZGRAV 
CHARACTER'S OUTFIL(MOPP) 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PDTPLUS, PI, PRADIUS 
REAL PTAUPLUS 
REAL RHOA, RHOP(MOPP), Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOS 
REAL SCHMIDT 
REAL SCRK, SMLK, SRHO, STRTIME, SUMX, SUMXX 
REAL TEMPR, THISTRT 
INTEGER NSTAT 
PARAMETER (PI= 3.14159265359, SMLK= 1.38E-23) 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE /OPIDEPINT/ 
COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
SAVE /BROWNM/ 

OPEN (UNIT=JINP,FILE='depao2.inp', STATUS = 'OLD') 
READ (JINP, 10) 
READ (JINP, 10) 
READ (JINP, 10) RHOA ! DENSITY OF PHASE ONE 'CONITNUOUS' 



10 FORMAT (IX, F15.5) 
READ (JINP,20) ISKIP 
[SKIP = 1 

20 FORMAT (IX, 13) 
READ (JINP,10) AMU 
READ (JINP,10) EPSF 
READ (JINP,10) EPSILON 
READ (JINP,10) STRTIME 
READ (JINP,10) DTPARTF 
READ (JINP,10) DTPRTOUT 
READ (JINP,10) BULKVEL 
READ (JINP,10) ! option 2, no need for Beta 
READ (JINP,10) GRAVACX 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LXGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LXGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACY 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LYGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LYGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACZ 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LZGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LZGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
1 = 1  

READ (JINP,30) OUTFIL(l) 
30 FORMAT (IX, A5) 

READ (JINP,10) INPVELX(l) 
READ (JINP,10) INPVELY(l) 
READ (JINP,10) INPVELZ(l) 
READ (JINP, 10) DIA (1) 
READ (JINP,10) RHOP (1) ! DENSITY OF PHASE TWO 'PARTICLE' 
READ (JINP, 10) INAGE(l) 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1;ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
READ (JINP,20) ISLIP 

READ (JINP,20) KTLAST 
IF (KTLAST .GT. 999) THEN 

KTLAST = 999 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) TEMPR ! IN KELVIN 
READ (JINP, 10) LAMBDA ! IN METERS 
READ (JINP, 10) FRICTNV ! IN METERS PER SEC 
READ (JINP, 20) INCHAN ! NUMBER OF BLANK CELLS FROM THE WALL 



READ (JINP, 10) FIKS ! FACTOR, INTERNAL KINETIC STRESS 

WRITE (JOUTP, 40) RHOA, I, AMU, DTPRTOUT 
40 FORMAT (IX, 'Density of phase one, the continuous =', E10.4, /, 

2 ' NUMBER OF PARTICLES =', 15,/, lX,'Dynamic viscosity =', 
3 E10.4,2X,'Particle output every', E10.4,' sec.') 
WRITE (JOUTP, 50) EPSF, BETA, DTPARTF, DTM 

50 FORMAT (lX,'Fraction of a grid spacing considered small = ', 
2 E10.4, /, IX, 'the particle parameter BETA = ', E10.4, /, 
3 IX, 'FACTOR FOR COMPUTING DROPLET TIME STEP FROM', 
4 'MOLECULAR STEP (dtm) =', E10.4, /,' DTM =', EI2.6) 
IF (.NOT.LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 60) GRAVACZ 
60 F0RMAT(1X, 'No gravatational acceleration in either the X or', 

2 ' Y directions', 2X, 'Gray. acc. in the Z is ', El2.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 63) GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
63 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X =', E12.6, 

2 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y =', EI2.6, /, 2X, 
3 'Gray. acc. in the Z is', E12.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 66) GRAVACX, GRAVACZ 
66 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X ONLY =', E12.6, 

2 2X,'Grav. acc. in the Z is', E12.6) 
ELSE 

WRITE (JOUTP, 69) GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
69 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y ONLY = ', E12.6, 

2 2X,'Gray. acc. in the Z is', E12.6) 
END IF 
WRITE (JOUTP,72) BULKVEL 

72 FORMAT (IX, 'THE BULK VELOCITY OF THE GAS PHASE =', E12.6) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 75) INPXPOS(l), INPYPOS(l), INPZPOS(l), 

2 INPVELX(l), INPVELY(l), INPVELZ(l), DIA(l), INAGE(l) 
75 FORMAT (IX, 'The initial x, y, and z position are:', E12.6, 3X, 

2 E12.6, 3X, E12.6,/, IX, 'The initial velocitys (u, v, w)', 
3 ' are:', E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, /, 
4 ' DIA =', El 0.4,' Age of the drop when', 
5 ' it is bom into ODT = ', El0.4) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 77) ISKIP, KTLAST 

77 FORMAT (IX, 'skip every', 13,' interior cells. Ensemble # =', 
2 13) 
EPS = EPSF • DY ! ONE-TENTH OF A GRID POINT IS SMALL 
DTP ART = DTM * DTPARTF 
AIRNU = AMU/RHOA 
DYDBTWO = DY / 2.0 
TAUP(l) = RHOP(l) * DIA(1)*'^2 / (18.0 AMU) 
CLOSE (JINP) 
DISRATIO = 2.0 • LAMBDA / DIA (1) 
CUNHMSF = 1.0 + DISRATIO*(1.257 + 0.4*EXP(-1.1/DISRATIO)) 
SCHMIDT = 3 PI * DIA(l) * AMU**2 / 

2 (CUNHMSF * RHOA * SMLK * TEMPR) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 80) CUNHMSF, SCHMIDT 

80 FORMAT (IX,' Cunningham slip factor = ', E12.6, 



2 ' The particle Schmidt # = ', E12.6) 
DIAPLUS = DIA(l) * FRICTNV/AIRNU 
SRHO = RHOP(l) / RHOA 

C particle time const. TAU in wall units, tau + 
C should be the same as CUNHMSF* TAUP * FRICTNV* *2 / AIRMJ 

PTAUPLUS = CUNHMSF * SRHO * DIAPLUS**2 /18.0 
C particle delta t non-dimensionalized 

PDTPLUS = DTP ART * FRICTNV**2 / AIRNU 
BMCOEF =FRICTNV**3/AIRNU* 
2 SQRT(2.0 /(SCHMIDT • PTAUPLUS**2 * PDTPLUS)) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 90) DIAPLUS, PTAUPLUS, PDTPLUS, BMCOEF 

90 FORMAT (IX,' Dia + =E12.6,' Tau + = ', E12.6, 
2 ' Particle dt + = ', E12.6,' BMCOEF = ', E12.6 ) 

C for now assume one particle per cell (CENTERED) of each type. 
C must change lowesty 

ALLOCATE ( LOWESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (LOWESTY(J) % X) 
L0CATI0N(1,J) =0 

END DO 
ALLOCATE ( HIGHESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE ( WAIT(NY)) 
DOJ= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (WAIT(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE (INPROG) 
NULLIFY (INPROG % X) 
ALLOCATE(TAG) 
NULLIFY (TAG % X) 
ALLOCATE ( TEMP) 
NULLIFY (TEMP % X) 
ALLOCATE ( DEATH) 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 
1=1 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
OPEN (UNIT=30, FILE='cellave.out') 
PDL^M =DIA(1) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM / 2.0 
YNMRAD = YN - PRADIUS 
YIPRAD = Y1 + PRADIUS 
PCHNWDT = YN - Y1 - PDIAM 
IBOT =0 
ITOP = 0 
ITOTAL = NY - 2 
THISTRT = 0.0 
LHIT =.FALSE. 
OUTDEP =31 
RETURN 
END 
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APPENDIX E SOURCE CODE VELOCITY MODEL, POPULATION AND 

VELOCITY STATISTICS 

Soiirce Code for the ODT Model V two-phase flow program to gather velocity and 
population statistics assuming that a particle bounces off the wall in a spectral manner. 
Appendix B, C, and D have a brief explanation which is necessary to understand this 
Appendix. Subprograms which are already listed in Appendix B, C or D are not repeated 
here unless there are non-trivial changes needed for implementing Model V. 

The main program (RMS02DRIV) for Model V, steady-state population and velocity 
statistics is listed first with other subroutines needed for the two-phase flow addition 
listed in alphabetical order subsequent to that. 

Model V does not need knowledge of each implemented eddy. As such there is no 
need for the two-phase flow addition to break into the stir time line. 

The particle timeline is characterized by the command CALL RMS02TIME and has 
its timeline position kept in TNEXT(7). 

There is an additional timeline added to do statistics gathering. This is defined by 
TNEXT(8) and is characterized by the command CALL 02RMSTATS. 

It is important that the number of timelines, called "nevents" in the ODT proper code 
be set correctly (in this case to 8) for the two-phase flow addition to work. 

After the ODT program proper is finished with the run, the two-phase flow addition 
computes the overall statistics and outputs the final position of each particle in the 
subroutines called 02RMS0UT and 02P0ST0UT. 

E. 1 Main program rmso2driv 

PROGRAM RMS02DRIV 
c Program: odtccflow.f 
c Date: December 15, 1999. 
c Author; VebjomNilsen 
C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 06/09/04 at 15:40 OPTION 2 
C with the discrete form of the triplet map for gas velocity 
C with out Brownian motion in deposition 
C adjusted for ensemble of particles for autocorrelation 
C Checked against megapdriv.f in optl/source Is the same. 
C adding linear interpolation of velocity 
C FOR OPTION 2. LET IT MOVE BACK AND FORTH WITH THE FLUID. 
C This odtccflow.f file, which is modified to handle particles, is 
C stored in file Jodtccflow.f This program is designed to be run 
C after the steady state channel flow (turbulence) is reached. 1 st 
C run a pre-run with Vebjom's code that is not adjusted for 
C particles then run this code with the turbulence fully developed 
C and stationaiy. 
C This runs many particles (MEGA) and uses linked list with Type-I 
C interactions 
c This program uses the One-Dimensional Turbulence Neapolitan (ODTN) 
c model of Alan R. Kerstein to simulate horizontal turbulent 
c channel or Couette flow with or without unsteady forcing. The 



c formulation considered here is the one eddy type version of ODTN. 
c The fluid is assumed to have constant density. Either constant or 
c temperature dependent dynamic viscosity can be considered. If the 
c viscosity is constant, the velocity profile alone or the velocity 
c and temperature profile of the fluid can be computed. The no-slip 
c and constant temperature boundary conditions are applied. In the 
c case of temperature dependent viscosity the fluid is a liquid. Note 
c that the viscous energy dissipation term in the temperature equation 
c can be neglected. This particular code is set up to investigate 
c steady and quasi-steady flows. As a result time averages of various 
c quantities are evaluated as the code runs. 
C JRS's ADDITION 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 72 
C MAXEDOM = MAXIMUM DOMAIN FOR THE EDDY LHS 
C DT PART = TIME BETWEEN PARTICLE TIME LINE TIME STEPS 
C J IN P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE INPUT 
C J OUT P = UNIT SPECIFIER FOR THE PARTICLE OUTPUT 
C N T L = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 
C M O P P = MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
C MOPP MUST BE CHANGED IN THE MODULE (module.f) called MODCOMMN 
C AND THE MODULE RECOMPILED USING modmake. COPY TO Makfile and 
C TYPE make 

IMPLICIT NONE 

INTEGER nsc, ny, nuta, nutaflx, nvta, nvtaflx, nwta, nwtaflx, 
2 ntta, nttaflx, nutakrn, nflds, nipdfyo, nipdfl 
INTEGER NTL 
INTEGER iunuchk, iuntchk, iunpayo, iunpaedmx, iunpaedl, 

2 iunpaed2, iunedhst, iimpdfedyo, iunpdfedl, iuntavgs, 
3 iunyloc, iunup, iunvp, iunwp, iuntp, iuntw 
REAL y 1 ,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha, 
& Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc, usap,usfp, usaul, 
& usful, usauu,usfiiu,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfu,alfv,alfw, 
& elmp,Pt,tpdfc, tend, dtstat,dttw, 
& dtmi,cne,dts,dttavg, 
& dy,elmin,elmax, pi,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl 
INTEGER ifp, ifUl, ifUu, minceddy,intPa,ifnow,irsvl, 
& irsv2,nevents,ifvpo,ifhs,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& nsedts,icnttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& jvcl jvc2jtclJtc2,maxceddy 
REAL nnuo,To,viscn,viscB, dtm, Paedmax, Paedmean, paedavg, 
2 time, trout, frac, edmid, UK,VK, WK, paed 
INTEGER nteapdfed, ifturb, icntpo, icntsede, icntdtsed, npout, 
2 jl, ke, ipachck, jr, jm, j 
REAL eventnext 
REAL discedsize, edrate 
REAL DTPART, DTPRTOUT 
INTEGER KTLAST, KOUNTSMPL 
INTEGER MAXEDOM, NSTIRTL, NPRTCTL 
REAL STRTIME 
REAL SQUR0T2 
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C END JRS's ADDITION 
c 

parameter (nsc=5,ny=1292,nuta=5,nutaflx=2,nvta=5,nvtaflx=2,nwta=5, 
& nwtaflx=2,ntta=3,nttaflx=2,nutakm=3 ,nflds=nuta+ 
& nutaflx+nvta+nvtaflx+nwta+nwtaflx+ntta+nttaflx+nutakm, 
& nipdfyo=100,nipdfl=100, NTL = 10) 

c 
c The parameters listed above are; 
c 
c nsc - the number of scalars whose values depend on the 
c vertical coordinate (y) 
0 ny - the number of vertical numerical nodes considered 
c nuta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c streamwise (U) velocity component 
c nutaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 
c streamwise velocity component 
c nvta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c vertical (V) velocity component 
c nvtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 
c vertical velocity component 
0 nwta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c tranverse (W) velocity component 
c nwtaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 
c tranverse velocity component 
c ntta - the number of non-flux time averages related to the 
c temperature 
c nttaflx - the number of flux time averages related to the 
c temperature 
c nutakm - the number of kernel related time averages 
c nflds - the total number of time averages 
c nipdfyo - the number of intervals to be used when evaluating the 
c probability density fiinction (pdf) of the midpoint of 
c implemented eddies 
c nipdfl - the number of intervals to be used when evaluating the 
c pdf of the size of accepted eddies 
C NTL- MAXIMUM NUMBER OF TIME LINES IN THIS DRIVING ROUTINE 
c 

real scal(nsc,ny),flds(ny,nflds),payo(ny),kemj(ny), 
& uflx(ny-1,nutaflx),monuflx(ny-1 ,nutaflx),vflx(ny-1 ,nvtaflx), 
& monvflx(ny-1 ,nvtaflx),wflx(ny-1 ,nwtaflx), 
& monwflx(ny-1,nwtaflx), tflx(ny-1,nttaflx), 
& montflx(ny-1 ,nttaflx),monukm(ny,nutakm),pdfedyo(nipdfyo), 
& pdfedl(nipdfI),y(ny),tlast(NTL),tnext(NTL),tpout(10) 
integer icntpayo(ny),indx(ny), jlcnt(ny), jrcnt(ny) 
logical eddy 

c 
c Declare parameters to be used when designating what unit numbers 
c are to be used when opening and writing out files containing 
c statistics collected during the simulation. 
c 
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parameter (iunuchk=10,i\intchk=l l,iunpayo=12,iunpae(inix=13, 
& mnpaedl=14,iunpaed2=15,mnedhst=16,iunpdfedyo=lT, 
& iunpdfedl= 18,iuntavgs= 19,iunyloc=20,iunup=21 ,iimvp=22, 
& iunwp=23,iuntp=24,mntw=25) 

C JRS'S NOTE: THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW MODEL ALSO USES INPUT OUTPUT 
C The main program should provide a unit specifier for the 
C input file (JINP) and the output file (JOUTP) 
C It is VERY IMPORTANT that JINP be the largest number and that 
C there be MOPP continuous free unit numbers starting with JINP!!! 

INTEGER, PARAMETER :: JOUTP = 26 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: JSHRTOUT = 27 
INTEGER, PARAMETER :: JINP = 28 
OPEN (UNIT=JOUTP,FILE='jpart.out') 
OPEN(UNIT=JSHRTOUT,FILE='short.out') 

C END JRS's ADDITION 
c 
c Open files to be used for the purpose of estimating when the 
0 flow becomes statistically stationary. 
c 

open(iunuchk,file='Ucheck') 
open(iuntchk,file='T check') 

c 
c Open files associated with the acceptance probabilities of eddies 
c are to be put. 
c 

open(iunpayo,file='Payo') 
open(iunpaedmx,file='Paedmax') 
open(iunpaedI ,file='Paedvst') 
open(iunpaed2,file='Paedavgvst') 

c 
c Open file where the eddy histogram is to be put. 
c 

open(iunedhst,file='eddyhist') 
c 
c Open files where the pdfs associated with the location of the 
c midpoint and the size of implemented eddies are to be put. 
c 

open(iunpdfedyo,file='pdfedyo') 
open(iunpdfedl,file='pdfedr) 

c 
c Open file where the computed time averages are to be put. 
c 

open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form='unformatted') 

c Open files where the locations of the time averages of interest 
c were evaluated. 
c 

open(iunyloc,file='yloc') 

c Open files where the scalar profiles to be used when starting a 
c non pre-run simulation are to be put. 
c 

open(iunup,file='upstrt') 
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open(iunvp,file='vpstrt') 
open(iunwp,file='wpstrt') 
open(iuntp,file='tpstrt') 

c 
c Open file where the time history of the instantaneous wall shear 
c stress is to be put. 
c 

open(iuntw,file='insttw') 
c 
c Read in input parameters for this simulation. 
c 
C MUST CALL JRS'S VERSION OF inread !!!!!!!!! YOU CAN TELL THIS IF 
C THE SUBROUTINE STATEMENT HAS MAXEDOM AS THE LAST ARGUMENT. 

call Jinread(ny,nipdfyo,nipdfl,yl,sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha, 
& Ulbc,Uubc,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc,i^,usap,us:^,ifUl,usaul, 
& usful,ifUu,usauu,usfuu,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfb,alfV,alfw, 
& minceddy,elmp,Pt,tpdfc,intPa,tend,ifflow,irsv 1, 
& irsv2,nevents,dtstat,dttw,ifvpo,ifns,ifmtc,ifdiss, 
& dtmi,cne,dts,nsedts,icnttavg,dttavg,intavg,noutp, 
& tpoutjdy JVC 1J vc2 jtc 1 jtc2,elmin,maxceddy,elmax, 
& pi,y,yn,yomin,dpdfyo,dpdfl, MAXEDOM) 

c 
c If this is the pre-run to determine when the flow becomes steady 
c or quasi-steady then output the where the time averages were 
c evaluated. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call yout(ny,iunyloc,y) 

end if 
c 
c Read in parameters necessary to compute the dynamic viscosity, 
c This is only necessary if the viscosity is temperature 
c dependent. 
c 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call inreadv(rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 
c 
c Initialize the random seed values if this is the pre-run. 
c 

call initrs(ifflow,irsvl,irsv2) 
c 
c If this is a restart read in the array containing the time 
c averages. If this is neither a restart nor a pre-run initialize 
c the array. 
c 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
call inittavg(ny,nflds,flds,iuntavgs,ifflow) 

end if 
c 



Initialize the arrays to be used for keeping track of the average 
acceptance probability of eddies at each location. 

call initpayo(ny,payo,icntpayo) 

Initialize the arrays that are to contain the pdfs associated with 
the midpoint and size of implemented eddies. 

call initpdfs(nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl) 
nteapdfed=0 

If this is not a pre-nm initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring the scalar fluxes of interest. 

if (ifflow.ne. 1) then 
call initflux(ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtaflx,nttaflx,uflx,monuflx, 

& vflx,monvflx,wflx,monwflx,tflx,montflx,ifvpo) 
end if 

If this is not a pre-run initialize the arrays used when 
monitoring transport and scrambling due to kernel application. 

if (ifflow.ne. 1) then 
call initkem(ny,nutakm,monukm) 

end if 

If this is a pre-run create the initial velocity and temperature 
(if needed) profiles. If this is not a pre-run read the profiles 
in. 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call initvel(nsc,ny,scal,Ulbc,Uubc) 
if (ifVpo.ne.l) then 
call inittemp(nsc,ny,scal,Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc) 

end if 
else 

call readprof(nsc,ny,scal,iunup,iunvp,iunwp,iuntp,ifvpo) 
end if 

Compute the initial dynamic viscosity if it is temperature 
dependent. 

if (ifmtc.ne.O) then 
call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 

end if 

Determine the initial molecular time step. 

if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
call dtmolc(rho,rmu,alpha,ifvpo,ifhs,dtmi,cne,dy,dtm) 

else 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,seal,rho,alpha,ifns,dtmi,cne,dy,dtin) 

end if 
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c Assign a value to the flag signaling whether the flow is 
c turbulent. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
ifhirb=0 

else 
ifturb=l 

end if 
c 
c Initialize some parameters and counters. 
c 

Paedmax=0. 
Paedmean=0. 
Paedavg=0. 
icntpo=0 
icntsede=0 
icntdtsed=0 

c 
c Initialize the time arrays and the counters which keeps track of 
c which event is to take place next. 
c 

time=0. 
tlast(l)=0. 
tlast(2)=0. 
tlast(3)=0. 
dast(4)=0. 
tlast(5)=0. 
tlast(6)=0. 
TLAST(7)=0. 
TLAST(8)=0. 
TLAST(9)=0. 
TLAST(10)=0. 

c 
tnext(l)=dtm 
tnext(2)=dts 
if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
tnext(3)=0. 
tnext(4)=-l. 
tnext(5)=tpout(l) 
tnext(6)=-l. 

else 
tnext(3)=-l. 
tnext(4)=dttavg 
tnext(5)—1. 
tnext(6)=dttw 

end if 
C 

C ADD JRS'S OWN READ SUBROUTINE HERE 

CALL RMS02READ (NY, JINP, JOUTP, Yl, YN, DTP ART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, KTLAST) 
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C 
SQUR0T2 = SQRT(2.0) 
TNEXT(7) = DTP ART 
TNEXT(8)= STRTIME 
NSTIRTL =2 
NPRTCTL = 7 
KOUNTSMPL = 0 

C 
C END JRS ADITION 
Q •+**+**+**+**+*****+***+**•*****++++•*++++*+*•*+*+++***+***+++**** 

npout=0 
c 
c March the profile(s) forward in time until the simulation is 
c completed. 
c 

trout = tend/100. 

do while (time.lt.tend) 

if(time.gt.trout) then 
frac = time/tend * 100.0 
write(6,*) "ny and the % completion are; ",ny,frac 
trout = trout + tend/100. 

endif 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a molecular event. 
c 

do while (tnext(l).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
if (ifns.eq.l) then 

call meventexpc(nsc,ny,seal,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 
& Uubc,i^,usap,usfp,ifUl,usaul,usful, 
& ifUu,usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifvpo,ifdiss, 
& time) 

else 
call meventimpc(nsc,ny,seal,rho,dPdx,rmu,cp,alpha,Ulbc, 

& Uubc,ifp,usap,us^,ifUl,usaul,usful,ifUu, 
& usauu,usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifvpo,ifdiss,ifns, 
& time) 

end if 
else 
if (ifns.eq.l) then 

call meventexpv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 
& i^,usap,usQ),ifUl,usaul,usftil,ifUu,usauu, 
& \isfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,time) 

call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,rmuo,To,viscn,viscB) 
call dtmolv(nsc,ny,scal,rho,alpha,ifns,dtmi,cne,dy, 

& dtm) 
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else 
call meventimpv(nsc,ny,seal,rho,dPdx,cp,alpha,Ulbc,Uubc, 

& ifp,usap,us:^,ifUl,usaul,usful,ifUu,usauu, 
& usfuu,pi,dtm,dy,ifdiss,ifns,time) 

call tdvisc(nsc,ny,scal,nnuo,To,viscn,viscB) 
end if 

end if 
tlast(l)=tnext(l) 
time=tlast(l) 
tnext( 1 )=tnext( 1 )+dtm 

c 
if (dtm.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dtm = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
c 

end do 
c 
c Check whether the velocity and/or temperature profiles should 
c be subjected to a stirring event. 
c 

do while (tnext(2).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

c 
c Select a candidate eddy and determine whether it should be 
c implemented. 

C JRS's ADDITION OF SYSDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate 
C TO THIS CALL STATEMENT 

call seleddy(nsc,ny,scal,kernj,iunpaedmx,iimpaedl,rho,rmu, 
& tpdfc,intPa,dts,dy,Aeddy,Ceddy,alfv,ifmtc, 
& minceddy,elmp,maxceddy,elmin,elmax,y 1 ,yn, 
& ifflow,ifturb,Paedmax,time,icntdtsed,edmid, 
& jI,ke,eddy,uK,vK,wK,ipachck,Paed,Paedavg, 
6 SYDOM, MAXEDOM, discedsize, edrate) 

c 
time=tnext(2) 
jlcnt(jl) = jlcnt(jl)+l 
jr = jl+ke-l 
jrcntQr) = jrcnt(jr)+l 

c 
c Keep track of the average acceptance probability. 
c 

if (ipachck.eq.l) then 
icntsede=icntsede+l 
Paedmean=Paedmean+Paed 

C 
C JRS MODIFICATION 
C jm=l+nint(((edmid-yl)/dy)+0.5 ) This is not correct, get rid of .5 

JM = 1 + NINT((EDMID - Y1)/DY) 
payo(jm)=payo(jm)+Paed 
icntpayo(im)=icntpayo(jm)+l 
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end if 
c 
c Check whether the stirring time step is to be modified. 
c 

if (mod(icntdtsed,nsedts).eq.0.and.Paedavg.ne.0.) then 
call dtupdate(iunpaed2,time,nsedts,Paedavg,Pt,dts) 

end if 
c 
c If candidate eddy was accepted; 
c 
c i) Apply triplet map to scalars. 
c ii) Monitor the eddy induced scalar fluxes of interest. 
c iii) Update the pdf arrays relating to the eddy location and 
c size. 
c iv) Add kernel based velocity profile to the velocity 
c components U, V and W. 
c 

if (eddy) then 
call tripmap(ny,jl,ke,indx) 
call stirevent(nsc,ny,scal,ifvpo,ifmtcjl,ke,indx) 
if (ifflow.ne.l) then 

call fluxmon(nsc,ny,nutaflx,nvtaflx,nwtaflx,nttaflx, 
& scal,monuflx,monvflx,monwflx,montflx, 
& ifvpo,dyjl,ke,indx) 

end if 
call eddypdf(y 1 ,nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl,dy,elmin, 

& yomin,dpiifyo,dpdfljl,ke) 
nteapdfed=nteapdfed+1 
call kemel(nsc,ny,nutakm,scaI,kemj,monukm,alfu,alfv, 

& alfw,uK,vK,wKJl,ke) 
c 
c Store the location and size of the eddy if so desired. 
c 

if (ifflow.eq.l) then 
call eddyhist(ny,iunedhst,timejl,ke,y,dy) 

end if 

end if 
tlast(2)=tnext(2) 
tnext(2)=tnext(2)+dts 

c 
if (dts.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dts = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
end do 

C 

C ADD JRS'S PARTICLE TIME LINE HERE WITH TNEXT(7) 
DO WHILE ((TNEXT(7) .HQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 

2 .AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 
CALL RMS02TIME (NSC, NY, JOUTP, DTPART, DY, TNEXT(7), 

2 SCAL, Yl, YN) 



C23456789112345678921234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 
TLAST(7) = TNEXT(7) 
TNEXT(7) = TNEXT(7) + DTP ART 
TIME = TLAST(7) 

END DO 
C PARTICLE RE-INITIALIZATION TIME LINE HERE. 

DO WHILE ((TNEXT(8) .EQ. EVENTNEXT(NEVENTS, TNEXT)) 
2 .AND. (TIME .LE. TEND)) 

CALL 02RMSTATS (NY) ! gather # for statistics 

KOUNTSMPL = KOUNTSMPL + 1 
TLAST(8) = TNEXT(8) 
TNEXT(8) = TNEXT(8) + DTPRTOUT 
TIME = TLAST(8) 

END DO 

C MUST CHANGE INPUT_RUN TO 8 TO RUN THIS 
C 
C END THE DROPLET TIME LINE ADDITIONS HERE 

c 
c Determine whether the stationarity checks are to be performed. 
c 

do while (tnext(3).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(3) 
call statchck(nsc,ny,scal,iunuchk,iuntchk,ifVpo jvcl ,jvc2, 

& jtcljtc2,time) 
tlast(3)=tnext(3) 
tnext(3)=tnext(3)+dtstat 

c 
if (dtstat.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dtstat = 0!' 
stop 

end if 
c 

end do 
c 
c Check whether time averages are to be computed. 
c 

do while (tnext(4).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(4) 
icnttavg;=icnttavg+1 
if (ifmtc.eq.O) then 
call vptavgc(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nflds, 

& seal,fids,rho,rmu,dy,icnttavg) 
if (ifvpo.ne.l) then 

call tptavgc(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta, 
& nwtaflx,nflds,scal,flds,alpha,dy,icnttavg, NTTA) 

end if 



else 
call vptavgv(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nflds, 

& seal,fids,rho,dy,icnttavg) 
call tptavgv(nsc,ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta, 

& nwtaflx,nflds,scal,flds,alpha,dy,icnttavg, NTTA) 
end if 
call fluxtavg(ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nwtaflx, 

& ntta,nttaflx,nflds,flds,uflx,monuflx,vflx, 
& monvflx,wflx,monwflx,tflx,montflx,ifvpo, 
& dttavg,icnttavg) 

call kerntavg(ny,nuta,nutaflx,nvta,nvtaflx,nwta,nwtaflx, 
& ntta,nttaflx,nutakm,nflds,flds,monukni, 
& dttavg,icnttavg) 

Check whether the time averages of interest are to be output. 

if (mod(icnttavg,intavg).eq.O) then 
open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form='unformatted') 
write(iuntavgs) fids 
rewind(iuntavgs) 
close(iuntavgs) 

end if 

tlast(4)=tnext(4) 
tnext(4)=tnext(4)+dttavg 

if (dttavg.eq.O.) then 
write(*,*) 'dttavg = 0!' 
stop 

end if 

end do 

Determine whether the velocity and temperature profiles are 
to be printed out. 

do while (tnext(5).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 
& tend) 

time=tnext(5) 
icntpo=icntpo+l 
call outprof(nsc,ny,scal,y,icntpo,ifvpo) 
tlast(5)=tnext(5) 
if (icntpo+l.gt.noutp) then 

tnext(5)=-l. 
else 

tnext(5)=tpout(icntpo+1) 
end if 

end do 

Determine whether the instantaneous wall shear stress is to be 
computed. 

do while (tnext(6).eq.eventnext(nevents,tnext).and.time.le. 



& tend) 
time=tnext(6) 
call instwss(nsc,ny,seal,mntw,rho,nnu,ifmtc,dy,time) 
tlast(6)=tnext(6) 
tnext(6)=tnext(6)+dttw 

end do 

end do 

Output the time averages if this is not a pre-run simulation, 

if (ifflow.ne.l) then 
open(iuntavgs,file='Tavgs',form='unformatted') 
write(iuntavgs) fids 
rewind(iuntavgs) 
close(iuntavgs) 

end if 

Output the average acceptance probability for the eddies during 
the simulation. 

if (icntsede.ne.O) then 
Paedmean=Paedmean/float(icntsede) 
write(*,*) '< Pa >_eddy = '.Paedmean 

end if 

Output the event time steps of interest and how many times the 
time averages have been updated as well as the number of 
implemented eddies. 

write(*,*) 'dts = ',dts 
write(*,*) 'icnttavg = ',icnttavg 

write(*,*) '# of implemented eddies = ',icntsede 

Output the scalar profiles at the end of the simulation. 

call scalpout(nsc,ny,scal,iunup,iunvp,iunwp,iuntp,ifvpo) 

Evaluate and output the average acceptance probability of 
the eddies at each location. 

call payoout(ny,payo,icntpayo,y,iunpayo) 

Evaluate and output the pdf arrays associated with the midpoint 
and size of implemented eddies. 

if (nteapdfed.ne.O) then 
call pdfout(nipdfyo,nipdfl,pdfedyo,pdfedl,iunpdfedyo, 

& iunpdfedl,yomin,elmin,dpdfyo,dpdfl,nteapdfed) 
end if 

Output the random seed values at the end of the simulation. 



call mgget(irsvl,irsv2) 
c 

write(*,*) 'random seed #1 = ',irsvl 
write(*,*) 'random seed #2 = ',irsv2 

c 
open(99 ,file='j cnt. dat', status-unknown') 
do 98 j=l,ny 

98 write(99,*) j Jlcnt(j)Jrcnt(j) 
C MUST CLOSE ALL OPEN FILES JRS's 
C BUT FIRST COMPUTE THE RMS STATISTICS FOR EACH CELL 

CALL 02RMS0UT (DY, NY, KOUNTSMPL) 
CALL 02P0ST0UT (NY) 
CLOSE (JOUTP) 

C END JRS's ADDITION 
stop 
end 

E.2 Sub-program o2postout 

SUBROUTINE 02P0ST0UT (NY) 

C Last modified on 02/26/03 at 14:00 
C First written on 02/25/03 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) FOR THE OUTPUT 
C OF THE PARTICLES IN THEIR END POSITION 
C IT IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE, NEAR THE END 
C 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER I, J, NY 

100 FORMAT (IX, "NAME =', 13,' X= ', E16.9,' Y=', E16.9, 
2 'Z=', E16.9) 

200 FORMAT (IX,' XVEL= ', E16.9,' YVEL=E16.9,' ZVEL= ', 
2 E16.9,'AGE = ',E16.9) 

300 FORMAT (IX,' BIRTH =', 16) 

WRITE (29, 911) 
911 FORMAT (IX,' IN SUBROUTINE 02postout.f) 

Icount = 0 
DO J= 1,NY, 1 

WRITE (29,222) J 
222 FORMAT (IX,' WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL ', 14) 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(J) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
WRITE(29,100)PARTICLE % VALUE,(PARTICLE % POSITION(I),1=1,3) 



WRITE(29,200)(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(I),I=1,3), PARTICLE % AGE 
WRITE(29,300) PARTICLE % IBIRTH 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

END DO 
END DO 
WRITE (29, 333) Icount 

333 FORMAT (IX,' TOTAL PARTICLES =15) 
CLOSE (29) 
OPEN (UNIT=29, FILE='o2positn,out') 
WRITE (29,400) 

400 FORMAT (IX, 17,' = NY - Finished run /, IX, 
2 ' these are the location populations. One line per cell') 
DO J= 1,NY, 1 

WRITE (29, 440) LOCATION (1, J) 
440 FORMAT (IX, 17) 

END DO 
CLOSE (29) 
RETURN 
END 

E.3 Sub-program o2rmsout 

SUBROUTINE 02RMS0UT (DY, NY, KOUNTSMPL) 

C Last modified on 10/03/02 at 14:10 
C First written on 09/04/02 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) FOR THE OUTPUT 
C OF THE RMS AND AVE VALUES OF THE PARTICLES FOR EACH POSITION 
C IT IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE megapdriv.f NEAR THE END 
C 
C UP RMS = U PRIME ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE IN THE X DIRECTION 
C VP RMS = V PRIME ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C W P RMS = W PRIME ROOT-MEAN-SQUARE IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C U AVE = AVERAGE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE X DIRECTION 
C V AVE = AVERAGE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C W AVE = AVERAGE PARTICLE VELOCITY IN THE Z DIRECTION 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL DY 
INTEGER I, KOUNTSMPL 
INTEGER NSTAT, NY 
REAL POSITION, SUMA, SUMAA, SUMX, SUMXX 
REAL UAVE, UPRMS, VAVE, VPRMS, WAVE, WPRMS 
COMMON/STAT1/NSTAT(NYSTAT), SUMX(NYSTAT, 3), SUMXX(NYSTAT, 3), 

2 SUMA(NYSTAT), SUMAA(NYSTAT) 
SAVE /STATl/ 

POSITION = DY/4.0 
IF (NSTAT(l) .GT. 0) THEN 

UAVE =SUMX(1,1)/NSTAT(1) 



VAVE = SUMX(1,2)/ NSTAT(l) 
WAVE =SUMX(1,3)/NSTAT(1) 

C PVAVE = SUMA(l) / NSTAT(l) 
UPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(1,1)/NSTAT(1)) - UAVE**2)) 
VPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(1,2)/NSTAT(1)) - VAVE**2)) 
WPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(1,3)/NSTAT(1)) - WAVE**2)) 

C PVRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMAA(1)/NSTAT(1)) - PVAVE**2)) 
WRITE(30,250) POSITION, UPRMS, VPRMS, WPRMS, UAVE, VAVE, 

2 WAVE,NSTAT(1) 
ELSE 

WRITE(30,250) POSITION, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 
2 0.0, NSTAT(l) 
END IF 

POSITION = 0.0 
DO I = 2, NYSTAT, 1 

POSITION = POSITION + DY 
IF (NSTAT(I) .GT. 0) THEN 

UAVE =SUMX(I,1)/NSTAT(I) 
VAVE = SUMX(I,2)/ NSTAT(I) 
WAVE =SUMX(I,3)/NSTAT(I) 

C PVAVE = SUMA(I)/NSTAT(I) 
UPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(I,1)/NSTAT(I)) - UAVE**2)) 
VPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(I,2)/NSTAT(I)) - VAVE**2)) 
WPRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMXX(I,3)/NSTAT(I)) - WAVE**2)) 

C PVRMS = SQRT(ABS((SUMAA(I)/NSTAT(I)) - PVAVE* *2)) 
WRITE(30,250) POSITION, UPRMS, VPRMS, WPRMS, UAVE, VAVE, 

2 WAVE, NSTAT(I) 
250 FORMAT (IX, 7(E11,5, IX), 19) 

ELSE 
WRITE(30,250) POSITION, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 

2 0.0, NSTAT(I) 
END IF 

END DO 

WRITE(30,260) KOUNTSMPL 
260 FORMAT (IX, 111) 

CLOSE (30) 

R E T U R N  
E N D  

E.4 Sub-program o2rmstats 

SUBROUTINE 02RMSTATS (NY) 

C Last modified on 02/03/03 at 10:30 
C First written on 09/04/02 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) FOR THE data 
C GATHERING 
C IT IS CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE. 
C 
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USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER JSTAT, MIJ, NSTAT, NY, NYDB2 
REAL SUMA, SUMAA, SUMX, SUMXX 

C INTEGER NYBRTH 
C REAL VNEW 

COMMON /STAT1/NSTAT(NYSTAT), SUMX(NYSTAT, 3), SUMXX(NYSTAT, 3), 
2 SUMA(NYSTAT), SUMAA(NYSTAT) 
SAVE /STATl/ 

C INTEGER DIVISION OF NY BY 2 
NYDB2 = NY / 2 

C compute rms values of particles, utilizing symetery 
DO JSTAT = 1, NYDB2, 1 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(JSTAT) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

NSTAT(JSTAT) = NSTAT(JSTAT) + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG % X 
SUMX (JSTAT, 1) = SUMX (JSTAT, 1) + PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 2) = SUMX (JSTAT, 2) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 3) = SUMX (JSTAT, 3) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 1) = SUMXX(JSTAT,1)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(1))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 2) = SUMXX(JSTAT,2)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2))*»2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 3) = SUMXX(JSTAT,3)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3))**2 

C VNEW = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
C SUMA (JSTAT) = SUMA (JSTAT) + VNEW 
C SUMAA (JSTAT) = SUMAA (JSTAT) + (VNEW)* *2 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

END DO 

MIJ = NY - JSTAT + 1 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(MIJ) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

NSTAT(JSTAT)= NSTAT(JSTAT) + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
SUMX (JSTAT, 1) = SUMX (JSTAT, 1) + PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 

C TO ACCOUNT FOR ANTI-SYMETRY, THE Y VELOCITY MUST BE '-'IVE 
SUMX (JSTAT, 2) = SUMX (JSTAT, 2) - PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 3) = SUMX (JSTAT, 3) + PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 1) = SUMXX(JSTAT,1)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(1))»*2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 2) = SUMXX(JSTAT,2)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 3) = SUMXX(JSTAT,3)+(PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3))**2 

C VNEW = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
C SUMA (JSTAT) = SUMA (JSTAT) - VNEW 
C SUMAA (JSTAT) = SUMAA (JSTAT) + (VNEW)* *2 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
END DO 

END DO 
IF (NYDB2 .NE. NYSTAT) THEN 

C NY IS ODD 
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JSTAT = NYSTAT 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(JSTAT) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

NSTAT(JSTAT)=NSTAT(JSTAT) + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
SUMX (JSTAT, 1) = SUMX (JSTAT, 1) + PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 2) = SUMX (JSTAT, 2) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
SUMX (JSTAT, 3) = SUMX (JSTAT, 3) + PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 1) = SUMXX(JSTAT,1)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(1))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 2) = SUMXX(JSTAT,2)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2))**2 
SUMXX(JSTAT, 3) = SUMXX(JSTAT,3)+(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3))**2 

C VNEW = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
C SUMA (JSTAT) = SUMA (JSTAT) + VNEW 
C SUMAA (JSTAT) = SUMAA (JSTAT) + (VNEW) **2 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
END DO 

END IF 
R E T U R N  

E N D  

E.5 Sub-program op2botwm 

SUBROUTINE 0P2B0TWIN (PCHNWDT, PVELY, PYPOS, YIPRAD) 
C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 03/25/03 @15:10 
C WRITTEN BY JOHN SCHMIDT ON 02/03/03 
C THIS ROUTINE TAKES CARE OF INTERACTIONS WITH THE WALL for Option 1A 
C MAY BE OPTIMIZED LATER TO INCLUDE NEAR WALL EFFECT ALSO. 
C 
C PCHNWDT = PARTICLE CHANNEL WIDTH ^CHANNEL WIDTH - DIAM OF PARTICLE 
C YIPRAD = Y1 + RADIUS OF PARTICLE 
C UNDRSHOT= PARTICLE UNDERSHOOT, BELOW THE BOTTOM WALL 
C MORECOL = MORE COLLISIONS? IS THERE MORE THEN 1 COLLISION WITH WALL 
C FRACTION= FRACTIONAL PART OF THE UNDERSHOOT 
C CALLED BY PROGRAM 'megastir.f 
CI 2 3 4 5 6 72 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL FRACTION, PCHNWDT 
INTEGER MORECOL, ODD 
REAL PVELY, PYPOS, UNDRSHOT, Y1PRAD 

C A COLLISION WITH THE TOP WOULG GIVE A NEGATIVE Y VELOCITY 
C FOR AN ELASTIC COLLISION, IT IS EQUAL TO THE 
C POSITIVE VELOCITY IT HAD BEFORE THE COLLISION. 
C ALSO FOR AN ELASTIC COLLISION, THE NEW POSITION OF 
C THE PARTICLE IS THE MIRROR IMAGE BELOW THE PLANE OF THE TOP 
C OF THE CANNEL. 

C A COLLISON WITH THE BOTTOM. SAME AS THE COMMENT ABOVE, 
C EXCEPT WITH THE BOTTOM PLATE, AND THE VELOCITY MUST BE 
C . POSITIVE. 

UNDRSHOT = (YIPRAD - PYPOS) / PCHNWDT 
MORECOL = INT(UNDRSHOT) 
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FRACTION = UNDRSHOT - MORECOL 
ODD = M0D(M0REC0L,2) 
IF (ODD .EQ. 1) THEN 

PYPOS = YIPRAD + (1. - FRACTION) * PCHNWDT 
IF (PVELY .GT. 0.0) THEN 

PVELY = - PVELY 
END IF 

ELSE 
PYPOS = YIPRAD + FRACTION * PCHNWDT 
IF (PVELY XT. 0.0) THEN 

PVELY = - PVELY 
END IF 

END IF 
R E T U R N  

E N D  

E.6 Sub-program op2topwin 

SUBROUTINE 0P2T0PWIN (PCHNWDT, PVELY, PYPOS, YNMRAD) 
C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 03/25/03 @15:10 
C modified for multiple wall bounces 
C WRITTEN BY JOHN SCHMIDT ON 02/03/03 
C THIS ROUTINE TAKES CARE OF INTERACTIONS WITH THE WALL for Option 1A 
C MAY BE OPTIMIZED LATER TO INCLUDE NEAR WALL EFFECT ALSO. 
C 
C CALLED BY MAIN PROGRAM. 
C PCHNWDT = PARTICLE CHANNEL WIDTH =CHANNEL WIDTH - DIAM OF PARTICLE 
C YNMRAD = YN - RADIUS OF PARTICLE 
C OVRSHOT = PARTICLE OVERSHOOT 
C MORECOL = MORE COLLISIONS? IS THERE MORE THEN 1 COLLISION? 
C FRACTION= FRACTIONAL PART OF THE OVERSHOOT 
CI 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL FRACTION 
INTEGER MORECOL, ODD 
REAL OVRSHOT, PCHNWDT, PVELY, PYPOS, YNMRAD 

C A COLLISION WITH THE TOP WOULD GIVE A NEGATIVE Y VELOCITY 
C FOR AN ELASTIC COLLISION, IT IS EQUAL TO THE 
C POSITIVE VELOCITY IT HAD BEFORE THE COLLISION. 
C ALSO FOR AN ELASTIC COLLISION, THE NEW POSITION OF 
C THE PARTICLE IS THE MIRROR IMAGE BELOW THE TOP PLANE 
C OF THE CANNEL. 

OVRSHOT = (PYPOS - YNMRAD) / PCHNWDT 
MORECOL = INT(OVRSHOT) 
FRACTION = OVRSHOT - MORECOL 
ODD = MOD(MORECOL,2) 
IF (ODD .EQ. 1) THEN 

PYPOS = YNMRAD - (1. - FRACTION) * PCHNWDT 
IF (PVELY .LT. 0.0) THEN 

PVELY = - PVELY 
END IF 

ELSE 
PYPOS = YNMRAD - FRACTION * PCHNWDT 



IF (PVELY .GT. 0.0) THEN 
PVELY = - PVELY 

END IF 
END IF 
R E T U R N  

E N D  

E.7 Sub-program rmso2read 

SUBROUTINE RMS02READ (NY, JINP, JOUTP, YI, YN, DTPART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, KTLAST) 

C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) TO READ IN THE 
C INPUT NEEDED TO RUN THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW DATA. THIS IS DONE TO MAKE 
C THE PROGRAM AS MODULAR AS POSSIBLE. THE FILE jpart.inp MUST EXIST 
C IN THE DIRECTORY WHICH THIS PROGRAM IS BEING EXICUTED. 
C THIS ROUTINE IS FOR THE LINKED LIST VERSION OF THE PARTICLE READ 
C THE VARIABLES SPECIFIC TO THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW ARE PASSED IN MULT. 
C COMMON BLOCKS (AGAIN TO BE MODULAR). USING THE 'SAVE' COMMAND IS 
C ESSENTIAL. 
C CALLED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM, megapdriv.f 
C THIS ROUTINE ALSO INITIALIZES VARIABLES AS NEEDED 
C 
C IMPORTANT VARIABLE NAMES FOR THIS ROUTINE ARE LISTED HERE. OTHER 
C LIST OCCUR IN THE START OF THE OTHER SUBROUTINES, e.g. PEINCHK AND 
C PARTIME. 

C LAST UDATED 02/29/04 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 10, 2002 

C M/S INJECTION SPEED 
C DEGREE INJECTION ANGLE 
C DROPLET DIAMETER SPACING 
C USE DENSITY IN (KG/M*»3) 
C USE VISCOSIITY OF {Pa*S = KG/(M*S)} 
C In order to proceed now, all units are assumed to be in Si units 
C (kilograms, meters, seconds, Kelvin) A later addition would be to 
C supply the normilization constants. 

C RE = REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C A MU = THE AIR VISCOSITY, MU (Pa*S) 
C A NU = GAS PHASE (AIR) KINEMATIC VISCOSITY 
C P VEL X = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE X DIRECTION 
C P VEL Y = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C P VEL Z = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C P X POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C P Y POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C P Z POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C GRAV AC = GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION {M/(S**2)} 
C RHO A = DENSITY OF THE AIR 
C RHO L = DENSITY OF THE SECOND PHASE (KG/M**3) 
C TAU P = PARTICLE RELAXATION TIME 
C BULK VEL = BULK FLUID VELOCITY 
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C DIA = DIAMETER OF THE PARTICLE (M) 
C EPS F = THE FRACTION OF ONE GRID SPACING WHICH IS INSIGNIFICANT 
C  N O P  =  A C T U A L  N U M B E R  O F  P A R T I C L E S  I N  T H I S  S I M U L A T I O N  
C BETA = THE TIME FACTOR FOR EDDY LIFETIME, ELSEWHARE CALLED D 
C  M O P P  =  T H E  M A X I M U M  N U M B E R  O F  P O S I B L E  P A R T I C L E S  
C TEMPR = TEMPERATURE IN KELVIN, K 
C SMLK = THE BOLTZMAN CONSTANT K, IN J.MOLECULE/K 
C LAMBDA = MEAN FREE PATH OF CONTINUOUS PHASE, M 
C B M COEF = COEFFICIENT FOR THE BROWNIAN MOTION ACCEL. [=] M/S/S 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AMU, BMCOEF, CUNHMSF, DIAPLUS, DISRATIO 
REAL DTM, DTP ART, DTPARTF, DTPRTOUT, DY 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP , 
REAL EPSF, FRICTNV, SCAL(NSC,NY) 
INTEGER I, IBOT, IGRAV, ISKIP, ISLIP, ITOP, ITOTAL 
INTEGER J, JINP, JOUTP, KTLAST 
REAL LAMBDA 
LOGICAL LHIT, LXGRAV, LYGRAV, LZGRAV 
CHARACTER*5 OUTFIL(MOPP) 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PDTPLUS, PI, PRADIUS 
REAL PTAUPLUS 
REAL RHOA, RHOP(MOPP), Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOS 
REAL SCHMIDT 
REAL SCRK, SMLK, SRHO, STRTIME, SUMA, SUMAA, SUMX, SUMXX 
REAL TEMPR, THISTRT 
INTEGER NSTAT 
PARAMETER (PI= 3.14159265359, SMLK = 1.38E-23) 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IRMSINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIRMSREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIRMSREL/ 
SAVE /OPIRMSINT/ 
COMMON/STAT1/NSTAT(NYSTAT), SUMX(NYSTAT, 3), SUMXX(NYSTAT, 3), 

2 SUMA(NYSTAT), SUMAA(NYSTAT) 
SAVE /STATl/ 

C COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
C SAVE /BROWNM/ 

DO J= l.NYSTAT 
NSTAT(J) = 0 
SUMXX(J,1) = 0.0 
SUMXX(J,2) = 0.0 
SUMXX(J,3) = 0.0 
SUMX (J, 1) = 0.0 
SUMX (J,2) = 0.0 
SUMX (J,3) = 0.0 
SUMA (J) =0.0 
SUMAA(J) =0.0 

END DO 



OPEN (UNIT=JINP,FILE='rEo2.inp', STATUS = 'OLD') 

READ (JINP.IO) 
READ (JINP,10) 
READ (JINP,10) RHOA ! DENSITY OF PHASE ONE 'CONITNUOUS' 

10 FORMAT (IX, FI5.5) 
READ (JINP,20) ISKIP 
ISKIP = 1 

20 FORMAT (IX, 13) 
READ (JINP,10) AMU 

READ (JINP,10) EPSF 
READ (JINP,10) EPSILON 
READ (JINP,10) STRTIME ! time to start taking data 
READ (JINP,10) DTPARTF 
READ (JINP,10) DTPRTOUT 
READ (JINP,10) BULKVEL 
READ (JINP, 10) !beta NOT USED IN MEAN RMS 

C READ (JINP, 10) BETA 

READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACX 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LXGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LXGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACY 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LYGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LYGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACZ 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LZGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LZGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 

1 = 1  

READ (JINP,30) OUTFIL(l) 
30 FORMAT (IX, A5) 

READ (JINP, 10) INPVELX(l) 
READ (JINP,10) INPVELY(l) 
READ (JINP,10) INPVELZ(l) 
READ(JINP,10)DL\ (1) 
READ (JINP,10) RHOP (1) ! DENSITY OF PHASE TWO 'PARTICLE' 
READ (JINP, 10) INAGE(l) 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
READ (JINP,20) ISLIP 



READ (JINP,20) Iktlast NOT USED IN MEAN RMS 
C READ (JINP,20) KTLAST 
C IF (KTLAST .GT. 999) THEN 
C KTLAST = 999 
C END IF 

READ (JINP, 10) TEMPR ! IN BCELVIN 
READ (JINP, 10) LAMBDA ! IN METERS 
READ (JINP, 10) FRICTNV ! IN METERS PER SEC 

WRITE (JOUTP, 40) RHOA, I, AMU, DTPRTOUT 
40 FORMAT (IX, 'Density of phase one, the continuous = ', E10.4, /, 

2 ' NUMBER OF PARTICLES =', 15,/, IX,'Dynamic viscosity = ', 
3 E10.4,2X,'Particle output every', E10.4,' sec.') 

WRITE (JOUTP, 50) EPSF, DTPARTF, DTM 
50 FORMAT (IX,'Fraction of a grid spacing considered small =', 

2 E10.4, /, 
3 IX, 'FACTOR FOR COMPUTING DROPLET TIME STEP FROM ', 
4 'MOLECULAR STEP (dtm) = ', E10.4, /,' DTM = ', E12.6) 
IF (.NOT.LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 60) GRAVACZ 
60 F0RMAT(1X, "No gravatational acceleration in either the X or', 

2 ' Y directions', 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', E12.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 63) GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
63 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X = ', E12.6, 

2 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y = ', E12.6, /, 2X, 
3 'Gray. acc. in the Z is', El2.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 66) GRAVACX, GRAVACZ 
66 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X ONLY = ', E12.6, 

2 2X,'Gray. acc. in the Z is', El2.6) 
ELSE 

WRITE (JOUTP, 69) GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
69 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y ONLY =', E12.6, 

2 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', E12.6) 
END IF 
WRITE (JOUTP,72) BULKVEL 

72 FORMAT (IX, 'THE BULK VELOCITY OF THE GAS PHASE =', E12.6) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 75) INPXPOS(l), INPYPOS(l), INPZPOS(l), 
2 INPVELX(l), INPVELY(l), INPVELZ(l), DIA(l), INAGE(l) 

75 FORMAT (IX, 'The initial x, y, and z position are:', E12.6, 3X, 
2 E12.6, 3X, E12.6,/, IX, 'The initial velocitys (u, v, w)', 
3 ' are:', E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, /, 
4 ' DIA = ', E10.4,' Age of the drop when', 
5 ' it is bom into ODT =', E10.4) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 77) ISKIP, KTLAST 

77 FORMAT (IX, 'skip every ', 13,' interior cells. Ensemble # =', 
2 13) 



EPS = EPSF * DY lONE-TENTH OF A GRID POINT IS SMALL 
DTP ART = DTM * DTPARTF 
AIRNU =AMU/RHOA 
DYDBTWO = DY / 2.0 
TAUP(l) = RHOP(l) • DIA(1)**2 / (18.0 * AMU) 
CLOSE (JINP) 
DISRATIO = 2.0 * LAMBDA / DIA (1) 
CUNHMSF =1.0 + DISRATIO*(1.257 + 0.4*EXP(-1.1/DISRATIO)) 
SCHMIDT = 3 * PI * DIA(l) * AMU**2 / 
2 (CUNHMSF * RHOA * SMLK * TEMPR) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 80) CUNHMSF, SCHMIDT 

80 FORMAT (IX,' Cunningham slip factor =E12.6, 
2 ' The particle Schmidt # =', E12.6) 
DIAPLUS = DIA(I) • FRICTNV/AIRNU 
SRHO =RH0P(1)/RH0A 

C particle time const. TAU in wall units, tau + 
C should be the same as CUNHMSF* TAUP * FRICTNV* *2 / AIRNU 

PTAUPLUS = CUNHMSF • SRHO * DIAPLUS*»2 /18.0 
C particle delta t non-dimensionalized 

PDTPLUS =DTPART*FRICTNV**2/AIRNU 
BMCOEF =FRICTNV**3/AIRNU* 

2 SQRT(2.0 /(SCHMIDT * PTAUPLUS**2 * PDTPLUS)) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 90) DIAPLUS, PTAUPLUS, PDTPLUS, BMCOEF 
90 FORMAT (IX,' Dia + =E12.6,' Tau + =', E12.6, 

2 ' Particle dt + = ', E12.6,' BMCOEF = ', E12.6 ) 

C for now assume one particle per cell (CENTERED) of each type. 
C must change lowesty 

ALLOCATE ( LOWESTY(NY)) 
DO J= I,NY,1 

NULLIFY (LOWESTY(J) % X) 
L0CATI0N(1,J) =0 

END DO 
ALLOCATE ( HIGHESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE ( WAIT(NY)) 
DO J = I,NY,1 

NULLIFY (WAIT(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE (INPROG) 
NULLIFY (INPROG % X) 
ALLOCATE ( TAG) 
NULLIFY (TAG % X) 
ALLOCATE ( TEMP) 
NULLIFY (TEMP % X) 
ALLOCATE(DEATH) 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 
1=1 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
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IF (ISLIP .EQ. 1) THEN 
YPOS = YI 
LOCATIONS, 1) = 0 
LOCATION(I,NY) = 0 
DO J = 2, NY-1, 1 

YPOS = YPOS + DY 
ALLOCATE (PARTICLE) 
PARTICLE % VALUE = 1 ! VALUE OF NODE (=1) IS ASSIGNED 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = INPVELX(I) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = INPVELY(I) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = INPVELZ(I) 
PARTICLE % AGE = INAGE(I) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = INPVELY(I) 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => LOWESTY (J) % X ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => HIGHESTY(J) % X 
LOWESTY (J) %X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
LOCATIONS,J) = 1 

END DO 
ELSE 

YPOS = Yl 
L0CATI0N(I,1) =0 
L0CATI0N(1,NY) = 0 
DO J = 2, NY-1, 1 

YPOS = YPOS + DY 
ALLOCATE ( PARTICLE) 
PARTICLE % VALUE = 1 ! VALUE OF NODE (=1) IS ASSIGNED 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, J) 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2) = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) = SCAL(3, J) 
PARTICLE % AGE = INAGE(l) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => LOWESTY (J) % X ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => HIGHESTY(J) % X 
LOWESTY (J) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
LOCATION(I,J) = 1 

END DO 
END IF 

C WRITE OUT THE ENTIRE PARTICLE LIST A TEMPERARY CONDITION? 
C START FROM THE BOTTOM 

OPEN (UNIT=29, FILE='pliststrt.out') 



100 FORMAT (IX, mME =13,' X=E12.5,' Y= ', E12.5, 
2 'Z=', E12.5) 

200 FORMAT (IX,' XVEL=', E12.5,' YVEL= ', E12.5,' ZVEL= ', 
2 E12.5,' AGE = ',E12.5) 

300 FORMAT (IX,' NWVELC =', E12.5,' BIRTH = ', 16) 

WRITE (29, 911) 
911 FORMAT (IX,' IN SUBROUTINE megaread') 

Icount = 0 
DO J = 1, NY, 1 

WRITE (29,222) J 
222 FORMAT (IX,' WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL ', 14) 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(J) % X 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
WRITE(29,100)PARTICLE % VALUE,(PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(I),I=1,3) 
WRITE(29,200)(PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(I),I=1,3), PARTICLE % AGE 
WRITE(29,300) PARTICLE % NWVELC, PARTICLE % IBIRTH 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

END DO 
END DO 
WRITE (29, 333) Icount 

333 FORMAT (IX,' TOTAL PARTICLES = ', 15) 
CLOSE (29) 
OPEN (UNIT=29, FILE='plistend.out') 
OPEN (UNIT=30, FILE='cellave.out') 

PDIAM =DIA(I) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM / 2.0 
YNMRAD =YN-PRADIUS 
YIPRAD = YH- PRADIUS 
PCHNWDT = YN - Y1 - PDIAM 
IBOT =0 
ITOP = 0 
ITOTAL = 1290 
THISTRT = 0.0 
LHIT =.FALSE. 
OUTDEP =31 
RETURN 
END 

E.8 Sub-program rmso2time 

SUBROUTINE RMS02TIME (NSC, NY, JOUTP, DTP ART, DY, PTNEXT, 
2 SCAL, Yl, YN) 

C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 06/09/04 @ 16:45 
C WRITTEN BY JOHN SCHMIDT ON 6/11/02 
C CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE, IN THIS CASE 'megapdriv.f 
C FOR THE MANY (METGA) PARTICLE CASE, USES LINKED LISTS 

C DPDX IS DP/DX DIVIDED BY DENSITY (UNITS M/(S**2)) 



c 
c 

TDIFF IS THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY UNITS (M**2/S) 
Vise IS KINEMATIC VISCOSITY UNITS (M**2/S) 

C VARIABLES FOR DROPLET MODEL: 
C DELTA V = CHANGE IN VELOCITY OF THE DROPLET 
C DELTA Y = CHANGE IN THE Y POSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C DELTA X = CHANGE IN THE X POSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C D Y POSIT = THE Y POSSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C D Y PO I = INITIAL Y POSSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C DXPOS = DROPLET POSITION IN THE X DIRECTION 
C D X POS I = INTIIAL DROPLET POSITION IN THE X DIRECTION 
C D Y VELOC = THE DROPLET V VELOCITY - VERTICLE 
C D Y VEL I = THE INITIAL DROPLET Y VELOCITY (USED IN ENSEMBLE) 
C DUVEL = DROPLET U VELOCITY - STREAMWISE 
C D U VEL I = INITIAL DROPLET X VELOCITY 
C UPPLIMIT = UPPER LIMIT FOR THE TIME INTEGRAL 
C DT PART = TIME STEP FOR THE DROP TIME LINE 
C BETA = THE D PARAMETER DEFINED FOR THE DROPLET MODEL (OLD D) 
C DTAU =D TIMES ETAU, THE DROPLET TAU 
C I D POS = INTEGER DROPLET POSITION (NODE) IN Y COORDINATE 
C U BAR = THE AVERAGE U VELOCITY OF THE EDDY 
C U FLUID = U VELOCITY OF THE FLUID ELEMENT WHICH HOLD THE DROPLET 
C V END = PARTICLE Y VELOCITY AT THE END OF THE INTEGRATION 
C U END = PARTICLE X VELOCITY AT THE END OF THE INTEGRATION 
C DIA = PARTICLE DIAMETER 
C TAU P = THE DROPLET TIME CONSTANT 
C TEDDY = TIME OF THE LAST IMPLEMENTED EDDY 
C BULK VEL = BULK VELOCITY OF ALL THE FLUID 
C DROP TIME = DROPLET TIME WHICH IS DIFFERENT FROM DROPLET TIME LINE 
C NOP = NUMBER OF PARTICLES 
C CENTER = Y POSITION CENTER OF THE CELL 
C GXAC = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE CELL 
C GXM1 = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE PREVIOUS CELL 
C GXP 1 = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE NEXT CELL-
C FRACDIST = FRACTION DISTANCE OF THE PARTICLE TO THE CENTER 
C ADDTV AC X= ADDITIVE ACCELERATION IN THE X DIRECTION 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL ADDTVACX, ADDTVACY, ADDTVACZ 
REAL BOTBOUND, BRWNACX, BRWNACY, BRWNACZ, CENTER 
REAL DELTAT, DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ, DLTAT 
REAL DTPART, DY, FCOEF, FRACDIST 
REAL GASDEV, GRNX, GRNY, GRNZ 
REAL GXAC, GXMl,GXPl,GXVELu 
REAL GYAC, GYMl,GYPl,GYVELv 
REAL GZAC, GZMl, GZPI, GZVELw 
INTEGER IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, JOUTP, KDROP, KPOS 
LOGICAL LITT 
INTEGER NIDPOS, NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
REAL PAGE, PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, PSEV 



REAL PTNEXT, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ 
REAL PXPOS, PYPOS, PZPOS 
REAL SCAL(NSC,NY) 
REAL THISTRT, TOPBOUND 
REAL UEND, UPPLIMIT, VEND 
REAL Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOSLST, WEND 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IRMSINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OP IRMSREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE/OPIRMSREL/ 
SAVE /OPIRMSINT/ 

C COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
C SAVE /BROWNM/ 
C234567890123456789212345678931234567894123456789512345678961234567897 

C FOR NOW USE DELTAT = DTP ART. 
C INTERVAL SINCE THE LAST PARTICLE UDATE 
C GET THE LAST TIME OF INTERACTION FORM THE DATA BASE 
C DELTAT = TNEXT - LAST UPDATE FOR THIS PARTICLE 
C OR CAN USE DELTAT = DTP ART IF THE STEP SIZE IS CONSTANT 

DELTAT = DTP ART 
TOPBOUND = -DYDBTWO + Yl 
GXPl = SCAL(I, 1) 
GYPl = SCAL(2, 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, 1) 

DOKPOS = I,NY, 1 
BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND !this works even though botbound is '-'ive 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF (KPOS .GT. I .AND. KPOS .LT. NY) THEN 

GXMl = GXAC 
GYMl = GYAC 
GZMl =GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 
GYAC = GYPl 
GZAC = GZP1 
GXPl = SCAL(1, KPOS + 1) 
GYPl = SCAL(2, KPOS + 1) 
GZPl =SCAL(3, KPOS+ 1) 

ELSE IF (KPOS .EQ. 1) THEN 
GXAC = GXPl 
GYAC = GYPl 
GZAC = GZP1 
GXPl = SCAL(1, 2) 
GYPl = SCAL(2,2) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, 2) 

ELSE 
GXMl= GXAC 
GYMl = GYAC 
GZMl =GZAC 
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GXAC = GXP1 
GYAC = GYP1 
GZAC = GZP1 

END IF 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PVELX = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXAC - GXMl) 
GYVELv =GYAC +FRACDIST •(GYAC-GYMl) 
GZVELw =GZAC +FRACDIST •(GZAC-GZMl) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXPl - GXAC) 
GYVELv = GYAC + FRACDIST * (GYPl - GYAC) 
GZVELw =GZAC +FRACDIST *(GZP1-GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu =GXAC 
GYVELv =GYAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
C get three gaussian random numbers 
C GRNX = GASDEV () 
C GRNY = GASDEV Q 
C GRNZ = GASDEV 0 
C USE Ounis, Ahmadi, & McLaughlin, 1993, for Brownian acceleration 
C BRWNACX = GRNX * BMCOEF 
C BRWNACY = GRNY * BMCOEF 
C BRWNACZ = GRNZ * BMCOEF 
C GRAVITATIONAL ACCEL. AND BROWNIAN ACCEL. ARE ADDITIVE 
C ADDTVACX = GRAVACX + BRWNACX 
C ADDTVACY = GRAVACY + BRWNACY 
C ADDTVACZ = GRAVACZ + BRWNACZ 
C *»*•**+*••* end section used for Brownian motion only *** 

ADDTVACX = GRAVACX 
ADDTVACY = GRAVACY 
ADDTVACZ = GRAVACZ 

C Cuningham slip factor can be put into TAUP, THEN THIS SUBROUTINE 
C can be used with the CSF 

CALL PPOSROTJ (AIRNU, BULKVEL, DELTAT, PDIAM, 
2 EPSILON, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, 
3 JOUTP, TAUP(KDROP), GXVELu, GYVELv, GZVELw, 
4 ADDTVACX, UPPLIMIT, FCOEF) 
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CALL PUPDATE (JOUTP, AIRNU, UPPLIMIT, PDIAM, 
2 FCOEF, ADDTVACX, ADDTVACY, ADDTVACZ, GXVELu, 
3 GYVELv, GZVELw, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, 
4 TAUP(KDROP), DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ, UEND, VEND, WEND) 

PXPOS = PARTICLE % POSITION(l) + DELTAX 
PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PZPOS = PARTICLE % POSITION(3) + DELTAZ 
PAGE = PARTICLE % AGE + UPPLIMIT -
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = PXPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = PZPOS 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = UEND 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = WEND 
PARTICLE % AGE = PAGE 
IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 

C PARTICLE HIT THE TOP WALL 
CALL OP2TOPWIN (PCHNWDT, VEND, PYPOS, YNMRAD) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 
C PARTICLE HIT THE WALL 

CALL OP2BOTWIN (PCHNWDT, VEND, PYPOS, YIPRAD) 
END IF 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = VEND 

IF (PYPOS XT. BOTBOUND) THEN 
C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) -1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
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C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 
ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 

C cut it out and put it into a waiting que 
C Note; bin numbers are equal to node numbers 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
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IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 
C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 
TAG % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 
C IF THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO ELEMENTS IN THE LIST 
C THEN CHECK THE CELLS ARE IN ORDER 

IF (ASSOCIATED(LOWESTY(KPOS) % X)) THEN 
SPARE => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF(ASSOCIATED(SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) 
YPOSLST = SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PARTICLE => SPARE % TOTOP 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
IF (YPOSLST .GT. PYPOS) THEN 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
TAG % X => SPARE 

C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => L0WESTY(KP0S) % X 



LITT = .TRUE. 

DO WHILE (LITT) 
SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
IT IS ASSOCIATED 
INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 

END IF 
ELSE 

SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

**••******•** MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

SPARE => TAG % X 
ELSE 

SPARE => PARTICLE 
END IF 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 

END DO 
C HAVE COMPLETED ALL PARTICLES, NOW PUT IN THE ONES ON THE WAITING LIST 

DO KPOS= 1,NY, 1 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(WAIT(KPOS) % X)) 

PARTICLE => WAIT(KPOS) % X 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 

C 

C 

C 

C 
C 

(DOWN) 
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LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHBSTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 
WAIT(KPOS) % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 
C can nullify here, but would be redundent 

END DO 

R E T U R N  
E N D  S U B R O U T I N E  R M S 0 2 T I M E  
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APPENDIX F 

SOURCE CODE MODEL E, BROWNIAN DEPOSITION STATISTICS 

Source Code for the ODT Model E two-phase flow program to gather deposition 
statistics assuming that a particle sticks to the wall once it is within one radius of a wall. 
Appendix B has a brief explanation which is necessary to understand this Appendix. 
Subprograms which are aheady listed in Appendix B, C, or D are not repeated here 
unless there are non-trivial changes needed for implementing Model V. 

The main program for the Brownian motion regime is almost identical to the main 
program in Section B.l, Main program depedriv. Only the following programs should be 
"called" from that main routine instead of those listed there. For example, when calling 
the subroutine to read in the particle data, the BO 1 READ routine should be called instead 
of the EOIGREAD routine. All subroutines needed for the two-phase flow Brownian 
regime code are listed in alphabetical order subsequent. 

The stir time line generates possible eddies and then decides if they are implemented 
or not. Model E requires intimate knowledge of each implemented eddy. As such the 
two-phase flow Brownian motion addition to ODT requires it to break into the stir time 
line. This is done by the FORTRAN command: CALL BDSTIR. 

The particle timeline is characterized by the FORTRAN command CALL 
BOIDTIME and has its timeline position kept in TNEXT(7). 

There is an additional timeline added to reset the particles for an ensemble of runs 
inside one ODT proper run. This is defined by TNEXT(8) and is characterized by the 
command CALL OlDREINIT. 

It is important that the number of timelines, called "nevents" in the ODT proper code 
be set correctly (in this case to 8) for the two-phase flow addition to work. 

As discussed in Chapter 3 and 6, Model V does not capture the tracer particle hmit. 
Therefore there was no need to create a Model V Brownian motion program. 

F. 1 Sub-program bdstir 

SUBROUTINE BDSTIR (JOUTP, Aeddy, DISCEDSIZE, DY, 
2 EDRATE, HALFEDDY, INDX, JL, JR, KE, NSC, NSTIRTL, 
3 NTL, NY, SCAL, SQUR0T2, TNEXT, Y1, YN) 

C LAST UDATED 02/25/04 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 11, 2002 

C !!! note: This subroutine is uses linked lists. 
C BROWNIAN MOTION IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE STIR TIME LINE 
C 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL Aeddy, BOTBOUND, CENTER, DELTAV 
REAL DELTAY, DISCEDSIZE, DLTAT 
REAL DTAU, DY 



REAL EDRATE, ELHS, ERHS, ETAU, FRACDIST 
REAL GXAC, GXMl,GXPl,GXVELu 
REAL GZAC, GZMl, GZP1, GZVELw 
REAL HALFEDDY 
INTEGER NY 
INTEGER IBOT, INDX(NY), INEW, ITOP, ITOTAL, ITT 
INTEGER Jl, JL, JOUTP, JR, KDROP, KE, KPOS 
LOGICAL LHIT, LITT 
REAL NEWGPOS 
INTEGER NIDPOS, NSC, NSTIRTL, NTL, OUTDEP 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS 
REAL PSEUDOV, PSEV, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, PYPOS 
REAL SCAL(NSC,NY), SQUR0T2 
REAL THISTRT, TNEXT(NTL), TOPBOUND, TWTREDY 
REAL UBAR, VBAR, WEAR, WTHIRD 
REAL Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOSLST 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OP IDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE/OP IDEPINT/ 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 72 
C NOTE, IF EVER USE A NON-UNIFORM GRID, MUST CHANGE THIS 

ELHS = (FLOAT(JL) - 1.5) * DY + Yl 
ERHS = (FLOAT(JR) - 0.5) * DY + Yl 

ETAU = Aeddy / (SQUR0T2 * edrate * discedsize**2) 
UBAR =0. 
VBAR = 0. 
WBAR = 0. 
DO JI = JL, JR 

UBAR = UBAR + SCAL(1,J1) 
VBAR = VBAR + SCAL(2,J1) 
WBAR = WBAR + SCAL(3,J1) 

END DO 
UBAR = UBAR/FLOAT(KE) 
VBAR = VBAR/FLOAT(KE) 
WBAR = WBARTFLOATCKE) 
DTAU = BETA * ETAU 

C NOTE: BIN NUMBERS ARE THE SAME AS NODE NUMBERS 

TOPBOUND = ELHS 
IF (JL .EQ. 1) THEN 

GXAC = 0.0 
GZAC = 0.0 
ELHS = Yl 

ELSE 
GXAC = SCAL(1, JL-1) 
GZAC = SCAL(3, JL-1) 

END IF 



IF (JR .EQ. NY) THEN 
ERHS = YN 

END IF 
TWTREDY = 2.0*(ERHS - ELHS)/3.0 
GXPl = SCAL(1, JL) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, JL) 

DO FIRST AND ALL INTERIOR CELLS, BUT NOT THE LAST CELL 
DO KPOS = JL, IR-1, 1 

BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
GXMl = GXAC 
GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 
GZAC = GZPl 
GXPl = SCAL(1, KPOS + 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, KPOS + 1) 

TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PVELX = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PDIAM = DIA(KDROP) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM / 2.0 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS -LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXAC - GXMl) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZAC - GZMl) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST * (GXPl - GXAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu =GXAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
CALL RNG(WTHIRD) 
NEWGPOS = (PYPOS - ELHS)/3.0 + ELHS 
IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.6666666666666666666) THEN 

NEWGPOS = NEWGPOS + TWTREDY 
ELSE IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.3333333333333333333) THEN 

NEWGPOS = TWTREDY - NEWGPOS + 2.0 * ELHS 
END IF 
PSEUDOV = (NEWGPOS - PYPOS) / DTAU 

CAN PUT Cuninham slip factor INTO TAU IN READ ROUTINE 



CALL PEUPDAT (JOUTP, AIRNU, PDIAM, DTAU, ELHS, EPS, 
2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, PSEUDOV, 
3 GZVELw, HALFEDDY, PVELX, PYPOS, 
4 PVELY, PVELZ, TAUP(KDROP), UBAR, VBAR, 
5 WEAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT(NSTIRTL), PSEV) 

C 
C 
C 

INSTANTANEOUS ADJUSTMENT TO THE POSITION & 
VELOCITY HERE. NOTE THIS EDDY - PARTICLE 
INTERACTION DOES EFFECT THE X AND Z VELOCITY / POS. 

PYPOS 
PVELY 

= PYPOS + DELTAY 
= PVELY + DELTAV 

IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 
C 
C PARTICLE HIT THE TOP WALL 

ITOP =IT0P+1 
LHIT =.TRUE. 
DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 1, PARTICLE % POSITION(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), PVELY, PARTICLE % IBIRTH 
25 FORMAT (IX, E15.9, IX, 12, 4(1X, E12.6), 16) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 
C PARTICLE HIT THE WALL 

IBOT = IBOT + 1 
LHIT = .TRUE. 

. DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 0, PARTICLE % POSITION(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VELOCITY(2), PVELY, PARTICLE % IBIRTH 

END IF 

PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = PVELY 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = PSEV 

C 
C23456789012345678921234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 

IF (LHIT) THEN 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
ITOTAL = ITOTAL - 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN DEALLOCATE IT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
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C IT IS THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C CREATE A STACK WITH THE PARTICLES WHICH HAVE HIT WALL 

IF (ASSOCIATED (DEATH % X)) THEN 
C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PARTICLE HIT WALL 

SPARE => DEATH % X 
DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => SPARE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 

ELSE 
C 1ST PARTICLE TO HIT THE WALL 

DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT ) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP ) 

END IF 

LHIT = .FALSE. 
ELSE IF (PYPOS .LT. BOTBOUND) THEN 

C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
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HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 
END IF 

ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C BCEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
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END DO 
Q ************* MOVELOWER(HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C cut it out and put it into a waiting queue 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE: % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 
TAG % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 

C IF THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO ELEMENTS IN THE LIST 
C THEN CHECK THE CELLS ARE IN ORDER 

IF (ASSOCIATED(LOWESTY(KPOS) % X)) THEN 
SPARE => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF(ASSOCIATED(SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

c out INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) 
YPOSLST = SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PARTICLE => SPARE % TOTOP 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
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IF (YPOSLST .GT. PYPOS) THEN 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

NLTLLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
TAG % X => SPARE 

Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, V 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 

DO WHILE (LITT) 
SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % POSITION(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
IT IS ASSOCIATED 
INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 

END IF 
ELSE 

SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

(DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCLii.TED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

C 

C 

(DOWN) 

C 

C 
C 

END DO 
^ MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 



SPARE => TAG % X 
ELSE 

SPARE => PARTICLE 
END IF 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 
END DO 
****** END INTERIOR CELLS NOW DO LAST CELL IN EDDY 

KPOS = JR 
BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
GXMl = GXAC 
GZMl =GZAC 
GXAC = GXP 1 
GZAC = GZPl 
IF (JR .EQ. NY) THEN 

GXP 1 =0.0 
GZPl =0.0 

ELSE 
GXP1 = SCAL(1,JR+1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3,JR+1) 

END IF 
TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALUE 
PVELX = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
PVELY = PARTICLE % NWVELC 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(3) 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % POSITION(2) 
PDIAM = DIA(KDROP) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM/2.0 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST* (GXAC-GXMl) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST* (GZAC-GZMl) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC FRACDIST * (GXPl - GXAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST * (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu =GXAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
CALL RNG(WTHIRD) 
NEWGPOS = (PYPOS - ELHS)/3.0 -t- ELHS 
IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.6666666666666666666) THEN 



NEWGPOS = NEWGPOS + TWTREDY 
ELSE IF (WTHIRD .GT. 0.3333333333333333333) THEN 

NEWGPOS = TWTREDY - NEWGPOS + 2.0 * ELHS 
END IF 
PSEUDOV = (NEWGPOS - PYPOS) / DTAU 

CALL PEUPDAT (JOUTP, AIRNU, PDIAM, DTAU, ELHS, EPS, 
2 ERHS, GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ, GXVELu, PSEUDOV, 
3 GZVELw, HALFEDDY, PVELX, PYPOS, 
4 PVELY, PVELZ, TAUP(KDROP), UBAR, VBAR, 
5 WEAR, DELTAY, DELTAV, TNEXT(NSTIRTL), PSEV) 

C INSTANTANEOUS ADJUSTMENT TO THE POSITION & 
C VELOCITY HERE. NOTE THIS EDDY - PARTICLE 
C INTERACTION DOES EFFECT THE X AND Z VELOCITY / POS. 

PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PVELY = PVELY + DELTAV 

IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 

C FOR OUTPUTTING DROPLET POSITION & TIME. SPECIFICALLY 
C WHEN A PARTICLE HITS A WALL 
C PARTICLE HIT THE TOP WALL 
!!!!! CONTINUE ADJUSTING MARGIN HERE 

ITOP =IT0P+1 
LHIT =.TRUE. 
DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 1, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), PVELY, PARTICLE % IBIRTH 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 
C PARTICLE HIT THE WALL 

IBOT = IBOT + 1 
LHIT = .TRUE. 
DLTAT = TNEXT(NSTIRTL) - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 0, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), PVELY, PARTICLE % IBIRTH 

END IF 

PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = PVELY 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = PSEV 

C 
C23456789012345678921234567893123456789412345678951234567896123456789712 

IF (LHIT) THEN 
L0CATI0N(KDR0P, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
ITOTAL = ITOTAL - I 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN DEALLOCATE IT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 
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C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCLA.TED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
C CREATE A STACK WITH THE PARTICLES WHICH HAVE HIT WALL 

IF (ASSOCIATED (DEATH % X)) THEN 
C THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PARTICLE HIT WALL 

SPARE => DEATH % X 
DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => SPARE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 

ELSE 
C 1ST PARTICLE TO HIT THE WALL 

DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 

END IF 

LHIT = .FALSE. 
ELSE IF (PYPOS .LT. BOTBOUND) THEN 

C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
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SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS POWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % POSITION(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
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IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

C MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C cut it out and put it into a waiting queue 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X ==> PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(ICPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 

TAG % X => TEMP % X 
END DO 

C END LAST CELL IN EDDY 

C HAVE COMPLETED ALL PARTICLES, NOW PUT IN THE ONES ON THE WAITING LIST 
DO KPOS = 1, NY, 1 
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IF (KPOS .EQ. 13) THEN 
ITT= 1 

END IF 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(WAIT(KPOS) % X)) ! error occurs here on kpos = 13, infinite loop !!! 

PARTICLE => WAIT(KPOS) % X 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

Q MOVELOWER (HIGHBSTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCL\TED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS POWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END DO 
Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, ^ 

WAIT(KPOS) % X => TEMP % X 



END DO 
C can nullify here, but would be redundent 

END DO 
C END PARTICLE EDDY INTERACTION BREAK INTO THE STIR TIME LINE 

R E T U R N 
E N D  

F.2 Sub-program boIdtime 

SUBROUTINE BOIDTIME (NSC, NY, JOUTP, DTP ART, DY, PTNEXT, 
2 SCAL, Yl, YN) 

C LAST MODIFIED BY JRS 07/04/04 
C CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE. 
C FOR THE MANY (METGA) PARTICLE CASE, USES LINKED LISTS 
C 
C VARIABLES FOR DROPLET MODEL: 
C V END = Y VELOCITY OF THE DROPLET AT END OF INTEGRATION 
C U END = X VELOCITY OF THE DROPLET AT END OF INTEGRATION 
C W END = Z VELOCITY OF THE DROPLET AT END OF INTEGRATION 
C DELTA Y = CHANGE IN THE Y POSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C DELTA X = CHANGE IN THE X POSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C DELTA Z = CHANGE IN THE Z POSITION OF THE DROPLET 
C UPPLIMIT = UPPER LIMIT FOR THE TIME INTEGRAL 
C DT PART = TIME STEP FOR THE DROP TIME LINE 
C BETA = THE FREE PARAMETER DEFINED FOR THE DROPLET MODEL 
C DTAU = BETA TIMES E TAU. THE DROPLET TAU 
C ID POS = INTEGER DROPLET POSITION (NODE) IN Y COORDINATE 
C GXVELu = U VELOCITY OF THE FLUID ELEMENT WITH DROPLET 
C PDIA = PARTICLE DIAMETER 
C TAU P = THE DROPLET TIME CONSTANT 
C BULK VEL = BULK VELOCITY OF ALL THE FLUID 
C CENTER = Y POSITION CENTER OF THE CELL 
C GXAC = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE CELL 
C GXM1 = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE PREVIOUS CELL 
C GXP 1 = GAS U VELOCITY AT THE CENTER OF THE NEXT CELL 
C FRACDIST = FRACTION DISTANCE OF THE PARTICLE TO THE CENTER 
C ADDTV AC X= ADDITIVE ACCELERATION IN THE X DIRECTION 
C ADDTV AC Y= ADDITIVE ACCELERATION IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C ADDTV AC Z= ADDITIVE ACCELERATION IN THE Z DIRECTION 
Q ̂  :|c 4 9|e )|c 9|e9|e * * * >|c 4= 4: * * afe 4:* 4: >|c >|e9|c It:4:4:4: * * 4: * 9|c * sfc 4; 4: :|e 4; % % Ik * * * * * * if: * * * 4: * 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL ADDTVACX, ADDTVACY, ADDTVACZ, BMCOEF 
REAL BOTBOUND, BRWNACX, BRWNACY, BRWNACZ, CENTER 
REAL DELTAT, DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ, DLTAT 
REAL DTPART, DY, FCOEF, FRACDIST 
REAL GASDEV, GRNX, GRNY, GRNZ 



REAL GXAC, GXMl, GXPl, GXVELu, GYVELv 
REAL GZAC, GZMl, GZPl, GZVELw 
INTEGER IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, JOUTP, KDROP, KPOS 
LOGICAL LHIT, LITT 
INTEGER NIDPOS, NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
REAL PAGE, PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS 
REAL PTNEXT, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ 
REAL PXPOS, PYPOS, PZPOS 
REAL SCAL(NSC,NY) 
REAL THISTRT, TOPBOUND 
REAL UEND, UPPLIMIT, VEND 
REAL Y1, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOSLST, WEND 

C 
COMMON/OP IDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE /OP IDEPINT/ 
COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF 
SAVE /BROWNM/ 

C CAN USE DELTAT = DTP ART IF THE STEP SIZE IS CONSTANT 

DELTAT = DTPART 
TOPBOUND = -DYDBTWO + Y1 
GXPl = SCAL(1, 1) 

! TO CONVERT THIS ROUTINE FROM MODEL E TO MODLE V, JUST REMOVE THE 
! COMMENT INDICATOR "C" FROM THE BEGINING OF EACH LINE WITH THE 
! ASSIGNMENTS OF GYPl, GYMI, GYAC, AND GYVELv. AND REPLACE THE 0.0 
! IN THE TWO CALL STATEMENTS: PPOSROOT AND PUPDATE WITH GYVELv 

C GYPl = SCAL(2, 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, 1) 

DO KPOS = 1, NY, 1 

BOTBOUND = TOPBOUND !this works even though botbound is '-'ive 
TOPBOUND = BOTBOUND + DY 
CENTER = BOTBOUND + DYDBTWO 
TAG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF (KPOS .GT. 1 .AND. KPOS .LT. NY) THEN 

GXMl = GXAC 
C GYMI = GYAC 

GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 

C GYAC = GYPl 
GZAC = GZPl 
GXPl = SCAL(1, KPOS + 1) 

C GYP 1 = SCAL(2, KPOS + 1) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, KPOS + 1) 

ELSE IF (KPOS .EQ. 1) THEN 
GXAC = GXPl 
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C GYAC = GYPl 
GZAC = GZP1 
GXPl = SCAL(1, 2) 

C GYPl = SCAL(2, 2) 
GZPl = SCAL(3, 2) 

ELSE 
GXMl = GXAC 

C GYMl = GYAC 
GZMl = GZAC 
GXAC = GXPl 

C GYAC = GYPl 
GZAC = GZPl 

END IF 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(TAG % X)) 

PARTICLE => TAG % X 
KDROP = PARTICLE % VALLfE 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PVELX = PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) 
PVELY = PARTICLE %VEL0CITY(2) 
PVELZ = PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
IF ((PYPOS .LT. CENTER) .AND. 

2 (CENTER - PYPOS) .GT. EPS) THEN 
FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST •(GXAC-GXMl) 

C GYVELv = GYAC + FRACDIST * (GYAC - GYMl) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST •(GZAC-GZMl) 

ELSE IF ((PYPOS .GT. CENTER) .AND. 
2 (PYPOS - CENTER) .GT. EPS) THEN 

FRACDIST = (PYPOS - CENTER)/ DY 
GXVELu = GXAC + FRACDIST • (GXPl - GXAC) 

C GYVELv = GYAC + FRACDIST • (GYP 1 - GYAC) 
GZVELw = GZAC + FRACDIST • (GZPl - GZAC) 

ELSE 
GXVELu =GXAC 

C GYVELv = GYAC 
GZVELw =GZAC 

END IF 
C get three gaussian random numbers 

GRNX =GASDEV() 
GRNY =GASDEVO 
GRNZ =GASDEVO 

C USE Ounis, Ahmadi, & McLaughlin, 1993, for Brownian acceleration 
BRWNACX = GRNX • BMCOEF 
BRWNACY = GRNY • BMCOEF 
BRWNACZ = GRNZ * BMCOEF 

C GRAVITATIONAL ACCEL. AND BROWNIAN ACCEL. ARE ADDITIVE 
ADDTVACX = GRAVACX + BRWNACX 
ADDTVACY = GRAVACY + BRWNACY 
ADDTVACZ = GRAVACZ + BRWNACZ 



TO CONVERT THIS ROUTINE FROM MODEL E TO MODLE V, REPLACE THE 0.0 
IN THE NEXT TWO CALL STATEMENTS: PPOSROOT AND PUPDATE WITH 
GYVELv. ALSO FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ABOVE TO DEFINE GYVELv. 

CALL PPOSROOT (AIRNU, BULKVEL, DELTAT, PDIAM, 
2 EPSILON, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, 
3 JOUTP, TAUP(KDROP), GXVELu, 0.0, GZVELw, 
4 ADDTVACX, UPPLIMIT, FCOEF) 

CALL PUPDATE (JOUTP, AIRNU, UPPLIMIT, PDIAM, 
2 FCOEF, ADDTVACX, ADDTVACY, ADDTVACZ, GXVELu, 
3 0.0, GZVELw, PVELX, PVELY, PVELZ, 
4 TAUP(KDROP), DELTAX, DELTAY, DELTAZ, UEND, VEND, WEND) 

PXPOS = PARTICLE % POSITION(l) + DELTAX 
PYPOS = PYPOS + DELTAY 
PZPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) + DELTAZ 
PAGE = PARTICLE % AGE + UPPLIMIT 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = PXPOS 

PARTICLE % POSITION(3) = PZPOS 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = UEND 

PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = WEND 
PARTICLE % AGE = PAGE 
IF ((PYPOS + PRADIUS) .GE. YN) THEN 

ITOP =1T0P+1 
LHIT =.TRUE. 
DLTAT = PTNEXT - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 1, PARTICLE % POSITION(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), VEND, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PAGE 

25 FORMAT (IX, E15.9, IX, 12,4(1X, E12.6), 16, IX, E15.9) 
ELSE IF ((PYPOS - PRADIUS) .LE. Yl) THEN 

C PARTICLE HIT THE WALL 
IBOT =IBOT+ 1 
LHIT = .TRUE. 
DLTAT = PTNEXT - THISTRT 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 25) DLTAT, 0, PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2), 

2 PYPOS, PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2), VEND, 
3 PARTICLE % IBIRTH, PAGE 

END IF 
PARTICLE % POSITION(2) = PYPOS 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = VEND 

IF (LHIT) THEN 
L0CATI0N(KDR0P, KPOS) = L0CATI0N(KDR0P, KPOS) - 1 
ITOTAL = ITOTAL - 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN DEALLOCATE IT 
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IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 
NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(BCPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(BCPOS) % X) 

END IF 
CREATE A STACK WITH THE PARTICLES WHICH HAVE HIT WALL 

IF (ASSOCIATED (DEATH % X)) THEN 
THERE IS AT LEAST ONE PARTICLE HIT WALL 

SPARE => DEATH % X 
DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => SPARE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) 

ELSE 
1ST PARTICLE TO HIT THE WALL 

DEATH % X => PARTICLE 
NULLIFY ( PARTICLE % TOBOT) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 

END IF 

LHIT = .FALSE. 
ELSE IF (PYPOS .LT. BOTBOUND) THEN 

C SINCE WE ARE SEARCHING FROM THE BOTTOM TO THE TOP 
C WE MEARLY MOVE THIS PARTICLE TO THE THE LOWER POSITION 
C AND IT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + 1.5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 

C CUT IT OUT, THEN MOVE IT LOWER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
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C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
Q ************* MOVELOWER V 

INPROG % X => LOWESTYCNrtDPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
END IF 

ELSE 
C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS pOWN) 
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SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END DO 
Q ************* MOVELOWER ************** a 

ELSE IF (PYPOS .GE. TOPBOUND) THEN 
C cut it out and put it into a waiting que 
C Note: bin numbers are equal to node numbers 

NIDPOS = (PYPOS - Yl) / DY + L5 
LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, KPOS) - 1 
LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) = LOCATION(KDROP, NIDPOS) + 1 
INPROG % X => WAIT(NIDPOS) % X 
WAIT(NIDPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT)) THEN 

C NOT THE FIRST ELEMENT 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT EITHER 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE => SPARE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
NLTLLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

END IF 
ELSE IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C IT IS THE FIRST ELEMENT, BUT NOT THE LAST 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
NULLIFY (SPARE % TOBOT) INULLIFIED 
LOWESTY(KPOS)%X => SPARE 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE ONLY ELEMENT, NULL OUT HIGHEST AND LOWEST 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X) 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY(KPOS) % X) 

END IF 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X 

END IF 
TAG % X => TEMP % X 

END DO 

C IF THERE ARE AT LEAST TWO ELEMENTS IN THE LIST 
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C THEN CHECK THE CELLS ARE IN ORDER 
IF (ASSOCIATED(LOWESTY(KPOS) % X)) THEN 

SPARE => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
IF(ASSOCIATED(SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) 
YPOSLST = SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) 
PARTICLE => SPARE % TOTOP 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
IF (YPOSLST .GT. PYPOS) THEN 

IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOTOP)) THEN 
C NOT THE LAST ELEMENT 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

ELSE 
C IT IS THE LAST 

NULLIFY (SPARE % TOTOP) INULLIFIED 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => SPARE 

END IF 
TAG % X => SPARE 

Q ************* MOVELOWER »****• V 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 

DO WHILE (LITT) 
SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
IT IS ASSOCIATED 
INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 

END IF 
ELSE 

SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS 

(DOWN) 
SPARE % TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 

C 

C 

(DOWN) 

C 

C 
C 
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SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
ELSE 

LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

Q MOVELOWER ••*•******• 

SPARE => TAG % X 
ELSE 

SPARE => PARTICLE 
END IF 

END DO 

END IF 
END IF 

END DO 

C HAVE COMPLETED ALL PARTICLES, NOW PUT IN THE ONES ON THE WAITING LIST 
D0KP0S = 1,NY, 1 

DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED(WAIT(KPOS) % X)) 
PARTICLE => WAIT(BCPOS) % X 
PYPOS = PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) 
TEMP % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 

Q MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, v 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(KPOS) % X 
LITT = .TRUE. 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) THEN 

NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS terminates toward the top 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
LOWESTY (KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 
DO WHILE (LITT) 

SPARE => INPROG % X 
IF (SPARE % P0SITI0N(2) .LE. PYPOS) THEN 

C KEEP ON GOING 
IF (.NOT. ASSOCLSlTED (SPARE % TOTOP)) THEN 

C PUT AFTER THIS ONE (SPARE) 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 
HIGHESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 
LITT = .FALSE. 

ELSE 
C IT IS ASSOCIATED 

INPROG % X => SPARE % TOTOP 
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END IF 
ELSE 

C SPLIT QUE HERE AND ADD A NEW MEMBER 
C THIS MAY BE THE BOTTOM OF THE QUEUE 

PARTICLE % TOTOP => INPROG % X ! THIS POINTS TO INPROGRESS 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => SPARE % TOBOT ! THIS POINTS BACKWARDS (DOWN) 
SPARE %TOBOT => PARTICLE 
IF (ASSOCIATED(PARTICLE % TOBOT) )THEN 

SPARE => PARTICLE % TOBOT 
SPARE % TOTOP => PARTICLE 

ELSE 
LOWESTY(KPOS) % X => PARTICLE 

END IF 
LITT = .FALSE. 

END IF 

END DO 
,2 MOVELOWER (HIGHESTY, INPROG, ^ 

WAIT(KPOS) % X => TEMP % X 
END DO 

C can nullify here, but would be redundent 
END DO 

R E T U R N  
E N D SUBROUTINE BOIDTIME 

F.3 Sub-program bo 1 read 

SUBROUTINE BOIREAD (NY, JINP, JOUTP, Yl, YN, DTP ART, 
2 DTPRTOUT, DY, DTM, NSC, SCAL, STRTIME, KTLAST) 

C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) TO READ IN 
C INPUT NEEDED TO RUN THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW DATA. THIS IS DONE TO MAKE 
C THE PROGRAM AS MODULAR AS POSSIBLE. THE FILE Bdepol .inp MUST EXIST 
C IN THE DIRECTORY WHICH THIS PROGRAM IS BEING EXICUTED. 
C THIS ROUTINE IS FOR THE LINKED LIST VERSION OF THE PARTICLE READ 
C THE VARIABLES SPECIFIC TO THE TWO-PHASE-FLOW ARE PASSED IN 
C COMMON BLOCKS (AGAIN TO BE MODULAR). USING THE 'SAVE' 
C COMMAND IS ESSENTIAL. 
C CALLED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM. 
C THIS ROUTINE ALSO INITIALIZES VARIABLES AS NEEDED 
C 
C IMPORTANT VARIABLE NAMES FOR THIS ROUTINE ARE LISTED HERE. OTHER 
C LIST OCCUR IN THE START OF THE OTHER SUBROUTINES. 
C LAST UDATED 04/08/04 
C FIRST WRITTEN ON JUNE 10, 2002 

C USE DENSITY IN (KG/M*'!'3) 
C USE VISCOSIITY OF {Pa*S = KG/(M'^S)} 
C all units are assumed to be in Si units 
C (kilograms, meters, seconds, Kelvin) 
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C RE = REYNOLDS NUMBER 
C AMU = THE AIR VISCOSITY, MU(Pa*S) 
C A NU = GAS PHASE (AIR) KINEMATIC VISCOSITY 
C P VEL X = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE X DIRECTION 
C P VEL Y = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Y DIRECTION 
C P VEL Z = THE STARTING VELOCITY OF THE PARTICLE IN THE Z DIRECTION 
C P X POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C P Y POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C P Z POS = PARTICLE Z POSITION 
C GRAVAC = GRAVITAIONAL ACCELERATION {M/(S**2)} 
C RHO A = DENSITY OF THE AIR 
C RHO L = DENSITY OF THE SECOND PHASE (KG/M**3) 
C TAU P = PARTICLE RELAXATION TIME 
C BETA = DROPLET PARAMETER TO ADJUST THE EDDY TAU. CALLED BETA 
C BULK VEL = BULK FLUID VELOCITY 
C DIA = DIAMETER OF THE PARTICLE (M) 
C EPS F = THE FRACTION OF ONE GRID SPACING WHICH IS INSIGNIFICANT 
C NOP =  ACTUAL NUMBER OF PARTICLES IN  THIS  SIMULATION 
C BETA = THE TIME FACTOR FOR EDDY LIFETIME, ELSEWHARE CALLED D 
C MOPP =  THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF POSIBLE PARTICLES 
C TEMPR = TEMPERATURE IN KELVIN, K 
C SMLK = THE BOLTZMAN CONSTANT K, IN J.MOLECULE/K 
C LAMBDA = MEAN FREE PATH OF CONTINUOUS PHASE, M 
C B M COEF = COEFFICIENT FOR THE BROWNIAN MOTION ACCEL. [=] M/S/S 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 

IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL AMU, BMCOEF, CUNHMSF, DIAPLUS, DISRATIO 
REAL DTM, DTP ART, DTPARTF, DTPRTOUT, DY 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
REAL EPSF, FRICTNV, SCAL(NSC,NY) 
INTEGER I, IBOT, IGRAV, ISKIP, ISLIP, ITOP, ITOTAL 
INTEGER J, JINP, JOUTP, KTLAST 
REAL LAMBDA 
LOGICAL LHIT, LXGRAV, LYGRAV, LZGRAV 
CHARACTER*5 OUTFIL(MOPP) 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PDTPLUS, PI, PRADIUS 
REAL PTAUPLUS 
REAL RHOA, RHOP(MOPP), Yl, YIPRAD, YN, YNMRAD, YPOS 
REAL SCHMIDT 
REAL SCRK, SMLK, SRHO, STRTIME, SUMX, SUMXX 
REAL TEMPR, THISTRT 
INTEGER NSTAT 
PARAMETER (PI= 3.14159265359, SMLK= 1.38E-23) 

C fixed for Aura 
COMMON/OPIDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE /OPIDEPINT/ 
COMMON /BROWNM/ BMCOEF, CUNHMSF 
SAVE /BROWNM/ 



OPEN (UNIT=JINP,FILE='Bdepol,inp', STATUS = 'OLD') 

READ (JINP,10) 
READ (JINP.IO) 
READ (JINP.IO) RHOA ! DENSITY OF PHASE ONE 'CONITNUOUS' 

10 FORMAT (IX, F15.5) 
READ (JINP,20) ISKIP 
ISKIP = 1 

20 FORMAT (IX, 13) 
READ (JINP,10) AMU 

READ (JINP,10) EPSF 
READ (JINP,10) EPSILON 
READ (JINP.IO) STRTIME 
READ (JINP,10) DTPARTF 
READ (JINP,10) DTPRTOUT 
READ (JINP,10) BULKVEL 
READ (JINP.IO) BETA 
READ (JINP,10) GRAVACX 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LXGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LXGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACY 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LYGRAV = .FALSE. 
ELSE 

LYGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) GRAVACZ 
READ (JINP, 20) IGRAV 
IF (IGRAV .EQ.O) THEN 

LZGRAV=.FALSE. 
ELSE 

LZGRAV = .TRUE. 
END IF 

1 = 1  

READ (JINP,30) OUTFIL(l) 
30 FORMAT (IX, A5) 

READ (JINP,10) INPVELX(l) 
READ (JINP, 10) INPVELY(l) 
READ (JINP,10) INPVELZ(l) 
READ (JINP,10) DIA (1) 
READ (JINP,10) RHOP (1) ! DENSITY OF PHASE TWO 'PARTICLE' 
READ (JINP, 10) INAGE(l) 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 
READ (JINP,20) ISLIP 



READ (JINP,20) KTLAST 
IF (KTLAST .GT. 999) THEN 

KTLAST = 999 
END IF 
READ (JINP, 10) TEMPR ! IN KELVIN 
READ (JINP, 10) LAMBDA ! IN METERS 
READ (JINP, 10) FRICTNV ! IN METERS PER SEC 

WRITE (JOUTP, 40) RHOA, I, AMU, DTPRTOUT 
40 FORMAT (IX, 'Density of phase one, the continuous =', E10.4, /, 

2 ' NUMBER OF PARTICLES =', 15,/, lX,'Dynamic viscosity =', 
3 E10.4,2X,'Particle output every', E10.4,' sec.') 

WRITE (JOUTP, 50) EPSF, BETA, DTPARTF, DTM 
50 FORMAT (lX,'Fraction of a grid spacing considered small =', 

2 El 0.4, /, IX, 'the particle parameter BETA =El 0.4, /, 
3 IX, 'FACTOR FOR COMPUTING DROPLET TIME STEP FROM', 
4 'MOLECULAR STEP (dtm) = ', E10.4, /,' DTM = ', E12.6) 
IF (.NOT.LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 60) GRAVACZ 
60 FORMAT(lX, "No gravatational acceleration in either the X or', 

2 ' Y directions', 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', E12.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 63) GRAVACX, GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
63 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X = ', E12.6, 

2 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y =', E12.6, /, 2X, 
3 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', El2.6) 
ELSE IF (LXGRAV .AND. .NOT.LYGRAV) THEN 

WRITE (JOUTP, 66) GRAVACX, GRAVACZ 
66 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X ONLY =', E12.6, 

2 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is', E12.6) 
ELSE 

WRITE (JOUTP, 69) GRAVACY, GRAVACZ 
69 FORMAT (IX, 'GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN Y ONLY = ', E12.6, 

2 2X, 'Grav. acc. in the Z is ', El2.6) 
END IF 
WRITE (JOUTP,72) BULKVEL 

72 FORMAT (IX, 'THE BULK VELOCITY OF THE GAS PHASE = ', E12.6) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 75) INPXPOS(l), INPYPOS(l), INPZPOS(l), 
2 INPVELX(l), INPVBLY(l), INPVELZ(l), DIA(l), INAGE(1) 

75 FORMAT (IX, 'The initial x, y, and z position are:', E12.6, 3X, 
2 E12.6, 3X, E12.6,/, IX, 'The initial velocitys (u, v, w)', 
3 ' are:', E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, E12.6, 3X, /, 
4 ' DIA = ', E10.4,' Age of the drop when', 
5 ' it is bom into ODT =', E10.4) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 77) ISKIP, KTLAST 

77 FORMAT (IX, 'skip every', 13,' interior cells. Ensemble # =', 
2 13) 

EPS = EPSF * DY lONE-TENTH OF A GRID POINT IS SMALL 



DTP ART = DTM * DTPARTF 
AIRNU =AMU/RHOA 
DYDBTWO =  DY/2 .0  
TAUP(l) = RHOP(l) * DIA(1)**2 / (18.0 * AMU) 
CLOSE (JINP) 
DISRATIO = 2.0 * LAMBDA / DIA (1) 
CUNHMSF = 1.0 + DISRATIO*(1.257 + 0.4*EXP(-1.1/DISRATIO)) 
TAUP(l) = TAUP(l) * CUNHMSF 
SCHMIDT = 3 * PI * DIA(l) * AMU**2 / 
2 (CUNHMSF * RHOA * SMLK * TEMPR) 
WRITE (JOUTP, 80) CUNHMSF, SCHMIDT 

80 FORMAT (IX,' Cunningham slip factor =', E12.6, 
2 ' The particle Schmidt # = ', B12.6) 
DIAPLUS = DIA(l) * FRICTNV/AIRNU 
SRHO = RHOP(l) / RHOA 

C particle time const. TAU in wall units, tau + 
C should be the same as CUNHMSF* TAUP * FRICTNV*»2 / AIRNU 

PTAUPLUS = CUNHMSF * SRHO * DIAPLUS»*2 / 18.0 
C particle delta t non-dimensionalized 

PDTPLUS = DTP ART * FRICTNV**2 / AIRNU 
BMCOEF =FRICTNV**3/AIRNU* 
2 SQRT(2.0 /(SCHMIDT * PTAUPLUS**2 * PDTPLUS)) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 90) DIAPLUS, PTAUPLUS, PDTPLUS, BMCOEF 
90  FORMAT ( IX , '  D ia  +  =E12 .6 , '  Tau  +  =E12 .6 ,  

2 ' Particle dt + =', E12.6,' BMCOEF =', E12.6 ) 

C for now assume one particle per cell (CENTERED) of each type. 
C must change lowesty 

ALLOCATE ( LOWESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (LOWESTY(J) % X) 
L0CATI0N(1,J) =0 

END DO 
ALLOCATE ( HIGHESTY(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE (WAIT(NY)) 
DO J= 1,NY,1 

NULLIFY (WAIT(J) % X) 
END DO 
ALLOCATE (INPROG ) 
NULLIFY (INPROG % X) 
ALLOCATE ( TAG ) 
NULLIFY (TAG % X) 
ALLOCATE (TEMP) 
NULLIFY (TEMP % X) 
ALLOCATE(DEATH) 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 
1=1 

C if ever go beyond NOP =1; ISLIP must be an array !!!!! 



OPEN (UNIT=30, FILE='cellave.out') 

PDIAM =DIA(1) 
PRADIUS = PDIAM/2.0 
YNMRAD = YN - PRADIUS 
YIPRAD = Y1 + PRADIUS 
PCHNWDT = YN - Y1 - PDIAM 
IBOT =0 
ITOP = 0 
ITOTAL =NY-2 
THISTRT = 0.0 
LHIT =.FALSE. 
OUTDEP =31 
RETURN 
END 

F.4 Sub-program gasdev 

FUNCTION GASDEV Q 
C Returns a normally distributed deviate with zero mean and unit 
C variance, using RNG(DEV) as the source of uniform deviates. 

C Taken from IWMERICAL RECIPIES Press et al. Chapter 7.2 
IMPLICIT NONE 
REAL FAC, GASDEV 
REAL, SAVE:: GSET 
LOGICAL, SAVE :: LGET 
REAL R 
REAL VI ,  V2  

DATA LGET /.TRUE./ 
IF (LGET) THEN 

DO WHILE (LGET) 
CALL RNG(V1) 
CALL RNG(V2) 

VI  =2 .0  *  VI  -  1 .0  
V2 = 2.0* V2- 1.0 
R = vi**2 + V2**2 
IF(R.LT. 1.0) THEN 

FAC = SQRT(-2.0 * LOG(R) / R) 
GSET = VI • FAC 
GASDEV = V2 * FAC 
LGET =.FALSE. 

END IF 
END DO 

ELSE 
GASDEV = GSET 
LGET =.TRUE. 

END IF 

R E T U R N  
E N D  
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F. 5 Sub-program o 1 dreinit 

SUBROUTINE OlDREINIT (DY, JSHRTOUT, JOUTP, KTEMP, KTLAST, NSC, 
2  NY,  SCAL,  TIME,  Y l )  

C Last modified on 01/28/04 
C First written on 09/28/03 
C THIS ROUTINE WAS WRITTEN BY JOHN R. SCHMIDT (JRS) 
C TO RE-INITIALIZE THE PARTICLES. 
C CALLED BY THE MAIN ROUTINE 

USE MODCOMMN 
USE MODLINK 
IMPLICIT NONE 
INTEGER NSC, NY, OUTDEP 
LOGICAL AOLOGIC (NY) 
CHARACTER(4) BUFFER 
CHARACTER(1) CHARAT 
CHARACTER(2) DBLCHAR 
REAL DY, SCAL(NSC, NY) 
INTEGER IBOT, IPLACE, ITOP, ITOTAL 
INTEGER J, JOUTP, JSHRTOUT, KTEMP, KTLAST 
LOGICAL LHIT 
REAL PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS 
CHARACTER(3) STRING 
REAL THISTRT, TIME, YNMRAD, YPOS, Yl, YIPRAD 

C 
COMMON/OPIDEPINT/ IBOT, ITOP, ITOTAL, LHIT, OUTDEP 
COMMON/OPIDEPREL/ PCHNWDT, PDIAM, PRADIUS, THISTRT, YIPRAD, YNMRAD 
SAVE /OPIDEPREL/ 
SAVE /OPIDEPINT/ 
IF (KTEMP .EQ. 0) THEN 

THISTRT = TIME 
OPEN (OUTDEP, FILE = 'ensdp/dOOO.out', STATUS = NEW') 
YPOS = Yl 
L0CATI0N(1 ,  1 )  =0  
L0CATI0N(1, NY) = 0 
DO J  =  2 ,NY-1 ,  1  

YPOS = YPOS + DY 
ALLOCATE (PARTICLE) 
PARTICLE % VALUE = 1 ! VALUE OF NODE (=1) IS ASSIGNED 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, J) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J) 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
PARTICLE % TOBOT => LOWESTY (J) % X ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
PARTICLE % TOTOP => HIGHESTY(J) % X 
LOWESTY (J) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
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HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
LOCATION(l, J) = 1 

END DO 
ELSE IF (KTEMP .GE. KTLAST) THEN 

WRITE (30, 4) KTEMP 
4 FORMAT (IX,'#ENSMEMBLE',2X, 112) 

WRITE (JOUTP, 5) KTEMP, TIME 
5 FORMAT (1X,'ALL', 14,' ENSEMBLES were done by time = ', E12.6) 

WRITE (OUTDEP, 50) ITOP, IBOT, ITOTAL 
CLOSE (OUTDEP) 
CLOSE (JSHRTOUT) 
STOP 

ELSE 
THISTRT = TIME 
IF (KTEMP XT. 10) THEN 

WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
10 FORMAT (14) 

READ (BUFFER, 20) CHARAT 
20  FORMAT (3X,  A l )  

STRING = '00' // CHARAT 
ELSE IF (KTEMP XT. 100) THEN 

WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
READ (BUFFER, 30) DBLCHAR 

30 FORMAT (2X, A2) 
STRING = '0' // DBLCHAR 

ELSE 
WRITE (BUFFER, 10) KTEMP 
READ (BUFFER, 40) STRING 

40 FORMAT (IX, A3) 
END IF 
WRITE (OUTDEP, 50) ITOP, IBOT, ITOTAL 

50 FORMAT (IX, '-1.0', /, IX, 'Top hits = ', 15, /, 
2 IX, 'Bottom hits =', 15,' TOTAL', 16) 

CLOSE (OUTDEP) 
ITOP =0 
IBOT =0  
OPEN (OUTDEP, FILE = 'ensdp/d' // STRING // '.out', 

2 STATUS = "NEW) 
DO J  =1 ,  NY,  1  

AOLOGIC(J) = .TRUE. 
END DO 

C MUST PUT BACK IN ORDER HERE 
Icount = 0 
IPLACE = 2 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

C ANY PARTICLES IN THE FIRST CELL ARE REDISTRIBUTED 
INPROG % X => LOWESTY(l) % X 
DO WHILE (  ASSOCIATED ( INPROG % X) )  
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Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE =>INPROG%X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 
AOLOGIC (IPLACE) = .FALSE. 
IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + I 
END DO 

END DO 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY (1) % X) 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(I) % X) 

C ALL PARTICLES IN THE INTERIOR CELLS ARE REDISTRIBUTED 
D0J  =  2 ,NY-1 ,  1  

IF (AOLOGIC(J)) THEN 
IF (LOCATION (1, J) .EQ. 1) THEN 

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => LOWESTY(J) % X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(J - 1) 
PARTICLE % POSITION(I) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, J) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J) 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 

ELSE IF (LOCATION (1, J) .GT. 1) THEN 
C CONTINUE HERE FOR LOCATION > 1 

PARTICLE => LOWESTY(J) % X 
Icount = Icount + 1 
YPOS = Y1+ DY • FLOAT(J - 1) 

INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 



PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, J) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, J) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, J) 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = J 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
HIGHESTY(J) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, J) = 1 
DO WHILE ( ASSOCIATED (INPROG % X)) 

YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 
AOLOGIC (IPLACE) = .FALSE. 
IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
END IF 

END IF 
END DO 
ANY PARTICLES IN THE LAST CELL ARE REDISTRIBUTED 

INPROG % X => LOWESTY(NY) % X 
DO WHILE (  ASSOCIATED ( INPROG % X) )  

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(IPLACE -1) 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % POSITION(l) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % POSITIONS) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE) 
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PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY^PLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 
IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE ((L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE).NE.O).AND.(IPLACE.LT.NY)) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 
NULLIFY (LOWESTY (NY) % X) 
NULLIFY (HIGHESTY(NY) % X) 
LOCATION (1, I) =0 
LOCATION (1, NY) = 0 

C ANY PARTICLES WHICH HIT THE WALL ARE REINTRODUCED 
INPROG % X => DEATH % X 
DO WHILE (ASSOCIATED ( INPROG % X) )  

Icount = Icount + 1 
PARTICLE => INPROG %X 
YPOS = Y1 + DY * FLOAT(IPLACE - 1) 
INPROG % X => PARTICLE % TOTOP 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(1) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(2) = YPOS 
PARTICLE % P0SITI0N(3) = 0.0 
PARTICLE % VELOCITY(l) = SCAL(1, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(2) = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % NWVELC = SCAL(2, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % VEL0CITY(3) = SCAL(3, IPLACE) 
PARTICLE % AGE = 0.0 
PARTICLE % IBIRTH = IPLACE 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOBOT) ! THIS TERMINATES THE LIST 
NULLIFY (PARTICLE % TOTOP) 
LOWESTY (IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE ! SETS THE POINTERS 
HIGHESTY(IPLACE) % X => PARTICLE 
L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) = 1 
IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
DO WHILE (L0CATI0N(1, IPLACE) .NE. 0) 

IPLACE = IPLACE + 1 
END DO 

END DO 

WRITE (27, 333) Icount 
333 FORMAT (IX,' TOTAL PARTICLES = 15) 

ITOTAL = Icount 
NULLIFY (DEATH % X) 

END IF 
R E T U R N  

E N D  
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APPENDIX G SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR ENSEMBLE OF RUNS IN 

THE BROWNIAN REGIME 

Sample input and output sheets needed for executing a run for the Brownian regime 
are reproduced here. Section G.l contains an input file called "input" needed for the 
ODT proper code. Following the numbers, there is a list of variable names which 
correspond to the position of the numbers, after that is a brief explanation of what the 
numbers and variables stand for. This input file and the explanation of the variables were 
provided by Vebjom Nilsen. He claimed that any consistent set of units would work in 
his code. The present author used the 'kg, m, second' set of units. 

The two-phase flow input file is listed in Section G.2. The input file "Bdepol.inp" 
contains the necessary information to execute a run for the Brownian motion regime. To 
the right of the ! is a brief explanation of the input field. Users should use the input 
format as demonstrated. The present author used the 'kg, m, second' set of units. Note 
that it is imperative to use the same set of units as was provided to the main ODT 
program. 

The two-phase flow addition to ODT has an output file which contains the input 
information. This output file is shown in Section G.3. The output file is named 
"jpart.out." 

In programs which gather deposition statistics an ensemble of particle runs are 
completed inside of one long run of the ODT proper code. The file is created in a 
subdirectory which must already exist called "ensdp" (short for ensemble deposition). 
The file is created by the program as a new file. The file is named in the order that the 
ensemble is generated as "ensdp/dOOO.out", "ensdp/dOOl.out", "ensdp/d002.out", etc. 
Sample output files are listed in Section G.4 and G.5. This is output for the Model E 
deposition version including Brownian motion. Appendix F contains the program used to 
generate this output. 

The output files contains information about any particles which hit a wall during an 
ensemble. If no particles hit a wall during a run, then the number -1.0 appears on the 
first line. Note, the number of hits on the top and bottom walls are recorded separately. 
Also, the total number of particles still left in the chamber is recorded after the word 
TOTAL on the last line. A simple check on the conservation of mass for any ensemble 
can be done by adding the top, bottom, and total numbers. The result should be constant 
throughout any ODT run. 

The record of the individual ensembles are provided so that the data can be post-
processed. The first number listed in the output file is the ODT time which has elapsed 
since the particle was "bom" into the ODT simulation. The last number on a specific line 
is the particle time. Note, because of margin constraints, the particle time data lies on the 
next line in this appendix. The actual output has this data on the same line. 

The second number listed in the output file is a record of which wall that particular 
particle hit. A 0 appears if it hit the bottom wall. A 1 appears if it hit the top wall. 

The second to last number listed in the output file is a record of where that particular 
particle was first introduced (its y coordinate) into the flow. Note, because of margin 
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constraints, the particle's initial position appears in the last place on the first line of the 
data. The initial position is a record of the node number to which the particle was first 
introduced. For example, Section G.5's first particle has a value of 4. That means that 
this particle was initially introduced at the fourth node at the beginning of this ensemble. 
For Section G.5 that would be the third ensemble, since the file is called d002.out. The 
nude number corresponds to the grid point of any particular run. For example, both 
Sections G.4 and G.5 have 5168 grid points. The fourth grid point in from the left would 
be the fourth node. The 5167 grid point in firom the left would be the 5167 node. This 
would also be the second to last node in a run with 5168 grid points. 

The third nimiber listed in the output file is a record of the previous known y position 
of the particle before it hit the wall, that is when it was still more than one radius from the 
wall. For example from Section G.5 the first particle which hit the wall was 0.54 microns 
from the wall at the previous time step. . 

The fourth number listed in the output file is a record of the y position of the particle 
at the time it hit the wall, that is when it was less than one radius firom the wall. For 
example from Section G.5 the first particle which hit the wall was 0.479 microns from 
the wall when it was found to be within one radius of the wall. 

The fifth number listed in the output file is a record of the previous known y velocity 
of the particle before it hit the wall, that is when it was still more than one radius fi-om the 
wall. For example fi-om Section G.5 the first particle which hit the bottom wall had a 
downward velocity of 0.0181 m/s at the previous time step. The negative number in 
Section G.5 demonstrates that the particle was heading toward the wall it hit just prior to 
the actual wall collision. 

The sixth number listed in the output file is a record of the y velocity of the particle at 
the time it hit the wall, that is when it was less than one radius from the wall. For 
example from Section G.5 the first particle which hit the wall had a downward velocity of 
0.087 m/s when it hit the wall. 

Other output files exist, but their function is of secondary importance and sample 
outputs are not provided here. For exaniple "short.out" merely gives the total number of 
particles at the end of each ensemble. . The user may examine the file and see that the 
total number has not changed during the ODT proper run. As such the user can assure 
that there has been no loss of mass in the system. 

As discussed in Chapter 3 and 6, Model V does not capture the tracer particle limit. 
Therefore there was no need to create a Model V Brownian motion program. 

G.l Input file "input" for ODT proper code 

0 . 0  0 . 1 0 1 3 5  1 . 1 2  - 0 . 0 6 2 7 4 2 8 5 5  1 . 6 8 E - 0 5  
0 . 5 9 7  4 1 8 2  0 . 0  0 . 0  
2 9 8  2 9 8  2 9 8  
0 0.0 0.0 
0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
0  0 . 0 0 . 0  
0 . 0 2 5 3  0 . 0 5 0 6  0 . 0 2 5 3  0 . 0 5 0 6  
1 8 . 0  7 . 0  0 . 3 3 3 3  0 . 3 3 3 4  0 . 3 3 3 3  0 . 5  
6  l . O E - 0 4  0 . 1  - 1 . 0  1 0 0 0  7 . . 5 0 2 4 5  
2  1 3 1 8 4 6 9 1 7 6  4 3 5 8 6 1 6 6 6  8  



0.02 1.0 1 1 0 
0 2.5 0.2 1.16E-05 100 
0 0.25 100 2 
500.0 1000.0 

y 1 ,sydom,rho,dPdx,nnu 
tc,cp,Ulbc,Uubc 
Tamb,Tlbc,Tubc 
ifp,usap,usfp 
ifUl,usaul,usful 
ifUu,usauu,usfuu 
yvc 1 ,yvc2,ytc 1 ,ytc2 
Aeddy,Ceddy,alfu,alfv,alfw, maxfac 
minceddy,eImp,Pt,tpdfc,intPa,tend 
ifflow,irsvl ,irsv2,nevents 
dtstat,dttw,ifVpo,ifns,ifmtc 
ifdiss,dtmi,cne,dts,nsedts 
icnttavg,dttavg,intavg,noutp 
tpout(i) where i=l,noutp 
y 1 - value of y-coordinate of the lower channel wall 
sydom - size of the y-domain (height of channel) 
rho - density of fluid 
dPdx - steady imposed pressure gradient 
rmu - dynamic fluid viscosity (only relevant if the viscosity 

is independent of temperature) 
tc - thermal conductivity of the fluid 
cp - specific heat of the fluid (constant pressure) 
Ulbc - steady value of the streamwise velocity component at the 

lower wall 
Uubc - steady value of the streamwise velocity component at the 

upper wall 
Tamb- ambient fluid temperature 
Tlbc - temperature at the lower wall 
Tube - temperature at the upper wall 
iQ) - if this parameter (flag) is zero the applied pressure 

gradient (dP/dx) is steady in time. If i^ is unity an 
unsteady sinusoidal term is added to the steady pressure 
gradient. 

usap - the unsteady part of the pressure gradient is given by; 
a*sin(Pt/2*pi). The parameter usap specifies the 
amplitude 'a'. 

us^ - frequency 'f of the unsteady pressure gradient (see above) 
ifUl - if this parameter (flag) is zero the value of the streamwise 

velocity component at the lower wall, Ul, is steady in time. 
If ifUl is unity an unsteady sinusoidal term is added to Ul. 

usaul - the amplitude of the unsteady term added to Ul 
usfiil - the frequency of the unsteady term added to Ul 
ifUu - if this parameter (flag) is zero the value of the streamwise 

velocity component at the upper wall, Uu, is steady in time. 
If ifUu is unity an unsteady sinusoidal term is added to Uu. 

usauu - the amplitude of the unsteady term added to Uu 
usfiiu - the frequency of the unsteady term added to Uu 
yvcl - value of the first y-coordinate where the velocity 

profile is to be monitored for stationarity 



yvc2 - value of the second y-coordinate where the velocity 
profile is to be monitored for stationarity 

ytcl - value of tiie first y-coordinate where the temperature 
profile is to be monitored for stationarity 

ytc2 - value of the second y-coordinate where the temperature 
profile is to be monitored for stationarity 

Aeddy - Alan's eddy constant 
Ceddy - viscous cutoff/penalty coefficient 
alfu - fraction of total available turbulent kinetic energy that 

is to be taken out of or put into the u-kinetic energy 
during the energy exchange due to pressure effects. To 
satify the invariant condition alfu = alfw and 
alfu + alfv + alfw = 1 to conserve the total turbulent 
kinetic energy during the exchange. 

alfv - fraction of total available turbulent kinetic energy that 
is to be taken out of or put into the v-kinetic energy 
during the energy exchange 

alfw - fraction of total available turbulent kinetic energy that 
is to be taken out of or put into the w-kinetic energy 
during the energy exchange 

maxfac - the maximum eddy size is set to maxfac * sydom 
minceddy - the minimum number of cells that can represent an eddy 
elmp - the most probable eddy size 
Pt - the target probability of an eddy or wall event occuring 
tpdfc - negative constant used to fit the trial pdf of eddy sizes 

to the actual pdf of eddy sizes during the pre-run 
intPa - the interval at which the acceptance probability is to be 

output 
tend - desired time at the end of the simulation 
ifflow - if ifflow = 1 then this is a pre-run which is used to 

determine when the flow becomes steady or quasi-stedy (no 
statistics is gathered). If ifHow = 2 then this is a 
simulation in the steady or quasi-stedy flow regime in 
which statistics is gathered. If ifflow = 3 this is a 
restart (used if the statistics is still too noisy). 

irsvl - the value of the first random seed (if ifflow is unity the 
value of irsvl can be anything) 

irsv2 - the value of the second random seed (if ifflow is unity 
the value of irsv2 can be anything) 

nevents - the number of different events to occur during each 
simulation 

dtstat - the time interval to be used when sampling the scalar 
profile(s) for stationarity 

dttw - the time interval to be used when sampling the instantaneous 
wall shear stress 

ifVpo - if this parameter is equal to unity, only the velocity 
profile will be considered in the simulation 

ifns - this flag is used to specify which numerical scheme is to 
be used for updating molecular (viscous and diffiisive) 
events. The values 1, 2 and 3 will respectively 
correspond to the simple explicit, simple implicit and 
Crank Nicolson. 

ifmtc - if this parameter (flag) is zero, the molecular transport 
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coefficients have no (zero) temperature 
dependence 

ifdiss - if this parameter (flag) is zero, the term representing 
the dissipation of kinetic energy into heat in the 
the temperature equation is neglected. To solve the 
exact temperature equation (with the dissipation term) 
ifdiss must be set to unity. 

dtmi - magnitude of implicit molecular time step (only relevant 
if ifns is 2 or 3) 

cne - explicit Covirant number (only relevant if ifns is 1) 
dts - the stirring time step eddies 
nsedts - the number of stirring events before the stirring time 

step, dts, is updated 

G.2 Input file "Bdepol.inp" for two-phase flow Brownian regime 

input file called "Bdepol.inp" this holds the input specifically for 
the particle addition to the ODT program. 
1.12 Density of the gas (continuous) phase [kg/m3] 
001 skip number for particle population 
0.0000168 viscosity of the gas phase [Pa*S = KG/(M*S)] 
0 .1 epsilon factor; fraction of a grid step (EPSF) 
0.00001 epsilon for numerics (EPSILON) 
0.0001 start time for the first data taking 
0.02 particle time line step factor (DTPARTF) 
2.50075 how often a particle trajectory is reset [seconds] 
. 8192022144472 bulk velocity of fluid [m/s] ** from simulation 
0.30 beta value for option lA 
0.00 gravitational acc. in the x direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
001 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
0.00 grav. acc. in the y direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 0 if no grav. acc. in Y 
0.00 grav. acc. in the z direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
dOplO particle type name 
0.0 u (x) velocity of the particle 
0.0 V (y) velocity of particle 
0.0 w (z) velocity of particle 
. 00000010 spherical diameter of particle [m] 
798.56 Density of the particle (discrete) phase " [kg/m3] 
0.0 age of the drop when it appears in ODT domain 
000 0 for the no slip condition; 1 to use values above 
004 ensemble number (maximum of 999) 
298 . 0 Temperature in Kelvin 
. 00000007 air lamda (mean free path) in [Meters] 
0 .05328071 friction velocity in [M/S] 

G.3 Output file "jpart.out" for two-phase flow Brownian regime 

Density of phase one, the continuous = 0.1120E+01 
NUMBER OF PARTICLES = 1 
Dynamic viscosity = 0.1680E-04 Particle output every 0.2501E+01 sec. 
Fraction of a grid spacing considered small = O.lOOOE+00 
the particle parameter BETA = 0.3000E+00 
FACTOR FOR COMPUTING DROPLET TIME STEP FROM MOLECULAR STEP (dtm) = 0.2000E-01 
DTM = 0.512990E-05 
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GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION IN X ONLY = O.OOOOOOE+00 Grav. acc. in the Z is 
0 .OOOOOOE+00  
THE BULK VELOCITY OF THE GAS PHASE = 0.819202E+00 
The initial x, y, and z position are:0.OOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOE+00 
The initial velocitys (u, v, w) are: O.OOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOOE+00 
DIA = O.lOOOE-06 Age of the drop when it is born into ODT = O.OOOOE+00 
skip every 1 interior cells. Ensemble # = 4 
Cunningham slip factor = 0.301504E+01 The particle Schmidt # = 0.191550E+05 
Dia + = 0.355205E-03 Tau + = 0.150684E-04 Particle dt + = 0.194173E-04 BMCOEF 

= 0.155178E+07 

G.4 Output file "dOOO.out" for Brownian motion 

0.288133732E+00 0 0.527939E-07 0.487913E-07 -.868176E-01 -.773796E-02 2 
0.288133732E+00 
0.350972195E+00 1 0.101350E+00 0.101350E+00 0.340946E-01 0.610595E-01 5166 
0.350972195E+00 
0.731859123E+00 1 0.101350E+00 0.101350E+00 0.664458E-01 0.690876E-01 5167 
0.731859123E+00 
0.152294751E+01 1 0.101350E+00 0.101350E+00 0.376708E-01 0.128239E+00 5165 
0.1522947S1E+01 
-1.0 
Top hits = 3 
Bottom hits = 1 TOTAL 5162 

G.5 Output file "d002.out" for Brownian motion 

0.168S19327E+00 0 0.541275E-07 0.479681E-07 -.181440E-01 -.874384E-01 4 
0.168519327E+00 
0.345324681E+00 1 0.101350E+00 0.101350E+00 0.526297E-01 0.126819E+00 5167 
0.345324683E+00 
0.640910625E+00 1 0.101350E+00 0.101350E+00 -.110729E-01 0.1S5767E+00 5165 
0 . 640910628E+00 
0.154844519E+01 1 0.101350E+00 0.101350E+00 0.155946E+00 0.132343E+00 5161 
0.154844519E+01 
0.223146802E+01 0 0.525237E-07 0.484852E-07 -.855008E-01 -.917853E-02 12 
0.223146803E+01 
-1.0 
Top hits 
Bottom hits = 2 TOTAL 5161 
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APPENDIX H SAMPLE INPUT AND OUTPUT FOR MODEL E POPULATION 

AND VELOCITY STATISTICS 

Sample input and output sheets needed for executing a run for gathering steady-state 
population and velocity mean and rms statistics for the Eddy Model (also called Model E) 
are reproduced here. Any particles which hit the wall are considered to bounce off the 
wall in a spectral manner and head back into the channel. The introduction to Appendix 
G contains useful information, some of which is not repeated here. The reader is referred 
to Appendix C and G for other useful details. 

Section H.l contains an input file called "input" needed for the ODT proper code. 
Vebjom Nilsen claimed that any consistent set of units would work in his code. The 
present author used the kg, m, second set of units. 

The two-phase flow input file is listed in Section H.2. The input file "rEol.inp" 
contains the necessary information to execute a run for the gathering of steady-state 
population and velocity mean and rms statistics for the Eddy Model. To the right of the ! 
is a brief explanation of the input field. Users should use the input format as 
demonstrated. The present author used the 'kg, m, second' set of units. Note that it is 
imperative to use the same set of units as was provided to the main ODT program. 

The two-phase flow addition to ODT has an output file which contains the input 
information. The output file is named "jpart.out." The output file is very similar to that 
shown in Section G.3, as such it is not repeated here. 

Particles are introduced into this program at the same velocity as the fluid element 
which contains it (see Chapter 6 for details and a discussion of the implications). The 
particles are allowed to relax to the fluid. From Section H.2 the "start time for the first 
data taking" is 10 seconds. This means the program will allow the particles, in this case 
representing 70 micron copper shot, 10 seconds (in ODT time) to relax to steady-state. 
From Section H.2 one can see that "how often a particle stat. data is taken" indicates that 
the particle statistics are gathered every 0.02 seconds after the initial relaxation time (10 
seconds) has elapsed. Statistics are gather for all particles which are in a particular cell 
(or grid node) at that instant in ODT time. 

A sample output file which contains the information about the particle statistics is 
listed in Section H.3, "cellave.out". The statistics gathering is done during the run, but 
the calculations of the statistics are not completed until the ODT proper run has been 
completed. The data is gather per cell, but the calculations are done using the symmetry 
(or anti-symmetry as the case may be) of the channel so the statistics are listed from a 
wall to the half channel. (For a channel with 1292 grid points, this would mean 646 cells 
are listed in the output file cellave.out.) From Section H. 1 we see that this particular run 
was done for 326 seconds. The statistics outputted in "cellave.out" therefore contains 
statistics for 316 seconds (326 minus the 10 seconds of relaxation time) of ODT time. 

The time averaged record of the results for each cell are listed on each line of 
"cellave.out". Note, because of margin constraints, the last four data values lies on the 
next line in this appendix. The actual output has this data on the same line. 
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Examination of the first Une of Section H.3 indicates that all but the first value are 
zero. The program does not allow particles to get within one radius of the wall. The 
radius (35 microns) of the copper particle simulated in this sample run is greater than the 
15.49 micron boundary of the first cell. As such, no copper particles can ever be 
anywhere in the first cell. So the program gives zeros for all gathered statistics. 

The first and last cells are a different size than all the interior cells. The interior cells 
(for this particular case) are 30.98 microns in width. The top and bottom cells are 
centered at the first and last node. As such then extend halfway into'their respective 
walls. (This accounts for why they are exactly one-half the width of the interior cells.) 
This leads up to the first value written in the file cellave.out. It is the value in meters of 
the center of the respective cell (in this case the first from a wall). The reason it is in 
meters is that the input used by the author was consistently in the kg, m, s units. The first 
cell's center is 7.7459 microns fi-om the wall. 

The second value listed on each cell line is the time averaged particle streamwise rms 
(U rms) velocity. For the second node (the same as the second cell), the value is 0.30706 
m/s. 

The third value listed is the time averaged particle wall-normal rms (V rms) velocity. 
For the second node (the same as the second cell), the value is 0.014611 m/s. 

The fourth value listed on each cell line is the time averaged particle spanwise rms (W 
rms) velocity. For the second node (the same as the second cell), the value is 0.022174 
m/s. 

The fifth value listed is the time averaged particle mean streamwise (U) velocity. For 
the second node (the same as the second cell), the value is 1.8699 m/s. 

The sixth value listed is the time averaged particle mean wall-normal (V) velocity. 
For the second node (the same as the second cell), the value is -0.000083492 m/s. 

The seventh value listed is the time averaged particle mean streamwise (W) velocity. 
For the second node (the same as the second cell), the value is 0.00028912 m/s. 

The eighth value listed is the time averaged particle mean wall-normal velocity of the 
particles while they are in interaction time. Note, that this value is not actually used 
anywhere, it was gather for analysis purposes only. For the second node (the same as the 
second cell), the value is -0.000029137 m/s. 

The ninth value listed is the time averaged particle wall-normal rms velocity of the 
particles while they are in interaction time. Note, that this value is not actually used 
anywhere, it was gather for analysis purposes only. For the second node (the same as the 
second cell), the value is 0.01595 m/s. 

The tenth value listed (also the last) is the cumulative number of times that a particle 
was found to be in that respective cell during the statistics gathering time interval. For 
the second node (the same as the second cell), the value is 2,300. 

After all the nodes representing the distance from the wall to the half-channel are 
outputted, the number of times the statistics gathering routine is listed. From Section H.3 
that is 15,801. This number can be used to verify the length of time over which the 
statistics were gathered by subtracting one and multiplying the time interval between 
statistics gathering. For example, (15,801 - 1) * 0.02 equals 316 seconds. This last 
integer can be used in conjunction with the cumulative number of times that a particle 
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was found to be in that respective cell (the tenth and last value listed for each cell) to 
yield a steady-state population in that cell. 

Section H.4 lists a sample output file called "pliststrt.out". The purpose of the output 
file is to list where each particle was started at the beginning of the ODT simulation, and 
what the pertinent values, such as velocity, where at the time. The output is nearly self 
explanatory, so only a brief explanation is given here. 

The first line points out that the read routine outputs the file, since it is the routine that 
generates the particles. The next line merely points out that the first cell will be outputted 
in order of the y position of all the particles in the cell. Note cell 1 has no particles in it. 
Note also that the program initially assigns only one particle to each interior cell. As 
such cells 2 - 1291 have only one particle in them with a y value which corresponds 
exactly to the cell center (or node). Cell 1292 has no particles in it. The last line lists the 
total number of particles in all the cells. In this case, 1290. 

The output for each particle lists; 1) A name which is given a value of 1. In this 
particular case this represents 70 micron copper shot. 2) The x, y, and z positions. 
Initially, the x and z positions are set to zero and the y position is set to the corresponding 
node. 3) The x, y, and z velocities. Initially these are set equal to the velocities of the 
fluid cell which contains it. 4) The AGE variable contains the particle time of that 
particular particle. Note all are initially set to zero, as the particles are starting as newly 
bom into the simulation. 5) As discussed in Chapter 3, particle-eddy interactions require 
an initial condition for each time the particle-eddy interaction takes place. Initially, this 
is set to the y velocity of the fluid. 6) A permanent record is kept of which cell a particle 
is bom into by assigning that cell number into a variable called BIRTH. This is done so 
that a particle at anytime during its life can be traced back to where it was first introduced 
into the simulation. As such, any particle can be traced throughout its life time with 
minimal effort. 

Section H.5 lists a sample output file called "plistend.out". The purpose of the output 
file is to list where each particle was at the end of the ODT simulation, and what the 
pertinent values, such as velocity, where at the time. The output is nearly self 
explanatory, and almost exactly as put forth in Section H.4 so no explanation of the 
output will be written here. 

Note, that the particle in the fourteenth cell was originally placed in cell 1,279. This 
demonstrates that particles do move around the channel freely. 

Section H.6 lists a sample output file called "position.out". The purpose of this output 
file is to list each cell and how many particles were in that cell at the end of the ODT 
simulation. The first line lists the number of particles in the first cell (that is the cell 
which contains the bottom wall). In this example, there are zero. The second line lists 
the number of particles in the second cell, again zero. The third line lists one particle in 
the third cell at the end of the ODT simulation. And so on, to the 1292 cell (containing 
the top wall) which has zero particles in it at the end of the simulation. 

Other output files exist, but their function is of secondary importance and sample 
outputs are not provided here. 
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H. 1 Input file "input" for ODT proper code 

0.0 0.04 1.179 -1.156 1.835E-05 
0.597 4182 0.0 0.0 
293 273 313 
0  0 . 0  0 . 0  
0 0.0 0.0 
0  0 . 0 0 . 0  
0.01 0.02 0.01 0.02 
18.0 7.0 0.3333 0.3334 0.3333 0.5 
6 l.OE-04 0.1 -1.0 1000 326.0 
2 1361251773 1426359249 8 
0. 02 1. 0 1 1 0 
0 2.5 0.2 1.16E-05 100 
0 0.25 100 2 
500.0 1000.0 

yl, sydom,rho,dPdx,rmu 

All lines of code for this input file Section H.l, input for the ODT proper code, from 
here on in are identical to the lines of the input file in Section G.l, beyond the same 
comment line above. As such they are not repeated here. 

H.2 Input file "rEol.inp" for two-phase flow statistics gathering 

input file called "rEol.inp" this holds the input specifically for the 
particle. 
1.179 Density of the gas (continuous) phase [kg/m3] 
GDI skip number for particle population 
0.00001835 viscosity of the gas phase [Pa*S = KG/(M*S)] 
0.1 epsilon factor; fraction of a grid step (EPSF) 
. 000001 epsilon for numerics (EPSILON) 
10.0 start time for the first data taking [seconds] 
1.5 particle time line step factor (DTPARTF) 
0.0200 how often a particle stat. data is taken [seconds] 
2.02 bulk velocity of fluid [m/s] ** from simulation 
0.3 beta value for option lA 
0.817 gravitational acc. in the x direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
001 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
0.00 grav. acc. in the y direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 0 if no grav. acc. in Y 
0.00 grav. acc. in the z direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
Cud7 0 start a new particle, the ouptput file has this name 
0.0 u (x) velocity of the particle 
0.0 V (y) velocity of particle 
0.0 w (z) velocity of particle 
0.000070 shpherical diameter of particle (Cu)[m] Rouson 
36013.1 Density of the particle (discrete) phase " [kg/m3] 
0.0 age of the drop when it appears in ODT domain 
000 0 for the no slip condition; 1 to use values above 
notused ensemble number (maximum of 999) 
298.0 Temperature in Kelvin 
.00000007 air lamda (mean free path) in Meters 
0.140076 friction velocity in M/S 
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H.3 Output file "cellave.out" for two-phase flow Model E, statistics gathering 

0.77459E-05 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00  O.OOOOOE+00  O.OOOOOE+00  0  
0.30984E-04 0.30706E+00 0.14611E-01 0.22174E-01 0.18699E+01 -.83492E-04 

0.28912E-03 0.29137E-04 0.15950E-01 2300 
0.61967E-04 0.32392E+00 0.14608E-01 0.22313E-01 0.18612E+01 -.44189E-04 
0.57990E-03 0.74974E-04 0.15831E-01 6362 
0.92951E-04 0.32201E+00 0.14470E-01 0.21961E-01 0.18622E+01 -.87008E-04 

0.10401E-02 0.12119E-03 0.15736E-01 6245 
0.12393E-03 0.31530E+00 0.14432E-01 0.22141E-01 0.18669E+01 -.18589E-03 

0.17719E-03 0.12174E-03 0.15706E-01 6374 

Cell average results between 123.9 microns and 19,861 microns are omitted 
in order to conserve space. 

0.19861E-01 0.10828E+00 0.16969E-01 0.24116E-01 0.27100E+01 -.14362E-03 
0.23866E-02 -.13853E-03 0.17586E-01 16877 
0.19892E-01 0.11025E+00 0.17096E-01 0.24076E-01 0.27103E+01 0.56579E-04 

0.23056E-02 0.34643E-04 0.17692E-01 17075 
0.19923E-01 0.10995E+00 0.16902E-01 0.23722E-01 0.27106E+01 0.14354E-03 
0.21391E-02 0.12241E-03 0.17520E-01 16868 
0.19954E-01 0.10882E+00 0.16952E-01 0.24016E-01 0.27088E+01 0.99593E-04 
0.21449E-02 0.79091E-04 0.17574E-01 17286 
0.19985E-01 0.10971E+00 0.17028E-01 0.24052E-01 0.27101E+01 0.12071E-03 
0.22543E-02 0.14525E-03 0.175B6E-01 , 16950 

15801 

H.4 Output file "pliststrt.out" for two-phase flow statistics gathering 

IN SUBROUTINE read 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 2 

NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+OO Y= 0.30984E-04 Z= 
XVEL= 0.33388E-01 yVEL= 0.94139E-03 ZVEL= 
NWVELC = 0.9413 9E-03 BIRTH = 2 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 3 

NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+OO Y= 0.61967E-04 Z= 
XVEL= 0.6667SE-01 YVEL= 0.18810E-02 ZVEL= 
NWVELC = 0.18810E-02 BIRTH = 3 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 4 
NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+OO Y= 0.92951E-04 Z= 
XVEL= 0.99877E-01 YVEL= 0.28171E-02 ZVEL= 
NWVELC = 0.28171E-02 BIRTH = 4 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 5 

NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+OO Y= 0.12393E-03 Z= 
XVEL= 0.13298E+00 YVEL= 0.37480E-02 ZVEL= 
NWVELC = 0.37480E-02 BIRTH = 5 

O.OOOOOE+OO 
0.94125E-03 AGE 

O.OOOOOE+OO 
0.18807E-02 AGE 

O.OOOOOE+OO 
0.28167E-02 AGE 

O.OOOOOE+OO 
0.37474E-02 AGE 

= O.OOOOOE+OO 

= O.OOOOOE+OO 

= 'O.OOOOOE+OO 

= O.OOOOOE+OO 

Cell position data between 123.9 microns and 39,845 microns are omitted in 
order to conserve space. 

WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1287 
NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+OO Y= 0.39845E-01 Z= O.OOOOOE+OO 
XVEL= 0.18787E+00 YVEL= -0.54744E-02 ZVEL= -0.54736E-02 AGE = O.OOOOOE+OO 
NWVELC = -0.54744E-02 BIRTH = 1287 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1288 
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NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+00 Y= 
XVEL= 0.15033E+00 YVEL= -0. 
NWVELC = -0.45025E-02 BIRTH ^ 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST 
NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+00 Y= 
XVEL= 0.11279E+00 YVEL 0. 
NWVELC 0.34486E-02 BIRTH ^ 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST 
NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+00 Y= 
XVEL= 0.75234E-01 YVEL= -0. 
NWVELC = -0.23331E-02 BIRTH 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST 

NAME = 1 X= O.OOOOOE+00 Y= 
XVEL= 0.37654E-01 YVEL 0. 
NWVELC = -0.11768E-02 BIRTH ^ 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST 
TOTAL PARTICLES = 1290 

0.39876E-01 Z= 
45025E-02 ZVEL= 

1288 
IN CELL 12 89 
0.39907E-01 Z= 

34486E-02 ZVEL= 
1289 

IN CELL 1290 
0.39938E-01 Z= 

23331E-02 ZVEL= 
1290 

IN CELL 1291 
0.39969E-01 Z= 

11768E-02 ZVEL= 
1291 

IN CELL 1292 

O.OOOOOE+00  
-0.45019E-02 AGE 

O.OOOOOE+00  
-0.34481E-02 AGE 

O.OOOOOE+00  
-0.23328E-02 AGE 

O.OOOOOE+00  
-0.11766E-02 AGE 

=  O.OOOOOE+00  

=  O.OOOOOE+00  

=  O.OOOOOE+00  

=  O . O O O O O E + O O  

H.5 Output file "plistend.out" for two-phase flow statistics gathering 

IN SUBROUTINE postnout.f 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
NAME = 1 X= 0.656582975E+03 Y= 
XVEL- 0.181571038E+01 YVEL= 0. 

0.262993130E+03 
NWVELC = 0.128676457E-01 BIRTH 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
NAME = 1 X= 0.656122307E+03 Y= 
XVEL= 0.149893677E+01 YVEL= 0. 

0.263643748E+03 
NWVELC = 0.873970587E-02 BIRTH 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN 
NAME = 1 X= 0.657040081E+03 Y= 
XVEL= 0.222944369E+01 YVEL= 0. 

0.261674792E+03 
NWVELC = 0.258623832E-01 BIRTH 
NAME = 1 X= 0.657692838E+C3 Y= 
XVEL= 0.201864745E+01 YVEL= -0. 

0.260185078E+03 
NWVELC = -0.155508065E-02 BIRTH 

CELL 1 
CELL 2 
CELL 3 
= 0.719574578E-04 Z= 
125625193E-01 ZVEL= 

124 
CELL 4 
CELL 5 
CELL 6 
CELL 7 
CELL 8 
CELL 9 
CELL 10 
CELL 11 
CELL 12 
CELL 13 
CELL 14 

= 0.394601078E-03 Z= 
890995369E-02 ZVEL= 

1279 
CELL 15 
0.420157528E-03 Z= 

267097135E-01 ZVEL= 

1091 
0.442241408E-03 Z= 

174725971E-02 ZVEL= 

619 

0.281823978E+00 
-0.861516632E-02 AGE 

-0.422642131E+00 
-0.917763443E-02 AGE 

0.661286314E+00 
-0.135448301E-01 AGE 

0.243972234E+00 
-0.153730827E-01 AGE 

Cell position data between 442 microns and 39,698 microns are omitted in 
order to conserve space. 

WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 12 82 
NAME = 1 X= 0.657246094E+03 Y= 0.396978937E-01 Z= 0.546406202E+00 
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XVEL= 0.180856103E+01 YVEL= 0.34366061lE-02 ZVEL= 0.570852521E-03 AGE = 
0.262756568E+03 

NWVELC = 0.406824143E-02 BIRTH = 698 
NAME = 1 X= 0.656939535E+03 Y= 0.397044072E-01 Z= 0.296345739E+00 
XVEL= 0.177398262E+01 YVEL= 0.420321541E-02 ZVEL= -0.139479621E-01 AGE = 

0.263692259E+03 
NWVELC = 0.520631718E-02 BIRTH = 1205 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1283 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1284 
NAME = 1 X= 0. 657449026E+03 Y= 0.397428288E-01 Z= 0.667064632E+00 
XVEL= 0.187512149E+01 YVEL= 0.745765649E-02 ZVEL= -0.399116844E-02 AGE = 

0.261747429E+03 
NWVELC = 0.907615360E-02 BIRTH = 1262 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1285 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1286 
NAME = 1 X= 0.656919949E+03 Y= 0.398271516E-01 Z= 0.727192953E+00 
XVEL= 0.172621551E+01 YVEL= 0 . 508463837E-02 ZVEL= -0.59164 4 790E-02 AGE = 

0.264245279E+03 
NWVELC = 0.615004931E-02 BIRTH = 648 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1287 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1288 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1289 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 12 90 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 1291 
WRITE from LOWEST to HIGHEST IN CELL 12 92 
TOTAL PARTICLES = 1290 

H.6 Output file "position.out" for two-phase flow statistics gathering 

0 

0 
1 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

1 
2 

Cell position data between 442 microns and 39,698 microns are omitted in 
order to conserve space. 

2 
0 
1 

0 
1 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
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APPENDIX I 

SAMPLE INPUT FOR THE EDDY MODEL DEPOSITION RUNS 

Sample input and output sheets needed for executing a deposition run using the Eddy 
Model where a particle which comes within one radius of a wall is considered deposited 
are reproduced here. The introduction to Appendix G contains useful information, some 
of which is not repeated here. The reader is referred to Appendix B, G, and H for other 
useful details. 

Section G.l contains an input file called "input" needed for the ODT proper code. 
There are no significant changes to the ODT proper input file, so it will not be repeated 
here. Vebjom Nilsen claimed that any consistent set of units would work in his code. 
The present author used the 'kg, m, second' set of units. 

The two-phase flow input file is listed in Section I.l. The input file "depolG.inp" 
contains the necessary information to execute a deposition run for a Stokes niraiber (tau"^) 
of 675. This corresponds to the 70 micron copper shot at Re^ = 180. The present author 
used the 'kg, m, second' set of units. Note that it is imperative to use the same set of 
units as was provided to the main ODT program. 

There are two additional parameters which are included in the deposition program 
here, but not in the Brownian deposition program. 

The first is that the Brownian program puts a particle in all interior cells, but this 
program gives the user the option of leaving a specified number of cells fi-ee of particles 
firom each wall. Note the Brownian regime uses small particles, so it is reasonable to 
assume that all particles fit into all interior cells. However, particles in the inertial 
deposition regime extend to very large inertia which may have diameters so large that 
they cannot actually fit into all interior cells. For example the second to last line of 
Section 1.1 gives "# from wall with no particles" equal to 2. This means that the cells 
containing the walls will not have any particles initially placed in them. Also the cells 
next to those cells will not have any particles initially placed in them. All other cells 
have one particle placed in them. 

Second, the analysis of Graham, 2004, suggested a method of initializing the particles 
with a kinetic stress close to the long term stress. He points out that this method should 
drastically reduce the time it takes for transients to settle out (as compared to the method 
of initializing the high inertia particle to be the same as the fluid which surrounds it). His 
method suggest taking the Kolomogorov-Stokes number, taking the reciprocal of the 
square root and using this to determine the deviation from the mean velocity of the heavy 
particles. For example, in Section I.l the last line gives for "l/sqrt(Kolomogorov Stokes 
#)" a value of 0.134. The program takes the difference between the fluid velocity and the 
mean fluid velocity multiplies it by 0.134 and then adds that to the mean fluid velocity 
and assigns that to the velocity of the heavy particle. This was demonstrated by the 
present author to significantly decrease the time it took the data to reach steady-state. 

Note, for the Brownian regime, the particles by definition are nearly the same as the 
fluid which surroimds them, as such there is no need for this improvement. Also, it is 
prudent to only use multiplication factor for high inertia particles with Kolomogorov-
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Stokes numbers greater than 1. For particles with Kolomogorov-Stokes number much 
less than 1, input the "l/sqrt(Kolomogorov Stokes #)" value of 1. The lower the inertia 
the more this becomes true. 

The two-phase flow addition to ODT has an output file which contains the input 
information. This output file is shown in Section G.3 (and not repeated here). The 
output file is named "jpart.out." 

In programs which gather deposition statistics an ensemble of particle runs are 
completed inside of one long run of the ODT proper code. The file is created in a 
subdirectory which must already exist called "ensdp" (short for ensemble deposition). 
The file is created by the program as a new file. The file is named in the order that the 
ensemble is generated as "ensdp/dOOO.out", "ensdp/dOOl.out", "ensdp/d002.out", etc. 
Sample output files are listed in Section G.4 and G.5 and are not repeated here. 

Other output files exist, but their fimction is of secondary importance and sample 
outputs are not provided here. 

I.l Input file "depolG.inp" for two-phase flow 

input file called "depolG.inp" this holds the input specifically for the 
particle. 
1.179 
001 
0.00001835 
0 . 1  
.00001 

0.001 
1.5 
2.500755 

Density of the gas (continuous) phase [kg/m3] 
skip number for particle population 
viscosity of the gas phase [Pa*S = KG/(M*S)] 
epsilon factor; fraction of a grid step (EPSF) 
epsilon for numerics (EPSILON) 
start time for', the first data taking 
particle time line step factor (DTPARTF) 
how often a particle trajectory is reset [seconds] 
bulk velocity of fluid [m/s] ** from simulation 
beta value for option lA 
gravitational acc. in the x direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
grav. acc. in the y direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
0 if no grav. acc. in Y 
grav. acc. in the z direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
start a new particle, the ouptput file has this name 
u (x) velocity of the particle 
V (y) velocity of particle 
w (z) velocity of particle 
shpherical diameter of particle (Cu)[m] Rouson 
Density of the particle (discrete) phase " [kg/m3] 
age of the drop when it appears in ODT domain 
0 for the no slip condition; 1 to use values above 
ensemble number (maximum of 999) 
Temperature in Kelvin 
air lamda (mean free path) in Meters 
friction velocity in M/S 
# from wall with no particles 
1/sqrt(Kolomogorov Stokes #) 

2.02 
0.30 
0 .817 
001 
0 .00 
000 
0.00 
0 0 0  
Cud70 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

0 .000070 
36013.1 
0.0 
000 
500 
298.0 
.00000007 
0.140076 
002 
0 .134 
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APPENDIX J SAMPLE INPUT FOR THE VELOCITY MODEL POPULATION 

AND VELOCITY STATISTICS 

Sample input sheets needed for executing a run for gathering steady-state population 
and velocity mean and rms statistics for the Velocity Model (also called Model V) are 
reproduced here. Any particles which hit the wall are considered to bounce off the wall 
in a spectral manner and head back into the channel. The introduction to Appendix G 
contains useful information, some of which is not repeated here. The reader is referred to 
Appendix E, G, and H for other useful details. 

Section H.l contains an input file called "input" needed for the ODT proper code. 
There are no significant changes to the ODT proper input file, so it will not be repeated 
here. Vebjom Nilsen claimed that any consistent set of units would work in his code. 
The present author used the 'kg, m, second' set of imits. 

The two-phase flow input file is listed in Section J.l. The input file "rEo2.inp" 
contains the necessary information to execute a deposition run for a Stokes number (tau^) 
of 2,050. This corresponds to the 70 micron copper shot at Rct = 640. The present 
author used the 'kg, m, second' set of units. Note that it is imperative to use the same set 
of xmits as was provided to the main ODT program. 

The two-phase flow addition to ODT has an output file which contains the input 
information. The output file is named "jpart.out." The output file is very similar to that 
shown in Section G.3, as such it is not repeated here. 

Particles are introduced into this program at the same velocity as the fluid element 
which contains it (see Chapter 6 for details and a discussion of the implications). The 
particles are allowed to relax to the fluid. 

A sample output file which contains the information about the particle statistics is 
listed in Section H.3, "cellave.out" and is not repeated here. 

Section H.4 lists a sample output file called "pliststrt.out". The purpose of the output 
file is to list where each particle was started at the begiiming of the ODT simulation, and 
what the pertinent values, such as velocity, where at the time. 

Section H.5 lists a sample output file called "plistend.out". The purpose of the output 
file is to list where each particle was at the end of the ODT simulation, and what the 
pertinent values, such as velocity, where at the time. 

Section H.6 lists a sample output file called "position.out". The purpose of this output 
file is to list each cell and how many particles were in that cell at the end of the ODT 
simulation. 

Other output files exist, but their fimction is of secondary importance and sample 
outputs are not provided here. 
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J. 1 Input file "rEo2.inp" for two-phase flow statistics gathering 

input file called "rEo2.inp" this holds the input specifically for the 
particle. 
1.179 ! Density of the gas (continuous) phase [kg/m3] 
001 ! skip number for particle population 
0.00001835 ! viscosity of the gas phase [Pa*S = KG/(M*S)] 
0.1 ! epsilon factor; fraction of a grid step (EPSF) 
.000001 ! epsilon for numerics (EPSILON) 
5.00 ! start time for the first data taking 
1.5 ! particle time line step factor (DTPARTF) 
0.0200 ! how often a particle stat data is taken [seconds] 
9.4138 ! bulk velocity of fluid [m/s] ** from simulation 
notused ! beta value for option lA 
9.81 ! gravitational acc. in the x direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
001 ! 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
0.00 ! grav. acc. in the y direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 ! 0 if no grav. acc. in Y 
0.00 ! grav. acc. in the z direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 ! 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
Cud70 ! start a new particle, the ouptput file has this 

name 
0.0 ! u (x) velocity of the particle 
0.0 ! v (y) velocity of particle 
0.0 ! w (z) velocity of particle 
0.000070 ! shpherical diameter of particle (Cu)[m] 
8800.0 ! Density of the particle (discrete) phase " [kg/m3] 
0.0 ! age of the drop when it appears in ODT domain 
000 ! 0 for the no slip condition; 1 to use values above 
notused ! ensemble number (maximum of 999) 
2 98.0 ! Temperature in Kelvin 
.00000007 ! air lamda (mean free path) in Meters 
0.493963561 ! friction velocity in M/S 
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APPENDIX K 

SAMPLE INPUT FOR THE VELOCITY MODEL DEPOSITION RUNS 

Sample input sheets needed for executing a deposition run using the Velocity Model 
where a particle which comes within one radius of a wall is considered deposited are 
reproduced here. The introduction to Appendix G contains useful information, some of 
which is not repeated here. The reader is referred to Appendix B, G, H, I, and J for other 
usefiil details. 

Section G.l contains an input file called "input" needed for the ODT proper code. 
There are no significant changes to the ODT proper input file, so it will not be repeated 
here. Vebjom Nilsen claimed that any consistent set of units would work in his code. 
The present author used the 'kg, m, second' set of units. 

The two-phase flow input file is listed in Section K.l. The input file "depao2.inp" 
contains the necessary information to execute a deposition run for a Stokes number (tau^) 
of 20,000. From the third to last line in Section K.l one can see that the friction velocity 
is 0.9301 m/s which corresponds to a friction Reynolds nimiber of 1,195. 

This program gives the user the option of leaving a specified number of cells free of 
particles from each wall. Particles in the inertial deposition regime extend to very large 
inertia which may have diameters so large that they caimot actually fit into all interior 
cells. For example the second to last line of Section K.l gives "# from wall with no 
particles" equal to 12. This is because the particle radius is 188 microns. This means 
that the cells containing the walls and the next 11 cells near the walls will not have any 
particles initially placed in them. All other cells have one particle placed in them. 

The two-phase flow addition to ODT has an output file which contains the input 
information. This output file is shown in Section G.3 (and not repeated here). The 
output file is named "jpart.out." 

In programs which gather deposition statistics an ensemble of particle runs are 
completed inside of one long run of the ODT proper code. The file is created in a 
subdirectory which must already exist called "ensdp" (short for ensemble deposition). 
The file is created by the program as a new file. The file is named in the order that the 
ensemble is generated as "ensdp/dOOO.out", "ensdp/dOOl.out", "ensdp/d002.out", etc. 
Sample output files are listed in Section G.4 and G.5 and are not repeated here. 

Other output files exist, but their function is of secondary importance and sample 
outputs are not provided here. 
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K.l Input file "depao2.mp" for two-phase flow 

input file called "depao2.inp" this holds the input specifically for 
the 
particle. 
1.17 9 ! Density of the gas (continuous) phase [kg/mS] 
001 ! skip number for particle population 
0.00001835 ! viscosity of the gas phase [Pa*S = KG/(M*S)] 
0.1 ! epsilon factor; fraction of a grid step (EPSF) 
.00001 ! epsilon for numerics (EPSILON) 
0.0004 ! start time for the first data taking 
1.5 ! particle time line step factor (DTPARTF) 
2.99333 ! how often a particle trajectory is reset [seconds] 
19.333032191654 ! bulk velocity of fluid [m/s] ** from simulation 
op2 ! beta value for option lA 
0.00 ! gravitational acc. in the x direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
001 ! 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
0.00 ! grav. acc. in the y direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 ! 0 if no grav. acc. in Y 
0.00 ! grav. acc. in the z direction [m/s2] (9.81) 
000 ! 0 if no grav. acceleration in the X direction 
t20.k ! start a new particle, the ouptput file has this 

name 
0.0 ! u (x) velocity of the particle 
0.0 ! V (y) velocity of particle 
0.0 ! w (z) velocity of particle 
.000375877 ! shpherical diameter of particle [m] 
840.627 ! Density of the particle (discrete) phase " [kg/m3] 
0.0 ! age of the drop when it appears in ODT domain 
000 ! 0 for the no slip condition; 1 to use values above 
300 ! ensemble number (maximum of 999) 
298.0 ! Temperature in Kelvin 
.00000007 ! air lamda (mean free path) in Meters 
0.9301 ! friction velocity in M/S 
012 ! # from wall with no particles 
0.050 ! factor 1/sqrt(Kolomogorov Stokes #) 
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APPENDIX L 

NOMENCLATURE 

aij anisotropy tensor 
a particle radius 
A acceleration 
c concentration 
Cc Cunningham slip factor 
D Brownian diffixsivity 
Dp particle diameter 

/ empirical nonlinear drag law 
F force 
g gravitational acceleration 

Gi zero-mean Gaussian random number 
h charmel half height 
j number flux of particles 
k Boltzman constant 
kij Reynolds stress tensor 
I length of an eddy 
mp mass of the particle 
n number of particles per unit volume 
N mass flux 
P pressure 
r radius 

Re Reynolds number 
Rex firiction Reynolds number 
S ratio of particle density to fluid density 
Sc Schmidt number 
St Stokes number 
Sij rate-of-strain tensor 
t time 
tau"^ Stokes number in wall coordinates 
te interaction time 
toDT ODT time 

particle time 
T a time period in interaction time 
Ui velocity in the respective Cartesian coordinate 
^ddy average fluid u velocity of a particular eddy 
UB bulk velocity 
u. friction velocity 
u particle velocity vector 

V fluid velocity vector 



VE triplet map induced fluid y velocity 
V particle velocity in the y direction 
Vd deposition rate constant called deposition velocity 

V particle velocity vector 
Weddy average fluid w velocity of a particular eddy 
W particle velocity in the z direction 
X, y, z position in the respective Cartesian coordinate 
Xi position in the respective Cartesian coordinate 

X particle position in the x coordinate 
V particle position in the y coordinate 
Z particle position in the z coordinate 

Greek Symbols 

P firee parameter in the two-phase flow submodel 
5ij Kronecker delta 
5v viscous lengthscale 
X mean free path of the continuous phase 
XQ eddy rate distribution 
}a, viscosity 
p density 
71 pi 
T ODT eddy time scale 
Xw the shear stress at the wall 
Xp particle aerodynamic response time 
V kinematic viscosity 

VT turbulent viscosity 

Subscripts 

B bulk 
f fluid or continuous phase 
g gas phase 
p particle 

T calculations done in interaction time 

Superscripts 

i calculation done in interaction time 
n calculations done without eddy interaction 
+ use of wall units 
* transformed coordinate system 
' rms value 
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